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This thesis deals with some aspects of Maltese
Phonetics that are important as the groundwork of a
general phonetic study as well as for the application
to deaf pedagogy. The thesis is divided into five
parts.
The first part is an introduction. It presents
some background information on the language studies and
the context in which the speakers of Maltese must be
considered. It also introduces the basic framework for
the study presented here, together with other intro¬
ductory considerations regarding the informants used and
the experimental situation involved. The second chapter
in this first part deals with the relationship between
the orthographical system of Maltese and phonetics in
the light of possible biases of previous analyses towards
more writing-speaking correspondences than actually exist.
The second -part deals with the phonological system
of Maltese. It presents a phonemic analysis of Maltese
that is more phonetically-based than previous phonemic
analysis. (Chapter 3.) It also presents a modification
of the transcriptional conventions so far used for
Maltese vowel phonemes, based on the phonetic analysis
presented later in the thesis. Chapter ^ discusses
the use of the syllable in linguistic descriptions of
Maltese, establishes the syllable structure(s) of
Maltese, and studies the distributional characteristics
of the consonant phonemes.
iii
The third part deals with vowels. It is divided
into A- chapters. There is an auditory and articulatory
description of Maltese vowels in the first chapter,
supported by spectrographic and electrokymographic
evidence. The duration of vowels is also investigated
(chapter 6). Chapter 7 includes an acoustic study
using spectrography for instrumental evidence. Chapter
8 describes and discusses an experiment testing native
speaker perception of the quality and duration of
vowels in Maltese.
The fourth part is a study of consonants: the
allophonic variants of the consonant phonemes are
described in terms of their places of articulation,
their manner of articulation and their voicing charac¬
teristics. This description is based upon electro¬
kymographic investigations as well as impressionistic
phonetic observation. A study of consonant duration
concludes this part.
The fifth part is a study of the visible patterns
of Maltese, This part is introduced by a review of
other relevant studies made in different languages and
of the terminology used in this respect in traditional
phonetics. There are two main chapters: the first is
a study of the visible patterns in prolonged articulation
using still photography; the second is a study of
visible patterns in connected speech using cinemato¬
graphy as the investigatory technique. These two
studies are interrelated. Together, they constitute an
investigation of the parameters relevant in a study
intended as a basis for the application of lip-reading
methodology.
iv
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Background to the Study.
1.1. Background to the language under investigation
Maltese is a Semitic language spoken by about
333»000 people in Malta and Gozo, as well as by about
the same number of people in emigrant communities abroad.
Aquilina calls it:
"a separate language resulting from the interaction
and fusion of North African Arabic, but with its
own dialect features outside the North African
group, and Siculo-Italian, covering two different
cultural strata" (Aquilina 1959j P»73» Preface)
Maltese is not mutually intelligible with any Arabic or
Italian dialect at a normal conversational level. Maltese
has developed very distinctive traits of its own,
especially in its development of a larger vowel system
than Arabic, and a consonant system that fuses the Semitic
and Romance origins (cf. Borg 1978).
There are various Maltese dialects spoken throughout
the islands. These are identifiable geographically.
They are marked by both systemic and realizational
differences in the vowel system and by similar but more
•limited differences in the consonantal system. The main
systemic differences in the consonant systems are the use
of the /k/ and /I/ phonemes in some dialects, and the use
of only /k/ by other dialects, realised as OG or as £cp .
Other realizational differences involve more advanced
front consonants or more retracted ones, and various
realisations of the phonemes /h/ and /r/. The dialects
also differ in their suprasegmental characteristics.
These dialectal variations will not be dealt with since I
am concerned here solely with Standard Maltese. All of
the Maltese dialects are fully intelligible to the
speakers of other dialects, however linguistically naive
they may be.
Standard Maltese is used by most of the people living
in the Valetta area (a very rough geographical area that
includes most of the nearby urban areas). It is widely
1
accepted as geographically-neutral and socially-unmarked.
1.2. The Influence of English on Maltese and on the
Speakers of Maltese
1.2.1. Bilingualism in Malta
It would he fair to say that the Maltese are bilingual
to varying degrees. Every Maltese school-leaver has at
least a good enough knowledge of spoken Maltese-English to
be able to cope with life on an island whose largest
industry is tourism. A few years ago, a much more emphatic
and general statement regarding bilingualism would have
been appropriate. The tendency now is for the Maltese to
use less English than they used to. There are no longer
many permanent monolingual British residents on the island
subsequent to state policies regarding the British forces
who had been living there in influential numbers.
The importance of English as the second official
language after Maltese (having replaced Italian in this
role) cannot be emphasised enough from a sociolinguistic
point of view. It is not so much the actual degree of
direct influence on the lexis and syntax of Maltese as the
common usage of English alongside with Maltese in a
bilingual situation.
Maltese is used for most everyday affairs unless
English is needed during occupational activities such as
•business arrangements and teaching. There is still a
large number of people who use both languages inter¬
changeably in normal social and occupational interaction.
Both Maltese and English are used as official languages
for public administration. Maltese is the language of the
Church and the Lav; Courts; it is used as widely as
English in newspapers and broadcasting though not as much
in the wider sense for entertainment such as films and
the theatre. Its use in the Arts is growing. Several
local weekly magazines and journals are now being written
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in Maltese - a situation very different from that of
only a few years ago. There is an increasing number of
children's books in Maltese - usually adaptations or
translations from books published in English, e.g. The
Ladybird Books series, and there is certainly an increasing
amount of poetry, drama, and short novels written in
Maltese. There is, however, very little material available
in Maltese in the way of dictionaries and reference or
source books.
Maltese is used alongside with English in street
names and the notices in local clubs and organisations.
Road signs, however, are usually in English. Of course, a
great deal now depends on what allowances the Maltese
authorities are prepared to make to maintain a good tourist
trade. Such traffic, unless deliberate measures are taken
to produce contrary effects, will be favourable to
retaining both English and Maltese as the officially
acknowledged languages.
The situation could be termed diglossic. In all
spoken matters, Maltese is dominant. But English has been
maintained as the dominant written language,•except for
journalistic purposes and the arts where both languages
are used. This state of affairs is quite predictable from
the geographical situation of the island. The need for an
internationally-used language is essential. Historical
facts have been instrumental in the choice of that
language.
English has also had some direct influence on Maltese
in terms of word-importation. English lexical items have
been adopted by Maltese, some without adaptation but most
are assimilated, at least to some degree, to the Maltese
phonological and morphological system. At times, a more-
English version of a word exists alongside a more
assimilated form. This is the case especially with words
used for describing sporting events and technical auto-
terms, for example. Thus, we get words like English
3
'goal' with two plural forms:- /gowlz/ (sometimes /gowls/
in accordance with the voicing rule1) and /gowlijiet/;
both forms are used and accepted.
1.2.2. Language Policy in Education
English has for many years been the official medium
of instruction in both primary and secondary education.
In practice, however, Maltese was always used in state
primary schools whereas Maltese was not even taught in
private primary schools. Books for teaching subjects
other than Maltese were only available in English.
The language policy has changed in recent years, so
that in state schools, Maltese is becoming the first
written language, whereas both Maltese and English are
used throughout the primary classes in private schools.
Some books on subjects taught in schools are now available
in Maltese, but these are still restricted in number and
variety. It can be said then, that Maltese has recently
been used more widely to the exclusion of English both as
a medium of education and as a taught language. The
language situation is still in a state of transition.
Educators are uncertain about the desirability or otherwise
of a good command of either language at the expense of the
other.
It was hoped that bilingual fluency would improve as
a result of the acquisition of literacy in the first
language. Literacy in English has, for many years,
preceded or even replaced literacy in Maltese. Unfort¬
unately, because of the sheer economics of the matter,
the standard of literacy in Maltese could not be improved
compatibly with the fast-changing educational policies
during and after secondary school level. The dilemma of
teaching secondary school children using English text
books and resorting to verbal explanation in Maltese has
rather unfavourable results.
1. See sections 3.5 and 9.7.
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1.2.3. The English Used in Malta
The English used in Malta is known as Maltese-English.
It is identifiable by a number of characteristics in the
same way as are other types of non-British English. The
phonetics and phonology of Maltese-English probably mark
it more prominently than does its grammar and vocabulary
from any type of British English. To give just a few
obvious examples, /t/ and /9/ are not separate phonemes;
nor are /d/ and /3/; vowel weakening does not usually
occur in unstressed syllables - at least not to the same
extent as it does in English*, and the pronunciation of
specific words is influenced by the English spelling.
The rhythm of Maltese-English is also very different from
that of RP. Standard Maltese-English syntax does not
differ as noticeably from that of Standard English; but
the use of some lexical items is very specific to Maltese-
English (for example 'scope' being used as meaning "aim"
or "objective"). A description of Maltese-English is
outside the scope of this thesis. It should be noted
here that recent interest in the subject of Maltese-English
was stimulated during the 1976 Conference on Bilingualism,
primarily due to Dr. G. Broughton. It is a highly loaded
subject, especially because there is still a great deal
of controversy regarding the target standard of English
used for education. The very existence of such a
phenomenon as Maltese-English is itself still a question
in the minds of many Maltese educators today.
1.3.1. The Informants
The near-non-availability of native speakers of
Maltese in Edinburgh constituted a serious problem in the
present study, when tape-recorded material was not
adequate. The main bulk of the general description and
auditory analysis, as well as of the data for the speech
synthesis experiment described in chapter 8 was based on
recordings of three adult male speakers and myself.
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The informants are all adults with similar educational
backgrounds, living in the same area. They learnt to read
and write in English first. Their writing and reading in
Maltese followed by quite a few years. They are exposed
to a great deal more written English than Maltese.
Although their use of spoken Maltese vastly overrides
their use of spoken English, the reverse is easily the case
where the written medium is involved. They would all
unhesitatingly write to me in English at any level of
formality and would probably choose to read the English
version of any official notice or document since such a
choice is still available.
Using such a small number of informants is, of course,
a very limiting factor when it comes to drawing conclusions.
However, I consider it quite valid to analyse data obtained
from four informants whose speech is considered acceptable
and non-deviant by other native speakers. It was important
to use more informants for the perception test discussed
in chapter 8, but that did not require the informants'
presence in Edinburgh and could therefore be done away
from the Phonetics Laboratory.
My informants were not all available at the same time.
1.3.2. The data
The data used for each section of the study is
discussed in the sections concerned.
1.3.3. Problems related to the Experimental Situation
There are two main linguistic problems created by
the experimental situation.
The first problem can be summarized by saying that
the experimental speech act is always an unnatural
situation. The second problem is related to the use of
a script, and hence the written mode to obtain data of
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spoken Maltese. The influence of the written symbol
where it does not reflect the processes of assimilation
and neutralization cannot be ignored. This occurs
sometimes with Maltese newsreaders on the media who
consider it necessary to use unacceptable speech forms
as a result of hypercorrection, e.g. producing voiced
consonants in word-final position when these consonants
are always voiceless, and where the voiced form would be
unacceptable. The phenomenon of adherence to the written
symbol is increased by the relatively much smaller
exposure to Maltese in its written form.
One particular problem occurred when presenting one
informant with semantically anomalous but syntactically
and phonologically and lexically acceptable utterances.
Because of the strangeness of the text and because of the
lack of practice in reading aloud in Maltese, it was very
difficult to obtain continuous stretches of the utterances
in a natural, acceptable intonation. It was necessary to
construct this particular text to include all of the
possible cluster types (within the same syllable) as well
as sequences (in contact across syllable boundaries) and
consonant-plus-vowel type, within a text of a specific
length for a cinematographic study. Since I had
constructed the text myself and had familiarized myself
with it in the course of refining it, I had totally over¬
looked the possibility of near-rejection by my subject.
The knowledge that he was to read this at his fast
colloquial speed under hot lights, in a cine-camera set-up,
also added to his difficulty.
The non-linguistic, technical problems occurring in
the course of my three years' work are too numerous and
incredible to mention. The ultimate of MacDonald's Law
was realized. If anything can possibly go wrong, however
unlikely it may seem, then it will. And it did.
Nevertheless, an adequate amount of data obtained using
palatography, spectrography, electrokyrnography,
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visiography"^" and speech synthesis is discussed.
l.if. Framework and Limitations of this study
I know of no phonetic description of Standard Maltese.
Phonetics is a necessary basis for any phonological and
morphological study of any language. A study of Maltese
phonetics for its own sake is a valid study. In the
present study I am concerned primarily with the phonetics
of Maltese, although some aspects of synchronic phonology
of the language are dealt with because they provide a
necessary framework for looking at sounds in context.
Some of the generalizations that have been made in
the few pages on Phonetics in studies of Maltese
phonology are quite accurate and useful, but a great deal
has been assumed about the sounds of Maltese - usually
on the basis of its Semitic origin. The primary aim of
this study is to make explicit what has usually been
implied or assumed about several areas of Maltese
phonetics. I have approached Maltese as a language in its
own right. What I say about Maltese phonetics need not
apply to any other Semitic language at all; other
similar or related languages may be better dealt with in
entirely different ways.
The study of Maltese phonetics also has a number of
practical applications. A teacher or speech therapist
who needs more information about Maltese Phonetics has,
so far, been expected to look towards the comparative
studies of Maltese and Arabic and Italian. This is a
highly undesirable state of affairs. A small number of
highly-welcome, badly-needed Maltese speech therapists
will be graduating this year. They have found themselves
at a loss very often in their clinical practice. They
are urgently in need of more basic phonetic information
than this thesis can hope to cover.
1. The study of visual patterns making use of a specific
set-up devised for this purpose and described in part 5,
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My own research with the deaf has reached a stage
where a thorough investigation of the spoken language
must be obtained before any more work can be done
efficiently. Such areas as intelligibility of the speech
of the deaf and other linguistically handicapped children
and adults, remedial speech programmes (just to mention
two of the many uses) cannot progress without further
work in phonetics.
This study is meant to provide only the beginning
of a solution to these problems. Several areas explored
have not proved to be as useful as was initially thought.
This in itself is still an important piece of information.
If this thesis does nothing else, I hope it at least
stimulates more thorough and extensive work in this area.
It leaves many stones unturned: one of the main points
I want to emphasise throughout this work. Not many
answers have been achieved, but many questions have been
asked. I consider that a modest but useful beginning.-
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CHAPTER 2
Maltese Orthography and Maltese Phonetics:
Some Relevant Considerations
2. Orthography and Phonetics
This chapter deals with the relationship between the
orthographical representation of Maltese and underlying
phonetic facts, as well as the way the formulation of
orthographical rules has affected previous analyses of the
language. I want to point out the lack of correspondence
between the spoken language and the writing system.
However, my purpose is linguistic description and not
spelling reform.
2.1. The Present Maltese orthographical system makes use
of thirty symbols to represent the sounds of the language
(cf. figure 2.1). Twenty-four symbols represent consonantal
sounds. Six symbols represent vocalic sounds. Twenty-
eight of the symbols are single units, two are digraphs:
<gh>and<ie>. <ie>is not always considered as a
composite orthographical symbol (cf. Taghrif 192^-, p.2).
The present orthographical system has been in use for
about half a century. Its foundations were laid much
earlier than 192A-, when it was finally standardised by the
"Ghaqda tal-Kittieba Maltin" (The Association of Maltese
Writers) -henceforth "Ghaqda" /a:2da/ in their Taghrif
Fuq Il-Kitba Haiti,ja (Notes on Maltese Writing) - henceforth
Taghrif. The reader is referred to Albert Borg's
Elementi per un' ortografia fonemica del Maltese (Rome 1975)
for a discussion of previous systems used, and a critical
discussion of the present orthographical system.
The formulation of the rules by the "Ghaqda" (as
well as by previous authors) had far-reaching effects on
the outlook of subsequent writers on the phonetics and
phonology of the language. These rules will be considered
here in relation to these writers' statements or views on
the Maltese sound system. Some of the phonetic issues
discussed briefly here will be examined closely in the
course of this work, and the reader will be referred to
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Figure 2,1
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Symbol Symbol Initially Finally 7 +v01ce / voice
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C c tl tj- d5 tf
D d d t d t
F f f f V f
G g g k g k
G g ?(i) tj tfGft gh h ?
H h h 4, N jzf
ft h h h hf^ h
J J i A 4 4
K k k k g k
L 1 1 1 1
M m 11 m m mN n n n n




r {4/# [#/fl fh
S s s s z s
T t t t d • t
V V V f V f
W W w w w w
X X J X X X
Z z z s z s
Z z ts ts dz ts
1. jzf means that a symbol has a zero value phonetically.
Thus, for example, <gk>-»(X except word-finally.
2. m and n are realized differently in some consonant
clusters. Thus,<n)<m>-t ^ / f, v; <n>-* 9 / g, k.
3. For speakers with < r> , a OA is used for <rr); for
speakers with <r>-^[r]a £rj is used for <rr) . Or] and [r] can
occur as free variants in some speakers.



























1. Each of the first five symbols 'covers' two
phonemes, one 'long' and one short, and their
various realizations. The sixth symbol is always
realized by a 'long' monophthong that contrasts
phonemically with ail of these ten vowel phonemes.
(See chapter 5 for the various phonetic realizations
of these vowel phonemes.)
2. AW / aw and GSU / ghu have the same phonetic
realization; AJ / aj and GffI / ghi have the
same phonetic realization.
3. For some speakers 07/ / ow and GSU / ghu have
the same phonetic realization.
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the appropriate section in this thesis. I want to
emphasize now that, phonetic facts have been ignored as a
result of grammarians placing too much authority on the
rules for standardised orthography.
Figure 2.1 shows the phonetic values of the consonantal
symbols used in Maltese writing, together with a brief
indication of the sound correlates of the vowel symbols.
2.2. Principles for Maltese Orthography
In the Foreword to the Tagfrrif (cf. p.xi), the writers
talk about the need for a standardized orthography that
"corresponds to the grammar on which the Maltese
language is built; an orthography that does not
follow the ear, nor the orthography of other
languages (Italian or English); but that, as an
integral part of the grammar, uses the consonantal
and vocalic symbols required by that same grammar."
(Taghrif, foreword, p.xii)
They comment on the inadequacy of an early dictionary
because it
"did not throw any light on the structure of the
Maltese word nor on the original root-forms of
the verbs since they v/ere related to the
morphology of Italian v/hich has nothing in common
with the structure of the Maltese Language."
The principles that form the basis for the standard¬
ization of the orthography can be considered as quite
explicitly defined in the statements from the Foreword
mentioned in the previous paragraph.
The first three rules in the Taghrif, however, set
up even further aims for a phonetic/phonemic orthography
that are not always compatible with the primary ones:
Rule 1. Every consonant symbol in the alphabet must
represent one sound.
Rule 2. Every sound must be represented by one
consonant symbol, or shape.
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Rule 3. Every consonant sound must always be
represented by the same symbol.
But:
Rule L+. Every consonant that appears in the root-word
even if it changes its sound in the course
of further word-formation, must always be
represented by the same original symbol.
It is obvious from Rule 1+ that morphological-etymological
principles guide the choice of symbols.
However, it seems that various authors have been
misled into thinking that no phonetic distinctions beyond
those represented by the orthographic symbols are possible
since the symbols are taken to represent all the
significant distinctions in the Maltese sound-system.
The belief is so strong as to lead to a fusion of the
concept of a 'letter' or 'symbol' with that of a 'sound'
such that these words are often used interchangeably.
Thus, Rule 3 states:
No syllable can be pronounced or v/ritten without
the vowel which forms its nucleus.
This overlooks words like <mqar> and<ltiema> which are
acceptable orthographical forms, even though the first
part of each word is realized phonetically as CinG and
Hill) respectively. It seems that they are treated as
monosyllables because there is only one orthographic
vocalic symbol for the entire word.
2.3. The V/ritten Medium Considered as Primary Mode
This concern over the v/ritten mode is discussed
also in Borg 1975:
"Una eccessiva preoccupazione per la lingua scritta
ha portato a mettere in ombra la lingua parlata,
cosicche solo pochissimi si accorgono, per esempio,
che nel maltese si trova una nuova forma verbale
composta della caratteristica della quinta e della
sesta forma insieme con quella della "settima; o
che ci sono nuovi tipi di verbi deboli, fatto
quest! quasi completamente oscurato dall'
inserzione dei segni grafici gh e h . Molti
sarebbero stupiti di sapere che nel maltese si
possono attualmente avere due vocali in posizione
contigua all' interno di parola. D'altra parte
chi scrive ha sentito lui stesso asserzione
stravaganti come quella secondo la quale il
maltese e completamente regolare e non vi si
trova nessun' eccezione." (Borg Albert, 1975, p.2)
(An excessive preoccupation with the written
language has over-shadowed the spoken language
so much that only a few writers notice, for
example, that in Maltese there is a new verb form
made up of the characteristics of the fifth and
sixth form together with that of the seventh; or
that there are new types of weak verbs, a fact
almost completely overshadowed by the insertion
of the graphemes gh and h . Many would be
amazed to know that in Maltese it is possible to
have two vowels in sequence word-medially. On
the other hand, the present writer has himself
heard extravagant claims that Maltese is completely
regular and has no exceptions. My translation.)
The claim that the Maltese orthographical system
(based primarily on morphological-etymological principles,
as we have seen) is also phonemic has led to a great deal
of reliance on the orthography to provide insight into
the phonetics of the language by some authors, as well as
to a reluctance to admit sound distinctions not reflected
by the symbols. This attitude can be seen in statements
like:
"Some Maltese grammarians also make a phonetically
fictional distinction, otherwise unindicated by
any particular symbol in the standard
orthography ..." (Aquilina 1959, p.7)
It seems very much like a case of treating writing as the
primary mode instead of speech. There is a reluctance
to separate the written from the spoken mode, to make
statements about spoken usage that do not correspond to
orthographical representation, or to admit that some
orthographical symbols are simply relics of original
forms:
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"The ... pharyngalized vowels are classified as
special vowels to distinguish them from the
unpharyngalized ones. Such differentiation is
necessary to maintain the phonetic and historical
individuality of the tv/o sets; but it must be
borne in mind that pharyngalisation is so
weakened that although it is dialectally
perceptible in some of our villages and towns,
it is hardly perceptible in others." (Aauilina,
1959, p.18)
and
"Maltese, unlike Arabic, has only two spirant
h's, a weaker one and a stronger one..."
"the spirant h in Maltese has weakened its
sound to such a degree that it is hardly
audible..." (Saydon, 1958, p.169, p.177)
This is an attitude that was adopted by dominant
grammarians of Maltese. The sound system was reflected
in the orthography to the extent that no further
significant distinctions could be made than those
expressed by the symbols chosen.
Thus we see that, although it is acknowledged in
various places that <gh> and <h> in words like <laghab>
and<aeher> 'are not pronounced', there is still constant
insistence that they exist in some way, that they have
some subtle phonetic value, even if 'almost inaudible'
(Saydon, ibid) or 'hardly perceptible' (Aquilina, 1959).
Thus the phonetically non-existent consonants represented
by <gh> and <h> somehow constitute the consonantal
boundary between two syllables as is required by Rule 7:
There must always be a consonant between the
vowel of one syllable and the vowel of the
following syllable.
The retention of an orthographical distinction is
explained away as 'having an effect on the vowel, namely
lengthening':
"Whereas the ordinary long vowels are always
stressed, those pharyngalised ... are always
long, even if they do not bear the main stress
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of the word in which they occur" (Aquilina,
1959, p.18).
It is not true to say that the historically-pharyngalized
vowels are always long. They behave like 'ordinary'
vowels, and their duration pattern depends on the same
phonetic environmental factors (cf. discussion of
vowel duration, 6.9).
Some of this confusion of phonetic statements based
on the written forms is also obvious in the Taghrif,
where some rather ambiguous statements are made, such as
the following definition and rule regarding diphthongs:
"In Maltese and the Maltese word there is no such
thing as a proper diphthong (that is, the sound
of two vowels in one syllable) except in the
splitting up of the long sound of 'a' into 'ie'
as in ktieb, bieb ... two letters that together
represent a single sound.
The others are nothing else but a combination
of vowels with one of the weak consonants, or a
combination of a weak consonant with a vowel in




A diphthong occurs when the consonantal letters
j or w are joined to a vowel, word-initially,
medially or finally (In a syllable I)' (Taghrif,
Part 1, p.31)
Since, for the sake of graphemic consistency, etymological
and morphological requirements take precedence over
phonetic facts in standardizing the orthographical system
(cf. Rule 4), then no phonetic claims can be made about
the synchronic structure of words. The orthography is
not required to reflect the dynamic processes of
neutralization and assimilation occurring in the various
styles of speech. Therefore, it does not follow that
what is not represented in the orthography cannot exist
in the spoken medium.
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2.if. The Prescriptive Attitude of the Writers in the
Taghrif
It is worth noting at this point the prescriptive
style in which some of the rules are written. Yet some
so-called rules are much more like an attempt to encode
the phonology of Maltese by way of its orthographical
representation, and not merely a formulation of rules for
the standardisation of Maltese orthography. This can be
seen, for example, in the following, which are quite
clearly phonological statements.
. Rule 10. In monosyllabic words, a short stressed
vowel must always be followed by a double
consonant or by more than one consonant.
Rule 11. At a syllable boundary, a long vowel is
followed by only one consonant.
Rule 15. Only one syllable can follow the stressed
syllable in a word (i.e. only the final or
penultimate syllable of a word is stressed).
Rule 27. When one or more letters are added to a
word, the shape of the word changes: the
stress, the vowel and the consonant position
may change.
Rule 28. When a vowel, or a consonant followed by a
vowel, is prefixed to a word, the lightly
stressed or unstressed vowel is elided.
Rule 29. A vowel or a vowel followed by a consonant
suffixed to a word causes the elision of
the unstressed vowel in the second syllable.
2.5. Confusion Between Diachronic and Synchronic Statements
The bias towards the written mode at the expense of
the spoken mode is paralleled in the adherence to
etymological facts that, though highly interesting and
significant, underestimate the separateness of Maltese
as an independent language. The rules often confuse
diachronic with synchronic facts. It sometimes appears
that Maltese cannot be analysed and described in its own
right. These biases have led authors to underrate the
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autonomy of the existing, synchronic sound system in
particular and to ignore the phonetic characteristics of
the sounds used, irrespective of their origin and
historical development. It is assumed by the "Ghaqda"
(cf. p.9) - from the rules referred to throughout this
section - that statements made about word origin must
also apply to modern usage.
The attempt to split the language into the Semitic
and Romance components for the purpose of comparative
phonological and morphological analysis is
justified by the fact that an explanation is thus provided
for several variant forms that exist in the language. On
the other hand, it is not in the least useful to extend
this split into the synchronic phonetic and phonological
analysis of the language. To do this would be to ignore
the harmonious amalgamation of the two components in
synchronic Standard Maltese. It could even imply that a
native speaker's ability to use Maltese is partially
dependent on his knowledge of Arabic.
2.6. The Importance of the Consonantal Roots of Words has
been emphasized by various grammarians to the point where
the role of the vowels is underestimated. The retention
of the same consonants in the same order in all related
word forms regardless of the lack of conservation of the
distinctive voicing feature is upheld. This favours the
immediate recognition of words as belonging to a
particular set of related words and is a great advantage
for the visual recognition of a great many words of
Semitic origin. Because of the stability of the
consonants in root-words and derivations, the role of the
vowels has been almost ignored.
"...i grammatici maltesi tendono a esagerare
l'importanza delle consonanti rispetto alle
vocali. Queste ultime, si dice, hanno un ruolo
minore in quanto "segnalano alcune sfumature del
significato centrale espresso dalle consonante
radicali"." (Albert Borg, 1975, 3.z+.if.)
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(... Maltese grammarians tend to exaggerate the
importance of consonants in relation to vowels.
■ The vowels, they say, have only a minor role to
play: they 'signal shades of the central
meaning expressed by the root-consonants'.
My translation.)
The vowels in Maltese play a much more important role
than they do in any of the other North African dialects
to which Maltese is related (cf. Alexander Borg, 1978).
Vowel patterns can be related to both phonetic and
semantic and morphological rules (e.g. verbal classes).
They do not occur sporadically or unpredictably. They
obey strict rules of harmony (cf. Saydon, 1958). Perhaps
the tendency to attribute only inferior status to the
vowels owes its origin to a number of factors including:
1. the more obvious importance of the consonants and
retention of the same consonants in semantically-
related word-forms, e.g.
<dahal> - <dahhal> - <dahla> - <dhul>
to enter to admit inlet entrance
2. the fact that only six vocalic contrasts are
represented explicitly in the orthography.
3. the historically lesser value of the vowels in the
original Arabic dialect.
This is emphasized in the Taghrif especially in
the following
"In Maltese, the word is built on the consonants
of the original forms: these consonants, usually
three, sometimes four, are therefore called the
roots of the word, and, by adding further
consonantal letters or by changing the vowels,
further word-forms - verbs, nouns and adjectives
can be formed." (p.33-30
"We see therefore that (1) whilst in other
languages the roots of words are a combination
of consonant with vowel ... in Maltese, the
consonants alone do this work; (2) therefore
the consonants must always appear unchanged
in any derivation of a word; (3) words that
are 'written with the same three root-consonants
are all related in meaning." (p.3^-)
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Alexander Borg's (1978) A Historical and Comparative
Phonology and Morphology of Maltese is an intensive
comparative-phonological study with a greater emphasis on
synchronic Maltese. His conclusion to a discussion of
the Arabic component of the Maltese sound system merits
an extensive quote at this stage:
"One striking fact emerging from a comparison of
the Arabic Maltese and Old Arabic consonant
systems is the substantial reduction that has
occurred in the consonant inventory characterizing
the former. In contrast with the 2.L+ consonant
phonemes of the Old Arabic language, the Arabic
component of Maltese displays a core of 17 fully
fledged consonants (excluding / c, v and g/
which have a rather low functional yield). This
reduction in the consonant inventory of Arabic
Maltese is highly noteworthy in view of the
opposite trend evinced in a great many
contemporary dialects displaying an increase in
the number of consonant roles chiefly through
the spread of secondary emphasis."
"Even more striking in Arabic Maltese is its
large inventory of vocalic nuclei, amounting to
no fewer than 18, (though if long segments are
phonologically interpreted as combinations of
unit phonemes, this number can be reduced to
including (/i, e, a, o, and uu1/). From the
diachronic standpoint, the large vocalic
inventory of Arabic Maltese is quite remarkable
since it amounts to nothing less than a complete
reversal of the situation prevailing in Old
Maltese (or perhaps in the Arabic dialect(s)
from which Maltese developed)."
"Differences in vowel colour that were initially
allophonic acquired functional status, and
Maltese underwent ... (several) ... vowel
splits ... The increase in vocalic functional
roles characterizing modern Maltese was therefore
a direct consequence of the general reduction
in the number of consonantal distinctions
suffered by the phonological system at large."
"The most outstanding characteristic of the
modern Maltese sound system is, then, the
altogether innovative distributional balance
reached in the overall assignment of structural
roles to vowels and consonants" (My brackets)
(Alexander Borg, 1978, p. 79ff., 80, 81)
1. Borg uses uu as a symbol for the long
monophthong in words such as <fur>.
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Grammarians have ignored a synchronic description of
Maltese as a consequence of the thoroughness with which
they have retraced the historical development of the
language.
2.7. The Syllable is a case in point where synchronic
facts have been ignored in order to retain the original
consonantal pattern regardless of the historical
development of the Arabic component of Maltese words.
The following rules illustrate the explicit ignoring of
the phonetic and phonological features of the syllable
in favour of the orthographical ones. They seem to
express some orthographical harmony rules with no
reference to phonetic reality.
Rule 6. Two vowels cannot follow each other in the
same syllable, i.e. no syllable can have
more than one vowel.
Rule 7. There must always be a consonant between
the vowel of one syllable and the vowel of
the following syllable.
Again, this is only an orthographic rule and the words
'consonant' and 'vowel' should be replaced by
'consonantal symbol' and 'vocalic symbol' since the
following words can be pronounced acceptably in two
ways, with or without an intervening consonant between
the vowels:
<qieghed> : /2i - jet/ /?i - et/
<kruwa > : /kru - wa/ /kru - a/
and since several words with a consonant-symbol
separating two vocalic symbols are in fact mono¬
syllabic :
<laghab> <deher> <taha >
/la:p/ /de:r/ /ta:/
Further rules involving syllable division are discussed
in Chapter ^ . It need only be added at this point that
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the rules are formulated to refer to consonant and
vowel symbols but assume a simultaneous reference to a
definite phonetic entity corresponding to the symbols:
Sule 17. In disyllabic words, if the first vowel
is short, the syllable is divided after the
consonant that follows that vowel, i.e.
a short vowel is always followed by the
consonant that follows it in the same
syllable.
Yet most speakers would consider words like <dera>
and <mexa> to have their syllable division as follows





The Sound System of Maltese
3.1. Minimal Pair Lists of Maltese
It is convenient and economical to introduce the
sound system of Maltese in terms of minimal contrasts.
However, the distributional characteristics of Maltese
sounds are such that only a relatively small number of
true minimal pairs of words exist. Maltese words are
usually differentiated redundantly. Both a vocalic and
a consonantal difference in duration, for example, is
usually utilized in a 'minimal' contrast (See Chapter 6
- Duration, and Section 8.10.if. - Minimal Pairs).
In closed monosyllables, long vowels are always
followed by single consonants'whereas short vowels
are always followed by geminate consonants or by
consonant clusters.
The list of minimal pairs below may, therefore,
give a distorted impression of the Maltese sound system
as presented, since some of the contrasts are very
limited and unproductive whereas others are of
considerable importance in signalling consistent
morphological and syntactic information.
The following, then, is a list of the minimally
contrasting sounds in Maltese. No further distinctions
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From these minimal pair lists the following vowel
and consonant phonemes can be derived:
/iV, /!:/, /i/, A/, /e:/,' /a/, /a:/, /o/, /o:/, /u/, /uw/
/iw/, /ew/, /aw/, /ow/, /ej/, /aj/, /oj/
/p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/, /2/, /m/, /n/, /l/, /r/,
/W, /^/, /dj/t /f/» A/, /s/, /z/, /J"/, /h/, /w/, /j/.
I shall now deal with the problem areas that
confront the phonologist dealing with Maltese. The first
and most crucial problem is that of the criteria by which
certain sounds are included and other sounds are excluded
as members of a phoneme class. The second question
concerns the affricates and why /^"/, /d^/ and /ts/ are
considered as three single phonemes in Maltese whereas
other stop plus fricative combinations are not. The last
phonological problem dealt with is the decision made
here to consider the elements that could be classed as
diphthongs as sequences of vowel plus consonant. The
distribution of the consonant and vowel phonemes is
dealt with in chapter k, section Z+,7,and chapter 5.
3.2. Present and Previous Phonemic Analyses of Maltese
The minimal-pairs list shows a transcription of
Maltese words as any native speaker of Standard Maltese
would use if he or she were not aware of the conventional
orthographical shape of the words. This means that my
phonological system does not take account of any
morphological, lexical or syntactic considerations. It
therefore does not attempt to relate words to each
other on the basis of their derivation from the same
source, or because they have related meanings. For
example, in my system the following would occur:
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1. <ktieb > /kti:p/ book
2. kkitba> /kidba/ writing (n.)
3. cniktbu ? /nigdbu/ we write
k. <ktibta> /ktipta/ I wrote it
5. <niktibha> /niktiba/ I write it
6. <gideb> /gidep/ lies
7. <nigdbuc /nigdbu/ we lie
and so on.
This transcription differs from the phonemic or
archiphonemic transcriptions used in other studies
essentially by not maintaining and reflecting morpho-
phonemic alternations. The transcriptions of the words
1 to 7 above, in previous studies, would be as follows:







The difference in vowel representation reflects a
difference in phonetic and phonological evaluation.
The phonetic difference is dealt with at length in the
analysis and description of vowels in chapter 5. Very
briefly, I consider the vowel in <ktieb> to be a
monophthong. I still retain a 3-way vowel contrast for
the front close vowels - and as stated earlier, I do
not differ from previous studies as to number of vowel
contrasts. However, at this point I will deal only
with phonemic identity and membership of vowels.
1. As in Borg, 1978, and in Krier, 1975, and others.
2. As in Aquilina, 1959, and others.
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The other variations in transcription
relate to the consonants. In this chapter on the sound
system of Maltese, I will be discussing consonant-
phonemes first.
3.3. Phonemic criteria
The basic question which has been given a different
answer here is: Should sounds that alternate depending
on the morphological structure of the word be considered
as sharing membership in the same phoneme set? I have
given a negative answer to this question for the purposes
of my description of the Maltese sound system. I would
now like to show why my answer is different and yet, at
the same time why I consider the alternate phonemic
approach adopted in other studies acceptable for the
description of the Maltese sound system within their
different frameworks.
The discussion centres round the definition of a
phoneme and the qualifications that allow or disqualify
a sound from membership of a phoneme set. It concerns,
therefore, the relations between contrasting sounds of
a language and the implications resulting from saying
that two sounds are distinctive. It concerns the level
of abstraction one adopts.
First of all, I would like to consider very briefly
conventional phonemic criteria and to consider how the
sounds shown so far to be distinctive in Maltese meet
or do not meet these criteria. The three principles
adhered to by all classical phonemicists are (1) that
the various sounds used by a particular language can be
grouped together in such a way that only one member of
each group contrasts with one member of the other groups;
the sounds of each group are said to be members of a
phoneme, or the "allophones" of a phoneme; therefore
(2) there are always fewer phonemes than there are
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varying sounds or allophones in a language and (3) the
allophones of each phoneme are conditioned by the context
so that they do not contrast amongst each other: their
differences can be predicted from the context. The
criteria by which sounds gain membership of one phoneme
rather than another are various. One such criterion is
phonetic similarity. The strict phonetic-phoneme approach
allows no reference to morphology (or indeed, any non-
phonetic criteria)^ apart from whether a different word
results, in deciding phoneme membership. The word is taken
as a unit in which the phoneme operates. Any sound that
can be replaced by another and results in a significant
linguistic change, i.e. a different word, must belong to
a different phoneme from the other sound.
3.k-. Levels of Abstraction
My analysis of Maltese sound patterns is based on a
stricter phonetic approach than that used by other
linguists in deciding which are the significantly
contrasting sounds, or phonemes, of the language. The
justification for my decision lies in the rather unusual
purposes of this study: the applications to the Maltese
deaf. By deciding to do this I am claiming that the
native speaker's intuition-recognition about which sounds
are recognisably different is more directly relevant to
my purposes than are the linguist's awareness of
morphological relations, i.e. his knowledge that
different sounding words such as <ktieb>, <ktibt>,
<kittieba> and so on, (/kti:p/, /ktipt/, /kit:i:ba/) are
all related forms. This knowledge has been made use of
by other investigators with different purposes.
I am working at a less abstract level of analysis.
This concrete level accounts for the spelling of native
speakers of Maltese with only a limited knowledge of
Maltese orthography, whose spelling would coincide with
the accepted orthography only when this reflects a more
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phonetic representation. For example, the shopping-list
of a middle-aged educated housewife who is literate in
English but only semi-literate in Maltese, might be as
follows:
bajt for <bajd> [bajt] , but bajda for <baj'da> [bajda]
hops for <hobz> [hops], but hobza for <hobza> [hobza]
and so on. This means that to her no immediate relationship
between <bajd> <bajda> and <hobz> <!hobza> comes to mind.
My analysis does not present any problems of
ambiguity because there are no two forms [kti:p] [kti:b]
or *[bti:hi] [ptirhi] that would have to be generalized
to a more abstract-phonemic /kti:b/ and /bti:hi/. It is
only the knowledge of the more abstract relations between
different words that allows the linguist insight into the
"root" or "base-form" as being /k - t - b/ or /b - t - h/.
The phonemes set up in the previous analyses
mentioned, violate the maxim of biuniqueness since
word-initial [k"] in word 1 above, and [g~] in word 3
above belong to the same phoneme /k/. On the other hand,
[g] in words 6 and 7 belongs to the phoneme /g/ according
to the same analysis. [t] in word 1 and [d] in word 2
belong to the phoneme /t/, whereas [d~] in words 6 and 7
belong to the phoneme /d/, and so on.
Obviously, this decision to opt for a more abstract
phoneme was made because the framework for the analysis
is one of comparative phonology, where a more abstract
unit needs to be postulated - a unit in a shape before
it is assimilated in real speech forms. It is a
convenient unit when dealing with more abstract relations
such as the morphological, syntactic and semantic. This
unit would have to be posited as a further stage in an
analysis that is removed from the phonetic. My purpose
here, however, is to show how the sounds in Maltese are
patterned and to refer consistently to the phonetic level,
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drawing generalizations that are only minimally abstract,
i.e. abstract enough to distinguish between phonetic
differences that are linguistically different and those
that are not. It is therefore desirable for me to stop
at a more concrete or autonomous phoneme. The more
abstract morphophonemic level could still apply to my
analysis without having to go back again to start from
the raw phonetic data. In other words, a morphophonemic
analysis can still be made on the basis of the present
analysis.
On the other hand, the more general linguistic
approach to the phoneme concept allows the use of
morphological and other non-phonetic criteria in deciding
phoneme membership. This more abstract level of analysis
of the phonetic data into systematic phonemes (cf. Crystal,
1980, p.348) is close to an archiphonemic approach. The
neutralization of the voicing contrast is there explained
in terms of archiphonemes operating in those places' of
non-contrast. This still leaves the more phonetic level
of analysis to be referred to to explain.the phonetic
processes involved. For the present purposes, voicing
and voicelessness are very important processes.
Both analyses allow a consistent transcription of
the word since the voicing harmony that is at the root of
all the differences reflected in the two distinct
analyses is obligatory. There are no two possible
phonetic forms of the transcribed words, i.e. sometimes
voiced and sometimes voiceless. This would have created
a problem that would have had to be solved by accepting
a more abstract phoneme than the strictly phonetic one.
On the other hand, for a discussion of morphology it is
necessary to have access to this more abstract phoneme
- and therefore to the analysis used in previous studies.
But the more phonetic phoneme allows very direct access
to the allophones of the language simply by reference to
the context. The more abstract phoneme would need to
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refer to the morphemes of the language to rewrite the
allophones involved.
Throughout this thesis, I am concerned primarily
with the phonetics of Maltese speech forms. I will be
referring mostly to forms such as [kti:p] and I am in
no way concerned with the relations that this form may
have to words such as [ kidbet] , and so on, but with the
fact that only [db] or [tp] occur in Maltese and
never * [tb] or *[dp^j . This must be kept in mind,
especially in my analysis of the relations of elements
within a syllable.
3.5. The Obstruents
The main problem, then, in dealing with distributional
restrictions of consonant phoneme contrasts centres around
voiced and voiceless obstruents and can be clearly stated
as follows:
1. The contrast between voiced and voiceless
obstruents which is linguistically significant does not
operate in consonant clusters or consonant sequences
within a word, although the contrast operates in other
contexts. The obstruents in a cluster or sequence are
either all voiced or all voiceless in harmony with the
last obstruent in the group. The other consonants fall
into two groups: (a) /l,m,n,r/ are not involved in
this since they can occur with voiced and with voiceless
consonants in a cluster or sequence; there are no
consistent voiceless contrasts to /l,m,n,r,/ in any
context. They do occur slightly devoiced in certain
contexts, but there is never any significant contrast
between the voiced and voiceless sounds (or, more
commonly, not fully voiced) - the contrast is wholly
conditioned by the context; (b) /w,j,2 and h/ are not
themselves a.ffected by other consonants in a cluster or
sequence; only voiceless obstruents occur before /2/
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and /h/j but there is no other restriction, /h/ is
often voiced when it precedes voiced obstruents.
2. There is no opposition between voiced and
voiceless obstruents in word-final position. Only
voiceless obstruents can occur word-finally unless the
following word in the utterance has a voiced obstruent
word-initially and the two words are not separated by a
pause.
3.6. The Affricates
The next phonological problem concerns the
affricates.
Phonetically, there seems little reason for
considering anc^ /^/ as three simple
unified segments, instead of sequences of two events
since there are other stop plus fricative combinations
in Maltese that seem to operate in the same way, for
example:
p + s k + s P+J~ ^ +j" b + z g + z
The distinction is largely phonological. It is partly
supported by the fact that the Maltese affricates
rtp [05] [ts] are characterized differently from the
other stop + fricative combinations in the following
ways:
1. The sound [p does not have phonemic status in
Maltese; it only occurs as the allophone of /J"/ when
/j~ / precedes voiced obstruents. If [p were giver-
phonemic status here, it would be unique in the Maltese
phoneme system in terms of its distribution. (It would
never occur in a minimal contrast with /["/•) By
analogy, and to avoid the unique CCCC cluster (see 2
below), [tp and [dp will be considered as single units.
2. The longest releasing consonant cluster
permissible within one syllable in Maltese is CGC.
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The affricates under discussion also operate as single
consonants within a CCC cluster. If they are
considered as consonant sequences, this would add CGCC
as a possible releasing cluster simply to fit /\^ /
and /d^/ into the generalization rule. CCCC clusters
would uniquely consist of the affricates as part of the
cluster.
3. The article <il-> which assimilates with
dental, alveolar and post-alveolar consonants such as
/d/ and /J/ (called 'sunny' sounds) does not
assimilate to Thus:
<id-dubbien> and <ix-xemx> but <il-gnien>
[id'dub:i:n^j [ij'Jemj"] fil'd7ni:n"]
The reason for this is probably partly historical
(cf. Comrie, 1980).
if. The affricates can be geminated in the same way
as any single consonant can, and in the same places in
word structure. There is no gemination of consonants in
Maltese within consonant clusters.
It seems then, that the three affricates above
operate in the same way as any single consonant.
(Gemination is discussed in chapter if.")
3.7. The Monophthongs
The main problems concerning the vowel phoneme
contrasts in Maltese can be outlined as follows:
The long and short vowel sounds (the monophthongs)
are only in opposition in stressed syllables. The long
vowels /i , i:, e:, a:, o:, uw/ never occur in
unstressed syllables and therefore there is no 'long'
versus 'short' vowel contrast in unstressed syllables.
When they occur in stressed syllables, the vowel
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phonemes can contrast with one another minimally,
although it is more common to have other features that
add to the phonetic contrasts. Thus in monosyllables,
short vowels are usually followed by geminate consonants
or consonant clusters, long vowels are followed by short
or single consonants. Short vowels do not occur in open
monosyllables. The distribution of the vowel phonemes
is not, however, restricted in non-final syllables of
multisyllabic words.
The vowels do not alternate in the same way as do
the consonants morphophonemically. Thus there is no
difference between my analysis of vowel-phoneme contrasts
and previous analyses. A more phonetic approach is
adopted in both, since the vowel-phonemes are not seen as
having the same type of morphophonemic/morphological
significance as the consonants.
3.8. The Diphthongs
The decision to give the second element of the
phonetic diphthong vocalic or consonantal status in
different languages has often been arbitrary, depending
mainly on the phonological distributional patterns rather
than on phonetic facts. Although the consonant-vowel
distinction is assumed to be fundamental, it is:
"based not on a consistently articulatory
criterion ... but rather on the function of a
particular sound-type in relation to the
syllable, vowels being syllabic central units,
consonants being syllabic marginal units."
(Gatford, 1977, p.163)
Catford considers the distinction between such borderline
cases as /w/ and /u/, /j/ and /i/ as clear-cut on
a temporal basis. Hence, the distinction is made on an
articulatory parameter, if time is accepted as such a
parameter.
In Maltese, /j/ and /w/ preceding a vowel have
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always been considered consonantal, whereas /ew/, /aw/,
/ow/, /ej'/, /aj/, /oj/ and sometimes /iw/, along with
/i:/ (<ie>), have been considered as diphthongs. It
seems to me a preferable approach to the Maltese data
to treat the phonetic diphthongs as a vowel plus
consonantal /w/ or /j/.
I consider that a strong case can be made for moving
the second element of the Maltese diphthongs from vocalic
to consonantal status. One reason for doing this is
simplification of the sound system, since all the Maltese
/j/ and /w/ never function as syllabic nuclei.
Their distribution is not limited to post-vocalic.
Therefore, a consistent analysis would include the
+ vowel sequences also as diphthongs. Consider¬
ing post-vocalic /j/ and /w/ as consonantal would
result in a reduction in the number of vowel phonemes.
A further argument for analyzing these sounds as
consonants rather than vowels is that like all other
consonants they can occur geminated. That is to say,
they can occur as the closure phase of one syllable and
can continue to the release stage of the following
syllable.
Since I am working within the broader framework of
deaf pedagogy, it seems highly desirable to opt for the
simpler system.
diphthongs are of the Vowel + structure
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Chapter
The Syllable and Consonant
Distribution in Maltese
4.1. The Syllable
None of the major contributions to the theory of
the syllable (Stetson 1951> Jesperson I95O> Ladefoged
1957, Sosetti 1959} Malmberg 1963} Jones 1964}
Abercrombie 1967, Catford 1977) goes far towards an
objective (possibly instrumental) identification of a
syllable. It remains a fact that for most words, native
speakers agree as to what constitutes one or more
syllables, and what the syllable boundaries in words are.
These differ from one language to another but the
differences are, no doubt, relative to the syllable
structure of each particular language. I will not be
concerned here with the highly involved, though interesting,
theoretical issues regarding syllables since such
considerations will not be of importance in considering
the effect that segments have on each other in Maltese.
However, I would like to discuss the way the
syllable has been used - or not used - in linguistic
analyses of Maltese. I shall first review what has been
said or implied about the Maltese syllable by previous
writers and then I will go on to describe the syllable
structure in Maltese .
4.2. Rules Formulated by the "Ghaqda" Regarding the
Syllable
The "Ghaqda" 's treatment of syllables and syllable
division in orthography could be misleading because
synchronic facts are ignored in order to retain the
original consonantal shape and sequence in the word,
reminiscent of the historical development of the Arabic
component of Maltese words. As has already been pointed
out (cf. Chapter 2), the criterion used by the "Qhaqda"
is valid for orthography but should not form the basis
of a phonetic or phonological analysis. The following
rules illustrate the explicit ignoring of the phonetic
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and phonological features of the syllable in favour of
the orthographical one. They seem to formulate
orthographical-harmony rules with no reference to
phonetic reality. Since no distinction is made between
the written and the spoken syllable, it could be assumed
that the two are being treated as identical (again
probably due to the actual formulation of the rules).
The rules regarding the syllable are presented below
(my translation), and discussed.
Some rules, such as rule seem specifically meant
to apply to both the written and the spoken language.
However, even these appear a little short-sighted, as
will be indicated. The statements that follow are meant
to clarify the issues mentioned in the rules and to
separate their application to orthography from their
application to speech.
h.3. The Application of the "Ghaqda" 's Rules to the
Spoken Language
(a) Rule 5 states: No syllable or word division can be
pronounced or written without the
vowel which constitutes its nucleus.
However, some words are pronounced with more syllables
than there are vowels in the written form:
<Msida> <ltaqa'> <mqar> <rqaq>
/im-si^-da/ /il-ta-qa/ /im-2a=r/ /ir-?a:?/
(b) Rule 6:- No two vowels can follow each other in the
same syllable; or, rather, every syllable
can only have one vowel.
This is obviously applicable to the spoken syllable,
since, by definition, a vowel constitutes the nucleus
of a syllable; two vowels would therefore constitute
two syllables.
(c) Rule 7:- There must always be a consonant between the
vowel of one syllable and the vowel of the
^1
immediately following syllable.
Although no two vowels follow each other without an
intervening consonant when the vowels belong to two
separate succeeding syllables in the written word, never¬
theless, some words - where <gh> or <h> is the
intervening written consonant symbol - are pronounced
with two uninterrupted vowels. There are, however,
variant pronunciations of these words:
<qieghed> <kruha>
/?i - et/ /kru - a/
/2i - jet/ /kru - wa/ (Rules 6, 7)
Also, several words with <gh> or <h> separating two
vocalic symbols are, in fact, monosyllabic. Thus:
<laghab> <deher> <taha>
/de:r/ /ta:/
Double consonants are always preceded by a
vowel even if the words are just
derivations of words with double
consonants, (even if the consonants are
no longer long - personal comment).
In monosyllabic words, the final vowel is
always prolonged. (Only CV words are
used in the examples.)
In monosyllabic words, a short stressed
syllable is always followed by a long
(double) consonant or by more than one
consonant.
These rules are applicable to the spoken form because
(1) as is pointed out in section if. 7.2 geminated consonants
cannot occur as a releasing consonant cluster; (2) word-
final vowels are always longer than non-word-final
vowels (see 6.5(ii) ) and (3) vowels in monosyllables are
redundantly contrasted in that we get VC: or V:C
(see section 8.10.if on minimal pairs).
(e) Rule 11:- A long vowel is followed by a single
consonant at a syllable boundary.
This does not exclude the possibility of a long vowel






(f) Rule 16:- In disyllabic words: (1) The long or
stressed vowel must be in the first
syllable; (2) The long or stressed vowel
is separated from the following consonant.
There is certainly a tendency to divide a word into
syllables in such a way that, if only one consonant
separates the vowels, then the division takes place
before the consonant, giving a ...V-CV... structure.
However, in the case of an intervocalic CC sequence,
it is still possible for the C-^ to act as the arresting
consonant of a long vowel, as, e.g.:
/e:l - bu/ <ghelbu>
/a:n - ?u/ <ghanqu>
(g) Rule 1?:- In disyllabic words, if there is a short
vowel in the first division, the syllable
is divided after the consonant that follows
that vowel; rather, a short vowel attracts
to itself the following consonant.
Several 'words are divided in such a way that the short
vowel of the first syllable in a disyllabic word is
arrested by the following consonant. However, I find
this is not always the case. In fact, the tendency is
to achieve a type of structural balance. Thus, we have:
< mix j a> /mij - ja/
but: <dera) /de-ra/ and <mexa> /me-J a/
(h) In fact, this may be the reason why Rule 18 below
holds up , rather than it being a simple matter of
stress:
Rule 18:- In disyllabic words, with a stressed final
syllable, the syllable is divided before
the consonant that precedes the stressed
vowel.
Rule 19:- 7/ords of more than two syllables follow the
same rules as disyllabic words as regards
syllable division, i.e. depending on the
vowel.
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(i) Rule 20:- A long stressed vowel is always followed
by only one consonant regardless of which
syllable it is in;
Again, this is applicable to the spoken form and is related
to the redundancy referred to under (d) above.
Rule 20:- Short stressed vowels can have two types
(continued) of stress : a full stress, or a sweet/
light or half stress.
Rule 21:- Fully stressed vowels require two following
consonants.
Rule 22:- A half-stressed vowel needs only one
following consonant.
Rule 23:- An unstressed vowel also only takes one
following consonant.
There seems no reason for distinguishing between stressed,
half-stressed and unstressed vowels, since the differences
referred to concern vowel length, not stress. To handle
these phenomena, a distinction between syllable types
such as made by Abercrombie, 196A-, is probably more
appropriate. The only distinction I wish to make, then,
is between a stressed and an unstressed syllable: a
syllable in Maltese is either stressed or unstressed.
Even if it is possible to identify further degrees of
stress, these differences can be accounted for by vowel
duration. A long vowel is always fully stressed. A
short vowel can be either stressed or unstressed.
A.A. Neglect of the Syllable as a Unit for Linguistic
Description
No use has been made of the syllable as a unit for
linguistic analysis by previous writers on Maltese
except the "Gfraqda".
Aquilina (1959} and elsewhere) does not use the
syllable to identify vowel and consonant grouping. In
fact, he uses orthography to determine the position of
vowels as initial, final and interconsonantal without
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any reference whatsoever to the syllable. Thus,
'initial', 'medial' and 'final' indicate the position
of the segments in"word, i.e. word-initial, -medial
and -final. In cases where the orthography does not
show the epenthetic vowel, he dismisses it. Thus,
<mqar> /im -2a:r/ is considered as having a consonant
cluster with /m/ as the initial consonant of the
cluster and of the syllable. This is rather a misleading
state of affairs where consonant clusters are concerned
because no distinction is made between open and closed
syllables in the case of disyllabic or trisyllabic
words. Thus, a word with the structure CV-^CV^ is
considered as having a followed by a consonant
irrespective of whether the word is divided into:
^CV - CV^ or ^CVC -
The only specific reference made to the syllable is in
reference to stress and to the fact that no two vowels
can occur in the same syllable. This is a statement
made on the basis of the diachronic fact that <gh> and
<h> originate from segments realised as consonants in
Arabic. Synchronically, in Maltese, they are graphemes
reminiscent of the origin of certain Maltese words, such
as <qiegked> , <bluha> , etc. We do, in fact, get
words of a CVVC, i.e. CV - VC structure, as has just
been pointed out:
<qieghed> /2i - et/ with a free variant /2i-jet/
<bluha> /blu -a/ with a free variant /blu-wa/
Borg (Alexander), in his article "Morphophonemics"
(1975) also relates the clustering of consonants to word
structure and not to syllable structure to which, in
fact, he makes no reference. Thus he, too, considers
initial, medial, and final clusters with no distinction
between consonant sequences within a single syllable,
i.e. 'clusters', and consonant sequences across different
syllables within a word, i.e. 'sequences'. For example,
/ndr/ is considered as a CCC"cluster, and is given the
same status as other clusters that can occur within the
same syllable though /n/ cannot, in fact, occur as the
initial consonant of a consonant cluster within a Maltese
syllable.
One possible main reason for neglecting the syllable
in Maltese may be that several important processes such
as assimilation of voicing, place of articulation, and
lip-rounding (or rather, lip movement) are not restrained
by syllable division. However, it is important for any
phonetic and phonological study of a language to work
out the type of syllable structure and consider any
possible relationship it may have with other phonological
features especially segment duration, consonant clustering
permissibility and, at a different but highly relevant
level, rhythm.
Phonological studies of Maltese carried out so far
disregard the syllable as a unit within which consonants
and vowels function'. It is assumed implicitly that a
syllable is constituted by each of the vowels in an
orthographic word, plus the consonants around that vowel.
What consonants go with which vowel is ignored. Consonant
segments are spoken of simply as word initial, inter¬
vocalic or word-medial, and word-final. This seems to
indicate that "open" and "closed" syllables are concepts
related to the last syllable (if at all) of a word and
not to any other syllable within a word.
Since I want to go on later, in section k.7> to
discuss the distribution of consonants in Maltese
syllables and in Maltese words, I shall specify the
syllables that operate in the language and the syllable
structures permitted by the phonology of the language.
The sequence of consonants at the boundary of a
syllable will be referred to as syllable-releasing
clusters and syllable-arresting clusters. These will
therefore include only some of the "permissible"
consonant sequences mentioned by Aquilina (1959) and
Borg (Alexander), (1975). The sequences of consonants
occurring at syllable boundaries with a division
separating some of the consonants from the others in
terms of the syllables they belong to, will be referred
to as consonant sequences.
Therefore, consonant sequences occur as a group of
consonants with no reference to the syllable to which
they belong, whereas consonant clusters are defined by
the syllable to which they belong. Segments belonging to
different syllables that follow each other will be
separated by a dash as in: CVG - CVC /mar-tek/. It
will be assumed throughout that 'syllable' refers to the
phonetic-phonological syllable and not to the ortho¬
graphical syllable, if such a unit can be said to exist.
5. The Syllable in Maltese




The syllable nucleus in a Maltese syllable almost
always consists of a vowel. The nasals /m/ and /n/,
the lateral /l/ and the tap/trill (see chapter 9)
/r/ function differently from other consonants at times:
it is possible for them to be syllabic when they occur
word initially. This may be a speaker-oriented feature.
I have not been able to make any recordings of any
Maltese speaker using syllabic /m, n, 1, r/. I have
caught myself and other native speakers doing so,
especially when these segments occur word-initially in
discourse-initial position too, i.e. the preceding
sta.te of the vocal tract and organs of speech is a
k7
non-speech, closed, "rest" mouth state. I hesitate to
generalize from such observations, but it does seem to
suggest the possibility of /rn, n, r, 1/ or even one
or more of these, occurring optionally as syllables.
4. 6. Conclusion
It might be concluded at this point that it is not
necessary to distinguish the syllable at all in terms of
segment sequences since the syllable "ownership" is not
responsible for what happens to them. However, there is
one important way in which consonant sequences are
related to the syllable. This is their distribution and
grouping. The combinatorial restrictions that distinguish
syllable-initial from syllable-final clusters and each of
these from the combination of syllable-final clusters
with syllable-initial clusters when they occur word-




In this section I want to present a clear idea of
the distribution of Maltese consonants in syllables.
Firstly, I will consider the distribution of single
and geminated consonants. Geminated consonants can be
treated as either long consonants or as consonant
clusters. In Maltese, geminated consonants function
like consonant clusters in that they can be arresting
consonants of short vowels as are consonant clusters;
whereas single consonants usually function as the
arresting consonants of long vowels. However, they are
like single consonants in that they cannot cluster
with other consonants. I am considering them here with
single consonants since I do not need to deal with the
way they relate to other consonants.
All the claims I make about permissible clusters
and sequences are illustrated. However, my viev/s about
syllable division are based mainly on my own intro¬
spection as a native speaker of Maltese and as a
phonetician.
4.7.2.Distribution of Single and Geminated Consonants
Figure 4.1. shows the distribution of consonants as
single and as geminated consonants. The phonological
rules of Maltese will be further discussed in this
chapter. All consonants can occur singly in word
initial-syllable initial position (figure 4.1.»
column 1). All consonants can occur in word medial
position. However, if they are strictly intervocalic
they always occur as releasing consonants of the
second syllable of the two syllables involved. Word-
medial consonants can only occur syllable-finally
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when they occur in a CC sequence, or CCC sequence.
In this case, syllable division occurs to separate
them into C - C and C - CC (possibly CC - C).
This is illustrated in figure .1, column 2. All
voiceless and voiced consonants except voiced
obstruents can occur in syllable final and word-
final position. Voiced obstruents can only
occur syllable finally when they occur in a C - C
group, i.e. preceding a syllable that has a releasing
voiced consonant, that is, they cannot occur word
finally. Thus, column 3 could in fact have empty
slots for all of the voiced obstruents if they
were also to qualify as word-final consonants. Instead
they are filled with bracketed items. Strictly
speaking, they are syllable-final single consonants
too.
No geminated consonant can occur word initially or
syllable initially because (1) in Maltese, the
geminated consonant in this position is always"*"
pronounced with a very short vowel /i/, the epenthetic
vowel; (2) geminated consonants in all positions
except word finally have dual syllable membership even
when the first part operates syllabically. Hence it
is both syllable-final and syllable-initial and
therefore does not really belong to any one position
in toto, as a geminated consonant. However, since
word-initially, geminated consonants preceded by /i/
are different functionally from geminated consonants
in other positions, they are considered here as word-
initial, syllable-initial geminated consonants and
illustrated in column 6» But geminated consonants
never occur word-initially. No geminated /2/ /h/ /w/
/J/ occur in this position. ( / i ) This
is an additional reason for considering this position
of gemination.
1. Except for /m/ and /n/ if these are pronounced as
syllabics.
5Q
All consonants occur geminated word-medially and
word-finally. The exception /g/ is one due to a
phonological gap rather than permissibility. The word-
medial geminated consonant is another case of dual
syllable membership. Thus word-medial geminates
are never clusters. It is interesting to note that
listeners to Maltese who have not heard Maltese spoken
before often feel that word-final geminated stop
consonants are in fact word-medial. Thus,
/hap:/ C V C : is heard as C V C : V
This is probably due to the length and audible release.
Syllable-initial consonants are also word-initial.
Syllable-initial but word-medial consonants occur under
"Word-medial single consonants", i.e. Word-medial single
consonants are also syllable-initial. Syllable-final
consonants are also word-final consonants in the case of
the voiceless consonants and /m, n, 1, r, w, j, 1 /.
No voiced obstruent consonant (apart from this group)
can occur word-finally. However, these can occur word-
medially, syllable-finally - usually in consonant
groups not intervocalically.^
Word-medial geminated consonants are both syllable-
final and syllable-initial because they function
simultaneously, both as arresting and as .releasing
consonants in that these are the "geminates" in the
strict sense of the term.
Although all the examples of voiceless consonants
(and m, n, 1, r, w, j) occur both syllable-finally and
word-finally, the voiced obstruents do not and are
therefore simultaneously both syllable-final and word-
medial; they cannot otherwise occur syllable-finally.
1. /tf/> an<^ /"ks/ usually occur geminated or
in clusters.
Empty "slots" are the result of (a) phonologically
possible but unrealized combinations, e.g. word-medial
and syllable-final geminated /g/ seems perfectly
acceptable .but does not actually occur; (b) alternative
phonological signalling, e.g. /t + qalleb/,
/t + hallas/, /t + warrab/, /t + jassar/ instead
of geminating the first consonant.
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Figure 4,1.
Maltese words (in "phonemic transcription) exemplifying-
tne distribution of the consonant phonemes in various





















p pa:-tri ta-par-si da:p tJap-pa hap: ip-po:-za
b ba-har se-bah zib-d^a seb-bah sab-bat ib-bas-tard-jail
t te-la me-ta ra:t a:t-ta hot: it-tel-la
d de-ra a: -da id-ra a:d-da sad-dat id-dej-jal
k kel-la ri-kep ra:k sak-kar hak: ik-kal-ma
<T
O ga:-la riJga ig-gang-na: t - ig-gang-na:t
dog-ma
2 ?a:l sa:-?a sa: 1 ra?-2a da2:
-
s sa?-si di-sa ra:s mas-sa hos: is-sa2-si
z zar-buT/n a:-zel a:z-la bez-za raz-zan iz-zar-rat
r
|e:l de:-faJ hda: j" raf- faJ J fa J: ij- ar-rap
f fe-lah ti-fel ja:f sal-fa saf: if-fit-ja
V ve-lu ba-va:r-ja ta:v-la ir-rev: -ja tiv:-jadi>-a iv-ve-riJ-fi-ka
"to tsiJ-ja ir-tsi:tet bets-u''n a: ts:-tsa ma to* its-tsap-pap
tja:-2a wer-tf:a na:tf sitf-tf a\ J
a:tf : itJ-tfaf-las
d5 d^ e :lu re-d^a Sid*-raJ a: d? -d^ el
red', —dj a idj-d? ed-aet
h he-lu da-hal ra:h bah-har sen:
-
m moh-hi a:-ma ra:a sem-ma om:
im-miJra
a na-hal a:-ni da:n a:n-ni hen:
in-ni
i li:-ma a:-la ba:l sel-lem hal: il-li^'ma
r re-baa ma-ra ma • r bar-ra
mor: ir-ra:b-ja
w we-ra ta-wi:-la raw rew-wah rew-wah
-
3 ja:-ra a-juwla haj dej-ja? raj-ja
-
i+,7.3. Consonant Clusters and Consonant Sequences
Borg (1975) presents three tables with separate
lists of what he calls initial, final and. medial
clusters. As we have already seen, he does not define
"cluster" and it is therefore not clear what claims
he makes regarding the status of some of his "clusters"^.
Since he gives no examples, it is unclear whether he
always refers to word position (hence "medial clusters");
or whether he sometimes refers to the syllable ("initial
and final clusters") and sometimes to the word. Whatever
the interpretation, Borg omits some possible combinations
of consonants into genuine clusters. For this reason,
I am presenting tables with possible clusters and I
will then discuss the differences between my tables and
Borg's tables. To ensure clarity, I will illustrate
every possible consonant-combination that I claim has
cluster-status. I will then go on to present word-
medial consonant sequences, the members of which belong
to two separate syllables and are therefore distinct
from clusters in my analysis of consonant distribution.
I 'will now present the relevant figures illustrating
all the possible clusters and sequences in Maltese, I
will follow these by some discussion and an attempt to
systematize the phonological rules that seem to be at
work here.
1. Whenever "cluster" is written in inverted commas,
it indicates the use of the terra in some other
work, where the distinction between cluster and
sequence as defined here is not clear or simply
not made.
3k
(i) Syllable-initial and Syllable-final CG Clusters
Figures if. 2 and if. 3 show as many of the
syllable-initial and syllable-final CC clusters
as I can find. There may be more. Each table is
followed by one illustration of each cluster with a
gloss in English. Figures if.4 and 4»5' (and if.6
later) are a comparison of my tables with those of
Borg 1975. They show:
(1) syllable-final CC clusters not listed in
Borg but seen in my table;
(2) syllable-initial CC clusters not listed in
Borg but seen in my table;
(3) the four syllable-initial CC clusters listed
in Borg but not in my tables. Of these, I
cannot accept /mn/ and /ml/ as clusters in
my definition, i.e. as belonging to one
syllable. I could accept the other two but
cannot find any example of them.
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Fxjrure —. 2
Syliasie-releasing CC clusters and Maltese words
(in phonemic transcription) illustrating then.
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Figure L..Z (page 2)
Syllable Releasing CC Clusters f + C
P + c fp fnost in a place
ft ftiJt a little
pt ptantsa pittance fk fki:ren tortoises




pf pfa nal •with a lantern fJa:r in a month
Pi pf i:f en calves ft; ftf of: in a bow
ptf ptf i:tf en chicks fts ftsaltsa in a sauce
ots ptsi:tsen finger-oread f2 f?a:r poor
p2 p2iJja change fh fhal2i in my mouth
oh pha:l like fm fmej:u in May
pn pni:tsel brushes fn fni :k rabbits
pi pla: tf iau calm fl flimki:n together
or pri:tka sermon fr fra:k crumbs
pw pwi:ni sorrows fw fwi:ha perfume
PO pja:ga wound ?j f jak: hungry

































































kf kfi: f hems
kf kf a :f. en drawers
ktj ktf i^na kitchen
kts ktsa:tsen pots




























































































what did he say?













































































































































zb zbu'vl ears of corn
zd zdi:t it increased
zg zgombru obstruction
zv zvelt aware, aroused
zd^ zdj i: t glass
zm' zmand3 a: t worn out
zn zni:t flint




















































































































* An interesting example where the voicing of /g/ has influenced
the following consonants - the only example I can find.
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Figure L.^m
Syl lable-arrestir. clus cer s and Ma"»iCtu. tese v'ords
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Figure if.. ~ (page 2)































































































































































FIGURE k.k SYLLABLE RELEASING CC CLUSTERS (not incl.
in Borg 1975)
c, Ci P t k s rT r 4 b b dt P V z ? 6 m A I V Vvi 1
P - Pn fw
t -
i
K - kbf kb kk
5 - 4 ®
f rT - fb
J — J* 14
If - $







































0 i i ! {1 I
1
1 -j
1. This is lj:j usually, except in very careful speech.
2. This is often used instead of /nZ/in colloquial speech.3. Only in /tsfun:arija/ which is usually pronounced (tsun:arija}
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FIGURE 4.5 SYLLABLE ARRESTING CC CLUSTERS (not
incl. in Borg 1975)







































J Jf jr jM ij j* J" !ir
-
1. See rootnote 1 under Figure 4.4
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(ii") Word-Medial CC sequences
Figure 4.. 6 shows CC groups that occur word-
medially in Maltese. Syllable division dismisses
these groups from qualifying as CC clusters. From
this, it is immediately clear that there are not as
many combinatorial limitations on CC sequences as
there are on syllable-initial or syllable-final
clusters. Examples of each possibility follow the
table. In addition, examples of word juncture CC
groups are given to show that there are very few
combinatorial restrictions of consonant sequences
across syllable boundaries. It is possible that some
of the gaps could be filled by words already in use
in the language but which have not come to my
attention.
Figure k .7 is a comparison of my table of
word-medial groups with Borg's word-medial clusters.
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FIGURE if. 6 A
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J 1JP jt i.lkIJs / Jl jf ! k! id !- ■ |7 j k J- in jf 7, 1 w !
1. These are analysed as belonging to different syllables
2. This is very limited in its distribution, probably
because of its recent introduction into the language.











































































































































































































tJ p patf pi^'tf
tf k 2aff tu
tfk jitjki:n
tfs itfsma















































bn tibni^f. don't build
bl dublet: skirt
br tobrom don't twist
^d ab jat white
bd ebda none
bz tibza: don't be afraid
bd zibdj a bead
d + C
dm a:dma bone
dn riana we wanted
dl tidlek you grease
dr tidra you get used to
dw tidwi you dress a
wound
id 2ad ja an errand
db tidbi:1 it withers
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Figure 4.6A (page 3)
s + C 2d ta2di you run an
errand for s.o.
gn gemgmu they grumbled 2z mo2zi:s dirt
gn ma:gna machine
gl inglids English
gr tiJgra tiger h + C
gw rigwart regarding
gb tigber you grow ht tahti it's not your
ga tigdem you bite fault
gv tigverna you rule hk tahkem you rule













vn venvnu they fling hn johno2 he chokes s.o.
vl ta:vla plank hi tohlo2 you create
vr ba:vru collar turnover hr jahrap he escapes
vj tivjadj:a you travel hw lahwa the brothers
vd tavda: don' t trust
tahjidr
(sisters)
vg jivga he chokes hj
vz avza:h he warned him hb tahbi you hide s.th.
vdj a: vdj u he squashed him bd tihda:r you grow greenhz ahzen you store
z + C
zm jizma:ga he goes mad
zn razna discipline
zl izlo2 slide
zr tizra you sow
zw gezwer to wrap
Z3 izjet more
zb jizbalja he errs
zd tizdi:t it increases
zg tizgar:a you go out of
time
















































































mf tom|ot to comb
mt imtjarlf ar dripping
mt imtsaptsap lamed
m2 im2a:r if only!
mh imha:r limpets
an do:mna medallion
nl timla you fill
mr timrat you become ill
mw limwi:t death
mj kam juiVn camion
mb timbot:a you push
md mimduwt lying down
mg gemgem to grumble
mv imvenven flung
mz e: mzu he winked at him
md3 imdjitba behaviour
n + C
np tinptu she teases him
nt tinten you smellj
nk tinket: you take offense
ns tinsa you forget
nf tonfoh you blow
nj" tonf or you han^ (clothes)
ntf tintj ensa you incense
n2 tin2afel it can be locked
nh jinhap he is loved
nm inmar:at I make s.o. ill
nl ki:nlu it was (for him)
nr inrab:i I breed
nw tinwidr blossoming
nd tin30 rah he ignores him
nb tinbot :a you push
nd 3'indahal he interferes
ng jingan:a he cheats
nv invel: spirit level .
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Fisrure 4.6A (cage 4)
nz tinza you undress wz
ndj tind^ibet you are attracted wdj
1 + C ■ j + c
I'D alpaka type of goat O'P
It tilta2a you meet jt
lk alka alka jk
Is helsi:n freedom js
If telfa loss jf
1; aljejn for nothing if
Its baltsami'Jna balsam jtf
12 til 2a welcome n
ill melha salt (met.) jh
im jilmah he notices s.o. jn
in kelna we had jn
Iw jilwi he twists jl
id taljo :1a pulley jr
lb albumi^na albumen jw
Id soldi pennies (money) jk
lv salvatf: savage jd
lz ilzaj:ar a small sheet jz








































rp orptu tie him
rt artab soft
rk jo:rku they rub (wash)
rs jersa? he approaches
rf jerfa he lifts
rf - jirfofta he rises
rt artfipriit archpriest
rts irtsi:tset farms
r2 jor2ot he sleeps
r'n jerhi . the colours run






rd tordom get buried
rg argument argument
rv serva it was useful
for ...
rz jirzah he feels cold
rd^ jerd^a he repeats
w + C
wt awtuwr author
v/k tawkom they gave you
ws bewsa kiss
wf sewfu they ruffled s.th.
w| bawfa:ta picnic
wf awtf i Gozitan




wn tawni they gave me
wl tawluh they lengthened it
wr awra:ta gilt head
WD tewba penance




CC sequences across words and the Maltese words (in
phonemic transcription) illustrating them
pf sa:pfa:na:l
pw sa:pwarda
pm S3, i pmara
k? taklampi:na





tj ? mara:tf 2arniJta
t f m mara:t_f mart el:
t 'f n mahat] naspla
tfl makiltj lumiJa







































he found a lantern
he found a rose
he found a woman (wife)
he gave you a hell
he felt a monkey
he felt a plane (tool)
he knows a proverb
he didn't consider it beautiful
he didn't see it clearly
she didn't see an octupus
she didn't see a hammar
I didn't take a fruit (like plum)
I dian't eat a lemon
I didn't eat a pomegranate
I didn't see one
he didn't want to work
he drove a car
he tafetea a carrot
he tasted a turtle dove
he laughed vilely,
he tasted a walnut
he gave him a fan
he considered him an idiot
he saw he was lame
he gave him a turtle dove
he saw he was mean
he gave him a hazelnut
clear vinegar
the shadow is approaching
in the pot hole
they saw a cauliflower
they saw a lame man
he can get to this point
they saw a turtle dove





a pile of exercise-books
many holes
a stack of papers
a pile of easter cakes












Summary of the differences of consonant sequence and
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Summary of different classifications - Bore; 1975 and
the present study.
(1) Borg's Medial "clusters" (i.e. sequences) are written
m, e.g. /pt/ , /ps/ , etc. (2) Borg s Syllable-Initial
clusters are indicated by \T\ ; Borg's syllable-Finalclusters are indicated by tZ/j ; (3) PF) is considered
as a word-medial sequence in my study, /t 1/, /t w/ and
/gd / are not included in my classification.
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U.7.U.Classification of consonants according to their
combinational restrictions
The clustering of consonants within a CC releasing
or arresting structure is very flexible for almost all
consonants. However, in talking about syllable
structure, and, specifically, consonant clusters, it
seems useful to use the following consonant













The justification for this grouping should be clear
from the clustering possibilities and restrictions
presented in figures "4.1 to 4.3.
In accordance with the strict rule that determines
the harmony of a consonant cluster in terms of voicing,
consonants can cluster together only with members of
their own group in the case of groups 3 and 4 (the
obstruent classes). No inter-class clusters can
occur. No group 3 and 4 consonant sequence (not just
clusters) can occur unless separated by a pause.
Occasionally, some devoicing of /m/, /n/, /r/ and
/l/ occurs (see section 9.3). These consonants are
classified apart from the members of groups 3 and 4
potential syllables - /m/, /n/, /!/, /r/
semi-vowels - /w/, /j/
voiced obstruents:-
stops - /b/, /d/, /g/
the fricatives: /v/, /z/s/W (the allophone U] )
the affricate - /cl?/ ~
voiceless obstruents:-
stops - /p/, /t/, /k/
fricatives - /s/, /f/, /[/
affricates - /tj" /, /ts/
"isolates" - /?/ and /h/.
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because, although they sometimes participate in the
voicing harmony rule, they are not restricted in the
same way:' they can cluster with members of both
groups. Neither do they have the same flexibility in
clustering as these sounds have. /2/, for example,
does not occur preceding /k/ or /j/ or /h/.
/m/, /n/, /l/, /r/ can occur as only in
syllable-final CC clusters; in word-initial
position they can function syllabically or are preceded
by a very short epenthetic vowel /i/.
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4.7.5. Word-Medial CC Sequences that do not occur
Some of the 'empty' word-medial CC sequences
are similar in that the two phonemes are very close
to each other in terms of place of articulation and in
stricture.
1. Labial stops or
approximants:- p+m b+m b+w p+w w+p
2. Alveolar fri-
catives:- f+ s s + f (usually realized [J: jJ in any position)
However, some consonants are simply not very productive:




























Other "odd ones out" are v+m, m+v, j+v
possibly /v/ cluster difficulties-and h + p.
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It may "be important to note that some groups do
not work out both in their voiced and unvoiced
"version" and as first or second element. Thus, there
is no:
(1) f + p v + b
p + f b + v










Yet many of these operate as word-initial clusters.
In general, therefore, it can be said that the
groupings that are permissible as syllable-initial
consonant clusters can function as well in word-medial
consonant groupings ((a) below), whereas those that are
not also syllable-initial clusters are unlikely or
non-permissible as word-medial groupings ((b) below).
if.7.6. CCC Clusters and Sequences
(i) Borg's list of CCC "clusters"
The following is the list of CCC clusters as
given by Borg (1975) :
(a) Initial Clusters:
spt spl st2 stm str spr stf ftr zbr
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(tO Medial Clusters:
spl str skr stl
jmf
rpr rpt rtr rkr rbl rdn rgr r2n
rtsj
lbl ldr lsn lmt
2bl mpj tf sm
ndb nth ntr nkw n21 ndl ndr ngw
rwr
(c) No final CCC clusters.
(ii) CCC clusters beyond the initial clusters
listed "by Borg above
Several other clusters beyond the initial clusters
listed by Borg above actually occur in Maltese words.
Fig.4. 8 n.78 511 attempt to extend the above list to
cover more possibilities. However, there are no
medial CCC clusters according to my definition, since
there is a tendency to split up all word-medial
consonant sequences (even CC) to allow a closed syllable
to precede a consonant released syllable, i.e. VC - CV
seems a more preferable structure than VCC - V or
V - CCV , This occurs even when related words consist
of the same CC or CCC cluster.
E.g.: Jtraj-na but mi[-tri
2ti^l but ma2-tuwl.
CCC clusters only occur syllable-initially (and
word-initially only) in Maltese. A formula that would
reflect the structure of a conservative estimate of
possible CCC clusters would be as follows - on
condition that the obstruents harmonize with each other
in voicing:
C1 C2 c3
Fricative Oral Stop or Any consonant but
Labio dental usually a sonorant
fricative
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However, CCC clusters are not very common in Maltese,
The examples





(Id) /s/ + /f/ + A/
/r/








(2) /z/ + /b/ + /r/
/d/
(3) /J/ + /p/ + /r/
/t/






















These examples do not include cases in which is a
labial stop; nor does it account for all the fricatives
as C-^ , the oral stops as or any consonant as C^.
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These are always the particles <bi> <xi> <fi>
which are realised phonernically as follows when they
assimilate with the consonant clusters that follow:
/b/ /p/ /J/ (also [7] ) /f/ /v/.




Any CC cluster allowed
as a releasing CC cluster
in Maltese, as shown in
figure if.2.
Since there is no exception to this rule, I will not
illustrate these potential clusters. It is important
to note, however, that because CCC clusters are not
common in Maltese, most speakers will not use the
assimilated forms of the particles when there is
already a CC cluster. They usually opt for a 'fuller'
form, using, for example / Jipsi:pes/ instead of
/ Jpsi:pes/, and so on.
I have already said that the structure of the
Maltese syllable is (C)(C)(C) V (C)(C). Moreover, I
have indicated that when a choice is provided, the
speaker usually opts for the simpler structure
(a) introducing the 'epenthetic' vowel /i/ when it
is possible to separate the initial cluster into 2
syllables as in /Ji/ + /fli:J"ken/ instead of
/J*fli:j"ken/; (b) dividing the cluster so that the
consonants belong to different syllables when the
arresting CC occurs word-medially (see section on
Syllable Division, p. 79.
(iii), CCC Sequences in word-medial -position
There are several possible combinations of consonants
into a CCC structure in word-medial position. One quite
common combination uses the same consonant in C^ and
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position with C2 frequently "being a stop, but not

















Most consonants can occur as C-j
There are some distributional restrictions,
there are no /Jmj~/ clusters, but
/me j"im:J~u/.
in a mixed sequence"
Thus,
as in




CCC sequences and the Maltese words (in phonemic trans¬
cription) illustrating them
C1 C2 C3
p siptlu p naspla ■ P iteptpu
t nithlu 4- siptlu t jijhtu
k niksru k niskru k lastku
s naspla s niksru s ikewksu
X tifjluwJ" X itJ" fna J*X insefsfu
; mi[tri J tifj luwj Jj nimpj u
itf fna h tJ artj" ru tj patj ptj u
ts ts artsnel:a ts
h nahdmu h jijhtu h j'isthu
2 ja?blu 2 in21a3t oX
V
nist2ar:u
1 nilmhu 1 1 naspla
m nimpj" u m nilmhu m nahdmu
n jinabu n n artsnel:a





W ihaj w{ u W werwru w inkwi:t
b nibdlu b ja2blu b indbu
d jidblu d nahdmu d 3itj" hdu
S nigdbu S nirgbu cro • •00m
z nizbra no:m z izanznu ryXj ibezbzu
V izavzvu V venvnu V izavzvu
d ged^wd^ u d bend^lu d gedj wdj u




Figure if.6. shows CC sequences that occur word-
medially in Maltese. We saw how syllable division
dismisses these sequences from qualifying as clusters.
Figure k .8. also shows how all word-medial CCC
groups are broken up into a single consonant that
arrests the previous syllable and a CC cluster that
releases the following syllable. This is significant
in terms of the tendency to divide syllables up into
patterns, one pattern being more "congenial" or
favoured than another.
Thus, we have, in the case of a single medial
consonant:
(1) 0 - C
(2) C - 0
where pattern (1) is usually chosen in preference to
pattern (2).
When there are two intervocalic consonants or a
geminated consonant, we get syllable divisions in the
following order of preference:
(1) C - C (always in the case where C, - C~ »
i.e. geminated)
(2) 0 - CC
(3) CC - 0
With a three-consonant sequence occurring inter-
vocalically, we get:
(1) C - CC
(2) CC - C
but never 0 - CCC or CCC - 0.
These preferences indicate an attempt to maintain
the first of two syllables as open if it is not possible
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to balance out into a C - C structure. This seems to
work out quite consistently with all of the examples of
consonant sequences already given. Vowel length and
stress are not, in any way, clues to syllable division.
Additional confirmation of this tendency is the
fact that the sonorant group /m, n, 1, r, j, w/ cannot
occur as of a CCC sequence, thus following the
same restriction as those in a CC word-initial cluster.
In other words, CCC group is divided here into C - CC
where becomes the first C of the syllable-initial
CC cluster.
One syllable division problem occurs with the CCC
clusters where C^ = C^ in the cases of C^ being /m/
and /w/ allowed only in restricted CCC contexts.
(See Figure *f.8.) it seems here that the medial
consonant constitutes a separate syllable in some
pronunciations. Usually, however, the least used
option is used here, namely CC - C. Thus,
/'merm-ru/ /'werw-ru/
In the case of medial /w/, when a native speaker is
asked to pronounce the word as two separate syllables,
silence follows the /r/ sound, but the lips are
protruded as for /w/ and a duration roughly equivalent
to a short consonant elapses before the final /r/ is
pronounced as j~wer-w-ru] . .
o
Thus, no CC cluster in medial-word position
contravenes any CC syllable-initial rule when a
C - CC division occurs. A CC - C division, in fact,
is opted for when the last two consonants cannot occur





This part is divided into four chapters. Chapter 5
consists of a phonetic description of the Maltese vowels.
It is divided into seven main sections. I discuss the
references made to the phonetic quality of the vowels in
previous analyses and to the transcription of the vowels.
A discussion of the different approaches to the description
of vowels appears in Appendix A. The vowel phonemes and
their variants are presented first in auditory terms within
the Cardinal Vowel System. This is followed by a verbal
description of vowel production. A discussion of the
terms laxness and tenseness is also included with reference
to the Maltese vowels. Special reference to the more
problematic phonemes /i*V, /uw/ and /!:/ as monophthongs
concludes this chapter.
Chapter 6 is a study of the duration of the vowel
phonemes of Maltese with special reference to certain
contexts that were hypothesised as influencing vowel
duration.
Chapter 7 is a brief acoustic study of the monophthongs.
Chapter 8 describes the use made of the acoustic data
to synthesize sets of words to test the relative importance
of formant structure and duration in native speaker's
perception of vowels.
As already mentioned, Appendix A consists of a
discussion of methods used to describe vowels in other
general phonetic studies relevant to chapter 5. Appendix
B is the data used in the study of duration in chapter 6.
Appendix C presents the background to the speech synthesis
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experiment in chapter 8. Appendix D 1 describes the
pilot experiment preceding that described in chapter 8.
Appendix D 2 consists of the statistical results of the
perception test and Appendix D 3 consists of the tabu¬




Vowels : General Phonetic Description
5.1. Introduction
Contrary to what has been said by previous writers,
my studies of the phonetics of Maltese vowels indicate
that phonetically, there is both a quantitative and a
qualitative distinction amongst the eleven monophthongal
phonemes in stressed syllables. Duration plays a very
important role in the perception of stressed vowels by
native speakers of Maltese, but there are also important
qualitative differences which cannot be overlooked. The
results of the perception test discussed in chapter 8
seem" to confirm this view by indicating that (a) the
formant structure of the close vowels /iJ/, /i:/, /i/,
/uv7, /u/, may be more important in recognising the
vowels than is the vowel duration; (b) although vowel
quality is significant for the recognition of the other
vowels, duration plays a bigger part.
I will first discuss the views of previous writers.
Next, to introduce the Maltese vowels phonetically, I use
the Cardinal Vowel System (cf. Jones 1964) as a reference
grid on which to place the vowels. This seems to be the
only internationally understood system, at the present
time, that is both practical and enables accurate
descriptions of vowels in auditory terms. However, this
system is only used to initiate the description that
follows. The phonetic quality of the Maltese vowels is
also described verbally.
Traditional and contemporary descriptions of Maltese
phonetics are both sketchy and unsatisfactory. A great
deal more attention has been given to the phonology and
morphology of Maltese.
5.2. Heview: Lack of distinction between diachronic and
synchronic, and phonetic and phonological statements
There is an overlap between phonetic and phonological
statements and between diachronic and synchronic statements
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throughout the available descriptions of the Maltese
sound system. It is worthwhile examining some of the
statements that have been made in the course of
describing Maltese vowels.
1. "There are five vowels in Maltese, each of which
can be long or short, according to its position
in the word. A long vowel, like a lengthened
consonant, approximately takes twice the length
given to its single counterpart ... These five
vowels in Maltese are a e i o u which can be
either close or half-close, open or half-open,
according to the amount of space left between the
tongue and the roof of the mouth (the palate) ...
Unstressed vowel e becomes a when the primary
stress of the word in which it occurs is moved
forward to another syllable of another word
following it. Exx. raadj el (ragel 'a man');
but radial mariit (ragel marid 'a sick man');
Unstressed vowel e becomes i in verbs when
the accent falls on it. Exx. kitep (kiteb
'he wrote'); but kitibli (kitibli) not kitebli
(kitebli 'he wrote to me') ... (Aquilina, 1965-
p.25-26)
It is not clear whether Aquilina sees the vowel system
as operating with five or ten vowel phonemes that occur
both as monophthongs and in 'union' in the same syllable
as diphthongs:
"The union of two vowels pronounced in one syllable
gives rise to the following diphthongal combination
with w and j (y) pronounced more energeticall5r
than w and y in similar English diphthongal
combination." (ibid. p.2if)
2. Heferences to vowel quality are often vague and
ambiguous:
(a) "As to quantity, Maltese vowels may be long or
short, and as to place of articulation they may
be pharyngalised ... or unpharyngalised ...
The ... pharyngalised vowels are classified as
special vowels to distinguish them from the
unpharyngalised ones. Such differentiation is
necessary to maintain the phonetic and historical
individuality of the two sets; but it must be
borne in mind that pharyngalisation is so
weakened that although it is dialectally
perceptible in some of our villages and towns,
it is hardly percentible in others." (Aquilina
1959 (repr. 1973) p.18)
8A ■
Co) "In Maltese there are five short vowels, five long
vowels and six diphthongs. The five short vowel
phonemes occurring in standard Maltese are /i/
/e/ /a/ /o/ /u/.
i high, slightly lowered, front, slightly
retracted, unrounded vowel
e mid, slightly lowered, front, slightly
retracted, unrounded vowel
a low, slightly raised, central unrounded vowel
o mid, slightly lowered, hack, slightly fronted,
rounded vowel
u high, slightly lowered, back, slightly fronted,
rounded vowel
The five long vowels are ... /i:/ /e:/ /a:/ /o:/
/u:/. Long vowels in Maltese do not differ
phonetically from short vowels in any regard other
than length. Therefore, every individual phonetic
description of the short vowels given above holds
good also here, on condition that vowel length is
included as an additional feature in every
particular case. Since the difference between
long and short vowels is so simple and so general,
no particular description of the long vowels is
attempted here." (Fenech 1978, p. 229-230)
(c) Elsewhere, the Maltese vowels are described with
reference to English vowels - since the text is written
for English learners of Maltese (cf. Aquilina 1965j P.2A-,
quoted above under 1.), and to Italian, as in:
"The five Maltese vowels, long or short, a, a:
e, e: i, i: o, o: u, u: with the
phonological function of which we shall deal
in extenso further on, as heard in Valletta and
the neighbouring towns where most cultured
Maltese live, are approximately like_those of
the standard, that is non-dialectal Italian,
only comparatively more retracted 'as to the
place of articulation." (Aquilina 1959} p.6)
(d) The first reference to a qualitative difference
between the two sets of vowels appears in Krier, 1973:
"On formera deux classes, une breve et une
longue qui a leur tour seront rangees selon
le degre d'aperture et le timbre"
and,
"La quantite peut entrainer une modification de
timbre pour e et o ..."
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This is followed by Borg's (1978)1 distinction with
reference to the long front close vowel /i:/. Borg
1978, p. 56, includes ii &ie>) (my/i:/) with the long
monophthongs both in the Arabic and Romance component of
Maltese.
I will not consider further works, since they deal
mainly with comparative phonology (Semitic and Romance
Maltese) or with a dialect very different from the one
p
studied here, for example, that studied by Krier (1975)
and that of Marsaxlokk and St. Julians fishermen studied
by Schabert (1976)^.
5.5. The Phonemic Transcription of Maltese Vowels
All linguistic analyses of Maltese agree on the
number of vowel contrasts in the language, but not on the
identity of these contrasts. These differences will be
discussed. I give my own evidence for the contrastive
units (both vocalic and consonantal) in a chart of
minimal pairs, figures 3.1 . to 3.3.
'.That is, however, also at issue between previous
phonological analyses and my own is how these phonemic
contrasts should be transcribed - which symbols are
preferable - and the phonetic description of these
contrasts. I shall therefore start this description of
the sound system of Maltese with a discussion of the
transcriptional convention for vowels.
1. Borg's work, in fact, came to my notice after my
analysis of the eleven monophthongs was completed in
June 1979. Borg also considers <ie> as representing
phonemic monophthong /i:/.
2. Krier refers to her data as Standard Maltese, but her
transcription of the recording bears close resemblance
to a rural dialect different from Standard Maltese.
3. Marsaxlokk and St. Julians are both fishing areas, but
St. Julians is a fast-growing tourist resort and large
town whereas Marsaxlokk is a small village.
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Since the vowel system has previously been treated
as consisting of five monophthongs that can be short or
long, or five pairs of monophthongs"'" that are qualitatively
indistinguishable but quantitatively contrastive, they
have usually been symbolized as: /i/, /i:/, /e/, /e:/,
/a/, /a:/, /o/, /o:/, /u/, /u:/ (Aquilina, 1959 and
others), thus using the diacritic /:/ for vowel length,
whereas <ie>, the special 'diphthong'-symbol in the
orthography is used in the same authors' phonological
studies as (/ie/). Borg (1978), however, uses a double
symbol for the long monophthongs, thus: /i/, /ii/, /e/,
/ee/, /a/, /aa/, /o/, /oo/, /u/, /uu/ and /iy/ for what
was previously symbolised as /i:/ by Aquilina 1959 and
others, so that he uses /ii/ instead for the so-called
diphthong /ie/. A clear illustration of the use of
symbols can be seen in the following table. The table
includes the symbols that I will be using in this work.
The reasons for my choice of symbols are discussed below.
Word exemplifying Acuilina (1959) Borg This
vowel sound and others (1978) work
<zidt> i ... j
< zied> ... i
<zid> iy ... . iJ
<derra> c ... e
<dehra> ee .., . e:
<radd> a ... a
<"raghad> aa ... a:
<bott> o ... 0
<boghod> ....... 00 ... o:
<kull> u ... u
< kul> uu ... . uw
The use of double symbols to refer to what is a
phonetically single element, and what phonologically
1. The units described as diphthongs have always
been symbolised as /iw/, /ew/, /aw/, /ow/,
/ej/, /ad/, /oj/; they are not considered as
diphthongs here but the transcription is not
at issue here.
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belongs to the same syllable has been avoided here.
/:/ will be used to indicate longer duration and thus
keep a long vowel distinct from the same vowel sound
functioning in two distinct but successive syllables
without an intervening consonant. The use of a double
symbol seems to imply doubling of an element. The
diacritic : denoting longer duration seems a satisfactory
way of referring to vowels that differ in duration as
long as this does not entirely rule out a qualitative
difference. The use of the diacritic for longer
duration is extended hereto the so-called diphthong
<ie> , which I shall treat as a monophthong (see section
5.7 below). On the other hand, I have excluded the most
close vowels, in <zid> (the front close vowel), and in
<kul> (the close back vowel) from the quantity-marked
vowel pairs for reasons that will, I hope, be clear from
the description of the vowels that follows. Briefly, it
seems that native speakers discriminate between the
members of the close vowel sets primarily on the basis of
their quality (as reflected in their formant structure)
and not on duration. (See chapter 8). The symbols for
the glides / j/ and /w/ are superimposed on /i/ and
/u/ to suggest the close quality of these'two vowels,
and to mark them as being distinguished from the other
members of their sets differently from the way in which
the other members of the other vowel sets are differenti¬
ated from each other, i.e. primarily by duration. This
also avoids confusion with reference to the vowel in
< zied> . The vowel symbols used here are visually
distinctive"'', and are consistent with the phonetic
description that follows, in section 5.^ below. They
reinforce the departure of the present thesis in
distinguishing between the close vowel sets and the other
more open vowel sets for the just-mentioned reasons.
1. I feel that they are more visually distinctive
than i and i.
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One possible confusion may result from the fact
that I am identifying a different segment by the use of
/i:/, namely the vowel in <zied> since I consider this
a monophthong. This is the vowel referred to as /ie/
in previous analyses. My /i:/ then, denotes what was
previously referred to as a diphthong. However
unfortunate this may seem,it is necessary for the sake
of consistency to use /i:/ for the longer 'counterpart'
of /i/, and /iv for the vowel that is long but,
more importantly, qualitatively distinct from both these
vowels.
The diphthongs are symbolised in the same way as
in previous works with /w/ or /j/ following a simple
short vowel symbol
/iw/, /ej/, /ew/, /aj/, /aw/, /oj/, /ow/.
5.4.1. Auditory quality of the vowels
The most direct way of immediately presenting
vowels is with reference to the Cardinal Vowels as
described by Jones (1964). Figure 9.1- shows the eleven
Maltese vowels within the Cardinal Vowel chart, as
plotted by myself and several other phoneticians trained
within the CV~ tradition.








Figure 5.1. The relative auditory qualities
of the Maltese vowels pronounced in the context
/p-p/. Circles are used to indicate the area
of variation involved between speakers.
The relative distance between the Cardinal Vowels
and the Maltese vowels is as follows:
/i*V slightly lowered and retracted from CV 1,
/i:/ between CV 1 and CV 2 in terms of openness
but slightly retracted.
/i/ between CV 1 and. CV 2 in terms of openness
but slightly more retracted than the Maltese
vowel /i:/.
/e:/ about one sixth of the way up from CV 3 (in
CV 2 - 3 area) and a little retracted.
/e/ higher than /e:/ and also a little retracted
from the CV.
/a:/ central, between CV L and CV 5> and slightly
less open (therefore a little higher).
/a/ central, but varies from a more front to a more
back vowel. Generally a little higher than
/a:/.
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/o/ near to CV c but slightly lowered and fronted.
/o:/ near to CV 6 but slightly raised and very
slightly fronted.
/u/ near to CV 7, about one third up between CV 7
and CV 3, and slightly centralised.
tu
/u" / very near to CV 3 in terms of closeness, but
slightly centralised.
The decision as to where each vowel should be placed





The auditory quality of the diphthongs starting from
either of if places (i, e, a, o) and ending j or w.
The arrows simply indicate the direction of movement. In
fact, sometimes the quality at the end point of the
diphthong is not as close as that indicated by [or [w]
on the CV chart. The greatest degree of closeness is
heard when the second element functions as the arresting
part of a preceding syllable as well as the releasing part
of the following syllable, e.g. hlew-wa. The most open
quality characterizes the quality of the second element
in all other positions, e.g. /raw-kom/, /tawh/. I am




3,2 The relative auditory qualities of the Maltese
diphthongs with reference to the CV system.
5.4.3. Variants and Distribution Patterns of the
Monophthongs
/iV : This vowel is sometimes very slightly
diphthongized towards a less close [i] than CV [i] .
Diphthongization can occur usually in open syllables.
It is always stressed and long.
/i:/ : This vowel can be heard diphthongized
towards a more central area by some speakers in specific
contexts (possibly as a characteristic of some words),
namely in syllables closed by alveolar (or denti-
alveolar) stops. The tendency towards diphthongization
may be more widespread with some speakers than with
others. However, since a monophthongal quality is the
usual rendering of this vowel, I will be considering it
as such. More definite diphthongization is characteristic
of dialectal pronunciation. The vowel is long and always
stressed.
/i/ : This vowel varies in quality depending on
its duration. It is a very short vowel except in word-
final open syllable position and occurs in both stressed
and unstressed positions. It is more open and more back
when it occurs in open syllables or in syllables closed
by a glottal stop or a glottal (or pharyngeal) fricative.
(This context will be referred to as 'glottal consonant'
below.) However, these depend especially on the clarity
and speed of utterance (i.e. ranging from citation form
to fast dialogue).
The phonetic quality - in terms of Cardinal Vowel
values- of the most common realizations of the Maltese
syllabic monophthongal vowel phonemes /i*V , /i:/ and
/i/ can be summarized as follows:
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Phone, rne Auditory Quality
Phonetic.
Notat ion Syllable Example
/iV Similar to CV [i]
Lowered and slightly-











/i:/ Lowered and retracted
from CV [i] C$] /fi:h/
Retracted, between CV [i~J
and [e ]
Retracted, between CV [i]

















/i/ Retracted and raised from
CV [e]













/e/ : The openness of this vowel depends in part
on syllable structure. It is more open in open syllables
and syllables arrested by glottal consonants. The degree
of openness, however, varies quite freely even in the
same speaker's speech. This vowel occurs stressed and
unstressed and is short.
/e:/ : This vowel has few distinct variants. It
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only occurs in stressed syllables. It is slightly more
close in a CVC syllable than in any VC or CV context.
It is always long.
The phonetic quality - in terms of Cardinal Vowel
values - of the most common realizations of the Maltese
syllabic monophthongal vowel phonemes /e/ and /e:/ can
be summarized as follows:
PV)o ntmt Auditory Quality
Phonetic
Notation Syllable Example
/e/ Retracted and lowered
from CV [e]
Retracted and more
lowered (than [el ) from
CV [ e] L T J
Retracted and slightly




















/a/ : The quality of this vowel varies
considerably between speakers. However, its relative
quality and especially its relative 'distance' from the
realizations of /a:/ are remarkably constant for the
same speaker. In some speakers it is more retracted than
in others. The vowel is usually more advanced in closed
syllables unless the arresting consonant is glottal. It
is usually short except in word-final open syllables.
It can be stressed or unstressed.
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/a:/ : The quality of this vowel also shows
inter-speaker variation. It is also realized as more
advanced in closed syllables unless the arresting
consonant is glottal. This is a long vowel and is
always stressed.
The phonetic quality - in terms of Cardinal Vowel
values - of the most common realizations of the Maltese
syllabic monophthongal vowel phonemes /a/ and /a:/
can be summarized as follows:
"PV.one^€. Auditory Quality Notation Syllable Example
/a/ Haised to a quality be¬






/a:/ Central, above fully
open CV [a~l or
Crl
All contexts
/o/ : This vowel is more constant in quality
than the other short, vowels. (Hence, the smaller circle
on the CV chart.) However, it is slightly more open in
an open syllable or a syllable arrested by a glottal
consonant, ana more advanced in a syllable closed by a
front (labial to alveolar) consonant. It is a short
vowel and can be stressed or unstressed.
/o:/ : This vowel shows similar stability to
/o/. (Hence smaller CV circle.) It is sometimes more
close in syllables closed by front consonants or closed
syllables followed by another syllable in the same word.
This usually long vowel is always stressed.
Qc,
The phonetic quality - in terms of Cardinal vowel
values - of the most common realizations of the Maltese
syllabic monophthongal vowel phonemes /o/ and /o:/ can
be summarized as follows:
PWor\ Auditory Quality
PHo r\ i *.
Notatibr Syllable Example
/o/ Lowered and advanced
from CV [d] IS)
All contexts
/o:/ Raised and advanced from
CV
All contexts
/u/ : This vowel has many variants. These are
not determined by specific contexts, /u/ is more
advanced in syllables arrested by front consonants or
in an 0V0"*" syllable. It is always a short vowel
except in word-final open syllable position, and is
usually only unstressed except in monosyllables ( or
baby-talk, like •tuttu' (horse), etc.)
/uw/ : This vowel is very close and retracted,
but occurs more advanced in syllables closed by front .
consonants. It is always stressed and long. In
syllables closed by the glottal consonants /?/ and /h/,
it occurs as more open than any of the /uw/ allophones
and more retracted than any of the /u/ allophones. When
the syllable is arrested by a pharyngeal/glottal fricative
it sometimes has a very short glide to a closer position.
However, this is characteristic of only some speakers
of Standard Maltese, and is also possibly a characteristic
1. Vowel not released or arrested by a consonant.
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of specific CV/h/ words, /u / can occasionally be
heard as slightly diphthongized to a position nearer
CV [ u~J when it occurs in other non-glottal contexts.
The phonetic quality - in terms of Cardinal Vowel
values- of the most common realizations of the Maltese
syllabic monophthongal vowel phonemes /u/ and /uw/
can be summarized as follows:
PKo Auditory Quality
P Ko r\«_tj'c_
N o"tation Syllable Example
/u/ Advanced, between CV [u
and [o"] but closer to ju]
Advanced, between CV [u]




/Uw/ Slightly lowered and









The basis for the verbal articulatory description
that follows is my own speech, supplemented by observation
and experimental evidence of that of at least one other
native speaker of Standard Maltese. Lip position is
dealt with in detail in Part V.
/i*V : The jaw is in its most closed position in
terms of the production of Maltese vowels. The teeth
overlap to a great extent, such that the front lower
teeth are hidden behind the upper teeth. The tongue
sides at the back are supported quite firmly by the u
upper and back molar-insides. It is the sides and front
of the tongue that lie highest in relation to the palate
- at a point just opposite the pre-palatal zone. The
tongue tip is suspended tensely well behind the upper
teeth. The lips are spread and only parted to the degree
that leaves only the middle (horizontal) section of the
upper and lower teeth visible.
/i:/ : The jaw is slightly less closed than for
/i"V. The tongue-molar contact is not as firm but still
occurs. There is less tension forwards-and-upwards and
the tongue body is slightly further away from the palate,
especially at the sides. The highest point at which the
tongue is raised is also a little more retracted than
for /iv. The tongue tip is suspended less tensely than
for /i*V. The lips are also more open vertically and
less spread than for /iV, but the difference is not
always noticeable as it is one of less lip tension too
(introspective evidence).
/i/ : This vowel is produced in much the same
way as /i:/. However, as its lax counterpart, it is
produced with even less tension of the tongue throughout.
The front of the tongue is raised towards a more
retracted part of the palate than for /i:/. The' jaw is
slightly more open than for /i:/ so that the tongue
makes very light contact - if any - with the molars.
The lips have the same degree of openness and spread as
for /i:/. This vowel is always realized as extremely
short.
/e:/ : The jaw is half-closed so that the upper
teeth appear over the rims of the front lower teeth,
although they do not usually overlap. The tongue is
quite high up in approximation to the palate. The top
sides of the rim are supported under the bottom and
insides of the back upper molars, whereas the bottom of
the tongue makes light contact with the top part of the
lower front molars. The tongue is bunched up and back
to some extent so that the most raised part lies close
to the palatal zone and the tongue tip is suspended
r \
away from the floor and front teeth. The lips are
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separated in relation to jaw opening ana are slightly-
spread in a downward direction. The spreading movement
is not extensive but still noticeable.
/e/ : This vowel is very similar to its tense
counterpart /e:/. It is slightly closer. Less firm
contact than for /e:/ can be felt between the tongue
sides and the upper molars.
/a:/ : This is the most open Maltese vowel. As
for the front vowels, the tongue is not in contact with
the lower incisors, or with the "floor"~of the mouth,
but is somewhat retracted and away from the floor. The
tongue is not in contact with any area of the upper teeth
or palate. The lips are open, that is, well separated
but not protruded. Their degree of separation is
dependent on the open jaw position. The upper and lower
front teeth are usually visible.
/a/ : This vowel can best be described as the
shorter and lax counterpart of the vowel /a:/, requiring
less muscular effort. (The tense-lax distinction will
be discussed in detail belov; for all the vowels.) This
difference - apart from its realization in temporal
terms, as a short vov/el - lies mainly in the fact that
the tongue is not tense. This difference cannot be
neatly separated from the temporal one, since in practice,
tense vowels are usually also of longer duration than
lax vowels.
/c:/ : The back of the tongue is bunched urwards
opposite the post-palatal zone. The tongue tip is curled
down and under, well behind the lower front teeth. The
tongue does not make any contact with the lower molars or
teeth because it is in a suspended position away from
the floor of the mouth. The lips are open slightly in
relation to jaw opening but they are also rounded and
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protruded to a degree such that the lip-"creases", due
to horizontal constriction (see 11.8.2 and 12.15), are
definitely noticeable. The lips are active articulators:
there is a definite lower lip movement upwards and out¬
wards as opposed to a simple opening as is the case for
/a:/ and /a/.
/o/ : This vowel is opener than /o:/ although
the difference is slight. There is less back-and-up
tension of the tongue. The lip-position is noticeably
different from that for /o:/ - the lips are more open
and less protruded. There seems to be less tension of
the cheeks needed to maintain protrusion.
/uw/ : The jaw is almost closed for this vowel. -
There is no upper to lower molar contact, but the front
teeth could overlap. The tongue is very close to the
velar region of the palate. The top sides of the rims
of the tongue are in light contact with the inner side
rims of the upper back molars. There is a tense
backwards and upwards movement of the tongue so that the
tongue tip is well away from the front teeth and the
tongue is well away from the floor of the mouth. There
is some contact of the upper sides of the front of the
tongue with the lower front molars in the area front of
the highest part of the tongue. The lips are active
articulators: they are rounded and protruded tensely
leaving only a very small slit-opening (see Figure 12.23,
Vgm. 1 Zf to 16).
/u/ : This vowel is very different in quality
from /u7. It is more open; the tongue sides make
hardly any contact with the molars because the tongue
is much less tensed upwards. The lips could be
less protruded so that it .may be possible to see a
little of the upper teeth through the slightly wider
opening. This is caused to some extent by upper-lip
raising. The lower lip takes a less active role than
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/ w /for /u / in terms of tenseness,
5.6. Laxness and tenseness in vowels
A traditional classification of the Maltese vowels
by means of the conventional three dimensions already
discussed is quite adequate for a clear phonetic
differentiation between the vowels. However, I feel that
such a description does not account for the differences
between the members of each monophthongal set
traditionally distinguished as long and short counter¬
parts. I feel that a fourth parameter is also needed
to maize up for the limitations of the traditional vowel
quadrilateral that is most extensively used (cf. Ladefoged
1959, and Cat ford 1977, and Appendix A.)
The qualitative distinction in Maltese between /i/
and /i:/ (and /iv) /©/ and /e:/, /a/ and /a:/,
/o/ and /o:/, /u/ and /uw/ is .closely related to the
durational difference but not limited to it. (This is
not the only difference, though, for /iw/, /u / and /u/.)
This is a distinction that Sweet (1890) tried to make
between narraw and wide, that Jakobson, Fant and Halle
(1951) made between tense and lax. The long-felt need
suggests that some important factors involved in vowel
production must be accounted for in some way. Since the
narrow - wide, tense - lax distinction has not been
well substantiated by experimental data, it seems
necessary to reassess it at this point.
Sweet (1906) used the narrow - wide dimension to
refer to the shape of the tongue used to modify vowel
production:
"The distinction depends mainly on the SHAPE of
the tongue. In forming narrow vowels there is
a feeling of tenseness in that part of the
tongue where the sound is formed, the surface
of the tongue being made more convex than in
its natural 'wide' shape, in which it is
relaxed and flattened. This convexity of the
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tongue naturally narrows the passage - whence
the name. The narrowing is the result not of
raising the whole tody of the tongue (with the
help of the jaws), but of 'bunching up'
lengthways that part of it with which the
sound is formed." (Sweet, 1906, p. 19-20)
"Tense phonemes display a longer sound interval
and a larger energy" (Jakobson, Fant,Halle 195D
Daniel Jones (1964) considered the distinction between
tense and lax vowels as:
"a lowering and advancement of the tongue and
a wider opening of the lips"
in the case of the back close vowels (Jones 1964, p. 40).
The tense-lax distinction is a feature in the
Distinctive Feature theory expounded by Jakobson, Fant
and Halle in 1951:
"In sum the production of lax as opposed to tense
phonemes involves a lower (vs. higher) air
pressure in the cavity behind the only or main
. source (i.e. below the vocal cords for the vowels,
and behind the point of articulation for the
consonants). Furthermore, tense phonemes are
produced with more deviation from the neutral,
central position than the corresponding lax
■ phonemes: the tense consonants show primarily a
longer time interval spent in a position away
from neutral, while the tense vowels not only
persevere in such a position optimal for the
effectuation of a steady, unfolded, unreduced
sound but also display a greater deformation in
the vocal tract."
The distinction is stated in more concrete, near-
acoustic terms by Lehiste and Peterson (1961) as:
"it appears that the characteristic difference
between the long and short monophthongs may be
described as a difference in the articulatory
rate of change associated with the movement
from target position to the following consonant
... "lax" vowels, then, are those vowels whose
production involves a short target position and
a slow relaxation of the hold; for "tense"
vowels the target position is maintained for a
longer time, and the (articulatory) movement
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away from the target position is relatively
rapid. The relationships of the three stages
to the total duration remain approximately
constant, regardless of the fluctuation in
duration produced by the following consonant
... The tense-lax opposition becomes
particularly significant when the difference
in intrinsic duration is neutralized."
(Leiiiste and Peterson, 19ol, p. 274-275)
Ladefoged, 1971» considers tension as:
"the degree to which the root of the tongue is
pulled forward so that the tongue is bunched
up lengthways."
"Tension or tenseness is a modification of
vowel articulation but can be an inherent
quality of some vowels. It is usually
associated with the muscular tension of the
tongue as it is domed towards the palate
as opposed to its more relaxed flattened
posture."
In conclusion, it seems to me that the longer set
of vowels are more tense than the shorter vowels in that
more muscular tension is involved in their articulation.
However, like others, I cannot find any instrumental
evidence to substantiate this distinction.
5.7. The mononhthongal quality of /i:/ - orthographic <ie>
One of the main departures of this study from
previous works'^ is the status of the first vocalic
element in words such as <bied> /bi:t/, <miet> /mi:t/,
<diehes> /di:hes/, and the last vowel in <sikwiet>
/sikwi:t/. I want to argue that the phonetic character¬
istics of this vowel are such that it should be classified
as a monophthong rather than a diphthong. It is only
the orthographic system (see chapter 2 for more detail)
that distinguishes betv;een the initial and final
quality of this vowel (that is <ie> ) which is
historically derived from the long Arabic vowel /a:/.
1. Alexander Borg's (1973) 'work being the one
exception.
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The sound that is symbolised orthographically as
a digraph <ie> is, in fact, as stable as any of the
other monophthongs. It has a more sustained quality
longer steady state than these monophthongs
because it is usually of quite long duration. There is
no more diphthongization for this vowel than for any of
the other monophthongs (cf. Sgm. 1, 2. Figure 7.3,
7.^ and 7.5.)
A study of dialects that differ from Standard
Maltese, especially as regards the vowel system, will
show great variations in the quality of this as well as
other vowels. I do not propose to discuss such
variations here. In my speech, and in the speech of
all of my subjects, as well as of several other native
speakers of this particular dialect, the vowel /!:/
(<ie>) is a monophthong. I have included a description
of its production along with the other monophthongs.
5.8. The monophthongs /iV and /uw/
These two vowels cannot be classified as diphthongs
because they do not sound like movements from one vowel
quality to another.
The vowels /i°/ and /u'7/ are the most close vowels
in the Maltese vowel system. Their close quality varies
to some extent with the context - as does the quality
of all the vowels. For some speakers they are prone to
diphthongization. The degree of diphthongization varies
with different speakers.
The symbols /i"/ and /u"7/ are also intended to reflect
the important qualitative differences of the vowels over
and above the durational differences from those of the
shorter corresponding vowels. Hence the post-
superposition of the glide symbols to distinguish them
both from the other monophthongs and from the diphthongs.
Spectrograms of the vowels /iy and /u'V are reproduced




6.1. Purpose of Study of Vowel Duration
I made a study of the duration of the vowels of
Maltese in different contexts as measured from electro-
kymographic tracings of single words and phrases as well
as complete utterances^" spoken by two main informants.
Some points raised by the description of vowel
quality provided specific questions:
A. What is the average duration of a 'long' vowel
and what is the average duration of a 'short' vowel?
B. Does stress affect vowel duration?
C. Does the number of syllables in a word affect
vowel duration?
D. How does the duration of /!:/ <ie> compare
with that of the long vowels? Do /\?/ and /uw/ differ
in duration from the other long vowels?
E. In those structures in which phonemic contrast
is possible, what are the durational differences between
"long" and "short" vowels?
F. What interplay exists between: VC V:C VC: VCC ?
G. Do any of the claimed phonetic universals
regarding duration apply to Maltese? .
6.2. Factors Accounted for in the Data
The data I selected was intended to provide adequate
samples of vowels under different phonetic conditions
which seemed to have some influence on vowel duration or
1. Sample electrokymograph!c data is presented in Appendix
G - specifically, Gl.
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which have been considered relevant in other languages.
These influential factors are:-
1. Stress: stressed syllables and unstressed
syllables (section 6.1+).
2. Place in phonological hierarchy: monosyllabic
word, multisyllabic word (section 6.5.).
3. Position in the word: word-initial (a syllable
without a releasing consonant), word-final (in
open syllable), or bounded - by a consonant
or consonant-group (section 6.5.).
l+. Consonant duration: whether followed by a single
'or geminate (or simply long) consonant or
consonant cluster (section 6.6.).
5. Vowel type (section 6.7.).
6. Nasalisation (section 6.8.).
7. Historically Pharyngalised Vowel (section 6.9.).
8. Voicing and place of articulation of preceding
and following consonants (section 6.10.).
Some of the data consisted of both contextualised
words and of citation forms. Contextualisation was
intended to elicit a more natural utterance from the
informants. However, this often led to a hesitation-
pause immediately preceding the word being investigated,
that is, mid-way through the utterance. For this reason,
it was decided to abandon this idea when very long lists
of words were being spoken.
Speech tempo is obviously a very important
consideration in any study of duration, since the very
object of the study is the time taken to produce speech.
As much as possible of the data was included in one
session to avoid too many inconsistencies as a result
of the speech rate of utterances changing drastically
across sessions. Some of the data was repeated at every
session to allow some comparison to be made. Variation
in speech tempo is, unfortunately, inevitable, even
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within the same session. The examples that appear in
each table were taken from a single session.
6.3. Results
The analysed data is presented in tables with
preceding explanatory discussions.
Figure 6.1A . Average absolute duration for the 11
monophthongs in (a) Monosyllabic words and (b) Multi¬
syllabic words: i. Stressed syllables; ii. unstressed
syllables.
When Maltese monophthongal vowels are considered
in a sample of words differentiated only by stress and
syllable number (and undifferentiated as to place in
syllable and syllable type), it can be seen that they
are related in the following ways in terms of average
duration;
Long vowels in monosyllables 230 msec.
Stressed long vowels in multisyllables 202f msec.
Stressed short vowels in monosyllables 155 msec.
Stressed short vowels in multisyllables 107 msec.
Unstressed short vowels in multisyllables 119 msec.
The short vowel in multisyllables, then, is about
half as long as the long vowel in stressed syllables of
multisyllabic words, and about two-thirds the duration of
the long vowel in monosyllabic words. The ratios of
these durations are:
/V/ : /V:/
2 3 in monosyllabic words
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FIGURE 6.
Absolute Average Duration for the monophthongs (in
milliseconds) presented separately for two informants.
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These ratios are interesting because of the
previously postulated 1 : 2 ratio of short and long
Maltese vowels (Aquilina 1959> p.25-26). These factors
stress and syllable number - are discussed below
along with other factors affecting vowel duration.
6.A-. Vowel duration and stress
It seems that vowels in unstressed syllables are not
always of shorter duration than their stressed counterparts
(see figure 6.1A); they are certainly not weakened to the
same extent as unstressed vowels are in English for the
cause of isochrony. Of course, if we exclude the
examples of unstressed word-final vowels, there is a
significant difference (i.e. beyond the just noticeable
difference1) for the non-word-final unstressed vowels
/i/, /a/, and /u/. However, from the data available for
the vowels /e/ and /o/,which rarely occur in word-final
place, no such difference exists in duration between the
stressed and the unstressed instances.
When stress shift is also accompanied by an addition
of morphemes within the same word, the duration of the
vowel changes significantly. A few examples illustrating
this appear in figure 6.2. The main evidence for the
lack of relationship between stress and vowel duration
can be seen in figure 6.1A.
6.5. Vowel Duration and Place in Word Structure
(i) Number of Syllables. It seems, therefore, that
the number of syllables does influence the duration of
the long vowels, and has an even greater influence on the
duration of the short vowels. All the vowels are realised
as longer in monosyllabic words than in multisyllabic
words by an overall average of 25 msec, for long vowels
and 50 msec, for short stressed vowels and 38 msec, for
1. The just-noticeable difference (J.N.D.) is considered
to be about 40 msec, by Lehiste (1970) in segments of
between 40 and 200 msec, duration.
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FIGURE 6.2.
Vowel duration in stressed and unstressed words. Those
under (b) are related to those under (a), hut have under¬
gone stress-shift.
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Average duration of the unstressed vowels presented
according to position in a word. (The number of words
appears in brackets in each case.)
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FIGURE 6.U.
Average duration of vowels followed by single and by
geminated consonants in balanced word-pairs, (e.g.
/siket/ - /sik:et/ ).
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short unstressed vowels. The longer duration exists both
in terms of total averages and in the case of each
individual vowel without exception. The averages in
Figures 6.1A,1B also indicate that stress does not
seem to have the predicted"*" effect on the duration of
vowels since all of the vowels are as long or even longer
in unstressed syllables than they are in stressed
syllables. This may seem a rather strange phenomenon
but several other factors are obviously at play here.
Firstly, stressed syllables are usually penultimate
syllables, and never in open, word-final syllables;
unstressed syllables are usually final syllables or pre-
penultimate. This means that there are more instances of
unstressed vowels in open syllables in word-final position
than unstressed vowels in closed word-final syllables.
p
(ii) Vowel Position (unstressed vowels) : Figure 6.3
shows that the vowels /i/ /a/ and /u/ are of much
longer duration when they occur in word-final position.
The difference between the durational values of these
vowels in non-word-final position and in word-final
position is more than the just noticeable difference-^.
When the word-final examples are omitted from the total
average vowel duration, the absolute average for all of
the three vowels changes dramatically such that the
ratio of word-final to non-word-final vowels comes
close to a 2:1 relation.
6.6. Vowel Duration and Consonant Duration
Figure 6.4 above, shows two interesting factors at
work:
1. Predicted in terms of stress-timing (see 13.15.1)
- rhythm.
2. No word-final unstressed vowels /e/ and /a/ because
there are only a limited number of words with this
structure.
3. See Footnote 1, p. 110.
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1. The longer arresting consonant (or the geminate
consonant) following the vowel influences the
average vowel duration of speaker A much more
than that of speaker B.
2. The absolute average for these particular
examples differs from the absolute average for
the undifferentiated unstressed vowels.
We have already noted that syllable type is an
additional factor that influences vowel duration: the
vowel in an open syllable is usually longer than that in
a closed syllable. Since Maltese seems to favour open
syllables, a single, word-medial consonant usually acts
as the releasing consonant of the next syllable and not
as the arresting consonant of the previous one. It is
not possible to consider monosyllabic words with
differing consonant duration since, in a monosyllable, a
short vowel is usually followed by a long consonant
whereas a long vowel is followed by a short consonant,
e.g. /hi^t/, /hi:t/, but /hit:/.
It could be concluded from fig.6,1+ that for speaker
A, vowel duration decreases when the vowel is followed
by a geminate consonant but that there is very little
difference between the duration of the vowel followed by
a single short consonant and the duration of the vowel
followed by a geminate consonant, for speaker B.
6.7. Vowel duration and vowel height
It has been concluded by some investigators that the
duration of open vowels is usually greater than that of
more close vowels.
"The actual duration of vowel-sounds in speech is
related to their degree of openness. Everything
else being equal, the more open a vowel is, the
longer it is. This is easily explained by the
fact that the change of articulatory position
from that of a consonant to that of an open vowel
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and back again involves a longer movement and
hence requires more time than the movement to
and from a less open vowel" (Catford, p. 196-7)
If this factor - vowel height - were an overriding
factor, or one that was significant enough to show up in
an adequately large sample, then, the Maltese vowels
could be set up according to the following hierarchical
scale from longest to shortest:
V = a o e i u
V: = a: o: e: i: iJ uw
The results in fig,6.1 do not indicate a clear relation
between vowel duration and vowel height. However, if the
data in fig.6.3 is considered, a clearer correspondence
can be seen. It seems then, that if one had to exclude
the vowels on which more overriding factors than vowel
height are at work, vowel-openness can be considered as
an influential factor where vowel duration is concerned.
This conclusion can only be reached with reservation
since only the most open and the most close vowels are
being considered here. Vowel height is therefore, not as
important as factors such as word-position, in
determining vowel duration. The relationship of the
vowels to each other along the parameter of vowel
duration from longest to shortest can be seen in figure 6.5.
This shows that vowel duration is not predictable from
vowel height.
6.8. Vowel Duration in the context of nasalization
Figur e 6.6 shows data that differentiates vowels in the
context of nasal consonants from vowels in a context that
is oral. The reason for isolating this factor is that
initially, it was observed that some vowels that were
followed by nasal consonants were of far longer
duration that other vowels in an oral environment.





















FIGURE6.5. Rank-orderingoflongsh rtM ltesmonophthongsbyduratioftwpeaker instressedaridu stre sesyllabl snmonosyl ables.
FIGURE 6.6. Average duration of vowels in different
contexts: (a) preceding and following oral
consonants (b) a preceding nasal consonant
fc)a folbwing nasal consonant in (i) mono¬
syllables (ii) stressed and unstressed
syllables in multisyllabic words.
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consonant seems rather inconsistent in the data examined.
On the whole, short vowels in monosyllabic words are of
longer duration when preceded or followed by nasal
consonants, whereas the duration of vowels in stressed
and unstressed syllables of multisyllabic words is
determined by factors other than a nasal consonant in
the environment.
6.9. Historical Pharyngalisation and vowel duration
Although the Maltese long vowels are unpharyngalized,
it has been stated that the vowels 'that were once
pharyngalized (i.e. have pharyngalised vowels as their
Arabic origins) still retain their long duration in
any position, and that they are, in fact, of longer
duration than the 'ordinary' long vowels (cf. Aquilina
1959, p. 7).
Hgure 6.7 shows the average durational values of
'originally' pharyngalised vowels and 'ordinary' long
vowels in similar phonetic contexts. The average
duration-values for both groups is very similar. If
this is a representative sample,- then it is not possible
to distinguish between these two groups of vowels on the
basis of length. It has been suggested already that
there is in fact no distinction between these two sets
of vowels on any level; they have been treated as
synchronically identical vowels with diverse origins, in
this thesis.
6.10. Voicing and Place of Articulation
Some phonetic conditions that seem to influence the
duration of vowels in other languages have not been found
to be relevant here. Two such conditions are the voicing
of following consonants and the place of articulation.
(See figures 6.8 and 6.9.)
In general, it appears that:
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FIGURE 6.7. Average duration of 'ordinary* long vowels
and 'originally pharyngalised' vowels in
fairly balanced word sets for Informant B
only. (Numbers in brackets indicate-
number of words compared.)
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FIGURE 6.8. Average duration in msec, of /l^/ and /i,:/
(1) preceded (2) followed by (a) labial
(b) an alveolar (c) a velar consonant
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FIGURE 6.9* Average duration in milliseconds of /i«V
and /i:/ (a) preceded and (b) followed
by (1) a voiced consonant and (2) a
voiceless consonant.
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"In a number of languages ... vowels are longer
when followed by voiced consonants than when
followed by voiceless consonants" (Catford
1977).
and
"there is some indication that the duration of
vowels is determined in part by the articulatory
location of surrounding, particularly following,
consonants. Fischer-Jjargensen (1964-) concludes,
... that the conditioning factor is the length
of movement required to pass from the vowel
position to the consonant position: ... all
vowels in her study (of Danish vowels) are
shorter before [bj than before [d] or [g]".
(Catford 1977)
Interspeaker and intraspeaker variation cannot be
underestimated. The samples used, however, seem to be
adequate to avoid the many exceptions from dominating the
results and to illustrate the influence of determining
factors quite clearly.
6.11. Conclusion
The data analysed in this study indicates that in
Maltese
1. Vowel duration is related to the number of
syllables in a word. Vowels are longest in
monosyllables.
2. Vowels in unstressed syllables are as long and
sometimes longer than vowels in stressed
syllables.
3. Vowels in word-final position (in an open syllable)
are longer than vowels occurring elsewhere in the
word.
k. A vowel preceding a geminate consonant is shorter
than a vowel preceding a single consonant only
for some speakers (one out of two here).
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5. Vowel duration is not related to tongue height,
i.e. to the openness or closeness of the vowel.
6. There is no difference between the duration of
the long vowels that are known to derive from
pharyngalised vowels and those known to be
"ordinary" long vowels.
7. Nasal context does not influence vowel duration.
This study does not claim to make any sweeping
generalizations. The main purpose was to get a general
idea of what kind of absolute average duration there is
across vowel sets and what type of phonetic conditioning
exists in Maltese. In comparative studies of the
speech of hearing and deaf speakers, total utterance
duration - and syllable duration - have been found
to be highly related to judgements of normal speech




An Acoustic Study of the Monophthongs
7.1. Acoustic Description of the Maltese Vowels
There is ample justification for an acoustic study
of Maltese speech within the framework of the present
work. An acoustic description of Maltese utterances
would "be very helpful to audiologists in their assessment
of hearing for speech, as well as to teachers of the
deaf in grading material for speech and materials in
auditory training.
7.2. The Spectrograph - Its use in phonetic analysis
The spectrograph can provide the phonetician with
the relevant data for such an acoustic analysis,
Spectrography is the most precise method available at
the moment for analysing speech sounds into their
frequency components.
Several descriptions of the way the Spectrograph/
Sonagraph operates are available (for instance, Potter,
Kopp and Green 19V7, Fry 1979, Ladegoged 1962). It
is sufficient for these purposes to say that the
Sonagraph 707A, used for the work reported here, operates
by means of filters that analyse the frequencies of an
incoming sound-sample across a time dimension. The
analysis is recorded graphically by means of a stylus
on a special sheet that revolves on a drum at a constant
speed, enabling the stylus to plot the energy present
in the recording (the energy being converted electrically)
at particular frequency and time-points in shades of
grey - with darker shades corresponding to increasing
intensity or greater energy. The narrowband spectrogram
is made with a filter width of frequencies whereas
the wideband spectrogram is made with a filter width of
300 frequencies. Hence there is a greater indefiniteness
in wideband than in narrowband spectrograms. The smears




Unfortunately, however, the spectrographic data is
very far from being homogeneous. It is difficult to
discuss not only the speech of different speakers in
exact acoustic terms, but also the different utterances
of the same speaker since these are not identical. The
frequency of the glottal tone1 varies in relation to the
size and shape of the oral cavity. It is shaped by the
mobile articulators of the oral cavity. Physiological
differences between speakers cause major changes in the
glottal tone.
"At the moment no one can use spectrographic data
or other records of the acoustic characteristics
of a vowel to give as exact a specification of
its phonetic quality as can be given by a well-
trained phonetician. We can often (but not
always) use spectrograms to assess the relative
phonetic quality of two vowels spoken by the
same speaker. But we can seldom make any
precise statements about the relative phonetic
quality of two vowels spoken by different
speakers." (Ladefoged 1967, p. 7k)
No utterance is ever repeated in an absolutely
identical way by a speaker, although the utterance may
be auditorily perceived as identical by listeners.
Therefore, the acoustic analysis of each utterance will
be different.
The fundamental frequency does not affect the
formant pattern but has a characterizing effect on the
exact frequency location of the formants:
"... the fundamental tone can be eliminated
from the vowel harmonic complex without
disturbing the vowel recognition significantly."
(Lehiste and Peterson 1959)
The spectrograph - even when fitted with a special
filter for female voices - does not deal very
1. Joos 19^8, p. 20, and in further sections.
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adequately with high pitched voices. Since not all
informants possess a low pitched voice, several more
difficulties have to be dealt with in resolving formant
centre frequencies over and above the difficulties
predictable from the vowel type.
The study of a particular vowel phoneme also implies
consideration of varied contextual data, namely the study
of the various phonetic realizations of that phoneme
in various phonetic contexts. However, no phoneme is a:
"totally independent stable unit from beginning
to end. It is an event with a source and a
target, and the target itself having another
target ahead. In other words a sound exists in
a specific environment which influences it and
is influenced by it. The "pure" sound, if we
can call it that, is of very short duration.
The onglide and offglide could be much longer
than the pure sound. Usually, in fact, the
whole sequence of a speech event is a
continuous movement so that there is no such
thing as a pure sound. This is the case
especially with vowels." (Pulgram 1959)
7.4. Spectrogranhy - Procedure
Analysis of the spectrographic data is also
problematic. This is not to say that the spectrogram
of an utterance is not adequate, but Ladefoged
discusses the extent to which vowel formant tracking is
interpretation based on experience rather than on
scientific rules:
"... unless one knows, at a particular moment,
which 'type of formant' one is dealing with, it
is impossible to know how to handle the acoustic
data. Indeed, on the basis of the experience
of analysing all the acoustic data discussed in
this work, it would seem that without knowing
the sound which is being investigated, and
without some previous knowledge of approximately
where the formants of such a sound might be
expected to be, it is impossible to make valid
measurements of the formant frequencies. The
knowledge of approximately where the formants
might be expected to be is partly the result of
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the experience of examining many similar sounds
and is partly derived from experience in
synthesizing sounds. Thus we know that in
figure 36 the formants are in the places
indicated partly "because these places are the
ones which are in the usual ranges for the
formants of e , and partly because if we
tried to synthesize a sound as similar as
possible to this one, it would have to have
something like these formant frequencies.
"In summary, therefore, the procedure for
determining formant frequencies used in the
current research consists of (1) listening to
the sound and estimating from experience of
analysing and synthesizing similar sounds the
possible parts of the spectrum in which the
formants might be located and (2) examining
spectrographic analyses and finding the centre
frequencies of the regions within those parts
that have a relatively high intensity. The
essential weakness of this procedure is its
circularity - the necessity of having to
prejudge the answer before examining the
acoustic data. However, the procedure adopted
is, in the present state of our knowledge, the
only possible way of overlooking the
difficulties in locating formant frequencies
which have been noted above; no other
procedure has been formulated which is
equally useful in the analysis of spectro¬
graphic data." (Ladefoged 1967» p. 85)
To a great extent the procedure discussed above
was used in the present study.
Ladefoged's work deals with the Cardinal vowels
produced by phoneticians, i.e. vowels in isolation and
of a specific predetermined quality since the speakers
are all trying to match an agreed quality. My concern
is not so much in differentiating between the different
vowel classes, but also between the different members
of the same vowel class. Thus I am dealing with very
small differences that are significant but not fully
illustrated by the formant peaks in a clear-cut manner.
As Ladefoged (1967* p. 7b) points out, it is impossible
to decide the formant centres if they are too close to
each other or too low in intensity.
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7.5. The Present Snectrogranhic Study
I decided to make a spectrographs analysis of the
monophthongs in different contexts in order to investigate
their formant structure and the relationship between
monophthongs of each set in terms of their formant
structure.
I made several wideband and narrowband as well as
section spectrograms of each of the eleven monophthongs
described in chapter 5 > in different contexts as
spoken by from two to four speakers. The vowels studied
are all stressed except for some examples of /u/
which are discussed accordingly.
The word list, together with the phonemic
transcription and the gloss appears below in figure 7.1.
The words are laid out more clearly by the context for
which they were chosen, in figure 7.2. The contexts can be
listed as follows, where P refers to a labial context,
T an alveolar and K a velar context and v refers to the
vowel studied. (1) P v P (2) P v T (3) P v K
(4) T v T (5) T v P (6) T v K (7) K v K (8) K v P
(9) K v T. In some cases no words were found that fitted
the selected context. Nonsense words were used instead.
These are indicated by a preceding . Where the nonsense
words were considered unnatural, in that the vowel was
too long, these were not used - hence the gaps in
figure 7.2.
The results of some of the work is presented and
discussed below. It should be stressed that although a
great deal of generalization was necessary, the results
were not all consistent. Naturally, it would require a
great deal more than a short section like this to cover
the problems involved. However, it is hoped that enough
evidence is presented to substantiate the description of
the eleven Maltese vowels in terms other than duration.
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FIGURE 7.1.
Word-list with phonemic transcription and English gloss






1. pipa pipe 37. pepe
'
pe:pe naae
2. irhit irbi^t ties 38. beghetni ' b e : tni he sold ae
3- bidha
i i










t e : da ycu while away
your riae
6. pika 'pi^ka competition in. dehra 'de:ra apoearance
7. ti tlu 'tiJtlu title 9-2. ceda 'tj e : da to give in
3. tip ti ^p kind, sort 93- dsdeb 'de: ? gold
5. intik in'ti "k I give you 99. tegheaha 'te:aa he tasted it
10. irkik ir'ki^k -nonsense -;d. <♦5. bibijotska
1
bialjote:ka library
11. pkik 'oki-'k -nonsense wd. 96. kek *ke:k -nonsense wd
12. irkib irkiJp riding /e/
13. gcwikeeper
• i
rowlki°per goalkeeper 97. pepe oepe snobbery
1-. keitr. ki wt - nan e 98. Peppu
'
pep:u -naae
/i:/ 9-5. pert per: sole
15, bieb bi: p door 50. bekka 'bek: a ha aade ^0 cry
ID. pied pi :t foot(measure)|5".
1
beka beka he cried
1 ?. biedha 'bi: da be laid it 52. tiedda r e d:a he was threatened
Id. bied ci : t de laid 53- tdeddec
'
tea:et you threaten
piegi 'pi:?! pleats 59. iatedd iater: lis down
20. dieta 'di: ta diet cs derra der_: a he 5 or s.c. U3ed to.
21. ktieb kti:p " book 56. tebgha t eba stain
22. tiekoi 'ti: koi you eat 57. terma 'tea: a to force-feed
23- kieku 'ki: ku if decba 'deb: a tars
2U. kiep *ki:p -nonsense wd. 59. aartek Caartek^ your wife
25- SiClSt ski: t silenc-e 60. barkek ('harkek) he fined you
/!/ (61. rikeo ('rikeo') he rods
2d . vicistrsl C pipas'trel)1 bird 62. curKstt tj urket: ring
2" . titter 'pit: ar to paint 63. sikke t ( 'sik: et) to silence 3.0
0 "
.
b i c t





papra ra rera cue.-:
St 1 rlr££ 'spik: a to snme b 5 . rata : 0B. ?coe
•> ,
> ' * z i .«. a
t100025 fdid : o: za") you nose
bo . baghat
oatri
2 a i t












* J p a: xa -nonsense wd
3 3 • ki bar 'kiher zz grow up ■j r/ • tatu 'ta : tu sr.e gave hi a
>o.
i
kit la * ki 11 s
~ '
• zx rarer. lata:tec sneep
X7 WorcTs enclosed in round brackets maicate mat tne vowel
in question is unstressed. These were studied initially
hut were not considered in the averages in Figure 7.6.
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FIGURE 7.1 (page 2)




7 p # ir tab
1
irta:p soft 106. tghodd tot: you count
73- khaki
1
ka: ki khaki 107. sodd sot: you plug
7**. imkatar imka:tar hankies 108. sodaa sod: a bed




a: la why 110. tobghod tobot
I
you hate
/a/ 111 . tokk tok: place name
77. papa papa father 112. tokka t ok: a pen cap
78. parocc fpapotjO sliDDer 113. kokka 'kok:a owl; to crouch
79. bghatt bat: I sent 11*+. kopp kcp: net
Sc. marina 'man:a bread 115. kotra 'kotra crowd
>
3i. parti pat: i pay back! A7
82. xpakka 'Jpak: a to burst clothe s 116. pupa
1 w
pu pa doll
tata tat a goodbye 117. but
w
bu t pocke t
3k. tap-p tap: water tap 118. lampuka lampu^ka fish name
3". takkuna
. ! w
tak:u na heel 119. tut tuwt blackberries j
36. makakk aakak: cunning 120. tubu 'tuwbu tube
57. kapoell (kap: el:) hat 121 . intuk . 1 w.mtu :< we give you
?3. kattar kat: ar to increase 122. zkuk w.tSKU X branches
:9. imkattar 1 mxat: ar increased 123- xkuna If. wj xu pa broom
'0. sat t ?a:: never 129. kutra
1
• w■cutra blanket
7 • . Alia
1 ,






po:plu nation 127. tul , w~ height
73- boghod do : t far away /u/
bok
*
bo: k -nonsense wd. 123. pupazz ("pup at 3) puppe t
"'5 • irtghcd irto:t tc shiver 129. bu ttuna (but :uuta] but ton
7o. soghod so: t firm 130. bukkun ( buk: u7) a big mouthful
-7 . soghda 'so: da firm (fen. ) 131. tut tu 'tutsu horse (babytalk
::5. aomna do:ana medallion 132. dubbiena ("bub : i : na) fly
7. t Okl S ':d : kis cinema 133. irtukkar (irtuk: a: r) touching up
ko ka xo: ,:a cook 'fern.; xuxka ku k: a egg (babytalk)
'*
"". . kok k0: k cook '"" xkupilja (jku'pilja) brush
7w-2 . skop skc: p aim 136. 5 ku t s 1 j. a ("sku'tel: a) bowl
7o/ 137. kuli • kul: every
103- popoa poo: a trow
- 3 >
'






139. tull tul: material for
veils
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'kal-av irr'kaf.'.a'- ?,b aba
-
'kolTa
'ku^tva ku-e Su"«' 1.0-
fsU'tebi) " kub" Sof tuf:
(1)P=labial;TAlveolarorpal tal;K=V r.(2)W rdsinracketshow unstressedvow ls.
7.6. Analysis of the Spectrograms made for this study
Great care was taken in determining the formant
centre of the first three formants. A sheet of tracing
paper was placed over each spectrogram. Lines were drawn
from the middle of each calibration mark (which occurred
at every 500 Hz.) from the right hand side to the left
so that a series of seven parallel lines from 500 Hz.
to 3500 Hz. were made. This made it easier to measure
the formant centre accurately.
The section spectrograms constituted the major piece
of evidence although the wideband and narrowband spectro¬
grams were used for subsidiary clues and pointers in the
final analysis. The sections were made at a halfway
point through the duration of the steady state portion
of the vowels, or, in the case of very unstable vowels,
at a point in the middle of the vowel. Often, sections
were made at various points in order to measure the
extent of formant movements on either side of the point
at which the 'major' section was taken. The centre of
the formants in all cases can therefore be said to have
been located by eye, measured in millimetres and then
converted to the frequency value in Hertz. Again, great
care was taken over the measurements, and these were
revised several times. The discrepancy between revised
measurements was of the order of about 10 Hz.
In many cases, it was difficult to decide what
constituted and/or was not a part of the vowel. Vocal
cord vibration did not always begin or end with what
appears as the periodic portion of the vowel. In such
cases there was a certain amount of arbitrariness in
deciding upon the beginnings and endings of the vowel.
Two or more additional sections were therefore made in
these situations.
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7.7. Presentation of results
The results of the analyses of several spectrograms
made - "both wideband and narrowband sfection spectro¬
grams - of the vowels appear in figures 7.6 below. The
context within which each vowel occurs appears on the
left hand side column of the tables. The data shown
include the formant-peak frequency measured at the
centre of the most steady-state portion of each of the
vowels studied. The relationship between the acoustic
and the auditory data is summarized in 7.10 and fig.7.7.
7.8. Discussion of data analyses
It is interesting to note:
1. At a first consideration, there are several
inconsistencies within the same phoneme used in
different stressed syllables by the same speaker, e.g.
/i*V by informant 1 is characterized by formant 1
frequency 322 Hz.in<tip>as 383 Hz.in<peter>
2. When each vowel phoneme is contrasted■with the
other or others in the same vowel set within a phonetic
context that is reasonably well matched, there is usually
a consistent acoustic difference between them. There
are some exceptions, however. For example, /i/ in
/titla/ has a higher F^ than /iV in /ti^tlu/ for
informant 1, although /iJ/ is usually characterized by
a lower F^ than /i/.
3. All the averaged results, at whatever stage
(i.e. for each speaker, for all speakers together) show
the same consistent differences even if these are rather
small, and seemingly insignificant at times.
The following generalizations can be made for each
vowel set:
13k

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Vowel set /iV /i:/ /i/
Fcrmant 1 is lowest for /i^/, higher for /!:/ and
highest for /i/, except for Informant 1 - but the
F1 and F^ difference is still highest for /iV for
this informant.
Formant 2 is highest for /i*V, lower for /i:/ and
lowest for /i/, except for Informant 3.
Formant 3 is highest for /i^/, lower for /i:/ and
lowest for /!/, except for Informant 3.
Formant 2 minus Formant 1 is highest for /i*V, lower
for /i:/ and lowest for /i/, except for Informant 3.
Vowel set /e:/ /e/
Formant 1 is lower for /e:/ and higher for /e/.
Formant 2 is higher for /e:/ and lower for /e/.
Formant 3 is higher for /e:/ and lower for /e/.
Formant 2 minus Formant 1 is higher for /e:/ and
lower for /e/.
Vowel set /a:/ and /a/
Formant 1 is higher for /a:/ and lower for /a/,
Formant 2 is lower for /a:/ and higher for /a/.
Formant 3 is higher for /a:/ and lower for /a/,
except for subject 2.
Formant 2 minus Formant 1 is lower for /a:/ and
higher for /a/.
Vowel set /o:/ /o/
Formant 1 is lower for /o:/ and higher for /o/.
H2
Formant 2 is lower for /o:/ and higher for /o/.
Formant 3 is lower for /o:/ and higher for /o/.
Formant 2 minus Formant 1 is lower for /o:/ and
higher for /o/.
Vowel set /uw/ /u/
Formant 1 is lower for /uw/ and higher for /u/.
Formant 2 is lower for /uw/ and higher for /u/,
Formant 3 is lower for /uw/ and higher for /u/.
Formant 2 minus Formant 1 is higher for /uw/ and
lower for /u/. ■
7.9. Interpretation of the Acoustic Data
7.9.1. The Relationship of Formants to Vocal Tract Shape
Delattre 1951 draws the following conclusions
regarding the roles of the first three formants of
speech sounds:
1. Formant one frequency rising relates directly to
the overall opening of the oral tract "as measured for
instance by the distances between the upper and lower
incisors or by the distances between the highest point
of the tongue and the point of the palate closest to
it - in other words, the general width of the
structures"(Delattre 1951» p. 867). The higher the
frequency of Formant one, the wider is the overall
opening and vice versa.
2. Formant two frequency lowering is directly
related to front cavity lengthening, i.e. tongue
backing which "is not measured by how far back the
highest point of the tongue is, ... but by how far
back-and-up the tongue as a whole is retracted ... it
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is felt kinesthetically much "better than the highest
point of the tongue" (ibid. p.869)« Lip rounding
also has a lowering effect on Formant two.
3. Formant three mostly contributes to
intelligibility, especially in cases where Formant
two is high. Formant three frequency rising also
corresponds to velum lowering, whereas Formant three
frequency lowering corresponds to tongue tip raising
as in retroflexion.
A greater distance between the first two formants
corresponds to tongue fronting whereas a smaller distance
refers to tongue retraction. A decrease in the distance
between all the formants is usually the result of close
and protruded lips whereas an increase in the distance
corresponds to larger lip opening.
Since it is the entire size and shape of the vocal
tract that is responsible for the formant pattern of a
vowel-sound, no formant can be said to correspond to a
specific part of the vocal tract in a one-to-one
relationship. Moreover, it is possible for two factors
to produce counter effects. An important articulatory
difference, such as greater lip protrusion, may not be
as easily identifiable from the formant analysis. Most
acoustic studies of human languages do agree, in general
terms, about assigning formants one and two respectively
to the height and length of the vocal tract. In other
words, Formant one corresponds,in general, to the opening
of the vocal tract; Formant two corresponds to the
length of the vocal tract.
7.9.2. The Maltese Vowels
The following conclusions can be drawn if we apply
Delattre's discussion of the way the acoustic data
relates to articulatory phenomena:
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1. Overall Openness, i.e. general width of the
structures:-
/i/ is more open than /i:/ which is more open than /iV
/e/ is more open than /e:/
/a:/ is more open than /a/
/o/ is more open than /o:/
/u/ is more open than /uw/.
2. Frontness or backness of articulation, measured
by how far back-and-up the tongue as a whole is retracted,
and lip rounding:-
/iJ/ is more front than /!:/ which is more front than /i/
/e:/ is more front than /e/
/a/ is more front than /a:/
/o/ is more front than /o:/, or less lip-rounded
/u/ is more front than /uw/, or less lip-rounded.
This, in fact, fits the articulatory description
given earlier in terms of the traditional parameters,
except for the relationship between /e/ and /e:/. The
acoustic data have been plotted on a logarithmic scale
along their Formant 1 and Formant 2 frequency values in
figures 7*7 and 7.8, after Fry 1979 and others. A
configuration very similar to that of the Cardinal vowel
chart ( figure 5.1 ) can immediately be seen.
The graph shows a very clearly marked frequency-area
separation for the vowel sets from each other. Although
the /u/ - /uw/ and /i"V - /i/ - /!:/ distinction
is also very obvious, there is a less marked
differentiation of the vowels /iv and /i:/ which I
feel are more qualitatively distinct than any of the
other three vowel sets. One possible reason for this is
the degree of lip spreading that seems to be a more
inherent part of the /iJ/ type articulation than the
/i:/ type. This ambiguity in the acoustic data for the
front close vowel set is one of the main reasons why
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synthetic data was considered for the investigation of
the qualitative differences between members of this
set.
7.10. The Relationship between the Acoustic and the
Auditory Data
The measured acoustic differences between the vowels
studied correspond significantly to the articulatory and
auditory differences already discussed, except for /e/
and /e:/. Figure 7.7. below shows the average frequency
values for Formant 1 and for Formant 2 plotted on the
horizontal axis and on the vertical axis respectively
for the two main informants used for the study. The
close relationship between the acoustic and the auditory
analyses of the vowels can be seen when comparing
Figure 7.7. with Figure 5.1.» reproduced again below.
Figure 7.8. shows the average frequency values for
Formant 2 minus Formant 1 and for Formant 1 plotted
on the horizontal axis and on the vertical axis respec¬
tively for the two main informants used for the study.
li+6
FIGURE 7.7. The Maltese monophthongs plotted on a
logarithmic scale - the average frequencyvalue' of Formant 1 by the average frequency














FIGURE 5.1. The relative auditory qualities of the
Maltese vowels with reference to the
Cardinal Vowel system. Circles indicate
the area of variation involved between speakers.
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FIGURE 7.8. The Maltese monophthongs plotted on a
logarithmic scale - the average frequency
value of Formant 2 minus that of Formant 1






















A Test in Speech Perception:
The Roles Played by
Formant Structure and Duration.
8. Pur-pose of Experiment
This section describes an experiment carried out
to investigate the roles of vowel quality and vowel
duration as perceptual cues in the discrimination and
identification of Maltese vowels.
8.1. Hypothesis
The basic hypotheses for this experiment were (1)
that quality played a more important role than duration
in Native Speakers' differentiation of the front vowels
/i/, /iV, /i:/» and between the back vowels /u/ and
/uw/; (2) that quality played as important a role as
duration in native speakers' differentiation between
the members of the three remaining sets: /e/, /e:/;
/a/, /a:/; and /o/, /o:/.
To test these hypotheses a number of minimal word
sets was chosen for synthesis. The test was set up in
such a way as to allow specific questions to be asked
as follows:
1. Can vowel duration act as the only cue to the
identity of a vowel? i.e. Does duration give the
listener sufficient information to identify a word when
the qualitative differences and consonant duration
differences between the members of pairs or sets of
wopds have been neutralized?
2. Can formant structure (corresponding to vowel
quality) act as the only cue? i.e. Does formant
structure provide sufficient information on its own
when the duration of the vowel and consonants has been
neutralized?
3. Can consonant gemination (of the arresting
consonant of the syllable) act as the only cue when both
vowel quality and vowel duration are non-distinctive?
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if. In the examples where the formant structure is
not appropriate to any one vowel but is "neutralized"
so that the vowel quality is not identical to that of
either vowel which of the three factors: vowel
quality, vowel duration, consonant gemination, is more
important, if any? Is it possible to establish a
hierarchical relationship in terms of more and/or
less important cues?
5. At what stage of gradual neutralization is the
traditional 'short vowel' mistaken for the traditional
'long vowel' and vice versa? In other words, is there a
specific formant structure and/or duration that is more
exclusive to a specific vowel as part of its essential
characteristic? Only a tentative answer can be provided
by this study to this question.
8.2. Data for Synthesis
A number of words were synthesized on the synthesizer
attached to the Computer at the University of Edinburgh
Phonetics Laboratory (See Appendix C). Only the
essential information for the steady state portion of
the phonetic elements was changed. The values for
transitions, amplitude and rank, and the rules for
working these out were kept the same throughout. The
information fed into the computer was based on the
analysis of spectrograms of Maltese vowels within stressed
syllables of a specific type (see previous chapter).
This information consisted of:
(a) the fundamental frequency for every 10 milliseconds
of each element;
(b) the steady state of formants one, two and three;
(c) the duration of the steady state of the vowels
and of the consonants.
It was decided to concentrate on one factor at a
time when synthesising the members of the same vov/el set.
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In most cases, more attention was paid to the raising
and lowering of formant 1 in distinguishing between the
vowels. The position and movement of formant 1
corresponds most closely to overall opening of the vocal
tract. A change in formant 1 also produces a change in
the separateness of formant 1 and formant 2. This
F1 ~ F2 difference is related to tongue fronting/
retraction, i.e. the greater the difference between
and F^, the more fronted is the tongue and the larger,
usually, is the lip opening. These correspondences are,
however, only general ones and must be considered as
such. Sometimes separate articulatory phenomena may
combine to cancel each other out in terms of acoustic
effect produced, e.g. a very front close vowel. This
would show even more clearly the difficulty of relating
spectrographic data to articulatory information.
8.3. Idealization of Data
Some idealization of the (spectrographs) acoustic
data was necessary for various reasons:
1. to provide consistent data as input to the
computer;
2. to fit into the inbuilt limitations of the
speech synthesizer;
3. to bring down the several possible variations
and to test only one factor at a time with
everything else being equal;
i+. to limit the test in size in order to reduce
experimental fatigue and distorted results
consequent to it.
An attempt is made here to provide the relevant
information from the acoustic study of the vowels
together with a discussion of how this information was
converted into values suitable for synthesis. It is
hoped that reference to the correspondence between the
acoustic information introduced here and the articulatory
description in the preceding pages will provide ample
justification for the synthetic speech experiment that
follows.
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FIGURE 8.1.A. The values in Hertz of the first three
formants of all of the synthesised
vowels used on the SID experiment.
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FIGURE 8.I.B. The average formant values for the
monophthongs from all the data used
for the spectrographic analysis
for speakers one and two.
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FIGURE 8.l.C.
The vowel formant values for Formant 1 and Formant 2























x = formant values for stimuli in the /iV, /i:/ and
/i/ range;
/e:/ and /e/• = formant values for stumuli in the range
*- = formant values for stimuli in the /a:/ and /a/ range
0 = formant values for stimuli in the /o:/ and /o/ range
© = formant values for stimuli in the /uw/ and /u/ range
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8.4. The Acoustic Data and the Speech Synthesis Data
The values acting as input for the formant frequencies
of the vowels synthesized can be viewed as related to those
resulting from the analysis of data spoken by the subjects
here although no particular speaker's utterances are used.
The vowel distinctions made are the same as those
discussed in chapter 5» For example, the main
articulatory differences between /u/ and /uw/ are lip
rounding and a closer tongue position for /uw/. Both of
these cause differences in the shape of the vocal tract.
Since the front section is elongated but closed up more
at the back, Formant 1 is lowered. For this reason,
versions of the same word are synthesized with varying
Formant 1 values so that there are polar examples close
to the two distinct vowels (or three in the case of the
front close vowels), as well as 'neutralized' examples
with intermediate Formant 1 values.
Figure 8.1A and 8.IB illustrate the different values
for the synthetic vowels and for the two main informants.
Since the exact location of the formant frequencies
of the vowels differs for each speaker, the synthesized
speech could be considered as yet another speaker with a
different vocal tract but having corresponding patterns
of frequencies for the vowels produced.
/I3/ /i:/ /i/ - Formant 1 rises from 249 Hz..for
/i3/to 375 Hz; for /i:/to 477 Hz. for /i/. This
corresponds to the gradually opener quality of /i/ in
comparison with /!:/ and of /i:/ in comparison with
/I3/. A resulting smaller separation between Formants
one and two also corresponds to a less front position
or relatively greater tongue retraction.
/e:/ /e/ - This is the only vowel set
synthesised with a constant first formant and a varying
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second formant. The reason for this is that there is not
such a clear distinction on the formant patterns of the
opener three sets of vowels as there is for the two close
sets. Thus, the three alternatives were used in
synthesising these three sets:-
1. a constant Formant 1 and a changing Formant 2
(/e/ /e:/);
2. a constant Formant 2 and a changing Formant 1
(/a/ /a:/); and
3. a mixed attempt as for the close vowels (/o/ /o:/).
In the case of /e:/ and /e/, Formant 2 is lowered from
2203 Hz . far /e:/ to 1595 Hz. for/e/. In this way /e/
is synthesised as a more back vowel than /e:/, and also
possibly more open. The difference between these two
vowels is hardly significant auditorily, except in terms
of a tenser articulation for /e:/. This is only an
attempt to consider a rather vague qualitative difference.
/a:/ /a/ - Formant 1 is lowered from 750Hz.
for /a:/ to 626 Hz for/a/, indicating a more close and
more front articulation for /a/ than for /a:/ which
is therefore a relatively more back open vowel.
/o;/ /o/ - Formant 1 rises from 500Hz for
/o:/ to 626 Hz for/o/ in an attempt to simulate a more
open position for /o/. Formant 2 also changes in the
synthesised vowels from 980Hz for/o:/ to 1300Hz far /o/.
The resulting greater Formant 1 - Formant 2 space relates
to a relatively greater degree of fronting for /o/ than
for /o:/. This is really the result of a more open lip
protrusion and, therefore, a greater lengthening of the
front area of the vocal tract.
/uw/ /u/ - Formant 1 rises from 2Zf9Hz for
/uw/to if52 Hz for /u/, since /uw/ is a more close vowel
than /u/. Formant 2 at 760Hz and 901 Hz is used for
synthesising both vowels. Formant 1 for /uw/ is at the
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same level as for /iJ/ indicating the closeness of both
these vowels and the relatively greater opening for the
other vowels in the sets. The values used for the
synthesis of the two close back vowels result in a
smaller Formant 1 - Formant 2 distance for /u/, which
would relate to more tongue retraction. However, since
a smaller Formant 1 - Formant 2 also relates to
articulation with close protruded lips - which is even
visibly greater for /uw/ - this Formant 1 - Formant 2
separateness cannot be considered significant.
8.5. Procedure for Synthesizing the Test Data
It was possible to ask specific questions because
all factors other than the one under investigation could
be kept constant by means of synthesis in the following
way
(a) When vowel duration was the factor to be
investigated: the releasing and arresting consonants of
the words in the set were synthesized in identical
manners. The releasing consonants were of the same
quality and duration; the arresting consonants were of
the same quality and duration. The vowels were identical
as to formant structure, but varied in duration.
Variations occurred in steps of Jf, 8, 12, or 8, 12, 16
units, corresponding to 20 to ifO milliseconds in real
time, depending on the word set. Thus different versions
of the same word were synthesized, identical in all
ways excepting vowel duration. The hypothesis was that
if in the case, for example, of the vowels /i/, /!:/ and
/iJ/, vowel duration is more important than vowel quality,
then there would be a majority response for /i/ when
the vowel was short and for /iv and/or /!:/ when the
vowel was long in the case of the front close vowel set
(and similar responses for the other vowel sets).
(b) When formant structure (i.e. vowel quality)
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was the factor to be investigated: versions of the same
word were synthesized in such a way that only the formant
structure of the vowel was varied, thus keeping the
duration constant for both consonants and vowels. (See
8.k for a discussion of the formants varied and the
formants kept constant.) The hypothesis was that if
formant structure/vowel quality is more important than
duration, then there would be a majority response for
/i"V when Formant 1 was 24-9 Hz., Formant 2 2280 Hz.
Formant 3 24-80 Hz.; a majority response for /!:/ when
Formant 1 was 375 Hz., Formant 2 2280 Hz, and Formant
3 24-80 Hz.; and a majority response for /!/ when
Formant 1 was 4-77 Hz., Formant 2 2280 Hz., and Formant
3 24-80 Hz., with split responses when intermediate
values were used, distributed according to vowel duration,
i.e. short duration being identified as /i/ and longer
vowels being identified as /i:/ or /i*V in the case of
the same close front vowel set.
(c) When consonant duration was the factor under
investigation: Since the study of Maltese phonology
reported in chapter 3 shows the high degree of
occurrence of consonant gemination immediately
following 'short vowels', and single or short consonants
immediately following 'long vowels', consonant
gemination was singled out as a possible though unlikely
cue to the perception of 'short vowels'. Versions of
the same words were synthesized with all elements
identical in both quality and duration except for the
arresting consonant which was varied in length. If
consonant duration is more important than vowel quality
and vowel duration, then a majority response for /!/
would be obtained for all of the words with a longer
arresting-consonant duration, and there would be a
majority response for /!:/ and/or /iJ/ when the arresting
consonant was short (again taking the front-close vowel
set as an example).
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8.6. The Test
The synthesized words were presented to Maltese
subjects in the form of two separate forced-choice word
identification tests.
The first test included examples of words with the
front vowels /i/, /i:/ and /iV and the back vowels /u/
and /uw/. The second test included the examples of the
three remaining sets /e/ /e:/, /a/ /a:/ , and /o/ /o:/.
At the beginning of the test explicit instructions
were given as follows:
This is an identification test. You will hear a
set of words. You are asked to mark which word
you have heard on the ansv/er sheet. Put a cross
next to the word you identify. You will hear each
word twice. It will be identified by a number.
This number corresponds to the number on your
answer sheet.
Instructions preceded each set of words as follows:
The first (second... etc.) set of words consists
of different versions of the words hiet meaning
'he sewed', hit meaning 'you sew' (imperative)
and hitt meaning 'I sewed'. Please identify
which word you hear. (Or sur meaning 'wall', etc.)
All instructions were given in English (including
the number identification). It has been argued and
shown experimentally (Ladefoged 1967, Lehiste 1968)
that a listener immediately sets up for himself a frame
of reference in which to place the speaker's vowels and
hence decide on his vowel system in order to enable him
to identify the vov/els he hears. By giving the subject
no prior knowledge of the speaker's utterances, he is
forced to make up his frame of reference from the
experimental data - since the examples in the
instructions given in Maltese are different from those
synthesized. This could have resulted in a lack of
consistency between the first few examples, i.e. before
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the frame of reference was decided upon by the subjects,
and the rest of the test. For this reason a comparison
was made between the first few responses to set 1 and
the other responses, and between the responses of set 2
and those of set 3 (for the vowels /u/ and /uw/) since
the latter sets are rather short. No inconsistency is
apparent that would justify eliminating these examples
from consideration. (See discussion below.)
The test made use of a forced-choice response
technique. This 'was used in order to ensure:
1. that the subjects concentrated on only the
minimal distinctions connected with the vowels;
2. that the subjects did not judge (and/or were
not distracted by) the quality of the
consonants other than the duration of the
arresting consonant;
3. that the subjects were not influenced by such
factors as unlikeliness of occurrence of a
particular word, frequency of word-usage that
is likely to differ amongst subjects and thus
produce a distortion in the results.
These factors seem to play an important role when
subjects are asked to decide creatively (tabula rasa,
as it were) what the word they are presented with is,
and when they have to decide on the meaning of the
word heard. But because of the forced-choice technique
used here, the subjects were responding to the following
question for each stimulus: "Do you identify this word
you hear as <hiet> <hit> or <hitt> ( <tul> or <tull> ,
etc.)?" and not "Which vowel or which word do you hear?"
Test 1 consisted of 155 synthesised test items or
words, and Test 2 of 96 test items. Each test word was
presented twice after being identified by the number
that corresponded to the order in which it occurred.
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The items of a particular vowel set within a particular
word-frame were all presented in succession but in random
order before a new word-frame with a different or an
identical vowel-set was introduced.
Specifically, Test 1 consisted of the following:
29 versions of the /i/ /!:/ /i^/ vowel set within
the frame /h V t/;
12 versions of the /u/-/uw/ vowel set within the
frame /s V r/;
12 versions of the /u/-/uw/ vowel set within the
frame /t V tu/;
35 versions of the /i/ /i:/ /i3/ vowel set within
the frame /z V t/;
28 versions of the vowel set /i/ /i:/ /iV within
the frame /b V t/;
13 versions of the /i/ /i-V part of the vowel set
/i/ /i:/ /iV within the frame /p V ter/;
12 versions of the /i/ /i:/ part of the /i/ /i:/
/i"V vowel set within the frame /s V ket/;
15 versions of the /u/-/uw/ vowel set within the
frame /t V 1/.
Test 2 consisted of the following test items:
21 versions of the /o/ /o:/ vowel set within the
frame /b V t/;
12 versions of the /a/ /a:/ vowel set within the
frame /t V ta/;
24 versions of the /e/ /e:/ vowel set within the
frame /t V ma/;
18 versions of the vowel set /a/ /a:/ within the
frame /r V t/;
21 versions of the /o/ /o:/ vowel set within the
frame /s V t/.
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The purpose of presenting the synthesised words in
two separate tests which were administered on two
separate days was to avoid experimental fatigue on the
subjects' part. Test 1 was 29 minutes long whereas
Test 2 was 14 minutes long. However, only 28 of the
37 native speakers of Maltese who served as subjects
for Test 1 turned up to do Test 2.
Test 1 may have been rather tiresome for the
subjects. There does not seem to be a practical solution
to the problem of test duration. Test 2, being shorter,
led to difficulties , as for example, in the inter¬
pretation of the results for the items testing the
vowel set /e/ /e:/ within only one frame /t V ma/.
(See 8.9.10)
8.7. Layout of the results, analysis and discussion.
The results are set out in tables in Appendix B.
The statistical results are presented.first in Appendix
D.2. These are followed by tables consisting of the
responses to the tests in Appendix D.3. These responses
are categorized according to: (a) formant structure,
(b) vowel duration, (c) consonant duration. This
categorization brings out more clearly the results
produced when a specific factor is at work (and every¬
thing else is equal) and consequently, shows which
factor plays the larger role.
The statistical analysis is presented in the next
section. The relative significance of the various
factors involved in the perception test is discussed.
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The results for each vowel set are next discussed
independently and a general conclusion drawn. This
is followed by a discussion of various considerations
relevant to the perception test in general.
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8.8. Statistical Analysis of Results
8.8.1. Test Used
I decided to analyse the results of the SID
experiment statistically, using the BMDPIR Multiple
Linear Regression Test on the Edinburgh University
Computer. The programme was written by the Health Sciences
Computing Faculty of the University of California, Los
Angeles (1979). Anne Anderson, of Edinburgh University
Linguistics Department, helped me with all my statistical
data set-up and interpretation.
Since the number of subjects differed in the two
parts of the experiments, the results from the nine
subjects, who did not perform the second part of the test,
were not used for statistical analysis. This enables
more standardized comparisons to be made across tests.
Although several sophisticated tests can be worked
out from the Multiple Regression Programme, since the
relatively more straightforward tests of significance
supply the necessary information regarding the
contribution of the variables to the score for each
vowel, these are the only ones presented and discussed
here.
8.8.2. Presentation of Results
The results of the statistical tests are presented
in tables in Appendix D, Figures D2.1 to D2.5. The
classification of the results is explained in the
introduction to the results in the Appendix.
The classification of the responses to .the perception
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test prior to statistical analysis was made to account
for a number of factors, namely:
1. The overall differences in the perception of
close versus open vowels. This allows a clear distinction
between the results for:
(a) the long vov/el /i:/;
(b) the long and close vowels /i«V and /uw/;
(c) the short and less close vowels /i/ and /u/;
(d) the long vov/els /o:/, /a:/ and /e:/;
(e) the short vov/els /o/, /a/, and /e/.
2. Any widely different results for the first set
in the test, and the other remaining sets which might be
due to accommodation to experimental conditions. Thus,
the results for the vowel /i:/ in the context /h V t/
are singled out from the results for the same vov/el
/!:/ in the contexts /b V t/ and /z V t/.
3. Any significant differences for particular vowel
sets which might be due to some factor outside of the
vov/el quality and vowel duration or consonant duration
of the synthesised stimuli themselves. In an experiment
of this kind, involving not only the many variables in
speech perception, but also those of speech synthesis,
factors other than the experimental variables may be
operating, and such factors could contribute to the
results. For example, in the case of the responses for
the words containing the vowels /e/ and /e:/, there is
less consistency in the subjects' responses than for the
other words in the tests. This may be due to the fact
that the set containing these words was too long and
tedious. However, it is more probable that the poor
quality of the synthesised nasals in the context /t V ma/
was responsible for this subject variability. (See section
8.9.10 for a discussion of the responses for the /e/ -
/e:/ vowel set.)
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Q.8.3. The Independent Variables considered in the
analysis in relation to the score for each stimulus
were:
VQ : Vowel quality is coded as 1 = wrong, 2 =
intermediate, 3 = correct. This means that
the wrong, intermediate or correct formant
structure for that particular vowel was used
to synthesise the stimulus that received the
score under consideration.
PV : Particular vowel is coded as 1 = vowel /i:/,
2 = all the long vowels apart from /i:/,
3 = the short vowels.
VD : Vowel duration in milliseconds as used in
synthesising each stimulus.
VDC : Vowel duration correctness is coded as 1 =
wrong, 2 = intermediate, 3 = correct (as
for VQ).
CD : Consonant duration in milliseconds as used in
synthesising each stimulus.
CDC : Consonant duration correctness is coded as
1 = wrong, 2 = intermediate, 3 = correct
(as for VQ).
The multiple regression tests allow the following
questions to be asked:
1. How highly associated are the variables with
each other?
2. In each test, which variable is most highly
related to a high score; which variables make
a significant contribution to the score and
which variables do not?
3. What percentage of the variants are being
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accounted for?
A-. How much is accounted for by the results? -
How predictable are these results in terms of
data beyond the sample used in the present test?
8.8.if. Results
1. The Correlation of the variables can be seen
in figures D2.1 and D2.3 in Appendix D2. The matrix
shows the significance level for each set. There is a
highly significant association > .01 between the
following variables:
Vowel Quality with the score for /i:/, /iV> /i/» /u/
and /uw/;
Vowel Quality with the particular vowel for all vowels
except /iV and /uw/;
Vowel duration correctness with the score for all
vowels except /iV and /uw/;
Vowel duration correctness with vowel duration for all
vowels;
Vowel duration correctness with consonant duration and
consonant duration correctness for /i:/,/iJ/,/i/,
/u/ and /uw/;
Consonant duration correctness with the score for /i:/,
/i/ and /u/;
Consonant duration correctness with vowel duration
for /i:/, /iV, /i/, /uw/ and /u/;
Consonant duration correctness with vowel duration
correctness for /i:/, /iV, /i/> /u/ and /uw/j
Consonant duration correctness with consonant duration
for all vowels;
Additionally to the association with the above
variables, consonant duration is associated highly
significantly >.01 with the score for /i:/,/i/ and /u/.
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Consonant duration with vowel duration for /i:/, /i^/,
/i/, /uV and /u/;
Consonant duration with vowel duration correctness
and consonant duration correctness also for /i:/,
/iV, /!/» /uw/ and /u/;
Vowel duration with the score for all vowels except
/■i?/ and /uw/, but greatest for /e/,/e.:/, /a/, /a:/,
/o/ and /o:/;
Vowel duration with vowel duration correctness for all
vowels;
Vowel duration with consonant duration for /i:/,/iV}
/i/, /uw/ and /u/„
A graphic description of these associations appears in
figure D2.5 in Appendix D2.
2. The contribution that the variables made to the
scores is highly significant in the following ways:
The contribution of vowel quality is highly significant
(p > .01) in the cases of vowels /i:/, /i-V, /i/>
/uw/ and /u/;
The contribution of vowel duration is highly
significant (p > .01) in the cases of vowels
/e:/, /e/, /a:/,./a/, /o:/,and /o/.
Particular vowel (i.e. vowel type) is also highly
significant in the score for-/i/ and /u/, whereas vowel
duration correctness is significant (but not as much
as vowel quality and particular vowel) for /i/ and /u/.
3. The results for the Multiple Regression Square
test show that a high percentage of the variants are
accounted for by the results of the statistical test
as a whole. This implies that no other variants other
than those included for analysis (vowel quality, vowel
duration, etc.) need be considered as possible
contributors to the score.
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l+. The F-Ratios show that there is a high proba¬
bility that similar results would be obtained even if
the data were to be extended, i.e. the results are
repeatable and not due to chance.
8.8.5. The results clearly indicate that the subjects
were making use of vowel quality to discriminate
between /i:/, /iV and /i/, and between /uw/ and /u/,
but that they used vowel duration as a cue in
discriminating between /o:/ and /o/, /a:/ and /a/,
/e:/ and /e/. However, vowel duration also played an
important role especially in the case of the short
vowels /i/ and /u/, but that this was not as significant
a contributor as vowel quality. Consonant duration
seems to play a role - but not a significant one -
in the subject's identification of the stimuli. Vowel
quality also plays a consistent role - but below the
significance level - in the discrimination of the
more open vowels. There is no doubt, however, that,
as far as this experiment is concerned, subjects make
use of different cues in identifying the close vowels
from each other and the open vowels from each other.
This seems to support the description of the vowels in
this thesis, namely, that the vowels - but especially
the close vowels - are different not only in their
duration but also in their formant structure/vowel
quality.
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8.9.1.Before going on to discuss the results further, I
must define some terms I have adopted to facilitate
reference to the synthesised words and avoid repetition
of the exact formant structure and duration each time a
response or a stimulus word is referred to:
Target : when a vowel is said to be the test target,
it means that the formant structure considered as charac¬
terizing that vowel has been used to synthesise it, but
that the duration of the vowel is not necessarily that
with which that vowel is usually associated.
A near-target : means that the formant structure of
the synthesised word does not characterize any particular
Maltese vowel, but lies somewhere between two vowels,
hence approximating to those two vowels as far as
quality is concerned.
Confusion : is used here to indicate that a majority
response is achieved for a particular vowel when that
vowel was not the target or near-target. When a split
response is achieved for a near-target, it is not
considered as a confused response since two vowels are
close but not identical to the vowel of the synthesised
word in vowel quality.
The results for each vowel set will now be discussed.
8.9.2. The front-close vowels (with ref. to Fig. D3.l-D3.ll)
The results for the monosyllabic words, which
constitute the major part of the final close vowel data,
will be considered first. The shorter groups of multi¬
syllabic words are used to test two of the three vowels
at a time.
/i*J/ - A significant response for /i3/ was
achieved whenever /±3/ was the test-target, that is
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when the stimulus word had an F^ ^ of 2^-9 Hz., an
of 2280Hz., and an F^ of 2^+80 Hz. The varying duration
values for "both vowels and consonants did not affect the
identification of this vowel. Thus, in Fig. D3.6, sig¬
nificant responses can be clearly seen when the responses
are classified according to the formant structure of the
vowels. However, it is evident from figure DJi; 7 "that there
is no significant response for /iV at any specific vowel
or consonant durational value.
A significant response for /i"V was achieved when
/!?/ and /i:/ are the near-targets at 298/350 Hz. for
Formant 1, 2280 Hz. for Formant 2 and 2^80 Hz. for
Formant 3> except where the duration of the vowel is
very long at 160 msec. This appears to be very
significant (see under /i:/). It seems that when a
major difference between two vowels has been neutralized
the other important differential cues are made use of.
Thus , a significant response for /i*V occurs at all
the varying duration conditions except for the very long
duration of 160 msec. When the near-target is closer to
/i:/ than to /iJ/, the majority response for /i*V occurs
only at vowel duration of 80 msec. However, a split
response occurs under similar conditions when Formant 2
has the value of 2125 Hz.
There is an insignificant - and therefore an
unnoteworthy - response for /iJ/ in all other conditions
except for some examples where the target is /i:/ and the
arresting consonant is long (or geminated) and the vowel
is short - two conditions that are not characteristic
of /i:/. In these cases there is a slight deviation in
response. In fact, a deviation away from /!:/ response
to /iJ/ response occurs when the vowel duration for /!:/
target-words is short. However, at vowel duration
120 msec, and 160 msec., the response is hardly deviant
from an /i^/ response and so cannot be classified as a
1. F^ refers to Formant 1, F^ to Formant 2 and F^
to Formant 3.
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confusion. The status of responses for /i:/ and target
/i:/ will "be discussed helow.
Without having to make any allowances whatsoever for
test conditions, it seems reasonable to conclude that the
word with traditional 'long vowel' /i^/ was not
identified only under appropriate duration conditions.
In fact, Fig D3.7 Shows no consistent response for /iJ/
under any specific vowel duration whereas a definite
consistent response for /i*V can be seen in figure L>3.6
within specific formant structure conditions. This leads
to the conclusion that /i*V is perceived as qualitatively
distinct from what has been considered its short
counterpart /i/ and also from /i:/. In fact, it is
clear from Fig.D3.7, that there is only an insignificant
response for /i^/ when the target was /i/, and for /i/
when the target was /iV.
8.9.3. /i:/
A significant response for /i:/ was achieved
only when both the formant structure and the vowel
duration values closely corresponded to the values
associated with the vowel. Thus a very significant re¬
sponse for/i:/ was reached when the values for Formant 1
was 375 Hz, Formant 2 was 2280 Hz.,Formant 3 was 2^-80 Hz.,
and when the arresting consonant was short and the vowel
long at 120 msec, or 160 msec. When both vowel and
consonant duration values were favourable, a significant
response for /i:/ was achieved at the very-near vowel
target. Thus, significant responses can be quite clearly
seen from both Fig. D3.6, D3.7, but not from
Fig. D3.10,since more than one factor seems to be
important in perceiving the vowel /i:/.
One point that may be worth making is that when
the vowel is very short and the target is /i:/, the
response is usually split between /i:/ and /i^/ and not
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with /i/, except when the consonant is long. If the
difference between /iJ/ and /!/ is basically a
difference in duration, then the response should have
been split between /i:/ and /i/ since the shortest
duration is characteristic of /i/ and not /iJ/.
/i:/ also achieves a significant response when
the target is /i/, but the vowel is long at 120 or 160
msec, and the consonant is short.
It seems from the above that a combination of the
cues of formant structure, vowel duration and consonant
duration are required to produce a significant res¬
ponse for /i:/. It could be concluded that when /iV
and /i:/ are in competition, vowel quality dominates
as the distinctive feature; when /i:/ is in competition
with /i/, then vowel duration and consonant duration,
or, possibly, vowel duration in relation to the duration
of the following consonant are more important cues for
distinguishing between these two vowels. This is quite
consistent with the description of these vowels given
in the previous section. It was noted there that the
vowel /i:/ bears a similar relation to /i/ as the
longer vowels bear to the shorter ones in the cases of
the three sets /e/ /e:/, /a/ /a:/, and /o/ /o:/.
On the other hand, /!?/ bears the same relationship to
/i/ as /uw/ does to /u/. As was pointed out earlier,
there is only an insignificant response for /iJ/ when
the quality target was /i/, although a split response
should have been achieved if durational differences
were more significant than qualitative differences.
For the same reason, there was only an insignificant
response for /i/ when /iV was the target.
8.9.4. /i/
A significant response for /i/ was achieved when the
target was /i/ and the vowel duration was 80 msec.
Even in these cases, there is some inconsistency in the
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responses. On the whole, however, Fig. D3.6 and D3.7
show a significant response for /i/ when the
target is /i/ and the vowel is short and the consonant
long.
Since there is no /i/ response for target /iV, then
the distinction between these two vowels can be said to
be one of quality. There is at least a minor qualitative
difference also between /i:/ and /i/ since there is no
significant response for /i/ at target /i:/ and the
vowel duration is short, although there is a .
split response in some of these cases, especially when
a short vowel is coupled with a long arresting consonant.
However, this could be a negative cue in that a long
arresting consonant indicates that the vowel is
definitely not (or probably not) /i:/, rather than that
it indicates /i/.
Vowel duration is a very important distinction
between /i/ and /i:/, since when /!:/ and /!/ are both
near-targets the significant response is for /i:/ when the
vowel is long. However, since the significant response is
not /i/ when the vowel is short (everything else being
equal) then duration is not sufficient on its own as a
cue to the identification of /i/.
8.9.5. /iA /i:/ and /iJ'/
The results considered so far all involve
monosyllabic words, namely/UlA^ AV;M/. two
further sets of words were also tested in order to
investigate the similarities and/or differences
resulting when only two close front vowels were in
competition with each other. These were /i:/ and /i/
in /sirket/, /'siket/ and /sikvet/, and /i/ and /iJ/
in /pit:er/ and /pi^ter/.
The responses for the two sets of words are rather
less clear-cut than the responses to the previous
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sets1. (See figures D3.3» D3.8 and D3.9.)
(a) /i:/ and /i/ in /si:ket/, /siket/ and /sik:et/:
Figure D3.8. shows, that the only very significant
response that occurs is in favour of /i/ when the vowel
is short and the consonant is long, and for /i:/ when
the vowel is long and the consonant short, irrespective
of vowel target quality. However, there is a significant
response for /i:/ at target /i:/, hut this is slightly
undermined by the split response achieved for /i:/ with
/i/ when the target is /i/.
These results nevertheless confirm the previous ones
in that a combination of favourable conditions seems to
determine the selection of /i:/ versus /!/ and vice
versa. This is also the case when consonant gemination
is taken into account. It is interesting that there
should be a 100% response in favour of /i/ when all
these conditions are favourable.
(b) /i/ and /I3/ in /pit:er/ and /pi^ter/:
Figure D3.9 again illustrates results similar to
those achieved for the monosyllabic stimuli. A very
significant response in favour at /i3/ at
target /i3/ and at near-target /i3/ as well as at
target /i:/ - target /!:/ is not given as a possible
response.
However, at target /!/ the response is split between
/i/ and /i3/. Since, as has already been discussed,
duration is an important factor in the identification
of /i/, then these results are consistent with the
previous ones. Duration, moreover, does not play an
important role here. A very significant response in
this respect occurs in favour of /i3/ even when the
vowel is very short, i.e. 80 msec.
1. Only 28 subjects gave responses to the /siket/,
/si:ket/, /sik:et/ set; .2 subjects did not
respond to /pit:er/, /pi3ter/ set.
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8. 9•6. The close back vowels (with reference to
Figures D3.12 - D3.15 in /suwr/, /sur/, /tuWtuA
/tut:u/, /tuwl/, /tul/
Figure D3.12 shows the responses in real
values and percentages for the vowels /u/, /uw/. Figure
D3J-3 shows the values of the formant structure and
duration of the synthesized vowels /u/ and /uw/.
A significant response for /uw/ occurs at the
/uw/ target, that is, with Formant 1 at 2^9 Hz., Formant
2 at 760 Hz., and Formant 3 at 21+80 Hz. at most of the
duration values of vowel and consonant. There are a few
exceptions (not evident in the total mean). Figures
D3.12* and D3.15 show a very significant response
for /u/ at target /uw/ irrespective of other factors.
A significant response for /uw/ also occurs when the
vowel duration is 120 msec. In fact, the classification
of responses on the basis of duration values shows a
marked increase to respond with /uw/ when the vowel is
longer. However, apart from the cases where the vowel
is very long (and even here, the response in favour of
/u/ is not negligible), the responses are split.
8.9.7. /u/
Significant response for /u/ at target /u/ occurs except
in some cases where the word /tuttu/ is concerned, i.e.
when a disyllabic word is involved. The mean .response
/u/ for target /u/ remains very significant nevertheless,
over all vowel duration values, as is shown in Figures-
D3.14 and D3.15.
The near-target cases are very informative. A
split response can be seen from a classification of
responses based on formant structure. These show a
growing tendency towards /uw/ rather than towards /u/.
When the responses are classified according to duration
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differences a significant response for /uw/ occurs at
vowel duration 120 msec, and 80 msec. A nearly equal
response for the two vowels results in the cases where
the vowel is short and the consonant is long. A strong
tendency to a /u/ response is seen when the vowel is
short and the consonant is also short.
It seems, then, that formant structure is a very
important cue in determining the identity of the close
back vowels /uw/ and /u/. Duration is also a
significant cue, but only secondary to vowel quality.
Duration is not sufficient, on its own, to signal the
presence of /uw/ versus /u/, and vice versa.
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8.9.8. The Vowels /o/ and /o:/ in the words /bo:t/,
/hot:/; /so:t/, /sot:/, with reference to
figures P3.16 to D3.20.
Figure D3.16 shows the responses in real values
and percentages for the words containing the test vowels
/o/ and /o:/.
Figure D3.17 shows the formant structure and duration
values of the synthesized vowels /o/ and /o:/.
From Fig. D3.18 - D3.20 , it can he seen that a
significant response for /o:/ was achieved at target
formant structure /o:/ only when the duration of the
vowel was long or very long, i.e. at 100 or 120 msec.,
whether or not the arresting consonant was normal or
geminated. However, a significant response for /o:/
was also achieved at intermediate-target formant
structure (F^ : 500 Hz., F-, : 1300 Hz., and : 2480 Hz.)
when the vowel was long or very long, and in the case of
/b V t/ a significant response was achieved for /o:/ even
when the arresting consonaht was geminated and the
vowel was of intermediate-target structure of F-^ : 626
Hz., F2 : 980 Hz , and F^ : 2480 Hz.
A significant response also occurred for /o:/ at
the /o/ target when the vowel duration was long or very
long, in the case of /b V t/ but not for /s V t/.
A split response was also achieved in the case of
/b V t/ with target /o/ formant structure and normal
vowel duration, i.e. 80 msec.-, and in the case of
/s V t/ when the vowel duration was long or very long,
and the arresting consonant was of normal duration.
A significant response for /0/ v/as .achieved when
formant structure was target /o:/ but the vowel
duration was very short, and when the vowel duration
was normal and the arresting consonant was geminated.
At target /o/, a significant response was achieved for
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/o/ when the vowel duration was very short or normal
(except when the consonant was geminated in the case of
/b V t/) and also when the vowel duration was normal
and the arresting consonant was either long or geminated,
i.e. 90 or 120 msec. For /s V t/, a significant response
/o/ was achieved only when the vowel was very long but
the consonant was geminated. At intermediate target,
a significant response for /o/ was achieved when the vowel
was very short and when the vowel was of normal
duration and the consonant was long or geminated, and
when the vowel was normal and the consonant normal
duration in the case of /s V t/ only.
Significant split responses occurred in general at
one vowel's target formant structure when the vowel
duration was either too long or too short for that
vowel.
Figures D3.18 - D3.20 show that a significant response
occurs for /o/ when the vowel duration is short or when
the vowel duration is normal and the consonant is long
or geminated; for /o:/ when the vowel duration is long
or very long and the consonant duration is normal or
geminated.
However, there is also a significant split response
in favour of the target vowel at the correct formant
structure (61% to 6^-%) which cannot be overlooked.
It can be said, in conclusion, that the vowels /o/
and /o:/ are differentiated primarily on the basis of
their duration, but that their qualitative differences
are also relevant.
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5.9.9. The Vowels /a/ and /a:/ in the words /ta:ta/«
/tata/; /rat:/, /ra:t/ , with reference to
Figures D5.21 ta D3.25.
Figure D3.21 shows the responses in real values
and in percentages for the words containing the test
vowels /a/ and /a:/.
Fig. D3.22 shows the formant structure and
duration values of the synthesized vowels /a/ and /a:/.
From the classification of responses in figures
D3.23-D3.25» it is clear that a significant response for
/a:/ is achieved irrespective of formant structure so
long as the vowel is long or very long, whether the
arresting consonant is of normal or geminated duration.
A significant response is achieved for /a/ when the
vowel is short, also irrespective of formant structure,
and also when the vowel duration is normal if the
consonant is geminated (except for /r V t/). A sig¬
nificant response at intermediate target is achieved
for /a/ in the case of /t V t a/ where consonant
gemination is not relevant, when the vowel duration
and consonant duration are normal.
It appears that the vowels /a/ and /a:/ are
differentiated primarily on the basis of vowel duration.
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8. 9.1&. The Vowels /e/ and /e:/ in the words /te:ma/,
/tema/, /tem:a/, with reference to figures
D3.26 to D5.50.
Figure D3.26 shows the responses in real values
and percentages for the words containing the test vowels
/e/ and /e:/. Figure D3.27 shows the formant structure
and duration values of the synthesized vowels /e/ and
/e:/.
Fig. D3.27 - D3.30 show that there is a
very significant response (67% in real terms) for
/e:/ when the vowel duration is very long and the
duration of the arresting consonant is normal or
geminated, at formant structure target /e:/. There is
a significant response for /e/ in most other cases.
The results for this vowel set are ambiguous,
possibly because of the three-way choice. There is no
significant response for /e:/ except in the two above-
mentioned cases. The results for this vowel set are
certainly not as clear-cut as for the other vowel sets.
SID^"is designed in such a way that it seems unable to
produce authentic sounding nasals. This may be the
cause of the subjects' confusion here. This is the
only set in this second test in which 7 blanks occurred
as answers, i.e. 26%, to some of the test words.
However, it is also worth noting that qualitatively,
these two vowels are the'least distinguishable of the
five Maltese vowel sets,
I should point out here that these vowels, /e/ and
/e:/, are not related to each other in the same way
along the acoustic parameters (see chapter 7) as they
are along the auditory and articulatory parameters
discussed in chapter 5. This inconsistency is shown
if figure 7.7 is compared to figure 5.1.
1 . SID : Speech Imitation Device.i see Appendix C.
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8.5.11. Conclusion
The hypothesis expounded at the beginning of this
section, regarding the roles of duration and formant
structure in the identification of Maltese vowels
seems justified. However, some modification of the
second hypothesis could be made. It appears from the
test carried out that:
1. /u/ and /uw/, as well as /i/, /iV and /!:/
are perceived as qualitatively different over
and above being quantitatively different;
2. /o/ and /o:/, /a/ and /a:/, and especially
/e/ and /e:/ are perceived as quantitatively
different.
Durational differences between the vowels in (1)
are relevant but not primary; whereas qualitative
differences play a very minor role, if any, in the
differentiation of the vowels in (2).
This experiment could be extended to investigate
this hypothesis further, as well as to study the
informational value of certain selected frequencies in
Maltese utterances.
8.10. Further Considerations
8.10.1. Construction of a vowel framework by the listener
There have been several explanations for the fact
that sounds considered as phonetically identical by
speakers are often clearly acoustically distinct. Joos
(19^8) theorized that the listening process is a rapid
construction of a vowel pattern within which the
listener can locate the sounds that each speaker makes.
The listener sets up this acoustic vov/el frame within
receiving just a few of the speaker's utterances. Hence,
however strange a speaker's usage may seem, understanding
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him "becomes an easier task as the listener becomes
more adept at placing the sounds within the pattern,
hence identifying separate vowel categories, e.g. /ae/
versus /a:/ category, depending on a spatial relation¬
ship to the points on the vowel frame that is
established for that speaker. In other words, the
listener establishes the speaker's vowel range.
This process is closely related to articulation
because the listener uses his complete knowledge of
how the sounds are produced. Of course, there is no
awareness of the process on the listener's part. Yet
that lack of awareness does not dismiss the possibility
of such a construction of a vowel framework.
Joos 1948 also suggests that there is a projection
in the listener's mind of the incoming patterns in
such a way that he can track the sounds he hears to
the total frame he possesses, i.e. he converts the
incoming sounds into his own articulatory habits. It is
this conversion technique that enables him to understand
a vast number of speakers in spite of the widely
varying speech traits. As a result:
"the only kind of phonetic imitation that is any
longer possible to him is the kind known as
SOUND SUBSTITUTION which basically means the
elimination of personal peculiarities by the
CONVERSION technique ..."
"The amount of acoustic discrepancy that can be
and regularly is taken care of by the CONVERSION
technique - whatever that may be - is very
large. Even among adults it is rather greater
than the average distance from one phone to its
nearest neighbour on the formant chart."
(Joos 1948, p.64)
Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957), too, show that the:
"linguistic information conveyed by a vowel sound
does not depend on the absolute values of its
formant frequencies, but on the relationship
between the formant frequencies for that vowel
and the formant frequencies of other vowels
pronounced by that speaker." (Ladefoged and
Broadbent 1957, p.98)
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When the same test words were introduced by a
different version of an introductory sentence, different
results were produced such that, e.g. the same test word
was identified as /bit/ by 87% of the subjects when
it was preceded by one version, and /bet/ by 90%
of the subjects when it was preceded by another version
in which Formant 1 varied over a lower range.
The same experiment also indicated that a time
lapse between the introductory sentence and the test
word decreases this influence. Little is known about
the implications of such a phenomenon. However, it was
decided for the experiment reported in this chapter,
that no introductory sentence should be used.
Instructions are given in English to avoid biasing
the results according to the instructions. It was
more likely that the subjects would form their own
conclusions from the test data alone.
"Taken all together, the results of this test
show quite conclusively that the linguistic
information conveyed by a given vowel is
partly dependent on the relations between the
frequencies of its formants and the frequencies
of the formants of other vowels occurring in
the same auditory context." (Ladefoged 1967>
p.113-114)
On the basis of the above arguments, it was
hypothesized that if a qualitative difference were
utilized (or even utilizable) by the native speakers
of Maltese, then they could be seen to operate in the
test word. However, the task was to discriminate
between vowels that were close to each other on the
vowel scale and not between vowels that were located
at very different points on the scale.
8. HQ. 2. Artificiality of Experimental Conditions
Every experiment on human speech begs the question
of naturalness. No experiment using synthetic speech
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can claim a perfectly controlled degree of naturalness
because it can never really simulate a real speech
event. Apart from the fact that synthetic speech
itself is being used, other factors must also be
considered and accounted for:
1. It is not a communication act and therefore is much
more demanding on the subject who is being deprived
of the redundant features that makes communication
flow.
2. No subject is ever really asked to decide between
minimal pairs without any further cues. Naturally,
these cues have been omitted deliberately in order
to establish the possibility of using other cues in
the absence of contextual ones (both linguistic and
extralinguistic). Nevertheless, the unnatural
conditions should not be underestimated.
3. The tests ensure that the probabilities of the
listeners' expectations are not encouraged by any
cues and that, in fact, one stimuli can as easily
occur as another: the stimuli are presented
randomly in the hope that any carry-over principle
is not introduced.
Having established that the stimuli were both
intelligible and acceptable by linguistically naive
speakers of Maltese (see Pilot Study, Appendix D - Dl)
no further discussion is merited on the unnaturalness
of the speech stimuli. Speech synthesis was the only
suitable experimental technique that enabled one
factor at a time to be singled out, with everything
else being equal. It is only necessary for synthetic
stimuli to be acceptable as 'possible utterances' of
the language.
The argument here, is that, in spite of the above
factors, native speakers were being asked to perform a
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specific task: to use (or not to use) the features of
formant structure and duration to distinguish stimuli.
If they can perform the task, then it is reasonable to
hypothesize that they are performing the same task when
confronted with similar listening tasks in real speech
events.
8.10,3. Perception is a very complex affair that cannot
be explained away by saying that a listener identifies
a vowel from another according to a specific cue.
Therefore, it is not reasonable to say that a test such
as this identifies the information that the listener
picks up during a normal speech event. It may well be
that various short cuts are taken and that different
speakers make use of different short cuts. We are all
acquainted with the listener who is very slow and the
one who is very quick when it comes to grasping spoken
utterances, especially when distorting factors are
present.
It is possible, therefore, to formulate varying
hypotheses as to how a listener identifies speech
sounds (singly or as meaningful units, probably the
latter). We could say, for example, that the listener
could have an economic device whereby, having identified
the vowel area (e.g. close-back vs. close front) he will
simply say c/u/ unless /uw/; that is, always /u/
unless lip rounding occurs (just to use the example of
an easily identifiable feature). The listener is not
aware of identifying a feature, but will certainly
perform the identification. In short, instead of working
in a vacuum: 'Which vowel is this?', the listener
either notices a distinctive feature or does not. If
he does, he decides in favour of /uw/, otherwise /u/.
This means that one member of a vowel set could be
filed by the listener as marked and the other as
unmarked. For example, the formant structure of /!?/
identifies it from the other close front vowels, but a
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longer duration marks /i:/ from /i/, or a shorter
duration marks /i/ from /i:/ - after having
established the absence of the marked feature
identifying and characterising /i"V.
Only the relative contribution of the formant
structure and the duration of the element to word
and/or vowel intelligibility and identifiability can
be tested in the present experiment. No further
commitment can be made to the field of speech
perception.
8.10.4. The Use of Minimal Pairs
As already mentioned (Introduction, 3.1 ),
redundancy occurs in language at all levels of coding
and structuring. It is important to isolate factors
singly if ambiguous results are to be reached in
experimental studies as the one described above. However,
the non-naturalness of the situation cannot be under¬
estimated. It seems necessary at this point to consider
some real-life phenomena that accompany qualitative and
durational differences in vowels occurring in so-called
minimal pairs.
One very significant factor is the arresting
consonant. Its durational values are also ironed out
in the test by being tested in isolation as a cue to
vowel identification. Although (both from the test and
from basic native speaker intuition) this seems to be
not such an important cue in itself, there are other
factors associated with it that may determine the
native speaker's identification of a particular member
of a minimal set. One such factor is the vowel-
consonant link in a word. The bondage of the arresting
consonant to the preceding or following vowel is
usually tied up with syllable structure. When the
consonant following the vowel in question belongs to
the following syllable, there is no vowel-consonant
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bondage, although there will still be a vowel-consonant
transition. If the consonant is the arresting consonant
of the vowel in question and partly or wholly 'belongs1
to the preceding syllable (depending on whether
geminate or single) then the vowel-consonant bondage is
much greater. As a result, the vowel-consonant
transition could be said to be more abrupt such that
the vowel may not fully reach its target before moving
on to the following consonant. It may seem totally a
question of equating factors. However, in the words
studied here, it is not easy to decide on the syllable
structure. Such words, like:
and so on, differ in their vowel-consonant bondage in
the way suggested. A geminate consonant appears as
intermediate between a consonant that belongs













This part is divided into two chapters.
Chanter 9 discusses the place and manner of
articulation of the Maltese consonants as articu¬
lated in various phonetic contexts. The data
for the study of aspiration is included in
Apnendix D. Sample electrokymograms of some
of the consonants studied appear in Annendix G.
Chanter 10 is a brief study of the duration of
consonants based on electrokymographic data
listed in Appendix E.
Chapter 9
The pt.lon Of Waltese Consonants
9,1. The Phonetic Realizations of Consonant Phonemes
I would now like to consider some phenomena
characterizing consonants in connected speech. The
present study of the consonants in various phonetic
contexts is based both on personal observation as well
as on electrokymographic studies. Samples of the
electrokymograms used are presented in Appendix G -
specifically, G2. They will be referred to in the text
where relevant.
The combinatorial restrictions of Maltese consonants
have already been dealt with in Chapter k section 7. I
am concerned here only with some of the consonant
combinations because they appear to me to of particular
phonetic interest.
Section 9.2 . deals with the oral stop consonants.
It includes a detailed study of the aspiration of
the voiceless oral stops /p/, /t/ and /k/. Section
9.3-. deals with the nasals. Section 9A-. deals with
affricate phonemes. Section 9.5. deals with the
fricative phonemes. Section 9.6 . deals with the
approximant consonant phonemes.
In the course of this chapter, I have adopted some
abbreviations for the sake of convenience. Thus,
oral stops are referred to as P. So,
P —-> /P» b, t, d, k, g, 2 /.
Nasals are referred to as N . So,
N —^ / n, m / .
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9.2.1. The Phonetic Realizations of the Oral Stop
Consonant Phonemes
9.2.1. Place of Articulation
The consonants /p/ and /h/ are produced as labial
oral stops. Although it is probably true of all or most
labial stops, it is important to note that the labial
closure effected here is usually different from that
effected in neutral rest position. Fig. 12.^, 12.7 and
12.8, vgm. la, lb, 8 to 12a, b, in Part V illustrate the
marked differences between these two closure types. There
is tension in the lips that differs depending on the
vowels or consonants that follow. In general, the tension
produces some creases of the lips even beyond the outer
vermilion edge. The lips are always different from
neutral; they are thinned and spread when anticipating
a spread segment, horizontally contracted and puffed out
when anticipating labial and labialized segments. They
also move into intermediate states in front of less spread
or less rounded segments. Since the tongue is not
involved in the articulation of these sounds, it usually
assumes the shape necessary for the articulation of the
sound that follows the labial segment. The essential
visual features are discussed in chapter 12.
The realizations of the phonemes /t/ and /d/ are
articulated with the tip and blade of the tongue, forming
a central stricture at the alveolar ridge, and in some
cases, at the upper front teeth as well. The overall
tongue shape is flat or very slightly cupped, /t/ and
/d/ are here considered as flat apical advanced alveolar
stops.
The main stricture for some of the realizations of
/k/ and /g/ occurs just forward of the post palatal
region but usually extends as far back as the velar
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region. The advanced articulation occurs in the
context of front vowels, whereas the more retracted
articulation occurs in other contexts. The back of
the tongue is bunched up or convexed towards a
relatively massive contact-area of the palate, making
much firmer lateral than central contact with the
palate. Hence, /k/ and /g/ realizations include
convexed dorsal post-palatal and velar stops.
The glottal stop in Maltese is often produced
with simultaneous slight constriction of the pharynx,
especially when it occurs word-initially or word-
finally. I believe that there is hardly ever any
pharyngeal constriction when the glottal stop occurs
intervocalically. Maltese /2/ is produced with a
firm closure of the glottis. It is always audibly
released, in the same environments as are the other
voiceless oral stops, even v/hen it occurs in clusters.
Its duration is comparable to that of the other stops.
9.2.2. Phonetic Characteristics of Oral Stop Clusters
Oral stops in Maltese are always audibly released
and almost always aspirated if voiceless (but see 9.2.if)
when they occur singly, whether word-initially, -medially
or-finally. This also holds good when they occur with
other consonants in clusters in any of these positions.
When the consonant cluster consists of two stops (P + P)
one of three things can happen:
1. In careful and normal colloquial speech and
sometines in fast colloquial speech as well, each of
the two stops is made and audibly released. The
voiceless stops are generally aspirated in any
position.
2. In fast colloquial speech, a double stricture
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can occur, that is, a stricture at two places of
articulation with a simultaneous audible release.
3. In fast colloquial speech, the stricture of
the first stop is very relaxed and is released
inaudibly during the closure stage of the second
plosive. When the labial is the 'inaudible' one, the
effect is like that of lip opening at the initiation
of a speech act. The velar stop and the glottal stop
in all the data considered, and from my observations,
have always been audibly released and are characterised
by a minimal average duration of 29 msec, voice onset
time.
These events are all illustrated in electrokymograms
in Appendix G - in G.2.
For some Maltese speakers, the initial cluster /tl-/
is phonetically realized as [k1-1 ; hence for these
speakers in this structure, the /t/ - /k/ opposition is
neutralized.
9.2.3. Phonetic Variants of /2/
I believe that the production of the glottal stop
has sociolinguistic implications: long, firm closure
and release is considered 'neutral', whereas a light
or short closure and/or inaudible release, marks the
Maltese speaker who wishes to present himself as having
English as a first and Maltese as a second language.
The attitude is characteristic of a small number of
speakers who still associate the use of English with
education and general prestige, and Maltese as the
'vulgar' tongue.
In words and utterances beginning with a vowel,
a glottal stop is often produced. The duration of
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the stop phase of the glottal stop is comparable to
that of the other oral stops. Its distribution is not
limited either; it operates in the same places in
structure as the other stops, with the difference that
it does not participate in voicing harmony, i.e., it
can be followed and preceded by both voiced and
voiceless consonants. It can be geminated in the
same way as the other consonants (although I cannot
find examples of word-initial gemination preceded by
the epenthetic vowel /i/). It is always audibly
released even when it occurs in clusters.
9.2.k. Aspiration of the Maltese plosives /p/, /t/, /k/
Aspiration is here defined as the voiceless
period from the release of a stop to the following
voiced segment. I carried out a study of the duration
of the aspiration of the three Maltese oral voiceless
stops /p/, /t/, /k/, from electrokymographic tracings
of several utterances, as spoken by myself. Sample
electrokymograms are reproduced in Appendix. G -
specifically in G2.5.
The data consisted of words within the frame
sentence:
This context provided a voiced element at either end
of the word to be analysed, thus making measurements
easier. The data was selected to provide examples of








1. Monosyllables - syllable initial and syllable
final;
2. Multisyllabic words - stressed and unstressed
syllables;
- syllable initial and
syllable final;
3. Consonant clusters - i.e. followed by another
consonant;
if. Geminates
5. In specific vowel contexts, i.e. followed or
preceded by all the Maltese
vowels in turn; also separated
according to whether they are
followed or preceded by a
"long" or "short" vowel.
6. In Miscellaneous contexts.
7. In continuous speech: Two short pieces of continuous
speech by the same speaker
were also considered as
supplementary data.
The Purpose of this Study was to determine:
1. Whether unvoiced plosives in Maltese are always,
never, or only occasionally aspirated,and if so, when.
2. Whether there is a systematic distinction
between these plosives in terms of aspiration and/or
the duration of aspiration, and, if there is such a
distinction, what are the determining factors.
3. Whether aspiration is related to intelligibility.
The data is presented in Appendix E.
A summary of the average duration of aspiration in the
data analysed appears in figure 9.1 to 9.k.
FIGURE 9.1
Summary of the duration of aspiration (in milliseconds)
of Maltese /p/, /t/, /k7
The context is specified on the left hand side.
The duration of aspiration is given first for /p/, /t/
























/p,t,k/ /p/ /t/ /k/
25 14 29 33
45 35 49 52
37 29 40 43
33 32 32 36
52 48 43 65
52 42 39 75
26 16 30 32
28 25 22 36
47 48 51 42
31 26 30 38
35 21 39 46
30 20 38 33
30 20 33 37
30 31 34 26
25 38 40 31
38 30 43 40




Average duration of aspiration (in milliseconds) of
Maltese /V, /t/ and /k/ differentiated according^
to the specific vowel contexts:
(No distinction is made here "between stressed and un¬
stressed vowels, monosyllabic or multisyllabic contexts.)
Vowel Context /p/,/t/,/k/ /?/ /t/ /k/
/i/, /i:/, /ie/ 35 21 39 46
* CD 44 30 45 57
/e/, /e:/ 30 20 38 33
* 33 22 32 45
/a/, /a:/ 30 20 33 37
■* 29 22 33 33
/o/, /o:/ 30 31 34 26
* 37 44 30
/u/, /u:/ 37 39 40 31
*
44 35 45 53
(1) indicates nonsense words.
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FIGURE 9.5
Rank-ordering of contexts in which aspiration occurs,
from most to least.
The figures refer to the duration of aspiration in





































































































Rank-ordering of contexts in which aspiration occurs
from most to least, for /p/ /t/ and /k/ together"
1. Stressed - Syllable Final
2. Consonant clusters
3. Monosyllabic - Syllable initial
L. Long vowel context (i.e. before the long vowel)
5. Monosyllabic - Syllable Final
6. /i/, /!:/, /!/ context
7. Stressed - Syllable initial
8. Geminates
9. /e/ /e:/, /a/ /a:/, /o/ /o:/ context
10. Short vowel context (i.e. before short vowel)
11. Unstressed - syllable final
12. Unstressed - syllable initial
13. /u/ /u:/ context, and Miscellaneous.
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The data contains relatively few examples of
unaspirated voiceless plosives in Maltese. "Unaspir-
ated" is here defined as zero to 1L milliseconds of
aspiration to distinguish between the duration likely
to be perceived. The words in which the plosives were
unasoirated are:
Monosyllabic: Syllable-initial /p/ in pat:
/k/ in ka:p
Multisyllabic: Stressed syllable:















Geminate: /p/ in 4- ^t ap:
in |jap :ap
/t/ in it:af:i
Others (appearing under "specific vowel context" and
"miscellaneous" in data):


















Of these 31 words, 1A- have a similar context not
accounted for in the analysis so far, i.e. Fricative,
usuaHy/s/, preceding plosive. Three of the words
(counting as 5 examples of plosives) are practically
unaspirated and could be considered as "unusual"
articulations. Of the rest, 5 of the plosives are
followed by the shortest vowel /i/, and A- are geminates.
.The remaining are followed by the vowel /a/. All of
the examples outside of the "fricative context" are
examples of plosives within closed syllables. However,
there are several words sharing these same features in
the data with aspirated plosives.
In general, the data shows that the voiceless
plosives /p/, /t/, /k/ are generally aspirated in all
contexts. The exceptions, discussed above, are not
consistent enough to provide evidence for contextual
restrictions on aspiration. Aquilina (1973> p.AO's
statement:
" £p] and J*! are pronounced without any
aspiration"
must, therefore, be incorrect. It seems, in fact, that
/p/j /V and /k/ are almost always aspirated. The
reservation "almost" is important not only because of
the exceptions of unaspirated plosives, but also
because aspiration is not necessarily a linguistically
significant feature in Maltese - unless it can be
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proved as important in relation to intelligibility, at
least, or closely related to some other phonetic
feature.
Although the examples of unaspirated plosives have
been considered as exceptions, there is a fine line of
distinction between these and the less-aspirated plosives
in the data. We can see, for example, that 19 out of
32 exceptions involve a /p/ - which is the least
aspirated of the plosives. 11 of the remaining 13
•involve the cluster [fricative + plosive.
There is a great amount of systematic differentiation
between degrees of aspiration in the rest of the data,
figure 9.1., below illustrates the various degrees
of aspiration for the plosives /p/, /t/ and /k/
separately. The categorization of the data into sixteen
set classes need not, of course, restrict speculation
about possible factors influencing aspiration. These
categories are, nonetheless, meant to focus on important
determining factors. These will, therefore, be
considered before any others.
(a) The classification of plosives according to
place of articulation (i.e. as opposed to treating them
as a homongenous group) seems a significant one. There
is a consistent difference between the duration of
aspiration of /p/, /t/, /k/ - with /p/ having the
least amount of aspiration and /k/ the greatest■amount
in almost all of the examples in the data. The few
exceptions involve the groups of words which have been
classed according to "place" of articulation, i.e.
front to back and open to close. These exceptions are:
(i) /k/ has less aspiration than /p/ and /t/ when
followed by the back vowels /u/, /uw/> /o/
and /o:/;
(ii) /k/ has less aspiration than /t/ when followed
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by the half open vowels /e/ and /e:/;
(iii) /k/ has less aspiration than /p/ and /t/
when followed by another consonant;
Also,
(iv) /t/ has less aspiration than /p/ in syllable
final and less clear-cut syllable-boundary
position in stressed syllables, as well as in
syllable final position in unstressed
syllables.
(b) We could say that there is some type of physical
limitation - or pure phonetic conditioning - on
aspiration in terms of manner of articulation of the
following segment. This could be the reason
although one must be wary of such generalizations
for the fact that the duration of aspiration is
consistently unusually great for all three plosives in
the context where one of /m/, /n/, /l/ and /?/_ immediately
follows. This may be a language-specific occurrence.
Segmentation is made even more difficult by the
possibility that the initial articulation of these
consonants could be being articulated without voice.
The reason for my concluding this is that (1) the
duration of the voiced part of these consonants is
unnaturally short; (2) air flow out from the nose
for the nasals starts well before any larynx tracing
(for voice); (3) the typical sudden depression for a
tapped /r/ often precedes voicing. These considerations
make it difficult to decide where aspiration ends and
the consonant begins (an obvious limitation of such
segmentation).
(c) We could say, in general terms that plosives in
column A below usually have a greater amount of












Consonant Clusters (i.e. Single Consonants
plosive + consonant)
(d) Vowel type and vowel length do not seem to
exert great influence on aspiration, except in the case
of the short vowel following /p/. More data might show
that such an influence may be limited to the vowel /i/,
the shortest of the whole set (according to other EKG
tracings). There is some systematic differentiation
depending on the place of articulation of the plosive
with respect to that of the following vowel. Nonetheless
there is no outstandingly long or short duration for any
specific set of vowels.
(e) The data for geminates is not large enough"
to allow detailed investigation. There is evidence,
nonetheless, that points to a lesser duration of
aspiration for geminate plosives than for single
syllable-initial or final plosives in stressed syllables.
It may indicate that, if aspiration is an important
feature for intelligibility in the case of voiceless
plosives, it may in fact alternate as a clue to the
identity of a plosive, with the duration of the stop
phase.
(g) The continuous speech data ( listed in Appendix
E .) , on the whole, provides confirmation of the
results from the controlled data (i.e. words in
1. I could not find enough examples.
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isolation or within set phrases). Namely,
/k/ is more strongly aspirated than /t/ and /t/
is more strongly aspirated than /p/.
This does not seem to "be the case with sample (i)
which shows little differentiation for the place of
articulation category. However, it happens that 7 out
of 13 of the examples for /p/ involve the context
p +r /I . These 7 examples have an average
duration of ifl msec, when considered separately. The
remaining 6 have an average duration of 21 msec.
which is compatible with the greater part of the data.
This, in itself, confirms the data under the category





In the attempt to differentiate several categories,
exhaustiveness has, to some extent, been sacrificed.
There are indications, from the exceptions for example,
that:
(a) many more consonant clusters ought to be
considered;
(b) more data is needed to support or disprove the
above observation about the effect of /m/, /n/,
/l/, /r/ on aspiration;
(c) more examples of geminates differentiated
according to different places in word
structure are needed.
One of the problems underlying this type of
discussion is that it assumes a clear-cut approach to
the notion of syllables. Not only is this notion
unclear in itself, but Maltese presents innumerable
problems in this area.
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9.3. The Phonetic Realisations of the Nasals
9.3.1. Place of Articulation
The consonant /m/ is a labial nasal stop in Maltese,
The same type of labial closure is effected for /m/ as
for the oral stops /p/ and /b/. (See above, 9.2.1)
Maltese /n/ is realised as a flat apical advanced
alveolar nasal stop. It is articulated with the tip
and blade of the tongue forming a central stricture at
the alveolar ridge, and sometimes at the upper front
teeth additionally. The overall tongue shape during
the articulation is flat or very slightly cupped.
The nasals /m/ and /n/ almost always lose their
characteristic place of articulation when they precede
either the stops or the labio-dental sounds /f/ and /v/.
They assimilate in this way:-
/m + f/ *fcf] /m + v/—*[jgv]
/n + f/ /n + v/—>[wjv]
and
/n + p/__^{mp] /n + b/ »[mb]
/m + t/ * [nt] /m + d/ >[nd]
/n + k/—^jrjk] /n + g/—^[ijg]
9.3.2. Devoiced Variants of the Nasal Phonemes
The nasals /m/ and /n/ are often partially devoiced
in a voiceless context, but especially a bilaterally
voiceless context; they are also at least partially
voiceless when they follow the voiceless aspirated
plosives /p/, /t/, and /k/. In these instances, voicing
occurs only through part of the duration of the nasal.
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9.3.3. Nasal and Oral Plosion
The events that occur during a P + N articulation
depend mostly on the place of articulation of the two
potential segments. In the case of homorganic sequences
i.e, /p + m/, /b + m/, /t + n/, and /d + n/, the oral
plosive can be:
(1) orally released and followed by a nasal stop: P^^N;
(2) simply released nasally: PN;
(3) (in the case of a voiceless oral plosive) released
both nasally and orally, and the 'nasal is often extensively
N
devoiced: P g .
In the case of non-homorganic events, the oral stop is
usually orally released and followed by a voiced nasal,
as in (1) above. However, it is not uncommon to find
non-homorganic P + N sequences, e.g. /p/ + /n/ or
/t/ + /m/, with nasal plosion of the oral stop in some
speakers. The tendency, however, is to release the
first stop orally when it is not homorganic with the
nasal.
9.if. The Phonetic Pealizations of The Affricate Phonemes
9.if.l. Place and Manner of Articulation of /"tjA
The stricture for /tj"/ and /dj/ realizations occurs
at the back end of the alveolar ridge, or in some cases,
half v/ay along the alveolar ridge. The active
articulator is largely the tongue blade, but often, the
tongue tip is also involved. There is a greater degree
of cupping for /tj"/ and /d^/ than for /ts/ (see below)
due to the more retracted tongue-palate contact for
/t;/ and /d^/. Hence, /tj*/ and /d^/ in Maltese are
here considered as cupped lamino-post-alveolar affricates.
The stricture for /ts/ occurs at the alveolar
ridge and at the post-alveolar region of the palate.
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The tongue tip is the active articulator. The tongue
is cupped in all contexts. Therefore, /ts/ is usually
realized as a cupped apical alveolar affricate.
Labialization can be considered as the secondary
articulation for /tj/ and /d^/ since it occurs
consistently - for some speakers but not for all -
with the articulation of these consonants.
The stop and release phases of the affricates
are durationally comparable to separate consonants of
the stop and fricative type respectively, though
slightly shorter (see Chapter 10 on Consonant Duration).
The stricture remains closer for the second phase
than that usually required for the fricative /J*/ and
the fricative /s/, but it is not possible to determine
this experimentally.
9.^.2. Devoiced Variants of /dj/»
The affricate /dj/ very rarely occurs fully
voiced in the data examined. There does not seem to
be consistent voicing throughout the duration of
either the stop phase or the fricative phase. I have
not been able to find any strict relationship between
the voicing or voicelessness of this affricate and the
contexts in which it occurs.
The duration of the affricates is interesting in
that the stop phase is usually of longer duration when
the affricate is geminated - but there are quite a
few exceptions to this. Electrokymograms illustrating
the occurrence of /d?/ can be seen in Appendix G2.3.
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9.5. The Phonetic Realizations of the Fricative Phonemes
9.5.1. The Phonetic Variants of /h/
The fricative /h/ is more "mobile" than any of
the other consonants in terms of place of stricture.
In several phonetic analyses of other languages, this
type of fricative is dealt with as the voiceless version
of the vowel that follows it. This seems a suitable
way of describing it in Maltese. Although its occurrence
is not limited to this context (/h/ + vowel), it still
anticipates the next vowel and is very much influenced
by the place of articulation of the following consonant,
when it occurs in a cluster, Its place of articulation
varies as follows:
1. Post-palatal (sometimes even palatal) in the
context of /i/, /i:/ and /iV.
2. Velar in the context of /e/, /e:/ and all the
consonants with a front-of-velar stricture if
followed by any of the front vowels. (/h/ can
occur as of a consonantal cluster).
3. Glottal or pharyngeal (these variants are not
usually used by the same speaker) in the
context of the open and back vowels, or the
veler or glottal consonants even if followed
by front close or half-close vowels.
The shape of the tongue differs depending on the place
of stricture. It is usually convexed in relation to
the palate at the place of articulation.
/h/ is frequently voiced v/hen it precedes a voiced
consonant or occurs medially between two voiced
consonants, except those that do not participate in
the voicing harmony, namely /m, n, 1, r, w, j/. (See
Appendix G2.4).
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9.5.2. The Phonetic Variants of /{/ and /v/
The labio-dental fricative realizations are often
articulated with the lower lip introverted such that
the upper front teeth are in contact with the vermilion
part1 of the lips as in a biting gesture. (See Figure
12.30 vgm. 23 and 2k a and b.) The upper lip is often
moved upwards and outwards away from the upper teeth
although it is not a necessary articulator. The tongue
anticipates the sound that follows to some extent.
The essential visual features are discussed in Part V.
9.5.3. The Phonetic Variants of /s/ and /z/
The stricture for the realizations of /s/ and /z/
occurs just at the end of the alveolar ridge at the
start of the slope towards the deepest part of the
palate. The tongue tip is the active articulator. The
rest of the tongue is grooved, /s/ and /z/ are
therefore realized as grooved, apico retracted-alveolar
fricatives.
9.5.^. The Phonetic Variants of /J/
The stricture for /JV realizations occurs in the
post-alveolar region. The active articulator is the
tongue tip and blade. Many Maltese speakers have a
consistent secondary articulation of labialization
with /J/ , as with the affricates /tf / , and /dj /.
/j"/ is, therefore, normally realized as a labialized
cupped apico-laminal post-alveolar fricative.
1. The division is marked in Figure 12.2 in Part V, by
the line C-j_ - 33^ - .
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9.6. The Phonetic Realizations of the Apuroximant
Phonemes
9.6.1. The Phonetic Variants of /w/ and /3/,
The stricture for /w/ realizations is one of open
approximation at the lips as well as at the velum.
The lips are rounded and protruded tensely outwards in
a very distinctive posture. (See Part V for a more
detailed discussion of the visual features.) The
tongue is convexed such that the back of the tongue
approximates to the velum whereas the tongue tip is
close to the floor of the mouth when anticipating back
vowels, but further away and more towards the palate
when anticipating front vowels. The jaw is almost
closed during the articulation of /w/.
The stricture for /j/ realizations is one of
open approximation in the palatal - in some cases, the
pre-palatal- region. The active articulator is the
front of the tongue. The sides of the tongue at the
back are supported by the upper and back molar insides.
The lips are usually spread, but their position is
dependent on the phonetic context.
/j/ and /w/ are always realized as voiced.
9.6.2. The Phonetic Variants of /!/
Stricture for /l/ realizations occurs at the end
of the alveolar ridge as for /s/ and /z/. For some
speakers, there is a right-sided, and for others a
left-sided, lateral air flow instead of a bilateral
one. The active articulator here is mostly the tongue
tip or the tongue tip and blade. The tongue is cupped.
Hence, /l/ is normally realized as a cupped apico- or
apico-laminal alveolar (or retracted alveolar) lateral
approximant.
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Partial devoicing of /l/ can occur in the context
of a preceding and a following voiceless consonant.
However, /I/ is rarely voiceless for the entire duration
of the articulation.
The events in a syllable-initial consonant cluster
with /l/ are worthy of note here. A P + /l/ in careful
and normal colloquial speech can be a sequence of a
centrally released plosive followed by a lateral
approximant. In the context of a voiceless, audibly
released plosive, the lateral is also voiceless or
only very weakly voiced except towards the end of the
articulation. The air-stream release is very turbulent
when the lateral is voiceless. In the case of an
alveolar plosive, the lateral is usually voiced almost
immediately so that, in fact, it is easier to segment
p
the process here into two separate events as: y + /l/.
Very often, however, the central stricture for the
lateral approximant takes place simultaneously with or
during the stricture for the plosive so that, in fact,
the lateral air-stream occurs audibly with the release
of the plosive.
The analysis of this type of articulation shows
that it is very difficult to segment the process into
P + /I/ since what we really have is a complete
stricture at two places of articulation (the place '
for the plosive and the alveolar ridge), release of
the stricture for the plosive, and turbulent lateral
air flow as the alveolar-stricture is maintained. This
could be represented as P^ if this means that the
stricture for the lateral must be simultaneous or at
least overlapping in time with that for the plosive.
The general tendency is to release the plosive laterally
as the central stricture is being made for the lateral
approximant. This leads to a sequence of events with
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only partial overlap.
Whatever the context in which it appears, /l/ is
always a clear alveolar lateral.
9.6.3. The Phonetic Variants of /r/
The allophones of /r/ are produced with slightly
retroflexed (curled back) tongue tip which, as the
active articulator, forms a stricture at the end of the
alveolar ridge towards the post alveolar region,
/r/ is usually produced as L-c"} in intervocalic position
when it is also a geminate consonant, and as C+] in other
contexts. However, some speakers use H and £r 3
respectively, instead in the same contexts. There are
some speakers for whom M, M and[r] occur as free
variants. For some Maltese speakers /r/ realizations
consistently have a secondary articulation of labialization.
Hence the allophones of /r/ include labialized, slightly
retroflexed, apico post-alveolar (or retracted alveolar)
approximants or taps, and occasionally trills.
In the context of both a preceding and a following
voiceless consonant /r/ realizations are often at least
partially devoiced.
9.7. Voicing Harmony of Maltese Consonants
The phenomenon of obligatory voicing/devoicing
of Maltese consonant, sequences and clusters has already
been mentioned in chapter 3 and in the present chapter.
The general rule for Maltese agreed on by all linguists
can be restated as:
Consonants occurring sequentially without an interrupting
vowel must agree in.the voicing feature; they are all
voiced or all voiceless, depending on whether the last
consonant in the sequence is voiced or voiceless. This
applies to all consonants except /m, n, r, 1, h, 2> j, w /.
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A.. /'V'' 'j V " vv";'
My own observations indicate that, in fact, this
voicing harmony extends at least partially also to











10.1. Electrokymograph^ tracings are used in this
section to investigate the average duration of different
consonants. Knowledge of the duration of segments is
useful in itself as a basis of comparison as v/ell as
for a study of syllable and utterance total duration.
This is an important aspect of natural rhythm, to
which this study is making a contribution by setting
up the basic groundwork more explicitly than has so
far been done.
One informant was used for this study. The data
consists of samples of words with:
1. Word-initial, word-medial and word-final consonants;
2. Single consonants, geminates and consonant clusters;
3. Voiced and voiceless consonants;
4. Stops, fricatives, affricates and approximants.
It is not possible to consider an equal number of words
under each category because: (a) it is not possible
to accurately and reliably measure voiceless segments
at the beginning or end of words or utterances. I
have included those voiceless consonants where I felt
confident about the measurement. Placing them in
phrases often disqualifies them as utterance-initial,
apart from the problems of false pauses that distort
real duration (see section 6.2); (b) it is usually very
difficult to reliably segment approximants and voiced
fricatives from the following or preceding vowel or
from some other voiced segments in electrokymographs.
The results appear in figures 10.1 to 10.5.
Detailed lists of the data can be found in Appendix E .
The data is discussed below. Sample electrokymograms
are presented in Appendix G - specifically G.3.
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10.2. Segmentation Problems
Various difficulties prevented me from sorting out
my data into further subgroups in order to differentiate
between as many phonological conditions as possible.
The main difficulties were the following:
1. Some voiced consonants, for example /z/, /v/,
as well as /2/, cannot be easily segmented from the
vowels simply from electrokymographic tracings. Since
a very large number of words is involved, it would
have been impracticable to make spectrograms of the
words.
2. Some voiceless consonants, especially
fricatives, cannot be reliably measured when they
occur word-initially and word-finally. One way of
making measurements possible is by contextualizing
the word. However, this presents additional problems
since artificial pauses are often introduced between
the test frame and the word investigated. (These
problems are also discussed under Vowel Duration,
.section 6.2.)
3. Some sounds are not very productive in Maltese,
'
e.g., /g/, /ts/ - and therefore cannot be measured in
many environments.
k. 'It is often difficult to determine the
beginning and end of words in the tracings. Consistency
in decision regarding segmentation does, however,
decrease the amount of error here.
10.3. Presentation of Electrokymographic Data
I have presented the data in three separate tables
to allow easy access to the basis of the generalizations
that I am about to suggest. The full data appears in
Appendix F. The contexts differentiated here will
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Geminated consonant preceded by wo rd-initial A/;
Word-medial geminated consonant;
Word-final geminated consonant;
'Word-initial consonant in a cluster;
Word-medial consonant in a sequence;
Word-final consonant in a cluster.
The duration of the plosives includes only the
stop phase and not the duration of aspiration which
is considered separately in chapter 9» section 9.2.if.
Geminated consonants have been considered as making
up two consonants in terms of the averages. This does
not, however, imply that I consider them phonetically
as repeated articulatory events. Affricates have been
excluded from this because they rarely are of the
duration of two separate consonants when they are
geminated.




The average duration in msec, for
each consonant occurring singly, and
distinguished in terms of its position
in the word;
The average duration for each
consonant occurring geminated and
distinguished in terms of its
positions in the word;
The average duration for each consonant
occurring in a consonant cluster,
distinguished in terms of its position
in the word.
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: The average duration for each
consonant (in msec.) in each of the
nine contexts, presented side by
side in the same table.
: The average duration for each
consonant in each context presented
together with the absolute average
for each consonant and the absolute
average duration for consonant types,
namely nasals, liquids, voiced stops,
voiceless stops, voiced fricatives,
voiceless fricatives, and affricates.
10.Some Generalizations about the relative
duration of consonants
The data, as presented in the three tables, lends
itself to the following generalization. Affricates,
however, are excluded from these generalizations.
They are considered separately (see B below).
A. Conclusions with reference to figures
10.1. to 10.5.
1. The fricatives are of longer duration than any
other consonant type, whatever the context
(affricates are not considered here).
2. Most consonants are longer when they occur word-
finally than when they occur singly or in consonant
clusters, but not always when they are geminated.
3. Geminated consonants are often longer when they
occur word-medially.
4. The duration of geminated consonants is approximately
twice that of single consonants; single consonants
are of approximately the same duration whether or
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Figure10.3. Averagedurationforchcons nantc urringiconsonantl ster, distinguishedtermsoftpositionhwordbutn tar er ofconsonantithecluster.
FIGURE 10.k (p.l) Consonant Duration: Summary 1
Average duration in msec, for each consonant as it
occurs singly, geminated and in a cluster in each
of the word positions (a) initially, (b) medially
and (c) finally.
Abbreviations used: I = Initial; M = Medial F= Final
S = Single; G = Geminated;
CI = in a Cluster-*-
IG refers to geminated consonants preceded by .the
epenthetic vowel /i/ only, in word-initial position.
(See 4.7.2., p.50)
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1. As already discussed, MCI is to be read as sequence of
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FIGURE 10.5 CONSONANT DURATION - : SUMMARY 2
Absolute average duration in msec, for each consonant
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5. There is no consistent correlation "between
duration and place of articulation.
6. There is a tendency for 'voiced plosives to be
of longer duration than voiceless plosives.
B. Conclusions with reference to figures
10.4 and 10.5
These two tables contain the same information
displayed differently to allow easy reference to be
made to the absolute averages in figure 10.5 and
clearer reference to averages by word-position in
figure 10.4.
The same generalizations reached from the data in
figures 10.1 to 10.3 are confirmed here. In addition,
the overall averages indicate that, in terms of duration
the consonants can only be divided into three classes:
affricates, fricatives and plosives, from longest to
shortest duration respectively.
Affricates are distinguishable from the other
consonants mostly in the way they vary in duration
when they occur geminated. Whereas other consonants
are usually about twice the length when they are
geminated ( in comparison with their duration as single
consonants), affricates can be either only relatively
longer, or the stop phase can be twice as long in
duration whereas the fricative phase remains the same
or is slightly longer, than the duration of the
corresponding stops and fricatives. The duration of
a single fricative is shorter than the average duration
of a stop added to the average duration of a fricative
in a single affricate segment. In its geminated
form, an affricate is never as long as the





VISIBLE PATTERNS IN SPEECH
PART V
VISIBLE PATTERNS IN SPEECH
This final part is a study of the visible patterns
in both prolonged"^" articulation and in connected speech,
making use of photographic and cinematographic
techniques, as well as of a new experimental set-up.
The objectives set are: to discuss parameters
relevant in distinguishing visible patterns of speech,
to study these patterns in prolonged articulation and
to test the application of this prolonged articulation
study to that of connected speech.
The first chapter in the study - chanter 11 -
discusses recent various studies of lip and jaw
movements in speech as well as the experimental
techniques used.
Chanter 12 is a study of visible patterns in
prolonged articulation. A great deal of attention is
given to comparing the patterns of the two informants
studied.
Chanter 15 studies the visible patterns in
connected speech. This final chapter also deals with
the limitations of the study and explores further
possibilities. It suggests the possible application
of the study to lip reading methodology, especially in
the hierarchical organisational units in visible
speech.
1. Prolonged articulation refers to the situation where
a speaker is asked to maintain a sound or make it





This final part deals with the visible patterns
in speech. The framework for carrying out an
investigation of visible speech patterns in citation
forms and in connected speech-forms is twofold:
firstly, to fill in a third much-needed dimension in
my general phonetic description of Maltese; and
secondly, to provide some data upon which a
theoretical framework for the analysis, understanding
and teaching of lipreading of Maltese can be developed.
This chapter consists of a review of the literature
that is relevant both as background and also directly
to my own investigation of visible patterns in speech.
Most studies make use of electromyography and cine-
fluorography because the main purpose of the studies
is usually the investigation of muscular activity
(e.g. in Gay etal 197if» Perkell 1969). Other studies
deal with the contribution of the lips to the acoustics
of speech (e.g.-Fromkin 1964» Linker 1981). Studies
more directly related to external and visible patterns '
usually deal with the perceptibility or visual
accessibility of speech sounds. These are summarized
at the end of the review.
The terminology used in traditional phonetics to
refer to lip positions is considered and disambiguated
in terms of the labelling system adopted for this study.
This accounts for the three-dimensionality of.the
patterns studied and also distinguishes between terms
referring to the activity or position of the lips
themselves from the space through which the teeth may
be seen when the lips move apart from each other.
This is done by adopting Laver's 1975 parametric
descriptions of labial configurations to deal with
what he calls "interlabial space".
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The study of lip positions by means of still
photography and video recording is described and
the data are analysed in the last two chapters that
follow this. In chapter 13 , a comparison is made
between the two types of data and a discussion of
possible generalizations about visible patterns in
spoken Maltese forms the conclusion.
It should be noted here that I do not intend to
make sweeping generalizations in the course of the
study. I hope that by means of the present review, I
can place the main studies reported in the final two
chapters in their proper perspective.
This review ends with a consideration of the
terminology used so far in various phonetic studies to
refer to lip positions and lip movements.
11.2. Studies: Electromyographic and Cinefluorographic
Studies
Results of electromyographic studies form an important
background to the present study. Three main areas of
interest are: (1) the muscles that are actively
involved in speech to produce movement of the jaw and
the lips; (2) the differences in muscular activity
during the production of visually similar sounds or
'homophones' (a term used by most writers on lip-
reading); (3) the activity of the lips during a sound
for which such activity is not essential and with 'which
the sound is not usually associated as, for example,
lip rounding for /t/ in [Jit-^i^t]
(1) We already know a great deal about the complex
muscle groups involved in lip and mandible movement
during speech. However, not a great deal has been done
on the individual activities of single muscle groups.
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This is partly because of the problems involved in
performing electromyographic investigations.
(2) Some studies have dealt with possible
differences in the amount or patterning of muscular
activity between sounds. Harris et al (1965), for
example, measured the electromyographic output of lip
muscles during the production of /p/, /b/, /m/, /mp/
and /mb/. Although they found an "average tendency
for 'tense' sounds to be produced more forcefully
than 'lax' ... this tendency is present only for some
subjects ana when large numbers of responses are
averaged. It is not large enough to serve as the basis
for a phonemic distinction based on muscular effort"
(Harris, K.S. et al, 1965), thus leaving the
difference between [pi ana [b] to be attributed to
other visual factors such as timing - factors apart
from non-visible events.
(3) Very interesting and more directly relevant
are the studies in labialization as secondary
articulation. Harris 1977, for example, measured the
electromyographic activity of the orbicularis oris muscle
during the articulation of English nonsense words
/pasup/, /patup/, /patsup/ and /pastup/, and found
that electromyographic activity preceded the acoustic
activity for the vowel. McAllister et al (197^) also
measured electromyographic activity of the orbicularis
oris muscle and found that the onset of activity of the
orbicularis muscle differed for back and front vowels
in English in that it was later for the back vowels
than for the front.
Gay 1977 shows that labial muscle activity is
often increased in fast speech whereas lingual muscle
activity decreases. This means that more effort at a
faster speed is involved in labial activity for these
labial consonants.
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Fujimura 1961 shows a distinction in the activity
of the lips in the production of oral labial stops and
nasal consonants, in the speed of the lip opening
process. This "tissue deformation" will be discussed
in relation to speech versus rest position in the
analysis of my own data.
The unit over which co-articulatory lip activity
can occur is a controversial matter.
Gay 1977 found that intervocalic consonants affected
coarticulation in that they prevented the onset of lip
rounding from occurring before the closure for the
consonant was completed. Kozhevnikov and Chistovich
(1965) suggest that the syllable constitutes the
extent of anticipatory labial activity. Daniloff and
Moll (1968) show that English syllable and word
boundaries do not prevent anticipatory lip protrusion
which can in fact occur across four consonants
preceding the rounded vowel. The lip-rounding gesture
in their studies for most utterances occurred during
the closure movement of the first consonant in the
consonant sequence preceding the vowel /u/, i.e.
often considerably before the start of articulatory
movement for the first consonant, "whether or not the
consonants form an acceptable syllable initial blend
in English" (Daniloff and Moll, 1968, p.71^). This is
consistent with my own findings in Maltese (see 13,10).
Studies such as this lead to a consideration of
the size of production unit involved. For English, a
discrete phonemic unit or a syllabic unit is usually
posited. If coarticulation is not restricted by unit
boundaries, such as those of syllable or word, then
it leads to the positing of a unit larger than a
syllable but not including two syllables, as a unit
over which production is organized. The results of
recent studies such as those just mentioned seem to
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indicate that forward, anticipatory coarticulation for
vowels can start just after, "but not during, the
production of the preceding vowel, that is over.all
the preceding consonants if no movement is required
for the consonants that is incompatible with that
required for the oncoming vowel.
This finding appears consistent with the finding
that it is the slow extrinsic muscle system that
accounts for vowel production, whereas consonants
rely on the activities of both the extrinsic and
intrinsic muscle systems ( Perkell 1969, p.65).
There does not seem to be a necessary simultaneity
in movements of different articulators for following
sounds. Daniloff and Moll (1968) conclude that:
"it does not appear that there is a close
relationship between the lips and tongue in
achieving or undershooting targets ..."
(Daniloff and Moll 1968, p.715).
They also show that the lips do not 'take off' from a
position of rest; a retracted position seems to serve
as a "basis for lip movement during speech" (ibid,
p.716), and,
"it may be that protrusion starts more readily
from certain articulatory contexts than from
others, e.g. a command for protrusion might
produce a faster and earlier response when the
lips are retracted, as for /e/, than when
nonretracted, due to muscular tension available
in the retracted lips which would add to the
initial protrusion response" (ibid. p.716).
These studies have abundant implications for the
various proposed models of speech production. This
highly relevant topic is outside the scope of this
work. However, it is important to say that the above
studies, as well as the observations from my own study,
indicate that a model of speech production can be
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acceptable only if it allows for coarticulation
effects to the extent of explaining the diphthongal
type of movement proposed by Oehmann 1967, a movement
discussed in relation to my Maltese data in 13.13.
11.3. bin Positions and Acoustics
A number of studies have shown the relationship
between lip position and acoustic phenomena (Stevens
and House 1955, Ladefoged et al 1978, and others).
One very interesting cross-linguistic study is that
of Linker 1981, who compares Swedish, Finnish, French,
and Cantonese data to that of American English.
Linker (1978 and 1981) examines the predictability
from acoustic data of lip positions. She investigates
the relationships of 17 different lip measures to
formant frequency to determine which of the 17 can
best be predicted from the formant frequency. The
suggested conclusion is that upper lip protrusion
measured from the most forward point of lip contact
is the best measure of the outer limits of the vocal
tract, whereas the worse predicted measure is the
protrusion measured as the line from the tooth to the
upper lip.
Linker 1981 goes on to investigate whether
languages differ in the way they exploit variations
in lip position in vowel production. It is interesting
to see a study of lip movements in languages that are
genetically distinct. Her results indicate that
"languages differ greatly in the lip gestures they use
to make the same acoustic distinctions among vowels"
(ibid. p.28), although they do share a few character¬
istics. She concludes that:
"These results tentatively indicate that the
relationship between acoustic vowel quality and
lip position is, in fact, language-specific,
and hence the differences found among similar
vowels with respect to the parameters
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horizontal opening and protrusion/vertical
opening are perhaps not solely due to the
fact that the vowels within these systems
are different acoustically." (ibid.)
Fromkin's 1964 study was designed to produce data
relevant to the construction of a physiological speech
synthesizer as well as to determine the relevant
parameters for specifying lip positions in American
English vowels.
She concludes from her data that "lip positions
do serve to distinguish sets of vowels (i.e. the front
unrounded vowels from the back rounded vowels) but play
little role in distinguishing between the vowels within
any one group, except for /u/" (Fromkin 1964, p.220).
Also, "for the vowels /u, v , o , o, a/ the width
of opening increases with the height. But for the
front vowels, the width of opening remains relatively
constant while the height is increased. The central
vowels /a/ Ac/ fall somewhere between these two
groups" ("ibid.). Lip opening is dependent on jaw
opening for the front vov/els but is controlled by the
orbicularis oris for the back vowels.
No simple correlation was found in Fromkin's study
between height of lip opening and lip protrusion (they
are controlled separately, orbicularis oris versus the
mandible). Some correlation was found between
protrusion and width of lip opening, which can occur
independently of each other.
Fromkin summarizes the muscular actions used in
vov/els:
la) The draw-string action of the orbicularis muscle
v/hich occurs in the back rounded vowels and to a
lesser extent in the central vov/els;
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lb) the opposite action, involving the flattening and
pulling back of the lips by the risorius and
zygomaticus muscles in some of the front vowels;
2) the protrusion of the lower lip without much lip-
rounding as in /o/;
3) the raising and lowering of the jaw, which has
most effect in the front vowels.
11.if. Other Studies
Geissler's 1973 study involved the development of
transduction apparatus using synchro-transmitters to
investigate vertical and antero-posterior mandibular
movements in speech. The data was collected as
mingographic tracings of the transduced mandibular
movements taking place during certain utterances
which were also tape-recorded. He used 3^f subjects
for his experiment.
Geissler also discusses the mandibular positions
used for different speech sounds. He found that
tongue height was closely related to mandibular
position in vowel articulation. Anterior translation
of the mandible for "incisal and alveolingual"
consonants was related to incisal occlusion.
Having examined the postural requirements for 19
speech sounds and defining them vertically and
horizontally, Geissler makes the following conclusion:
1. The mean range of movement was very small (^-.1 mm)
although intersubject variation in range was large
(from 3 mm to 11.^- mm);
2. Mandibular vertical opening for Vowels varied with
tongue height as defined by the Cardinal vowel
positions and significant differences were found
between several of the vowels;
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3. On the horizontal plane, general anterior placement
of the mandible for Class II^(see Geissler 1975,
fj_gure2) was significant only for /i, I, £ ,/ and
/s, t, d, % /;
4. The relation between incisal separation and
overbite was found only for /s, t, d/;
5. There was no relationship between the positional
requirements of surrounding sounds and the
variability of consonantal position.
It is interesting to note that Geissler also found
some sounds to be associated quite consistently with
specific mandibular movements or patterns, whilst others
can be produced with virtually any jaw position. Thus
he distinguishes between the cardinal or hinge sounds
/a, a , i, L , 0 / and /s, t, d, f/, and the other
sounds, namely /k, h, 1, n/, i.e. a distinction is
made between recognisable and stable sounds and less
stable and less recognisable sounds. Geissler
concludes:
"Indeed it might be true to state that there does
not appear to be any truly static position for
most, if not all, sounds but rather a range of
positions, restricted for some sounds and free
for others."
"It is suggested that this freedom is due to lip
and tongue flexibility and adaptation such that
these structures can extend or contract to
produce these particular sounds v/hile the
mandible moves from and to other positions
required for sound production."
In other words, he suggests that the mandible moves
independently in anticipation because the tongue and
lips can compensate for the mandible.
Geissler's review of the literature points to the
following possibilities:
1. The pattern of mandibular movement is dependent to
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a large extent both on the vowel and consonant context.
In general, lingual consonants required a close jaw
position, but the back lingual consonants, e.g. /k/
did not have a critical jaw position.
2. Jaw opening varies consistently with tongue height.
An increasing separation of the jaw resulted for
a differentiation of consonant classes, such that dental
fricatives, dental stops, labial consonants and velar
consonants could be associated with an increasing
openness of jaw, in that order.
3. Jaw movement was often completely dependent on
adjacent consonants and syllable stress for vowels
such as /i, a, u/.
4. Speed of utterance related to range of mandibular
movement, i.e. faster speech resulted in a reduced
range.
3. There is a possible relationship between incisal
occlusion and mandibular movements and between jaw
movement area and intermaxillary space (jaw size).
6. /s/ has the "closest speaking space" since the
teeth are at their closest for the articulation of this
consonant. (Geissler 1975.) Some investigators
note anterior translation of the mandible and lip-
movement for the articulation of /s/ (excluding
Class II - I malocclusion).
These are relevant to my own findings, particularly
in the more important dependency of vowel recognition on
jaw movement. However, my own data does not isolate
jaw movement singly for any consonant articulation. I
see jaw movement as a primary parameter in syllable
recognition.
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11.5. Studies of Lin Patterns
I would like to put forward some final consider¬
ations regarding other studies relevant to my own:
1. The visibility of speech is the main theme in the
Jeffers and Barley's (1971) discussion on the speech
material in their v/ork Speechreading. The book does,
of course, discuss several aspects of lipreading very
thoroughly. In connection with the actual speech-
reading material, however, the information is presented
in terms of the "visible" versus "invisible" sounds and
the visible sounds are then described in terms of the
movement that characterizes them in speech, rather than
in terms of postures.
2. The invisibility of speech sounds is probably
closer to summarizing the 'raison d'etre' for Fisher's
(1968) study. Fisher presented 18 hearing-impaired
college students with initial and final consonants in
an "English-like phonetic environment". They were
asked to choose a response from a list given to them,
with the correct answers deleted from the possible
responses. This allowed Fisher to study the resulting
confusion matrices. The confusions were grouped into
mutually exclusive classes called "visemes". The
resulting linguistic groupings are presented below in
comparison with groupings by other authors. His only
eccentric grouping is that of [m~\ with the velar
consonants.
Woodward and Barber (I960, p.219) conclude:
"of those phonetic dimensions which define the
significant articulatory differences in English
speech, almost all - including articulation
type, resonance type, voice, affrication,
palatalization, and all areas of articulation
except the labial - are virtually neutralized
as factors of difference in visual perception."
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Woodward and Barber (I960) used monosyllabic nonsense
words to test the visual perceptibility of English
initial consonants. To determine a rank order of
visual perception among phonemes and a hierarchy of
visual contrastiveness among phonetic differences, they
asked listeners to judge the stimuli as 'alike1 or
'different'. No redundant information was made
available. The listeners could only base their
judgement on the visual information.
In general, consonantal speech sounds used in
English have been classified into four main groups in
terms of visibility, for the purpose of lipreading.
These groups have been usually referred to as follows:
(as, e.g. in Woodward and Barber, I960)
1. Bilabial : /p/, /b/, /in/;
2. Hounded : /w/, /r/ and sometimes /tf /, /cL/
and /j/; J J
3. Labio-dental : /f/ and /v/;
L. Non-Labial : all the other consonants with a
primary stricture back of
front alveolar.
Classes 1, 2 and 3 have been considered as the visible
sounds and class Zf as the invisible sounds. Thus, the
three visible movements are summarized in Jeffers and
Barley (1971) as:
(a) Lower lip to upper teeth (for /f/ and /v/);
(b) Lips puckered (for class 2);
(c) Lips together (for class 1).
11.6. The unit in liureading/visual perception of speech
This is a very important aspect of any study of
the visual aspect of speech, including the present
one. Woodward's 1957 study sets up the following
objective:
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"to develop a theoretical model for the structure
of perception in lip-reading - i.e. a tentative
definition of the units of visual perception of
oral-aural stimuli, and the relationship among
these units in a system of oral-visual
communication" (1957, p.^f)
Woodward suggests the use of consonant-vowel
combinations as distinct from a syllable, but possibly
coinciding with it, as perceptual units, and hence the
use of a syllabary for transcription instead of a
phonemic inventory. (ibid. p.18)
11.7. The relationship of visual-speech units to the
oral-aural medium
A final step would be to relate the units
proposed to the heard medium. Once again, Woodward's
(1957) second objective in her study was:
"to examine the relationship of the visually-
perceived symbols to the oral-aural model
- i.e., between the visual perceptibility
of spoken English and the linguistic system
which underlies English speech."
The relationship is not at all clear, even after very
careful investigation of the visual aspect of speech.
Having considered and set up a classification of
homophenous clusters, Woodward (1957) concludes that:
"If lip readers are to distinguish among the
members of these sets, then, it must be on
the basis of phonetic, lexical, or
grammatical redundancy, since the articulatory
differences among them are not available
to visual observation." (ibid. p.16)
These four considerations are basic to my own investi¬
gation and will be dealt with in detail.
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11.8. Terminology
In the terminology used to describe the lip
positions in vowels and consonants, and lip movements
in speech, a distinction can be seen in reference to
the lips themselves (lip gestures) and the result of
their action (lip postures or labial configuration).
The general term applied to lip movement is
labialization or rounding. Since different emphases
and, in some instances, different referents are
often involved, the matter must be clarified
immediately so that terms used in this study will be
unambiguous.
In traditional phonetics there is a differentiation
in the lips' functioning as primary articulators in the
production of a sound and as secondary articulators.
This differentiation is a useful one when it comes to
classifying sounds by the place where the greatest
degree of stricture is made. However, the distinction
does not hold for visible speech patterns. The only
distinction that c.an be made is in the type or degree
of labial gesture or posture and whether or not it is
recognisable. Thus, whether or not a labial activity
is an essential part of the articulation of a sound,
as, for example, lip rounding for [w~\ , lip closure
for [p] , etc. or whether the activity is simply
anticipatory or contextual as in [t] in [twin] makes
no difference visibly - both involve lip rounding.
Before going on to discuss lip patterns, I would
like to review the terminology used, so far, in
phonetic studies of lip movements.
11.8.1. Sweet (1906) defines "rounding" as "a narrowing
of the mouth-opening by approximation of the lips".
He distinguishes between two main kinds of rounding:
inner rounding with "lateral compression of the
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corners of the mouth and, apparently, of the cheeks
as well", and outer rounding when the lips are
drought together vertically. Sweet also considers the
projection or routing of the lips to increase the
effect of rounding. In addition to this, unrounded
vowels can be "made clearer by lip-spreading".
As Laver (1975) points out, Sweet's inner rounding
is equivalent to horizontal constriction, and outer
rounding (or lip narrowing) to vertical constriction.
Pouting would be equivalent to protrusion, whereas
lip spreading would be described as horizontal expansion.
Constriction and expansion refer to interlabial space.
Jones'(1918, 1964> 9th ed.) distinguishes between
the following lip positions: spread, neutral and
rounded. He further distinguished between open and
close rounding. Jones' "open rounding" would be best
described as horizontal constriction and vertical
expansion with protrusion via upper lip raising and
lower lip lowering. His "close rounding" would be
described.as horizontal constriction and vertical
constriction with protrusion via upper lip lowering
and lower lip raising.
Abercrombie 1967 considers two main categories of
lip positions: (a) rounded, "when the corners of the
lips are brought forward", and (b) spread or
unrounded, "when the corners of the lips are pulled
back". He also considers labialization of other
segments besides vowels, which he defines as being
equivalent to rounding for vowels. Abercrombie,
therefore, would distinguish only between protrusion
and horizontal expansion.
Gimson (1970) summarizes open lip position under
six headings, in the following way:
1. Lips close together and causing friction. This
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would be equivalent to vertical and horizontal
constriction with no protrusion;
2. Lips spread and close togetherthat is, vertical
constriction, horizontal expansion and, possibly,
retraction;
3. Lips in a neutral or relaxed position. This would
be defined as neutral open;
4* Lips wide apart, open, unrounded. This would be
equivalent to vertical and horizontal expansion
with no protrusion but with jaw lowering, although
this is not specified here;
5. Lips close rounded, tightly pursed, small and
rounded aperture;
6. Lips open rounded, wide apart but projected and
rounded.
The last two categories are roughly the same as Jones'
open and close rounding.
It is interesting to note that only Gimson is
explicit in mentioning the role of the lower jaw
movement in controlling "the gap between the upper and
lower teeth and also to a large extent the disposition
of the lips". (ibid. p.12)
Ladefoged uses "labialization" and "lip rounding"
interchangeably:
"Labialization, the addition of lip rounding,
differs from the other secondary articulations
in that it can be combined with any of them;
... nearly all kinds of consonants can have
added lip rounding. In a sense even sounds in
which the primary articulators are the lips
- for example [p, b, m] - can be said to be
labialized if they are made with added rounded




"The physical scale corresponding to this
feature is the degree of approximation of
the centres of the lips." Tibid. p.262)
Jeffers and Barley (1971» 6th ed.) do not adopt
the conventional terminology of general phonetics.
They are concerned primarily with lip movements as
this consistutes the information available to the
lipreader:
"The speechreader reads visible motor commands,
not speech sounds. The movements which he sees
are primarily of the lips and jaw, but
occasionally of the teeth, tongue, and hyoid
bone. They constitute only a fragment, a part
of the total complex articulatory motor pattern
which occurs when a given sound is formed.
Moreover, the fragments which are seen are
usually not characteristic of only one sound.
From a series of such fragments he must
mentally construct the complete speech
pattern. The process involves a decision as
to which speech sounds were actually seen as
well as to which ones belong together."
(ibid. p.^2)
ana,
"It should be clearly understood that most of
the possible or conventional speechreading
movements are not stable and may not be
present even though the sounds usually
associated with them have been made." (ibid.)
They describe lip opening as narrow, that is, with
parted lips, as for /u/ or /i/ or moderate as for
/o/ or /a/; lip shape is described as puckered as
for /u/, back, that is involving upward movement of
corners as for /i/, or rounded as for /-V, or
relaxed as for /£/.
The general combinations of lip opening (which
corresponds to a description of interlabial space) and
lip shape (which corresponds to movement in the
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anterior-posterior dimension) are occasionally giver-
vivid terms such as: the squirrel position for /f/,
the kissing shape for /w/, and the fish-mouth movement
for /J"/. This is similar to Abercrombie's 1967
"candle-blowing" shape for /u/. Such labels are very
useful, but it is important for our purposes to
maintain a distinction between the three dimensions
and distinguish these, in turn, from descriptive
terms for interlabial space.
Ohmann 1966 (p.166) distinguishes between two
types of labial activities as being physiologically
independent:
1. Closing movements in the vertical dimension and
width such as are necessary to produce /p, b, m/.
2. Founding-spreading movements as are necessary for
vowel rounding.
The description of muscular activity given at the
beginning of this part (11.2, p.227) can be applied to
this distinction. The orbicularis oris muscle accounts
for most of the closure movements, whereas movements
forwards as for protrusion and of horizontal expansion
as in spreading require also the quadratus labii
superioris and quadratus labii inferioriis. The
distinction, however, can only be used here within the
context of visible differences.
The fact that even labial consonants such as
/p, b, m/ can be rounded further makes it clear that
different terms are needed to describe what is going
on. First of all, I would like to distinguish between
two types of labels:
1. The terms that apply directly to the lips
themselves, gestures accounted for by the activities
of complex muscle groups. All these have, so far,
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been going under the general term "rounding" and the
sounds produced with this accompanying gesture as
"rounded" or "labialized".
2. The terms used to describe the result of lip
gestures .in terms of the rima laborium or, in Laver's
1975 term (and adopted here) "interlabial space".
Laver thus talks of vertical and horizontal constriction
and expansion.
11.8.2. The main reason for strictly dividing
terms into types is that we are dealing with three
dimensions. The first type, generally referred to
as "rounding" will be subdivided into other terms to
distinguish between the different activities, both
independent and coordinated, of the upper and lower
lips in a vertical, horizontal and anterior-posterior
dimension, i.e. in three separate dimensions since
the vertical and horizontal are not on the same plane.
The second set of terms will be used to talk about
interlabial space and will allow the description of
how this space can be modified not only by the
movements of the lips, but also by those of the jaw.
The interlabial space can be expanded and contracted
simply by jaw lowering and raising with little
activity from the lips being involved. In such
instances, jaw movement is usually closely related
to tongue height required for articulation of the
sounds concerned. I will be adopting the terms used
by Laver 1975» with modification only of the term
'neutral', for referring to interlabial space.
Thus, the terms used here are:











The usual combinations of these are ULL plus LLP,
and UIuR plus LLL.
(2) With reference to lip movement in the 'horizontal
dimension:
Lip spreading - LS
Lip contraction - LC
Spreading and contraction seem to require both lips
moving simultaneously in the same direction in
speech.
(3) With reference to lip movement in the anterior-
•posterior dimension:
Upper lip protrusion - ULProtrusion
Lower lip protrusion - LLProtrusion
Upper lip retraction - ULBetraction
Lower lip retraction - LLPetraction
(4) 7/ith reference to modifications of the interlabial
soace:
Vertical Expansion - Vert. Exp.
Vertical Contraction - Vert. Contr.
Horizontal Expansion - Hor. Exp.
Horizontal Contraction - Hor. Contr.
with the possible combinations of the horizontal with
the vertical modifications.
Finally, it is necessary to define what is meant
by neutral since it is assumed that all the movements
are movements from some neutral or rest position, and
all modifications are changes of a neutral or unmarked
space. In the present study, neutral lip position is
defined with reference to the neutral lip position for
each subject. For the subjects involved in this study
it is in fact a closed lip position. It is not
enough to say 'closed lip position', so this is
illustrated in figure 12.4, p. 253. Neutral, in
referring to interlabial space, is either neutral
open or neutral closed. This distinction is necessary
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since in both the subjects studied here, pauses
between words, phrases, or sentences can be either.
Neutral open is more difficult to define, but
Laver's configuration will be adopted. His
classification is supplemented here to account for
the lateral-view^ in the data.
*




Visible Patterns In Prolonged Articulation
12.1. Study I : Prolonged Articulation
The objectives here are: (1) to investigate the
parameters necessary for the description of lip positions
in prolonged articulation, and (2) to describe the
visible lip patterns found in the prolonged articulations
of some Maltese sounds, with a view to testing the
extent to which these patterns occur in connected speech.
In themselves, descriptions of static postures, of
shapes that can be seen at one moment in time are
totally unilluminating except as basic data. However,
just as the study of place of articulation in phonetics
through a study of allophones has proved to be an
essential diving board to the understanding of speech
sounds, so too, the description of lip postures is
also a means to the portrayal of patterns of lip
movement in connected speech.
j
12.2. Studies of lip postures and of mandibular
movements in speech (such as Fromkin 1964, Perkell
1969j Geissler 1975} Linker 1978 and 1981) all make
use of different but related set-ups for their
measurements. These authors have different purposes
(see review 11.2-11.4} p.227f);they are not primarily
involved in the study of visible patterns. They make
use of techniques that require inserting some kind of
measuring rod between the speaker's teeth, or spraying
the lips with dental impression whilst the speaker is
prolonging a sound.
I considered that these devices were inappropriate
for my purposes for several reasons:
(1) Although external factors, like the attachment
of a splint to the lower teeth with a rod passing
through the commissure of the lips did not appear to
result in unnatural mandibular movements in Geissler's
1975 study, I believe that any foreign object in a
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subject's mouth, however unintrusive it may seem, is
bound to interfere with natural lip patterns, since it
makes contact with the lips in its exit from between
the teeth. Even minimal interference could result in
distorted patterns due to the speaker's adaptation
behaviour. In the present study, I want to be able to
assume that any visible tension or change in the shape
of the lips is related to the speech being produced.
(2) Secondly, I needed a set-up which would ensure
head and neck stability as well to enable me to obtain
simultaneous frontal and lateral-views.
(3) A close examination of lip movement and lip
deformation, including minimal changes, excludes the
use of anything that might result in altered lip
patterns.
Techniques, such as cinefluorography and electro¬
myography, were eliminated from the list of possible
techniques since the former excludes the practicability
of very extensive data, and the latter would give
insight to lip movement, but would add very little to
a study of visible speech patterns.
Since none of the experimental techniques
previously used suited my purposes, I decided to use
a new technique. I shall go on to describe this
technique.
12.3. The Apparatus used for the study
To provide valid data for the study of visual
speech patterns, new apparatus was built in the
Phonetics Laboratory at Edinburgh University by Jeffrey
Dodds, technician in the Laboratory, as an improvement
over the 'chin-rest' apparatus used previously. The
apparatus will be referred to as a visiogranh.
1. See Figure 12.3 P.252
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The visiograph (see Figure 12.1 ) is basically a
steel frame that allows ail unobstructed view of the
subject's face. The advantages of the apparatus are
spelled out in its construction. It consists of:
1. An arrangement of steel rods around an
unobstructed central space.
2. A perspex forehead and eyebrow rest.
3. Two adjustable lateral mirrors.
1. A sturdy, frontal, horizontal projection for
the camera.
5. A camera (for stills, video, or cine).
6. Lights.
The frame fits over an adjustable tripod as shown in
Figure 12.1.
The central space allows a full view of all the
parts of the face that are important in terms of
speech. It does not confine the 'picture' to the lip
area alone. The forehead and eyebrow rest allows the
subject to take up exactly the same position each time.
This provides an optimum degree of standarization in
terms of subject-to-camera distance and angle, lighting,
and camera settings. It is a comfortable rest that
restricts head movement only at the top and allows free
movement for speech. The adjustable mirrors provide
compensation for the two-dimensionality of photography.
Simultaneous frontal and lateral views of the face
make up the visiogram. This means that the experimenter
is provided with detailed information about the forward
and backward movements of the lips and jaw in addition
to the dimensions available from frontal views. The
camera used is fitted with a long lead and an automatic
winder. The long lead enables the experimenter to take
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FIGURE 12,1, A Schematic Diagram of the Visiograph
A = Forehead and eyebrow rest;
B = Lateral (side) mirrors;
C = Camera stand.
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FIGURE 12.2. A Schematic Diagram of a Visiogram
The diagram shows the markings used for the measurements
that make up the data for the study of visual patterns
in prolonged articulation, i.e. the crosses on the nose
and chin, the lines along the lips. The points at which
the measurements were taken (Eq_ - E£ , A]_ - , etc)
are also shows. Markings shown as .......were not
found useful and so abandoned. The actual measurements
were taken at meeting-point of the lines making up the
cross ( —^) or the meeting point of two lines in the
case of the lips.
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Figure 12.3
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the photographs without obstructing the video camera's
view (when simultaneous video recordings are made).
The automatic winder prevents any movement of the
camera settings or alteration of data resulting from
even slight displacement of the apparatus or lights.
Some improvement can still be made to the
equipment used to control any side-movements usually
caused by the subject having to look down at the
written material. Unfortunately, all the ideas that
were put forward, such as the use of a dental chair,
and ear phones attached to the frame, were not
compatible with free natural posture and would
inevitably hinder spontaneous speech-determined head
movements and replace these with adapted movements
related to the experimental set-up and not to speech.
The visiograph provides data about most of the
facial areas and parameters relevant to the visual
study of speech; hence visiograph not labiograph.
12.if. The Experimental' Procedure
For this study, the informant was asked to produce
the whole word but to prolong the articulation of the
sound underlined in a different colour on the reading
card until the click of the camera which indicated
that the photograph had been taken. It was not
necessary to prolong the articulation of any sound for
long because in most cases an automatic winder enabled
me to take the photograph very quickly, thus avoiding
an unnatural prolonging of the sound.
In order to prevent the speaker from being
influenced by the orthography, the data was selected
in such a way that no cases of neutralization occurred.
Simultaneous video recordings were made of all the
speech materials used for the part of the study
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involving stills. The video recording camera looked
down at the subject over the camera that slid onto the
stand of the visiograph. The speech material was
subsequently repeated at the end of the session with
the video camera at the same angle as the still-
camera, which it replaced. Since the simultaneous
video recording of the still photography session
allowed the click of the camera to be recorded, this
supplied me with a counter check as to the point in
time at which the photographs were taken, as well as a
monitor regarding the naturalness and acceptability of
articulation at the time the photograph was taken.
Simultaneous video recordings also proved to be a very
important and useful guide, as it provided an immediate
review of the filming session. Some photographs were
repeated when any doubt arose in my mind as to whether
or not they had been taken at the right moment, or
whether they were exaggerated articulations (i.e.
articulatory movements).
Interestingly enough, the same patterns occurred,
whether or not the actual degree or amount of movement
was exaggerated or not. (This was also noted by
Geissler 1975, and Fromkin 1964, about repetitions by
the same speaker.)
12.5. important to note here that only the right
hand image is considered for the lateral-view. Early
measurements took account of both sides (i.e. lateral
views), but this was considered unproductive and was
abandoned.
The visiogram shows a flat image that represents a
three-dimensional reality. Hence the need for the side
mirrors. The terms vertical, horizontal and anterior-
posterior refer to the visiographic representation of
the three-dimensional image as follows:
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From the frontal view:
vertical
<; horizontal




1. The measurements taken were studied in terms
of which ones characterized different sounds, that is,
which ones correlated to the distinctive visual
features of the different Maltese sounds studied.
(The measurements are shown in figures HI and H2 in
Appendix H after a discussion of the parameters.)
2. The visual patterns for the two speakers were
compared in terms of the extent to which each pattern
for each speaker deviated from the neutral posture for
that particular speaker.
3. The visual features were studied as to their
stability in different contexts.
if. The identifiable patterns were studied in terms
of their correlation with the phonetic context, that is,
whether they related to "part of" an allophone (in terms
of its duration, as identifiable from the acoustic
data), a full allophone or more than one allophone.
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To exploit fully the standardization provided by
the visiograph, the subject's face is marked. This
allows accurate analysis of several dimensions.
Figure 12.2 is a schematic diagram of a visiogram made
during the above-mentioned study. The dimension under
consideration were: (refer to figure 12.2 for
bracketed points of measurement)
1. Frontal overall height (E^ - S2).
2. Upper lip and lower lip raising (E-^ - A^,
Z — D-] , *E>2 " ^23 Z ^2^"
3. Upper lip and lower lip lowering (same as for 2).
l+. Expansion and contraction of upper and lower
lip surfaces (A-^ - A2, B-^ - B2).
5. Upper lip and lower lip outer protrusion
(A2 - Xjj ^ - B1, H - D1# H - D2).
6. Vertical lip-separation (A^/X^ - X^/B^.
7. Horizontal lip-expansion (C-^ - Cmeasured
from the corners of the mouth.
8. Horizontal lip-separation (Y1 - Y^)
A comparison was also made of the profile patterns
an important dimension in the study of lip and jaw
movement. A study of the parts of the tongue and teeth
visible, as well as incisal separation, during speech
was also found to be informative.
12.7. The present study involved a preliminary task.
Measurements in millimeters were taken of the following
dimensions of each visiogram shown in figure 12. 2 on
page §51 • -kp ^2' ^1 "" > ^p "" ^2' ^2. " ZU9
Xu/A2 ~ V313 ^u ~ ZL' YL ~ 3P' 3P ~ 32' 32 — Y2'
C1 " C2' Y1 " Y2' Z " H' H ~ Dl» H ~ D2' D1 " D2'
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Z - D1, z - D2.
To do this, each visiogram was traced and measured
separately from a life-size projected image. This was
possible because a scale was photographed for each
camera setting (see figure 12.^-A on page 268 )
These dimensions refer to the parameters as follows:
E^ - measures the overall frontal height from the
crossing point of the mark on the nose to a
similar point on the chin, (see page 251.)
S-, - A-^ measures the distance from the same point on
the nose to the uppermost point on the outer
point of the line marked along the midline of
the lips. It is related to the degree of
upper lip raising or lowering in a vertical
direction. (See page 251.)
is the corresponding line (to E^ - A^) from
the lowermost point of the vertical line
painted along the midline of the lips. It is
related to the degree of lower lip raising or
lowering.
A-, - A0 measures the vertical height or thickness ofX1 ~2
the upper lip.
B-, - B2 measures the vertical height or thickness of
the lower lip.
Xr - B^ measures the amount of inner lip visibility
in the vertical dimension and therefore relates
to degree of curling down of the lower lip.
^2 ~ was initially considered but the inner part
of the upper lip was only visible in one
occurrence of one sound and this was therefore
measured along with the upper lip.
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- XT (or simply Ap - X) measures the vertical2 L
extent of lip separation or vertical expansion
and constriction of the interlabial space.
C-, - measures the horizontal distance from the
corners of the mouth and is related to lip
spreading and lip contraction.
Y-, - Y-, measures the horizontal extent of the inter-
-L CL
labial space. It is a good indicator of area
of opening when considered along with Ap - X.
Z - H (for speaker B only) measures the distance
from the midpoint of the mark made on the
side of the nose to the corner of the mouth
on the lateral view. This measurement is
mostly useful if considered as the angle it
makes with the horizontal plane, thus
indicating outward movements (protrusion) and
inner movements or retraction of the corners
of the mouth.
H - D-, measure the distance, in the anterior-
and posterior dimension, between the left corner
of the mouth and the outermost point of each
H — D' "
2 lip. These could be related to the angle
Z - H makes with the horizontal plane to give
a more reliable indication of lip protrusion
and retraction.
- Dp measures the distance between the highest
outer part of the upper lip and lowest outer
point of the lower lip. This indicates not
only lip separation but the general shape of
the lips, if considered along with other
parameters.
Z - (speaker B only) measure the distance between
and the point on the mark at the side of the nose
Z - Dp to the outermost point of the lips. This
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indicates raising and lowering of the lips
as visible from the lateral view.
I shall now discuss these parameters. The reader
will probably find it necessary to use the sample
visiogram (sketched diagrammatically) to refer to the
parameters AA, AS and so on. This will be found in
the pocket attached to the inside back cover. It was
necessary to use abbreviations to avoid unwieldy
descriptions.
12.8. After a careful analysis was made, the movements
indicated in the terminology (see section 11.8.2, p. 2A4)
were selected as observable as movements made to
reach the postures described (using the video recording
as supplementary data). These movements were therefore
considered as worthy of further investigation. The
movements are described in detail below.
12.8.1. Description of the Parameters used to account
for the three-dimensional data
Vertical expansion or constriction of the inter-
labial space by means of lower lip lowering or
raising, upper lip lowering or raising and by
jaw movement.
With a moderate degree of vertical expansion of the
interlabial space, it is possible to see the teeth and
sometimes the tongue. The opening is seen most clearly
from the frontal view. Vertical modification of the
interlabial space is achieved both through the activity
of the lips as well as by means of jaw movement.
Usually, there is upper lip raising and lower lip
lowering, as well as jaw lowering for vertical expansion
to take place; there is upper lip lowering and lower
lip raising for vertical constriction, and often jaw
raising. The lips and the jaw can move independently
of each other. In vertical expansion, however, from a
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neutral closed posture, jaw movement can occur
independently, but lip movement is almost always
accompanied by jaw movement. The relationship of jaw
to lip movement can be gathered from the lateral
view. Vertical expansion caused mainly by lip movement
will result in a larger A2 - X line than it would for
neutral closure, a correspondingly larger E - E line
but shorter E^ - A^ and B2 - E2 lines. Vertical
expansion, caused primarily by jaw movement, will
affect the E - E line as well as the A2 - X line, but
the E-, - A-, and EL, - E2 lines will be quite close to
neutral closed. Vertical contraction will result in
corresponding relations but in the opposite direction,
i.e. in decreased measurements.
There are two neutral postures in the vertical
dimension: either (1) closed - the posture used here
as a reference for degree of opening and degree of
closure, since the latter is tenser in speech and
, therefore different from neutral; or (2) relaxed open,
as for pause in continuous speech. This (i.e. (2))
becomes useful in the next study of visual patterns in
connected speech, but is not used in this study of
prolonged sounds.
It is important to note, further, that either lip
can act independently of the other. When they act
together, for example in protrusion, the upper lip is
raised and the lower lip is lowered, and the dimensions
Ei - A^ and B2 - E2 become smaller and the dimension
A2 - X increases. At the same time, the inner lip
beyond the vermilion border is more visible. As the
lips curl, the vertical dimensions A^ - A2 and
B2 - B2 may be smaller since the upper lip contracts
in width, whilst the lower lip curls over away from
the outermost frontal planes, partially visible only
from the lateral views. However, the changes in these
dimensions can only provide additive clues and probably
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do not in themselves indicate what sound is "being
produced. X - usually increases when upper lip
raising and lower lip lowering accompany protrusion.
Z - and Z - D2, as well as - D2, in relation
to H - and H - D2 provide detailed measurements
relating to this parameter and distinguishing between
the tension and degree of independent movement of
either lip along this parameter.
12.8.2.
Horizontal expansion or constriction of the
interlabial space by means of lip spreading or
contraction.
This parameter shows the need to distinguish between
neutral open and neutral closed. In the vertical
dimension there has been no need to distinguish between
Laver's vertical expansion and constriction and mine,
because vertical expansion and constriction can always
be measured in terms of an increasing or decreasing
A2 - XL line, 'whatever the neutral configuration. In
the horizontal dimension, however, the difference must
be clarified. Since there is always some measure of
interlabial space in Laver's neutral configuration,
there will always be a - Y-, measurement. Horizontal
expansion cannot occur if there is no interlabial
apace. Hence the need to distinguish this parameter
from the actual activity of the lips. Lip spreading
and lip contraction can still occur with closed lips
and serve an important purpose for example in
distinguishing between /pi/ /pe/ /v3-/ /po/ /pu/
etc. Thus, lip spreading and lip contraction will
involve two measurements, the - C2 and the
Y-^ - Y2 line. '.Then Y1 - Y^ cannot be applied, then
it is assumed that there is some type of closure, but
the difference in the C-^ - C2 line will reflect
phonetically-important differences. Illen there is
some opening, horizontal expansion can be measured
directly as the line Y^ - Y2, thus distinguishing
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between the continuum wide to narrow vertical opening
to be correlated with the measurement - X. It is
difficult to measure lateral horizontal opening because
of the difficulty of selecting a point at the bottom of
the upper lip and top of the lower lip. (Measurements
of these points were abandoned early in the analysis,
and are not given here.)
12.8.3.
Modification of lip shape in the anterior-
posterior dimension by means of lip protrusion
and lip retraction (Extroversion/introversion).
Outer, forward lip protrusion constitutes lip movement
in the anterior-posterior dimension. It is therefore
distinguishable from raising or lowering of the upper
and lower lip which involves movement in the vertical
dimensions. Lip protrusion and lip retraction,
theoretically, can be produced with or without
simultaneous horizontal constriction (i.e. of the
Ci - C2 and - Y^ dimensions) via lip contraction.
In practice, however, these movements are correlated
and it would be difficult to have neutral C1 -
dimensions when the H - D-, and H - dimensions
are affected. Protrusion ana retraction can be
distinguished only indirectly from the frontal view;
they are recognised much more clearly from the lateral
view. In the measurements taken, - C^ is affected
since, from the frontal view, the protruding movement
causes some horizontal expansion. The dimensions
H - D-^ and H - are good indicators of lip
protrusion and retraction especially if considered
along with the Z - and Z - lines.
Protrusion is usually accompanied by upper lip
raising and lower lip lowering, or alternatively by
upper lip lowering and lower lip raising. If H -
and H - are relatively more removed from neutral
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than Z - and Z - are (in a positive
direction), then outer protrusion is probably a more
distinctive feature than lip raising and lowering.
Therefore, it is important to relate information from
the lateral view to distinguish between the deviation
of H - D-^ from neutral caused by spreading, and that
caused by protrusion.
The term "protrusion" will therefore be restricted
to movement in the anterior-posterior (that is,
outward) dimension and will not include any implications
as to the vertical expansion or constriction of the
interlabial space. The terms open and close protrusion
are used to refer to protrusion accompanied by
simultaneous vertical expansion and constriction
respectively. The lips may protrude outwards independ¬
ently of each other, e.g. the lower lip may be
retracted when the upper lip is protruded in producing
one or more of the allophones of /f/ and /v/. In most
cases where lip protrusion occurs, simultaneous lip
raising and lowering also occur, but these parameters
are usefully considered independent of protrusion. One
or the other may be considered the primary parameter,
when the other, though functioning, is not as important .
Retraction is a movement in the anterior-posterior
dimension, in the opposite direction from that for
protrusion. Retraction is, therefore, a movement of
the lips inwards. Like protrusion, retraction can
involve the upper lip independently of the lower lip.
Upper lip retraction and lower lip retraction in fact
often do operate non-simultaneously.
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12.8.if. Jaw movement is a very important parameter,
for some speakers more than for others. From the frontal
view, increases in the Z, - E^ line indicate jaw
lowering. With complete lip closure, it would still be
possible to check for jaw movement along the - E^
line. However, horizontal lip spreading or contraction
may occur as obtrusive factors. From the lateral vie?/,
jaw movement can be seen more clearly. This is one
parameter for which no exact measurements have been made.
The angle of movement here can be tricky to detect
because, whilst the distance B^ - Scan increase,'
the simultaneous jaw movement backwards that normally
accompanies jaw lowering, can be quite misleading.
The use of the parameters of vertical and
horizontal expansion and constriction of the inter-
labial space, without direct reference to any of the
other parameters related to lip movement, can be very
useful, not only in further distinguishing between
certain speech sounds, but also in identifying speech
from silence or pause.
Measurements A-j - A^ and - 3^ are very
important because they relate to subtle movements
involved in speech, possibly distinguishing the
production of otherwise identical sounds (visually)
like [p] [b] and [m] .
Visibility of teeth and of the tongue are at least
rough indications of the stricture type of the sound
being articulated. Reference is made to them in the
description of visible patterns in this section.
12.9. The Pilot Study
My observations of my own speech and that of my
informant prior to the study, indicated that the lip
pattern of a particular sound was influenced by certain
sounds in the contexts. Unlike other articulatory
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organs which seem to act mostly in anticipation of
following segments in Maltese, as seen, for example
in the place of articulation assimilation of nasals,
voicing harmony of obstruents, and so on, the activity
of the lips is dominated by the type of sounds rather
than by the position of these sounds, i.e. by whether
it is in the context of a sound requiring more lip
activity than for that sound itself. Thus, the lips
move, as it were, from the posture required for one
dominant sound to the posture required by the next
dominant sound. This activity is only modified by
intervening vowel articulations. Thus the lip pattern
for the vowel itself, for example, is determined by the
nearest dominant consonant, usually the preceding one,
especially when the dominant sound is a /[/» Af/> or
/d^/ sound." It is often, therefore, simply a modified
lip pattern of that dominant"*" sound. This is probably
more so the case when a sound is prolonged,
I decided, therefore, to simply provide a context
by having the dominant sound, whose influence was being
investigated, juxtaposed to the sound itself that was
being investigated. Thus, if /i/ were the sound being
studied, and /j" / the influencing sound, whose influence
on /i/ was being studied, then the syllable would be
/J* i/ or /ij/ or /jij"/.
It also seemed that certain sounds could be classed
together since no apparent differences were observed by
me when these sounds were articulated in different
contexts. Although, ideally, I should have made
visiograms of all the possible phonemes of Maltese in
all possible contexts, I decided that this v/as highly
impracticable (considering the lists, for example, given
in figure 12.9, p.275). 1 limited my data by classing
together the sounds that I thought were interchangeable
1. A dominant sound is one that is visually recognisable
in all contexts. This concept is further developed
later in this chapter.
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as far as lip patterns were concerned. Thus, (1)
/p, b, m/ are classed together, as also are (2) /f and
v/, (3) / tJ, d^,j, r/, (if) /t, d, n, 1, ts, s, z/,
(3) A, g/, and (6) /h, 2/.
This classification seemed necessary if any
practicable word list was to be made up.
On the basis of these observations, I carried out
a preliminary investigation of the eleven monophthongs"1'
in three different contexts, and of /p/ in the
context of the eleven vowels as articulated by the
informant A. The sounds studied are listed below:
/id/ in /pi^pa/ /ha'j'i^j" a/ AAi/
/i:/ in /bi:p/ /fi:J/ A:ko:1/
/i/ in /pipds'trel/ /_[ ini/ /ikel/
/e:/ in /be:tni/ /Je:re:?/ /e:ri/
/e/ in /bet:i:h/ /Jeda?/ /er:a:ta/
/a:/ in /ba:t/ /fa :1a?/ /a:ni/
/o:/ in /bo:t/ /jo:l/ /o:tja/
/o/ in /bot:/ /irf oj ta/ /ot:u/
/uw/ in /buwt/ /uya/ AA a/






/p/ in /pa:pa /







The results of this study in terras of the measure¬
ments taken from the visiograras along the different
parameters selected, are presented in Appendix H,
in Figures H 1.1 and H 1.2. The results of the
study show that:
1. There were no unique postures for the different
vowels studied across contexts (see figures 12.5> 12,6).
2. There v/ere no definable differences between the
postures for the different vowels of a particular
vowel set"'" in the same context, e.g. the three postures
for /i/, /i:/, /i3/ were very similar when preceded by
the same consonant type (cf. Appendix H, Fig. H 1.1.);
they were more similar to each other than were the
postures for the same vowel in different contexts. This
is less so for some vowels.
3. The closure postures (i.e. contact of upper
and lower lip, eliminating all interlabial space) for
/p/ followed by different members of the same vowel set
were, for our purposes, identical, (cf. Appendix H",.Fig HI, 1).
4. The postures for /p/ across vowel sets were
distinguishable and could be related to the postures
for those vowels (see Fig. 12.7 and 12.8) for speaker
A, much more than for speaker B. Figures 12.3 to
12.8 then, show some illustrations of the similarities
and differences just discussed.
1. Vowel set is referred to in Chapter 8. /i/ /i:/ and
/i3/ form a vowel set, as do /e/ /e:/ and so on.
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Figure 12. .k
UAJLcL to OjllrUJ hr\j(LQ^xx/5ji--o-\-C^rv^ to 1^-e. vwcoctlL





/ L I O P 0 I / /
"Sol. /p/ tVv /pi• na/ V /p/ |rL /pepe/
Vg rv\ 10 OL /p/ in. /papa/ Vg<y\ | | a. f^f |'n /pop- a/
\< g*i I 2. o_ /p /
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Figure 12.8 ?>b> I ^ b . fib/on^s-cL /p/pnjLauLn^
dL^-J-t-Rirvh .
Vorm ^ b /p/ /pitats/ V&rri /j3 / ,n- /pepe/
Vg m lib /p/ in /pop:a/
Vg"\ 12. b> /p/ in. /pu-'pa/ Vcn 15 b /^/ On /pupa fe> /
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The same results are valid for informant B, for
the same data.
12.10. Data for the main study of -prolonged articulation
On the basis of the observations in the pilot study,
I decided to study the consonantal sounds selected
and listed below - in the context of only one
member of each vowel set, that is, in five different
vowel contexts, e.g. /pi:/, /pe:/, /pa:/, /po:/, /puw/.
The consonants were selected as 'representative' of a
class, unless a particular consonant was the only










The last two- classes were considered to be identical,
but were kept separate because of the variability in the
articulation of /h/ (see 9.5.1, p.208 ). Differences
between classes k ana 5 'were inconstant; no differences
were observed between classes 6 and 7, nor between
classes 8 and 9> but I thought it best to retain a
distinction between these classes which were less
constant than the differences between the first five
classes. The classification could be said to be based
on the posture of the lips when the consonant sound in
1. The symbol t> b is defined in the last paragraph
of this section (i.e. 12.10).
consisting of /P»
t> W4 consisting only of /w/;
> f <3 consisting of /f,
oJ"<4 consisting of /i>
ore consisting only of /r/;
01 <3 consisting of /t, <
0 jo consisting only of /J*/;
t> h<3 consisting only of A/;
t> 2 <3 consisting only of /!/.
d, n, 1, ts, s,z /;
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question constituted the 'take-off' (releasing) point
of the syllable. The sound enclosed in the symbol
^ <3 j e.g. t> p <3 , should be read as the
class of sounds consisting of the phonemes indicated
above. This will be necessary in the discussion on
the lip patterns described in the main study.
12.11. The Data
The data is presented below in figure 12.9. The
prolonged sound appears in phonemic transcription in
the first column. The word, as written on the card
for the informant, in orthographical form, appears in
column two. This is then presented in phonemic
transcription in the next column. A gloss of the
word, with only one of the possible meanings, is
given in column four.
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FIGURE 12.9.
Word list with phonemic transcription and gloss for a
visual study of Maltese using prolonged articulations.
Phonemic
-
Phoneme Word Transcription Gloss
Vowel/op<3
i pipistrel pip:istrel name of bird
pipa pi^pa pipe
i: died bi:p door
e: beghetni be:tni he sold me
e bghettni bet:ni you sold me
a: baghat ba:t he sent
a bghat bat: I sent
o: boghod bo:t far
0 bott bot: tin
uw but buwt pocket
u buttuna but:u*na button
Vowel/*
i x'hini j ini what is it
haxixa ha:Ji^f a grass (singular)
i: x1 ni, [i^ni galley
tmexxija tmej :i^ja leadership
x'hiex what?
imxiet im[i:t she walked
e: x'gherea |e:re:? what drowned?
e xedaq j" eda? jaw
a: x'ghalaq Ja: la:? what did he shut?
a xatt J" at: shore
o: xoghol f o :1 work
0 irxoxta irjoj ta he rose (from the dead)
uw xuxa JuWJ a hair
u irxuxtaha irj uj ta: he resuscitated her
Vowel/ i
2 ikel ikel food
. i
idi i-ai my hand
i: iekol i :kol eat)
e: gheri e :ri naked
e errata er:a:ta printing error
a: ghani a:ni rich
a antik anti^k old
o: ghotja o :t ja gift
0 ottu ot:u fine.' (sarcastic)
uw uza uwza use
































































































































x'id Ji^t which hand
xeghel Je:l he switched on
xaghar (a:r hair
xoghli Jo: 11 my work
xuxa JuTa hair
fidi fiJdi faith
f eh em f e :m he understood
fama fa:ma renown
foga fo: ga smelly thich atmosphere
fur fuwr to overflow
3ienu ji:hu he takes
jeghleb je :lep he upsets (lit.)
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j jagbsar ja:sar








































e»f 4 + C
f f'posti fposti
f fwied fwl:t

























































^ x1qal J2a: 1







































what did you give?
old people
how come? what was it/he?
what did he take?






























s akbar agbar bigger
k kwiekeb kwi:kep stars
k kfief kfi:f hems
k kxaxen en drawers
k krafes kra:fes celery (plural)
k ktajjen ktaj:en chains
k i kTial ikhal blue
k ikqal ik2al
+ C
h "hbe jtu hbejtu I hid it
h hwawar hwa:war spices
h "Jlfirtha hfirta I forgave ...
h ■kgejjeg hd^ej:et glass (plural)
h firara hra:ra zeal
h hdana hda:na bosom
h ■hjar hja:r cucumbers
h ahkem ahkem rule J
h anaar ah2ar tormentJ
+ G
1 aqbad a2bat catchj
2 aqwa a2wa better
2 axur ?Juwr ^ peel (plural)
2 arar 2ra:r confession















































































f b'fatat pfa:ta:t with a ghost
f sewfu sewfu they fluffed
■f xfar jfa:r edges
f erfa' erfa lift'
f tfejt tfejt I switched off
f dghajfin dajfi^n weak
f kfief kfi:f hems
f hfirtha hfirta I forgave ... .










f'xahar f[a:r in a month
erga erd^ a repeat!
ma mittx mamitj" : he didn't die
I
c




kxaxen kja:j en drawers
iigeddeg hdjej-.etj glass (plural)
qxur 2juwr peel (veg.)
> t<3
t btiehl pti:hi yards (garden)
d ghuda ewda tools
t ftit ftidt few
t xtaj't jtajt what did you give?
t irtlr irti^r retreat
t tajtu tadtu I gave him ...
t ktadden ktaj:en chains
d hdana hda:na bosom
t qtil 2tiJl killing
> j«3
d bjut bjuwt pockets
d liwja liwja twist, turn
d v jagg vjatj : journey
3 xduh jju:h old people
3 irdus irjuws heads
3 djun djuwn debts
3 kdass kjas: noise
3 hjar hda:r cucumbers
3 qdar 2j'a:r
e> ko
k bke jt pkedt I cried
k tawk tawk they gave you
k fkieren fki:ren tortoises
k xkien j"ki:n what was it?
k irke d 3 en irke d:en corners












































I would now like to consider briefly some of the
variables involved in a study of the kind undertaken
here, which, for a variety of reasons, cannot be
controlled.^" Among these variables are:
(1) those within the speech material itself;
(2) those related to the speaker acting as subject,
or to other speakers about whom generalizations
may be made, based on the study;
(3) those factors created by the experimental or
laboratory conditions themselves.
12.13.1. Factors related to sneech
It is important to note that each speech act could
be considered unique because it is impossible to
recreate exactly the same conditions. Therefore,
repetitions of the same utterance will not necessarily
result in identical patterns. For this reason, the
data was selected to provide enough examples, and
repetition of the same examples, by the two informants,
to ensure that patterns characterizing or associated
with a particular sound could be distinguished.
It is the pattern and not the absolute measures
that is important, of course. Both Geissler 1975,
with reference to mandibular movements, and Fromkin
19o^, with reference to lip positions, noted that,
whereas absolute measures vary considerably for the
same speaker and between speakers, the relationship
or relative measures are quite stable.
1. Such variables cannot be controlled for different
reasons, for example, because the study is
already extensive and it would be impracticable
to extend it further.
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In the study of connected speech, rate of utterance
could not he controlled except insofar as the speaker
maintained a reasonably consistent speed throughout the
film. Even so, the data was not filmed continuously
because of technical problems.
Word stress and sentence stress are not accounted
for in any way. Kent and Netsell (1971) found that
increased stress changed articulation in the direction
of the presumed target for some speakers; for example,
rounded vowels were articulated with increased lip
protrusion. However, they found very few instances of
altered coarticulatory patterns as a result of stress
variation. They conclude, in fact, that the basic units
of articulatory encoding are independent of the prosodic
content of an utterance, but that
"stress contrasts alter the temporal scheme of
articulatory programming in certain aspects."
(ibid.)
12.13.2. Factors related to the sneaker(s)
The most obvious factor that arises out of a study
using only two speakers is that of idiosyncrasy. It
is possible that some patterns are idiosyncratic of
one or both speakers, and may not permit generalization
to other Standard Maltese speakers. It is unlikely,
however, that this is the case since both speakers
used for this study are considered normal by other
native speakers, have no physical sense impairment and
do not have deviant physical characteristics either in
lip, or jaw structure, or dentition and occlusion.
12.13.3. Factors related to the Experimental
conditions
Since any speech event carried out for the sole
purpose of being observed or recorded is very
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artificial, various factors can interfere with
naturalness of articulation.
To minimise interference with naturalness, no
foreign object was used within the speaker's mouth,
since this was considered to increase at least the
speaker's awareness of his manner of production.
However, the speaker was more or less immobilized by
the use of the specially constructed frame. Even
within this frame, certain head and neck movements,
though slight, are inevitable and cannot be
considered.
These relate to the possible slight movements of
the head and neck - therefore involving slight upper
and lower jaw displacement - which Ferkell 1967
explains as: (1) being necessitated by the mandibular
muscles acting to provide stability for the vocal
tract activities, (2) as a passive reaction to changes
in vocal tract configuration and differences in airflow
velocity and pressure, as well as (3) gesticulatory
movement influenced by stress.placement. Fortunately,
these are all forward movements, and therefore probably
almost altogether are avoided by the fact that the
eyebrow rest stabilizes the head quite firmly, prevent¬
ing movement forward.
In most cases, jaw lowering did not occur
simultaneously with the start of the articulation
for the utterance but preceded it." This could have
been rather misleading, but synchronised pulses enabled
me to relate the visual to the audio patterns. This
allowed me to account for pause patterns, utterance
anticipation patterns and coarticulation.
1. This was also noted by Geissler 1975.
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12.14. Measurements
The resulting measurements for each visiogram
appear in Appendix H, Fig. H} to H2.The average
measurements for each of the two informants are
presented together for all the parameters. The
figures show the measurements for all the segments
studied, as spoken by informants A and 3. Column 1
shows the phoneme studied; column 2 shows the phonemic
transcription of the words used to contextualize the
segments studied. The other -columns to the right
show the measurements in millimeters for each parameter
considered. These are separated by thick lines; finer
lines separate the data for the two informants; 0
refers to informant A; X refers to informant B"*".
Figure H 1.1. shows the measurements for the
vowels in various contexts.
Figure H 1.2. shows the measurements for the 10
consonant classes in the context of different vowel
types (e.g. o p -a + /i/, d> p <J + /a/, etc.) for both
informants. Thus, there are at least five vocalic
contexts, as five vowels are considered representative
visually.
Figure H 1.3. shows the measurements in mm. for
the 10 representative consonants for both informants
occurring as in CC clusters. The used are
the other 9 representative consonants as shown in the
word list used, in the left hand column. Thus, each
consonant is pronounced 9 times in 9 different
consonant contexts.
Figure H.1.4. shows the measurements in mm. for
the 10 representative consonants for both informants.
1. A and 3 could have been confusing, considering the
letters used for the parameters. 0 and X are used
throughout the illustrative graphs later, for
informants A and 3.
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The consonants are pronounced as in CC clusters.
The used are the other 9 consonants, so that each
consonant is pronounced 9 times in the context of
different clusters.
Figure H 2 shows the averages of the measurements
for the vowels. These averages are based on those of
Fig. Hl.l. The top line shows the measurements taken
from the visiogram for the Neutral-closed posture for
informants A and B. The measurements for each
speaker again appear side by side, those for speaker A
on the left, followed by those for speaker 3 on the
right of each column for parameter, as indicated by 0
and X respectively at the top of the columns on the
first page of the tables. The averages are taken from
the measurements for the visiograms and then compared
with the measurements for the 'neutral-closed' visiogram.
Thus, for example, +9 means 5 nun. more than neutral
for that speaker; -2 means 2 mm. less than the
neutral posture measurement for that parameter, and so
on. The average, in each case, is followed by the
lowest (L) measurements, and then by the highest (H)
measurements.
Figure H 2- shows the average measurements compared
with the measurements for the neutral-closed visiogram
(i.e. + or - the neutral measurements) for both
informants (p. 2-6 of Fig. H2). The first 3 rows for
each consonant refer to the measurements for the
consonants in a vocalic context, the next 3 refer to the
measurements for the consonant as of a CC cluster,
the next 3 refer to the measurements for the consonant
as of a CC cluster. The final 3 rows represent
the absolute average measurements for the consonants in
all three context-types, followed by the lowest and
highest measurements for all contexts considered
together.
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I will discuss these results and present them
graphically in the next section.
12.15. Presentation of results
The measurements are plotted in graph-like diagrams
for immediate visual accessibility to the information.
The measurements used in the graphs are the averages,
for each of the two speakers, across the different
occurrences of the classes of phonemes as decided in
section 12.10. There are fifteen different graphs,
one for each parameter used ana found to be relevant.
Additionally, a summary of each graph, again separate
for each speaker, is added and shown along with the
discussion of each graph.
Each graph shows the overall average measurement
for each class of sounds - symbolized as OpO ,
t> f <1 , and so on - for each of the two -speakers in
order to: (1) eliminate idiosyncratic or widely varying
patterns, and (2) see whether any sound is distinguish¬
able by any one (or more) parameter. The lowest and
the highest values are also presented to show the
variation for each sound due to phonetic context and,
therefore, to relate this to the concept of dominance
and stability of the visual pattern.
The plus and minus lines show the increase or
decrease of the dimensions from the neutral posture
measurements. The neutral posture is considered to be
the speaker's rest position - different for each
speaker, of course. In both cases, there is complete
lip closure, so that: A - X = 0 mm; X-B = 0 mm.
(A2 - = o mm.) Y - Y = 0 mm.
The graphs will be discussed in the order in which
they are presented, in terms of the plotted parameter
values for the sounds studied.
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•Visual unit' is the term used here for a posture
or movement that can be identified (located) and
described.
12.16. Discussion
It is remarkable that for all of the parameters
considered, there is a strong correlation between the
patterns used by both speakers. On occasions, the
deviation from neutral for speaker A is greater than
that for speaker B, but the direction and the
relative measurement for the different sounds are
matched very well. (cf. Appendix H, Fig. HI.1-1.if). This
suggests then, that the patterns being studied are
not idiosyncratic, but characteristic of the Maltese
accent being studied.
A close look at the diagrams shows that there is
often only a small maximum difference between two
extreme sounds when measured along any one parameter.
Such a parameter alone cannot be used as the correlate
of a visual unit. A more visible distinction must also
be present, corresponding to a difference between
speech sounds for any identification to be made on
visual grounds.
The deviation of the highest and the lowest value
from the average value for each parameter indicated
the effect of context on a sound. Very stable sounds
will have very fixed values for some parameters but
changing values for other parameters. In such cases,
it can be said that these sounds are characterized by
the parameters that do not reflect contextual changes.
These aspects - the stable and the influenced
parameters - will be analysed for each sound class.
The horizontal lines show the deviationfor each speaker.
A summary of the relationship of the sounds to each
other is also shown for each graph with the discussion.
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12.17
Ei - E~, - Overall frontal height (figure 12.10)
This shows that for speaker A, there is decreased
frontal height for t>p , f, J4, whereas for speaker
B, there is a small increase for ]>f<q , and slightly
more for > p <) and >j~<j in that order. This
parameter gives us an indication of what could be
happening during the production of these sounds. The
most likely posture associated with decreased frontal
height is that for closure - and this is shown along
other parameters. Opening is not excluded because this
could be counterbalanced by jaw raising, whereas the
lips can form an opening which therefore produces
vertical expansion. This is then reflected along the
parameters: A^, (or to X^), and
®2 ~ ^2' as "be seen«
The increase in frontal height seems very gradual.
At the more 'open' end of the scale are the vowels
/a, a:, e, e:/ for both speakers, as well as the
consonants >hc and >2 <2. It is interesting to note that
>w« is at a different end of the scale for the two
speakers. This shows that more than one parameter must
be considered in describing visual characteristics of
sounds because the same overall effects may be reached
by various means. This parameter gives only a very
general picture of what is happening. It is most
directly related to vertical expansion and constriction
of the interlabial space. Thus, we see that there is
more tense upper lip lowering and lower lip raising by
speaker A for the closure required for o p<3, and for the
lower lip to upper teeth approximation in > f , This
tenseness is reflected in visible creases (figures 12.7
and 12.8).However, the E1 - E2 line does not, in itself,
tell us very much about the activity of the lies. It
is a strong indicator of jaw movement and lower lip
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movement, but these have to be considered separately
since the activity of the one can cancel the effect of
the other, in terms of overall height.
The summary of the relationship between the
sounds along this parameter shows the gradual slope
from neutral to lengthened 3^ - 3^ for speaker E,
and from a slightly decreased to a lengthened 3-, -
for speaker A.
The clearest difference in patterning across the
two speakers is the overall frontal height for
>r, J , 0,(0:), a, (a5)h.
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Figure 12.10
The measurement of parameter El - Ep: the average
and the range of deviation from neutral in mm. for
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12.18. Figures 12.11A- and 12.11B
- A1 is directly related to the activity of
the upper lip, whereas
to the activity of the lower lip.
b2 ~ Ei directly related
-in figure 12.11A we see that t>p4 and pj"4 are
at extreme poles from each other. This indicates the
upper lip lowering for t> p to effect a closure or
firm contact with the lower lip, whereas the unuer lit)
is raised very effectively for >J 4 . For both speakers,
^ 3 » C° •!» u > 1 i 4 are also at the >J"4 extreme of
the scale, thus indicating the activity of the upper
lip, which is raised for all of these.
Figure 12.11B shows >f c and ^>p at the
extreme end (and well differentiated from all the other
sounds) from oj4 . Since changes along B2 - E2 are
effected by the lower lip, then this certainly
characterizes the production of these sounds. Thus,
since the line - E^ increases for t>p<a and c> f <i -
the lower lip must be raised, whereas for t> f <a it is
significantly lowered.
Neither It - AA1 nor pJ2 ^2 is related in any
way to jaw movement. Thus both lips must be functioning
as primary differentiators of i> p i>f <3 and pj4
The rank-ordering of the prolonged sound visual classes
from +neutral to -neutral for parameters Ey-Ay and B2-E2
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12.19. Figures 12.12A, 12.12B and 12.12C
A^ - A^, B-^ - and XT - B^ measure the
actual lip dimension^'. It does, of course, reflect
muscular activity of the lips, resulting in expansion
or contraction of the outer lip (from the vermilion
border outwards). This is related to the activity of
the lips in other directions. Thus, with horizontal
spreading of the lips, A - A and B - 3 are likely
to decrease. With protrusion and simultaneous lower
lip lowering, XT - is bound to increase, possibly
with a decrease in the "visibility" of B-, - B^.
It is worth pointing out that the "invisibility"
of any part of the face as a result of movement does
not necessarily mean invisibility to the lip reader,
who has a simultaneous view of the three-dimensional
picture. Hence, it is important to consider the
lateral view along with the frontal view, i.e. two or
more parameters at the same time. The curve of the
lower lip in relation to the chin, for example, shows
that the decrease in B^ - B^ (figure 12.12B ) for
>J4 is due to the lower lip curling downwards and in
towards the chin.
On the other hand, the position of the lower lip
in relation to the upper lip (Fig.12.27j p.333) shows
that the decrease in B - 3_ for >f< is due to its
s
introversion in relation to the upper teeth. For both
figures 12#12A, 12.12B, there is an increase in the
vertical dimension of the lips themselves for
V/
t>w, u,(u")4. This should be seen in relation to the
horizontal movement which contracts the lips so that
there is marked decrease in the dimension.
It is interesting to note in Fig. 12.12C that there is more
lower inner lip visibility for and least for t>fo
and nothing for >p 4 . The slight visibility of the
lower inner lip for > f 4 is caused by the upper teeth
29^
resting momentarily or. the inside of the lip, v/hil
the lower lip curls outwards slightly from its
retracted position in the anterior-posterior
dimension.
The rank ordering of the prolonged sound visual
classes from +neutral to -neutral for parameters
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- C^: Horizontal dimension of the lies
measured at the corners(Fig. 12.13)
Ci - C2 relates to horizontal lip spreading, in
which case there is a greater C-^ - line, and to
horizontal lip contraction which always accompanies
close protrusion in the data. It is important to note
that even for the most horizontally "spread" sounds,
speaker A has a shorter line than he does for
his neutral position. This is a clear illustration of
the need to consider the measurements as relative to
each other along a particular parameter. Although
"neutral" seems to indicate not spread, etc., here it
seems that it is the most spread position for this
speaker. However, this ties in with what was said
earlier about inter-speaker physiological differences.
On a relative scale, it can be seen that the
£>i, i:, i^4 , and, to a lesser degree E>e, e:4 groups
are the sounds articulated with the greatest degree of
horizontal lip spreading, whereas the D> o, o: <3 and
i>uw, u<3 and !>w<J classes are those articulated
with a good degree of horizontal lip contraction. For
speaker A, > f <3 and then >r< are produced with more
horizontal lip contraction. Again, this must be
related to another parameter from the lateral view,
in this case D-, - D~,. I will discuss this next.
For both speakers, t>p<i and i>J < classes are also
produced with significant horizontal contraction since
the C-^ - C-, line is relatively smaller than for the
sounds produced with horizontal lip spreading.
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Ri njrp IP Pp
The measurement of parameter C--Cp : the average and
the range of deviation from neutral in mm. for
Informants A and 3 for each visual class.
The rank-ordering of the prolonged sound visual
classes from +neutral to -neutral for parameter
ry
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12.21. . Figure 12.14
D1 " D2 :
Overall lateral vertical expansion (i.e. the side
view) and constriction is caused by the movement of the
upper and lower lips in relation to each other. D-D
is also related to upper and lower lip protrusion and
retraction, seen independently.
As just mentioned, this parameter is linked to the
(frontal) parameter, as well as to the parameters
described by the (lateral) Z - H and H - D^ and
H - D-, lines, o p <1 occurs at the extreme end of the
DD line, obviously due to the complete contact between
the upper and lower lips for labial stops. For speaker
A, the D-, - D^ line is smaller than it is for neutral,
because there is visible marked tension in the
articulatory closure -which is not there in the rest-
posture. > f <1 and > r 4 are next on the scale, also
well differentiated from the other sounds. Again, this
relates to the fact that there is a characteristic lower
lip to upper lip relationship for both of these sounds.
It seems that, at least to a small extent, the lower
lip is retracted, hnd the upper lip protruded, such
that the outer rims of the lips at the anterior end
are closer together than they would be for a similar
degree of opening as, for example characterises owa .
t>w<1 and s>t<l (in a different order for speaker A)
are also differentiated by a greater degree of lateral
proximity of the lips, i.e. a smaller D-^ - line.
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Figure 12.Ik
The measurement of parameter D]_-I>2: the average and
the range of deviation from neutral in mm. for
Informants A and B for each visual class.
The rank-ordering of the prolonged sound visual
classes from +neutral to -neutral for parameter
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12.22. Figures 12.15 and 12.16
H - and H - : The dimensions of lateral lip
length, that is, the anterior-posterior movement of the
lips outward or inward in relation to the corners of
the mouth. This dimension is also related to the
movement of the lips upwards or downwards, although
that movement is more highly correlated with the
Z - D-, and Z - Dp measurements.
>t<] and £>j<i are the only two sounds that do not
occur in the same relationship to the other sounds for
the two speakers along both these dimensions. Even
then, they are placed mid-way along the scale for both
speakers. This parameter is obviously a very important
one, although it does not indicate what the causes of
greater or lesser H - and H - lines are. To
find this, we have to look at other related parameters
such as the Z - , Z - and A - X lines. We
do know, however, that there must be close proximity of
the upper and lower lip for such sounds as do, o:, f ,
w *
r, u, u , f, w, p <1 and a considerable separation for
i>a, a:, e and e: 4 at least.
For f> f < the lower lip is retracted inwards so that,
from the lateral view, the mid line of the lip is much
closer to the corner of the mouth than it is for other
sounds. The upper lip is closest to the corner of the
mouth for p> p < than for any other sound. There is an
interesting relationship in the spacing out of the
sounds along these two dimensions, such that
[>a, a:, e, e:4 are distinguishable by having the
greatest H - D distance for both lips. This is
partly due to the fact that the type of opening that
occurs here involves pulling back the corners of the
mouth slightly and lowering the jaw.
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Figure 12.15.
The measurement of parameter K-Dp : the average andthe range of deviation from neutral in mm. for
Informants A ana B for each visual class.
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The measurement of parameter H-D2 : the average andthe range of deviation from neutral in mm. for
Informants A and B for each visual class.
The rank-ordering of the prolonged sound visual
classes from +neutral to -neutral for parameter H-Dp
for Informants A and B.
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12.23 Figure 12.17
A - X^ : is the measurement of vertical lip
separation, the vertical extent of opening or of
closure of the interlabial space.
t> p, w, f and u, uw4 are again well differentiated
at one end of the A - XT dimension, indicating no,
or very little, separation of the lower from the upper
lip. Considered along with the X^ - 3 line, this
tells us whether any inner-lip visibility (usually a
result of curling the lower lip outwards and downwards)
also occurs. Taken together, A - X and X - B
show that >p, f4 are differentiated by having less
inner lip showing than do c>u, uw, w 4.
On its own, A - XT does not tell us very much
about the type of interlabial space - although a
large amount of vertical opening is usually accompanied
by a correspondingly large amount of horizontal opening.
30k
Figure 12.17.
The measurement of parameter A2-XL : the average and
the range of deviation from neutral in mm. for
Informants A and B for each visual class.
The rank-ordering of the prolonged sound visual
classes from +neutral to -neutral for parameter
A2~Xj for Informants A and B.





















Y^ - : is the dimension of horizontal
expansion of the interlabial space.
This is another parameter with a high across-
speaker reliability. - Y2 is the measurement
of horizontal spreading of the lips from the corners
simultaneous with some amount of vertical opening,
i.e. separation of the lips.
t>p, f, w, u, uJA are once again highly differenti¬
ated at one end of this parameter since there is very
little lip separation for these sounds. t>o, o:,j"4
(and c>r4 for speaker B), t>r, t<] for speaker B
are also characterized by being intermediate along the
Y^ - Y2 line. The other sound types are not so
easily distinguishable from each other, but certainly
stand apart from the sounds with little or moderate
horizontal opening. Considered along with the A - XTXj
parameter, this- tells us what overall lip-separation
occurs. For sounds that have a reasonable amount of
openness, teeth visibility ana incisor separation
provide additional distinguishable features.
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Figure 12.18.
The measurement of parameter Y-Y : the average and
the range of deviation from neutral in mm. for
Informants A and B for each visual class.
The rank-ordering of the prolonged sound visual
classes from +neutral to -neutral for parameter
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12.25. Figures 12.19A, 12#19B and 12.19C
Z - and Z - : are parameters related to
the movement of the lips upwards and downwards as well
as in the anterior-posterior direction if considered
along with the Z - H parameter shown in figure
12.19C which measures the movement of the corners of
the lips especially in a horizontal and anterior-
posterior direction.
We see then that oj" , 0, 0:, u, uv/ 4 are well
differentiated as having the smallest Z - and
Z - H lines. The reason for this is that the upper
lip is protruded outwards and upwards for these sounds
thus decreasing the Z - line. Since the corners
of the lips also move forwards and slightly upwards,
the Z - H line also decreases. The Z - line
increases because the lower lip also participates in
the protruding movements outwards and either moves
away and down from the lower lip or, additionally,
curls down and under slightly. t>a, a:, e, e: 4 have
larger overall openings (measured by means of the
Y^ - Y2 line and the A - X-^ line considered
together) as well as the largest Z - and Z - H
primarily because the opening is effected largely by
jaw lowering so that Z - is not really modified.
Oh 4 is distinguishable by a larger modification
along all three parameters, also reflecting greater
movement of the upper lip upwards, the jaw and/or
lower lip downwards and a slight spreading movement
adding to the overall opening (since it also has a
large Y^ - line).
of, r 4 and, to a lesser degree t> p 4 also have a
lesser modification of the Z - line and a decrease
in the Z - H line. Considered along with the A - X li
(especially for of, p<3 ), we can relate this to a
smaller overall and a small or moderate Y - Y line.
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The rank-ordering of the prolonged sound
visual classes from +neutral to -neutral
for parameters Z-Di, Z-D2, and Z-H for
Informant B only.
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12.26. General description relating the visiograms to
the measurements as shown in the tables and
graphic presentation
A. Vowels
Oi, i:, i^<l- These vowels are generally characterized
by parted lips showing some part of both upper and
lower teeth. There is some slight incisal separation
for informant A's vowels in the labial and zero
context, but no visible incisal separation for the
vowels in the s> f 4 context, or for any of informant B'sJ
1
vowels. Vertical lip separation increases for the
context due to protrusion of both lips. This is
much more marked for informant B than for informant A.
I feel, however, that the unprotruded lips for
informant A's vowels (especially for the first 1+ sets)
is due to the artificial situation of having to
sustain the sound. Since these were also the first
words on the list, the informant was not yet used to
the set-up^ This impression is confirmed by the fact
that a !>j"4 context results in protruded lips for the
vowels that he produced when the words were repeated
without prolonging any of the individual sounds. The
posture can be summarized visually as:
(See figure 12.21, vgm. 17a,b and figures 12.23, 12.2if.)
D>e, e:<i - There is a generally greater (than
group p>i, i:,4etc.) degree of lip separation and some
incisal separation for these vowels; the tongue is
1. Lip separation always refers to vertical enlarge¬
ment of the interlabial space.
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also visible for Informant A's vowels. There is some
upper lip movement downwards and inwards for informant
B for the vowels in the zero and the labial contexts,
as well as protrusion for the vowels in the t>J~<
context. The lower teeth are more extensively
visible than for the i>i<3 vowel set, but the tongue
is not visible for informant B. There is more
incisal separation for informant A than for informant
B. The posture for these vowels can be summarized
in visual terms as:
(cf. figure 12.21, vgm.l8a,b and figures 12.23, 12.2*+.)
t>a, a:u - There are strong similarities between
the postures for these vowels and for the r>e <s vowel
set, except for the tongue being visibly lower down
at the front for informant A.
There is little if any further obvious difference
except for a slightly greater incisal separation (more
for informant A than for informant 3) probably due to
jaw lowering and lowering of the lower lip, and
resulting in greater visibility of both upper and
lower teeth. Protrusion in the o f<s context is obvious
for informant B only. The posture for the oa<i vowel
set can be summarized as follows in visual terms:
(cf. figure 12.21 , vgm,19a,b, and figures 12.23, 12.2A-.)
oo, o:4 - These vowels are characterized by a
rounded lip shape and greater degree of lip protrusion
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for all contexts. For informant A only, there is a
greater degree of lip separation, with greater upper
and lower teeth, and sometimes tongue, visibility,
with marked protrusion mostly for the zero context.
For informant B there is a smaller lip separation
than there is for any of the other vowels, except i>u o
and r> uva . On the whole, there is a greater degree of
teeth to lip depth (i.e. from outer surface of teeth
to outer surface of lips), since there is more movement
outwards in the anterior-posterior direction, and a
resulting greater inner lip visibility for both
informants. The posture for these vowels is
summarized visually as follows, distinguishing between
the general posture for the two informants:
(cf. figure 12.22, vgm.20a,b and figures 12.23* 12.24.)
protrusion gesture for this vowel set and the previous
one (>o« and >o:^) for informant B, but not so much
for informant A. However, the posture for this vowel
set is very similar for the two informants. There is
hardly any lip separation; the teeth are not visible
at all for informant B and only slightly visible for
informant A. The greater degree of protrusion also
results in greater inner lip visibility for informant
A, and a smaller degree of horizontal lip measurement
than for the other vowels, for both informants. The
posture for this vowel set can be summarized visually as:
(cf. figures 12.20, vgm.lZf to 16 a,b, figure 12.22, vgm.
HI a,b, and figures 12.23 and 12.24)
There is a great similarity between the
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Figure 12.20 V lSiOCjR.a_ms I4o-to IGol- 14b to It b .
PRO?Df\q-ejd
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Figure 12.21 Vis'lO^Ranos I7ol to I 5 a- , 17 b tb 1^ b
PRO*orv^4.dl /1 / pn.ceding di£p-Ren.t viTUj-eJts .
VGrn I7t /t/ ^ /ti'ttu/
Vg»v\ 17a. /t/ fa /tiJtfu/
II / Vg"1 l?b /t/ i a A emi/
V&m I^OL /t/ In /te-. m-a/
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Figure 12.22 YisiOj<?o_ms 20o.,2U ; 20b(2lb
PR0?0 /1/ pae.ce_dlir\rj duyjZ^LrJt
V&m 20 a, /t / la /to:
V<Srv\ 20 v, M iVv /to-, ma/
•m a ,
Y&in 2|o. A / .rv / to-t /
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12.27. Informant B's vowels are related to each other
on A^ - X , the parameter related to vertical
expansion of the interlahial space as follows (from
smallest to greatest on the scale):
f> u o i e a <1
(see figure 12.17). This pattern is consistent over
the following parameters, as well: E^ - , which
measures the overall frontal height; H - D-, and
H - I>2 j which measure the distance from the corner
of the mouth to the outer vermilion border of the
upper lip and the lower lip respectively, and is
related to protrusion and the extent to which the
anterior plane meets the posterior plane, if the H - D
measurements are related to those measuring
horizontal expansion and contraction of the lips;
A-, - X , which measures the distance between the
upper and lower lip, i.e. the vertical separation o-f
the lips, usually with correspondingly more teeth
visibility as the separation'increases; and Y - Y ,
which measures the horizontal extent of the inter-
labial space, which must therefore be considered
along with A2 - X.
The pattern for informant A is almost identical,
except that his vowel t> a<i and i> e<j are reversed
in their relationship along these dimensions, and the
vowels of the i>ocset have a larger interlabial
space than thet>u<i and t>ic vowels, and a smaller
overall height than the t> ac and *e4 vowel sets. This
is explained by the difference described above: the
>o< vowels are produced by informant B with a markedly
greater degree of jaw lowering. Thus, there is no
difference for informant A in vertical lip separation
for the vowels i>e<], t>a < and f>o <j. For informant B,
the relationship holds consistently over the three
additional parameters not considered for informant A:
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Z - Dv t>u 0 i a e <1 (with the reversal of
s>a<i and s>e<i)
Z - D2 ■*> u 0 i e a <1
Z - H 0 u 0 i e a <1
The pa-e<! reversal is related to a greater degree of
upper lip raising and protrusion for &a4. We find a
relationship as that in Z - along E^ - A^.
The difference in lip separation between the speakers
is at least partly explained by the different physical
structure of their lips. This difference is reflected
quite clearly in the extent to which the inner lip is
visible during vowel articulation. The vowels range
along X - 3^ (inner lip visibility) as follows:
Informant A: C> i e a o u o
Informant B: oieuaod
The inner lip is visible for informant B only when
some degree of outer protrusion occurs. With a minimal
degree of lip separation for i> u 4 and with lip separation
without protrusion for {> i <3 and !>e<, there is no inner
lip exposure. However, for informant A, there is some
inner lip exposure even in the neutral-closed position
(see figure 12.4 )• The lower lip differences are
also reflected in the fact that along B^ - Bp (lower
lip visibility) is the same for all informant B's
vowels, but differ slightly for informant A's.
The vov;els are produced with the same pattern for
lip spreading by both informants. Thus, the vowels
are ranged as follows, along - Cp (related to
spreading from the corners of the lips):
> u 0 a e i 4
The difference in pattern along - Dp is
explained by the fact that p-oc is produced with more
lip separation for informant A than for informant B.
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Figure 12.25.
The rank-ordering of the prolonged sound vowel
visual classes from -neutral to +neutral for each
of the 15 parameters for Informants A and B.
Informant A Informant B
■^-1-^2 uci^o<a<e uco<ri<eca
E1 - A± o<u<.a<i<e u = o<i=a<e
^2 "^2 u=o< a <ce = i u<o=e<i<ra
Ai - A2 i = e= a<o<u i = e= a<o<u
B-, - a = u<o = e=i No difference
X-B^ i = e= a<ocu i = e= u<a<ro
- C
2 o=u<e=a<i . u ( 0 < a < e = i
-^2 i<u<e=a<o i<u<o = e<a
H - D-, . u<o<i<e=a u<o<i<e<a
H - D-, uco<i^ace u<o<i<e<a
Ap-X u<.i<e=a = o u<o<i<e<a
" Y2 u < 0 < i < a <e u<o<i<e<a
Z-D-j - o=u<ica<e





p - The most dominant visual feature of
this class of sounds is the firm upper to lower lip
contact or closure for "both speakers, which is related
to a zero value on the k^ - X and X - dimensions.
There is no visible jaw. lowering and therefore no
marked lengthening in the overall vertical dimensions,
and pp 4- therefore figures on the low end of the
vertical parameters E-^ - and and , with a
correspondingly longer E-, - and 32 " E2 ' v;ilicil
are shortened from neutral by lip raising and lowering
respectively in the production of other sounds. The
shape of the lips in the horizontal - C^ dimension,
as well as in the anterior-posterior dimension, as seen
in relating the Z - H line with the horizontal plane
varies to a noticeable extent, according to context.
The closure for this sound is recognisably different
from the neutral closure for both speakers mostly
because the tension is visible in the creases along the
lips, as well as in the disappearance of the inner
vermilion border (marked with the surgical pen) inside
the closure.
This sound is therefore visually distinguishable
from other sounds and from the neutral non-speech
posture; moreover, other features that change
according to context point to the fact that the
articulation must be [t>po + Vowel^ or [i>p< + consonant)
or jconsonant + op^ (cf. Figures 12.7, 12.8, p.271, 272)
Pw< - The most dominant visual characteristic
of this sound is the protrusion of both lips, such that
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the outer rims of the lips form a circle-like shape
with a very tiny interlabial space. This shape can
be summarized visually as:
€>
This shape makes ow< visually distinctive across all
contexts. The interlabial space is so small, that it
cannot be measured for several of the w < visiograms
of speaker B. There is a relatively greater degree of
lower inner lip visibility for speaker A than for
speaker B. The position of >w<l on the low end of the
anterior-posterior dimensions H - and H - 1)^
from the lateral view, and on the low end of the
horizontal dimension , Y-, - Y£ , and the
vertical dimension A^ - X characterize it very
consistently. Protrusion does not necessarily lead to
a larger H - D line, since the measurement from H
starts at the visible corner. In this case, the corners
are introverted, but the lateral view shows a visibly
protruded angle of the lips in relation to the jaw:
*
It does not undergo obvious changes as a result of
context. (Fig, 12.27, P.333, vgm. 22a,b.)
Of <1 - This sound is very easily recognised
from a number of features that can - but do not
always - occur simultaneously in all contexts. One
very stable feature is the relationship of the upper
lip to the lower lip in the anterior-posterior
relationship for both speakers: the upper lip is
protruded forward and raised away from the upper teeth,
increasing the upper teeth-to-lip depth. The lower
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lit) is retracted so that the upper incisors come in
contact with it, fairly near the vermilion border or
on the inner lip. However, in some contexts, the
teeth are not at all visible, especially when they
rest on the inner lip since the outer lower lip is
often raised upwards as it retracts backwards, thus
hiding the teeth, especially if the upper lip is
protruded forwards without curling upwards. The jaw-
is also retracted backwards. C>f4 is thus
characterized along various parameters. The overall
frontal height along E-^ - is near to neutral.
It features on the low side on the E^ - A^ line,
because of the upper lip protruding outwards and on
the X - B-, line since the inner lip is usually
covered by the teeth. of<] features high on the
3^ - E2 line since the lower lip is not protruded and,
in some cases is pulled upwards and inwards, thus
smoothing or lengthening the distance to the chin. It
is on the low side of the lines A^ - X because there
is only very little interlabial space visible from a
frontal view; it also features low on the Y-^ - Y^,
D1 ~ D2 ' H ~ D1 anci H ~ S2 lines for the same
reason. However, the lips are more spread for
informant B than for informant A, so that s> f <a lies
at a diametrically opposed end of the - C^ line.
This does not affect the horizontal extent of the
interlabial space. Visually, >f<! can be summarized
as follows:
frontally: and laterally:
(Fig.12.27, P.333, vgm. 23, 2k a,b.)
>S^ ~ This is also a consistently easily
identifiable sound across all contexts for both speakers.
It is characterised by several features, usually
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occurring simultaneously, though some features are
modified in degree in some contexts. There is a great
degree of both upper and lower front teeth visibility
with no (or minimal) incisal separation"'" - thus no
extensive jaw lowering. Thus >J<i features at the
high end of both the A^, - X and the D1 - D~, lines
which relate to the extent of lip separation, and
therefore interlabial space. Since there is a good
degree of protrusion of both lips with additional
upper lip raising and lower lip lowering, there are
other parameters on which oj~4 also features dominantly.
These are: small E-^ - and - Elines,
because of the upper lip raising and lower lip lower¬
ing; a greater degree of inner lip visibility, as
seen in the longer X - B^ line; a moderate
line indicating its being not too spread but not very
contracted except insofar as it is necessary to obtain
a maximal lip separation and simultaneous curling of
the lips away from the teeth. Theoretically, oj4
should feature on the longer end of the H - D-^ and
H - lines, but, because of the overall expansion
of the lips away from the teeth, these lateral lines
are misleading because there is a straighter horizontal
plane frontally so that the points D-^ and D-, are
in fact further away from the mid line of the lips
than for other sounds, i.e. the line from the corners
of the mouth to the most anterior point of the lips is
much less than it could be with the same degree of
close protrusion. These features can be summarized
visually as follows:
(Fig. 12.28, p.33k, vgm. 25 a,b.)
1. i.e. They are not visibly separated.
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Or 4 - This class is certainly more
influenced "by the context than is, although these
sounds could be classed together because of similar
features. There seems to be a great deal of speaker
variation in the degree of similarity between >r< and
. Speaker A's lip posture for c=r 4 does not have
as marked a degree of protrusion as that of speaker B,
(See lateral view, in fig. 12.28, p33*f) except in the
case of t>r41 preceding an >o< or t> u.<j vowel. In fact,
B's >r<3 lip posture is fairly recognizable across
contexts. However, speaker A's >r<l lip posture
could easily be confused with the posture for the
following vowel. It is interesting, however, that
there is more lip protrusion for his articulation of
oro when the sound is not prolonged (as on the video
recording of the list read without prolonging
articulation of any of the sounds).
E>T<1 is characterized along the same
parameters as t>j"4 but not as easily identified on
any of these since fob informant A. it never lies at
the extreme end of these parameters, except for inner
lip visibility (X - B-^) and the H - D lines, where
it lies fairly close to 0J4 . Tor informant B, however,
W4 lies much closer to oJ4 except for the dimensions
B2 S2 ' ^1 ~ ^2 * A2 ~ X anc* Z ~ ^2 * It is
therefore distinguishable from >j"4 along the parameters
related to vertical lip separation and lower lip
lowering. It is sometimes possible to see the under¬
side of the tongue for speaker A during this retroflex
articulation. The place of t> r 4 along the
and - D2 dimensions is important in distinguishing
it by the features of less lip spreading and a smaller
vertical lip shape (from a lateral view) from the
less easily identifiable sounds described below. The
identifiability of this sound depends on the context.
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(cf. Fig. 12.28, P33k,vg*. 26a,b.)
The sounds >t j k h 2 4 are not easily
distinguishable from each other, or from thel>i, e<
andD>a4 vowel sets, by any conspicuous visible feature
along any particular parameter. They do not share
any of the features that characterize the sounds just
described - with the exception of >r<3. This is an
important point in that these 5 sound-types- are at
least identifiable as a class from the previous
classes of consonant sounds. The question is whether
we can further subdivide this into smaller groups.
The general feature of these sounds is that they are
always at the higher end of the line along all the
parameters. They .are thus recognized as having overall
more vertical and horizontal lip separation compared
with the other consonants, with the exception of t>jk.
This is reflected in their place on the ,
A-p - X lines. They are also characterized by more
horizontal lip spreading and lack of any movement in
the anterior-posterior direction, unless influenced by
the context. There are also some consistent differences
between these sounds along various parameters. The
problem arises not so much because there is no
consistent difference, but because the difference
occurs along the same parameters ana is, therefore, one
of degree and not of kind.
!>t 4 has the smallest lip and incisor separation
compared to the other sounds in this group, '.'/hen >t<3
is articulated, the lower teeth are visible for both
speakers; the upper incisors are sometimes visible
for informant A,, but not for informant B. There is
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markedly greater lip and incisor separation as seen
directly from the visiograms, and reflected in the
A2 - X and D-, - D2 lines, as follows for these
sounds:
Sneaker A Sneaker B
A2 - X t k 2 j h t 2 j k h
D-, - D2 t 2 k j h t j k 1 h
A greater degree of lip separation for these
sounds entails a greater degree of jaw lowering:
there is no independent lip movement. The five sounds
are ranged close to each other along most of the
parameters, o t or, alternatively i>j 4, occupied the
lower end of the range, whereas t> 2<s and t>h<ci, but
especially D>h4 almost consistently occupy the highest
end along all the parameters, p h <3 and t>2<3 are usually
on the same point along the low to high scale and
cannot be distinguished from each other in any way.
c>k< can be distinguished from >h<3 and p24 and often
is closer to in degree of lip separation. However,
there is a great deal of context-dependency for all of
these sounds, and it would only be possible to
distinguish two subgroups: i>t j k < and ph 2.<
Figure 12.26 shows the relationship of the
consonant sounds to each other along the parameters
accounted for.
These sounds cannot be distinguished visually from
the vowels of the i> i e 4 and [> a 4 group, and they
take on the visually distinctive features of the poo
and t>uo type vowels. Taken in isolation, they are
certainly more distinguishable from > e 4 and pa <1 than
they are from t>i<, but they occur very close to these
vowels along all the parameters considered. Their
distinguishability is probably lost completely in
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context, i.e. to identify them, the lipreader must
make use of cues other than features along these
parameters, cues such as the timing of events, for
example, (cf. Fig. 12.22, p3l6,vgm. 20 to 21, a,b,
Fig.12.28, 12.29, P.33^-5, vgm. 27 to 31 a,b.)
It should be noted here that a great deal of what
has been described as visual characterizing features
correspond to what a phonetician would describe when
making an impressionistic notation of a language.
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Figure 12.26.
The rank-ordering of the prolonged sound consonant
visual classes from -neutral to +neutral for each
of the fifteen parameters for Informants A and B.
Consonant
Patterns
Informant A Informant B
Ei - E2 f=P< J<v/=t^r<k<j<ch=? f<p<r<j =t<v;=j<h=2
E1 " A1 J <f= j <\v=r=t=k<h=? <p J< f=r=k <t=j<v/=h=2<p
^ - E
2 2 j~< j <t=k=h=( 2)<r<\7<f=p J<k=h=2< \v=r=t= j<p<f
A1 " A2 j <Hest Pest<p=f=2< w
31 " B2 j=p=k < f=r=t=j=h= 2 < v/ p < f=r= j < J let-h-? < v/
X - B1 p <f <]" =r=t=2< v/= j=k=h p<f<Pest <J = j
C1 "" C2 . w<f<r<p=J=j=k<h=2<t v;<p=J<r=2<f=t=k=h< j
D1 " D2 p <f=r<w<t<2<k< j = j~< h p <f<r<t<w< j=k<2<h= [
H - D1 p<w<f<t=J<r=j<k<h=2 p<\v=f<r < j< t< j=k=h=2
H - D2 f cv/<p<:r=t<j" = j=k<h=2 f<w=p<r<J< t=j=k<h=2
A2 - X p < f<w <:r=t<k< 2 <j = j < h p=v;<f< r=t=2 < j =k< h<f
Y1 " Y2 p<v/<f < Jct<r<k<j <h=2 p<w<f<r <J<2<t<k<j=h
Z - D-, J<f=r= j=2< \v=t=kcp<h
z - d2 f <p<:r< t <vi= j< k=2<h
Z - H J< i =r< p=w< t=j < k=
Figure 12.27 ViYioc^ms 22 a h>24a, 22 b to 24 b
PftobongeA cuCU-CvJlcxtjLerru ojl 1^1, /•{-/
V&rn 22a. /w/ la /twV[a/
b /"f / 'a /-f u)i: t/V&m 23
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Figure 12.28
\ ISiotjR-QmS 2 5a.it, 25a- J 25 b to 2$ b>
PRO^oa^-edl a.i?.bic cJ. gJjlo r\_ of /j~ / j I I OLia cL /j,
V&na 26 o-. /f f m_ /Ve-.jV
^ m 26 b /T / in. /-re-.
Tjin Z7 a- / j / in. /dju-n /
V&m 27 b /j* I ln- /clju^n/
srv\ 2 So. /j/ in /liwja/
22 b /j / i* / E i vajj a. /
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Figure 12.29 Yisio <j c.ams 2.3 a. to 31tx, 2-3 b to 3 I 1
Yem ^ a /k/ in /-TWi : r -e rv. /
Vbrn 2.3 b /k/ i a /-f hi: r e n. /
30 oo /K / i n / -P b & f ? i /
Vorrv\ 30b /in / in. /-f In a P 2 i /
Vgkv 31a hf in /t ? i: ?/
31 b /?/ in. A ? i: ?/
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FIGURE 12.30 P. 2. Verm-
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FTfiTTFF IP.^n -n ■*> V&rn. Tr?
-■CONS 0 N. ft "hTS
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FIGURE 12.30 p. k. \j Cr<^\ . 1 R. .
— CotsSo nCvnTS -
y&r*v \t\ 7-\ C> V-> <3 in. /Ka-^sj





FIGURE 12.31 P. 4 VG-r^i . ir2- -
— C O r^S O rvi (h NTS -
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12.29. The influence of the various contexts considered
A. Vowels
If we take the 0V0 structure as the posture for
the vowels that is closest to a aecontextualized
vowel (acknowledging that no such phonomenon exists),
we can make the following generalizations on the
basis of the data presented:
(i) The most marked context is the /J" context
in that it generally produces the following effects on
the vowel dimensions
1. A decrease in the overall frontal height
the E^ - Eg line - for speaker 3, even though there
is generally greater vertical expansion of the inter-
labial space as seen in the markedly increased - X
line. The effect on the overall frontal height for
speaker A is not seen in the front vowels.
2. A decrease in the E-, - A^ ' line, which reflects
a greater degree of upper lip raising, thus decreasing
the distance from the outer rim of the upper lip to the
nose. This does not occur very markedly for informant
A, and, in fact, there is a slight increase in the
E-^ - A1 line for t>oh for informant A, but the slight
difference (decrease) is otherwise consistent.
3. There is a corresponding decrease in the
Bp - E£ line, which reflects a greater degree of lower
lip lowering or curling downwards, thus decreasing the
distance between the outer rim of the lower lip and the
chin mark for informant E and for the front vowels of
informant A.
if. The difference in the A^ - A^ and the
Bf - B2 line is not very consistent, but these
dimensions must be considered along with the X - B-,
line, which reflects the amount of inner lower lip
3Mf
visibility ana is highly correlated to the tension in
the lips themselves that result, in a thickening or
thinning of the lips in connection with the horizontal
spreading and contraction. Informant B has consistently
more (but the same for p>o< ) inner lip visibility in
the / j~ context than in any other context;
whereas the difference for informant A is very slight,
if any, and reversed for oo u and uw4
5. The - X line, reflecting the vertical
expansion of the interlabial space increases markedly
for the /{" context for all of the vowels except
/u / for informant B and for the front vowels and the
back open vowel for informant A, but it decreases
markedly for the p>o 0:4 and i>uW4 contexts. Thus,
visually, the influence of the /j- context is
different for the two informants.
6. There are consistent differences in the
- C2 line, the horizontal dimension of the lips
from the corners of the mouth for both speakers, but
there are also consistent differences between the two
informants in this respect. Informant A's vowels in
the /J context show a consistently longer
G-| - C2 line except for [>o: 4 ; informant B's C-, - C2
line decreases for /J except for Oa , o , 0:4.
7. There is a corresponding decrease in the
Y-, - Y2 line for informant A for the back vowels and
a corresponding decrease in the Yn - Yp line for
informant B except for >0:0 and |>U4 This reflects
the horizontal line of interlabial space, or separation
of the inner corners of the mouth.
8. The only significant differences along the
H - ana H - dimension, which partly reflects
protrusion or retraction, is a decrease, for both
informants, along the H - Dp line for i>o<u
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9. Both speakers have a slightly greater lip
separation viewed laterally, along D-^ - , for the
frontal and central vowels and a marked decrease in
lip separation for the back vowels in the /J
context.
(ii) The influence of the labial context is not as
extensive as that of 0J4 . The labial context does,
however, have the following consistent effects:
1. A smaller E1 - and a smaller A^ - X
line, i.e. overall frontal height and vertical lip
separation for speaker A, except fort>uv,r4 The effect
on the vowels for informant B is not so marked and
sometimes, it consists of an increase along those
dimensions.
2. The C-^ - line or horizontal lip separation
is greater for informant A for the back vowels only.
The contextual effect on the vowels can be
summarized by saying that, there is a tendency to
articulate the vowels with some degree of protrusion
and upper lip raising and lower lip lowering when the
vowel is in a /j context, and to use the
minimum lip separation required when the vov/el is
articulated in a labial context.
12.30
B. Consonants
■Ye have seen how certain sounds, namely those in
classes 1 to 5> are easily identified by certain
visual characteristics due to their stability along
certain parameters. However, no sound is characterised
by the stability of all of the 12 (or 15) parameters
at the one time. Thus, even immediately identifiable
sounds such as i>p h or >f<] are modified in some
3*f6
ways across contexts
Generalizations as to contextual influence of
vowels on consonants can be made much more easily
than those of consonants on other consonants. Several
factors have to be considered regarding inter-
consonantal modifications. The articulatory
characteristics of the two adjoining segments are
relevant here. The relationship of the parameters
involved in the production of the two consonants
concerned, the importance of a specific parameter in
articulating each of the two consonants, the
dominance of the two sounds and their competitiveness
are all relevant factors. A further important
variable is the syllable structure and the specific
phonetic components making up the context. The
tendency of recurrent influences is stated as a
tentative generalization about the modification of a
sound in terms of its context.
The present study does not take all existing
variables into consideration. To do this, it would be
necessary to have much more controlled data comparable
to minimal pairs of full length phrases and utterances.
This would extend the data to impractical limits. I
feel that the data selected for this study is sufficient
to differentiate some of the possible visual units
associated with Maltese sounds. It is not within the
scope of the present study to delve further into
contextual modification beyond those that contribute
to the visual identiflability of a sound as well as
its amalgamation into a context. Furthermore, these
generalizations refer only to the data considered, i.e.
they are limited to two informants although I hope
that they will also be applicable to a much larger
number of native speakers of Maltese.
3W1
12.31. T,Ve see» then, that of the classes of sounds
considered, some are produced with very distinctive ana
stable lip articulation, so that they were identifiable
along several parameters, others are less easily
identified except negatively in the sense that they
are not of the stable classes. Stable sounds are not
modified in any context in such a way as to be
neutralized along their characterizing features.
Further, they exert an influence on other sounds which
they precede or follow if these sounds are not as stable.
Some stable sounds have a stronger influence than
others: >p<i , for example, is very stable in that it
always consists of a closure, but it only modifies
other sounds very slightly, if at all; t> w 4 , on the
other hand, always modifies other unstable sounds to
the extent that |>w4 is itself recognised during the
articulation of the sounds it modifies. We can talk,
therefore, not only of stable and unstable sounds, but
also in terms of dominant and less dominant sounds.
This means that, in a competitive context, the more
dominant sound has a greater influence on the sounds in
the context, whereas the less dominant sounds can
assimilate to the dominant sound in such a way that they
are no longer visually identifiable directly.
In conclusion, a hierarchy of the Maltese phoneme-
classes established in this section, depending on the
stability and dominance of the visual patterns by which
they are identified, can be set up as follows, from
most (1), to least (8) dominant. The following
should read: > J4 is of the stable classes, but more
dominant than > w 4 ; t> w 4 is also stable, but less




(2) E> w <3 (including [>u4 and
(3) t> f <3 \
(4) > P<
(5) (possibly further down)
(6) [>a<J , |>e <1 , and r>i<j
(7) th <3 and t> 2 <1
(8) t>t< , o j <3 , and »k <3 .
12.32. It is difficult to say, at this point, whether
the neutral rest-position and the other postures,
identified as non-sound, such as pause (often
distinguishable from rest in these two informants
because of some degree of lip separation) should be
classified as stable or unstable. They do not enter
into a relationship with other sounds so as to
influence them, except insofar as they provide a free,
non-competitive context. Although it has so far been
possible to distinguish all of the sounds studied
from the neutral rest-position, this cannot be
concluded as being the case for connected speech. It
seems to me, that some knowledge of the speaker's habits
have to be learnt before pause-patterns become identi¬
fiable from speech-patterns. A frame of reference has
to be built for each speaker in turn, depending on his
or her physiological make-up, as well as speech habits.
Some speakers, for example, signal the 'about-to-speak'
idea in their lip patterns long before they actually
say anything. Others start off quite consistently from
a neutral-closed position.
The interpretation of speech through visual patterns
depends on other non-linguistic visual information,
which may be as crucial to communication as the
linguistic part of the speech event. Since, to a great
extent such information is excluded from the
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experimental situations discussed here, it does not
form part of the data. However, I would not wish to
undermine its possible importance.
12.33. seems that there are more obvious and less
obvious lip movements. It is my impression that the
lipreader looks on features such as protrusion, lip
curling upwards or downwards, complete closure, as
positive identification clues. Different degrees of lip
separation, on the other hand, though identifying a set
of sounds from other sets, are not as easily recognisable.
As far as the vowels are concerned, therefore, the
protruded, rounded and open vowels are more distinct than
the close and half-close unrounded vowels. This may
be related to proprioceptive knowledge, due to the fact
that in the one case, the lips are active, and, in the
other, they are passive, or only led on by tongue and jaw
movement. Thus, the vowels /uu/, /u/, /o/, /o:/, /a/,
/a:/ can be considered along with the stable consonant
sounds, and /i/, /!:/, /i'Vj /e/, /e:/ can be considered
with the unstable consonant sounds - in visual terms.
The latter group is unstable because, since the lips are
not necessary in the stricture required for the
articulation of the sounds, they are free to anticipate
or continue the movement required for the following or
previous sounds, as the case may be.
This does not mean that the posture "reached"
momentarily - a moment which was prolonged artificially
for the purpose of this study - is always (or ever)'
the most crucial clue to the identification of a sound.
That the lipreader sees is movements to and from these
postures. This investigation, then, ends with a
query: What type of movements are involved, and how do
they tie in with the identifiable shapes just described?
To probe into this, it was necessary to look at the
movements used in connected speech. This is the
question taken up in the study that follows.
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Chapter 13
Visible Patterns in Connected Speech
13. Study 11 : Connected Sneech
13.1. Purpose
In this section, I describe a cinematographic study
of the visual patterns of connected speech. The
purpose of this was to relate the patterns visible in-
prolonged articulation to those visible in fast
connected speech. Several questions also arose out
of the study of lip patterns used in producing words
in isolation:
1. Are the visual units in connected speech as
distinct as those that can be isolated from
prolonged articulation, i.e. can the same
'postures' described as distinctive, still be
recognised in connected speech?
2. Can pauses be isolated from speech?
3. In what way can movements be related to visual
units? Do 'target postures' simply form part
of a movement? Or do they form the nucleus or
hinge of a larger organizational unit?
4. What temporal clues can be used to relate
visual to auditory-sound patterns?
5. How much assimilation takes place visually?
6. In what ways can larger (or smaller) units be
seen to relate to syllables, words, phrases
and other units of the spoken language?
13.2. Procedure
To answer these questions, I decided to film the
informants used in the previous study reading a
continuous text. The film was made, using a 16 mm.
Beaulieu camera running at fifty-eight frames per
3-51
second". The sane visiograph set-up as in the previous
study was used, with the cine camera placed at the
same angle ana instead of the camera used for still
photography. A special pulse generator was built by
Messrs. Smith, Dodds and Macrae at the Phonetics
Laboratory of Edinburgh University. This pulse
generator enabled the synchronisation of sound with
film as it provided an accurate sound-with-vision
alignment, using clicks generated at the rate of one
click for every frame filmed. The visiograph was set^
up in the recording studio with the camera focussed
through the window to the next room of the studio, so
there would not be any camera noise interfering with the
recording of the speech material. The speech signal
and the clicks were recorded on separate channels,
using the Sevox tape-recorder. This recording was
later analysed using the electrokymograph set-up
for calibration - with four simultaneous tracings for
time, clicks, pitch and intensity of the speech signal.
The data was later repeated through the electrokymograph
mask to give an analysis of the air pressure from the
mouth and nose, a time signal, as well as a laryngo-
graphic recording. This was done whilst the speaker
listened through headphones to the recording made during
the film. This data was then used as an additional
guide to segment the speech wave form more reliably on
the previous recording, although, of course, there
were still differences between the two recordings.
13.3. The data
The speech material for the film consisted of a
text made up of 22 Maltese sentences that are
syntactically acceptable, but semantically nonsensical
in that they are unlikely ever to relate to real
1. The camera had no fixed speed-stop setting. It
was intended to film at Gk frames'per second.
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events. The data is given below (see figure 13.lj.
I decided to include all the acceptable CC
clusters of the 'representative' consonants used in
the previous study, and all the 'representative'
consonants in the context of the five vowel types as
used for the citation form study, to allow adequate
comparison. The selection is shown in figure 13.2.
below. Although members of the non-dominant classes
were not found to be visually contrastive (e.g. t>h<3,
t>2<j, t>t«, >k< , t\j« ), they were retained in the
connected speech material to allow more extensive
investigation of their stability and identifiability.
The data was selected so that each of the consonant
representatives occurred syllable-initially in the
context of every other consonant representative, both
preceding and following it, that is, both as C-^ and
as of a releasing CC cluster, as well as
followed by each vowel type ( - only clusters that are
permissible Maltese clusters). A few exceptions, which
could not be accommodated without extending the text
any further, occur as consonant sequences across
syllable or word boundaries. In some cases, members
other than the representative-sound were used additional¬
ly (one notable example being /l/ ). Figure 13.2.
shows the way the data was classified. Where several
examples of the same type occur, they are listed at the
bottom. Repetition of some words such as < il-> (the),
and <( ta> (of), also <-kom> (morpheme meaning 'you')
is inevitable.
The data was intended to be spoken by both informants
in fast colloquial style for a comparative study.
Informant A's unfamiliarity with the type of speech
material used resulted in several hesitations, thus
making the rhythm and the speech generally rather
unnatural, and therefore, the data acquired using him
as an informant was rejected as entirely unsuitable.
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Figure 15.1a.
The textual data for the cinematographic study of
the visual patterns of connected speech.
Orthography and gloss
L-gherq taa-dielja u 1-btiehi tbierku bix-xita.
The roots of the vine and the yards were blessed
with rain.
Ma ftakritx kernm ckienu u krienu 1-fkieren meta
bkew ghat-thaxwix f'xahar il-gwiez.
She didn't remember how small and ugly the tortoises
became when they cried for the rustling during the
month of walnuts.
Xbajna u xrafna ghax fil-kwota tat-trab li xtrajna
mit-Tajwan kxifna frak ileqq f'wiccna bnal kwiekeb.
We are fed up and have become hardened because we
uncovered fragments that shine in our faces like
stars in the quota of dust that we bought from
Taiwan.
Instab gherf f'ghajn il-ktieb u f'qarn il-bdabad.
Wisdom was discovered in the source of the book
and the horns of the goats.
Il-mnieghel.' xi zlieg hawn fil-liwja tal-kfief
imnizzla.
Damn! what slime there is in the folds of the
hems that have been taken down.
L-armla mliet il-bwiet bil-hobz ghax ma tawx kas
jaghtu platt kbir lil Xmun qabel ma baghtuh ghall-
mewt f'banju tal-pitrolju.
The widow filled her pockets with bread because
they did not bother to give Simon a large plate
before sending him to his death in a bach' of
kerosene/liquid fuel.
Ghall-erwiehJ tawk tewm twil biex terga thawrilhom
zlazi b'xi brungiel li tawhom meta hxienu.
Thank God J they gave you long garlic to make them
some spicy sauces with the aubergines that they
gave them when they grew fat.
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8. Ewiefen "htija tal-gHawm tat-tfal bic-cfuf tas-suf
oUxon.
Winds are to be blamed on the swimming of the
children with the thick woollen bows.
9. Mur Tiudkom kemm titgharrxu zzuru 1-bitha b'fanal
li writt fix-xhur tax-xitwa jekk ma turux
widintkom bla ma tqumu fuq ruhkom bil-Hegga.
I can just imagine how tickled (lit.) you would
be if you had to visit the yard with the lantern
that I inherited in the Winter months if you do
not uncover your ears without livening yourselves
up zealously.
10. Qiskom tisthu tilwu ftit ir-regoli tal-habs, ma
jmorrux jaghmlu ghalikom.
It seems that you are too ashamed to bend the
prison rules in case you should be scolded.
11. Tkellem dwar il-pjan li tawh bi kliem u qwiel
lesti f'Halqu.
Pie talked about the plan they gave him with
prepared words and idioms.
12. Jkollu jibqa' ghax xorta x'qal se jwettaq.
He will have to stay because he will still do what
he said.
13. Il-bqija tal-njar qrasu imma jridu jieklu 1-qxur
ghax fjakki.
The rest of the cucumbers have gone sour, but they
want to eat the skin because they are hungry.
F'liema gwardarobba qfilt il-hwejjeg hfief lwien
il-fjuri meta Urigt it-tqal li kont hbejt.
In which wardrobe did you lock the light, flower-
coloured clothes when you took out the heavy ones
that you had hidden?
13. M'ghandux x'jagnmel hlief ifarrak u jxarrab
x'lestejt u lqatt.
He has nothing else to do except breaking and
wetting the things that I prepared and hit.
16. Qlajt kjass bil-qtil ta' dawk li hkimt.
I raised an uproar as a result of the deaths of
those I ruled.
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17. Fil-qosor, qbilt li kont tLqarthom bl-irkejjen ta'
rftam" jaqta' 1-lafram.
In short, I agreed that I had tormented them with
the corners of the flesh-cutting marble.
18. X'Hin joghlob yhalli l-hlevraa u jqajjem il-korla.
Villen he slims down he leaves sweetness and awakens
anger.
19. It-talb ta' Karl kollu telf gnax 1-imgnallem ma
nhallx.
Karl's prayers are all in vain because the master
did not melt.
20. ITudhom dawk it-tjur li harbu halq ljun jbezza
x-xemx.
Take the fowl that escaped the mouth of the lion
that frightens the sun.
21. Ir-romol Maltin jieklu kejl tarja fis-saj'f u
jdelku 1-melh. bil-porga li jdewqu lit-trabi.
The Maltese widowed eat a measure of vermicelli
in Summer and grease the salt with the laxative
that they make the children taste.
22. XegHelna d-dawl ikhal u rajna li ghadhom mxattrin;
ghalhekk qeghednihom fost 1-imkemmxin fuq it-targa.
We switched on the blue light and saw that they
were still unequal/creased; so we put them with
the creased ones on the step.
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Figure 15.1b.
A phonemic transcription of Informant B's reading of
the 22 sentences used in the cinematographic study
of the visual patterns of connected speech.
The transcription was made from the film
recording. Dashes indicate syllabic boundaries; no
attempt is made here to preserve any unit beyond the
syllable. Each sentence is numbered. === indicates
a pause.
1. 'le:r2 - tad - 'di:l - ja - ul -'pti: - hi -'dbi:r
- ku - bi J - J" i - ta
2. ma - ftall -'ritj - kern: -'tj" ki: - nu: -'kri: -
hul - 'fki: - re - me - ta - pkew - at - thaj~ -
'wi^J f J a:r - il wi:s
3. 'j'-baj - na - u - 1 j raf - na ~='a:[ - fil -' kwo:
- ta - tat -'tra:p - li - 'J" traj - na - mit -
tai -'wan -'kjif - na -'fra:k - i. - 'le2: -
'fv/itj - na - phal -' kwi: - kep
k. in - sta:p -'e:rf -'fajn - il -'kti:p - u f2arn
- il -'bda: - bat
3. il -'mni: - el - ji -'zli:tf -'awn - fil -*liw
- ja - tal -'kfi:f - im -'niz - la
6. lar - mla -'mli:t - il -'bwi:t - oil - 'hops -
'a:J" - ma - 'tav/j- 'ka:s -'ja: - tu - 'plat: -
'gbiJr - lil - J muwn -'2a - bel - ma -'ba: - tu:h
- al - newt -1vban - ju - tal - pit -'rol - ju
7. al - ler - wi:h - tawk -'tewn -'twill -' bi:J -
1ter - d^a - thaw -'ri - lorn -'tsla: - tsi -
pji - brun -1d^i: 1 - li -1 taw - horn - me - ta -
'hji: - nu
8. ir -' wi: - fen -'hti: - ja - ta -'lawm - tat -
'
tfal - bitj - 'tj fuwf - tas -' suwf -' oh - J on
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9. ' mu^r -'huv/t - kom - kem: - ti - 'tar - j u - iz -
' zuu - ru - il - bit - ha - pfa -'na:l - liv; -
'rit: - fij j" u';r - taj - 'jit - v/a - jek: - ma -
tu -'ru,Y| - v/i - dint - kom - bla - ma -'t?uv/ -
mu -'fuw2 -'ruwh - kom - bil - 1 hed^ - :a
10. '2i^s - kom - 'tis - thu - 'til - vru -'fti^t - ir -
're - go - li - tal -'haps - maj - mor -'ruw(~ -
i
. . i , . j ,
ja:m - lu - a: - liJ - kom
11. 'tkel - lem - ' dv/a: r - il -'pja:n - li -' tav/h - bi -
'kli:m - u - ' 2v/i: 1 -'les - ti -'fhal - ?u
12. i -'kol - lu - 1 jip - 2a a:j" - ' jor - ta -
J"2a:l - sej -Vet - ta2
13. il -'p2i^ - ja - tal -'hja:r -l2ra: - su - im -
maj -'riJ - du - ' ji:k - lul - 2Juwr —'a:J -'fjak-
ki
i i i
Ik, fli: - ma - gv/ar - da - rob - ba - 2filt - il -
hv/ej - jetj - hfi:f - il - v/i: n - il - fju - ri¬
me - ta - hritj t - it -'t2a: 1 - li - kont - hbejt
15. man' -' auwj~ -'Jja: - mel -'hli:f - i -'far - rak -
uj - 'Jar - rap -'j~les - tejt - ul -' 2at:
16. '21ajt -'kjas: - bil -'2ti^l - ta -'dav/k - li -
'hkimt
17. fil -'20 - sor - 2bilt - li - kont -'h2ar - torn -
blir -'kej - jen - tar - ha:m -'ja2 - tal -'la -
ham
18. 'JhiJ"n - 'jo: - lop - i -'hal - lil -'hlev; - v/a -
uj -'2aj - jem - il -'kor - la
19. it -'talp - ta -'karl -lkol - lu -'telf -'a:f -
I '
li - mal - lem - man - halj"
20. hul/ - aom - dav/k - it - 't juY;r - li -'har - bu -
'hal? - il - 'ju"Yn - i - lbez - zaj -' j emj"
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21. ir - 'ro - nol - nial -'ti^n -'ji: - klu -'kejl -
'tar - ja - fis -'sajf - uj -'del - kul -'melh -
oil -'por - ga - lij - 'dew - 2u - lit -'tra: - bi
22. '[el - nad -'dawl -'ik - hal - u -'raj - na -'li:
-'a: - don - in - J"at -'tri^ n - a -'lek - 2ed -
'ni:- on - fost - lin - ken -'JiJn - fu2 - it -1
tar - d? a
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13,k» The data analysis technique
The analysis presented here is based on a frame-
by-frane analysis of the -tv/o films made of speaker B.
Film 1 contains sentences 1 to 16; film 2 contains
sentences 16 to 22. Every fifth frame was numbered by
hand, using a divider, since the electronic counter
used during the filming did not show up on the film.
The electrokymographic tracings of the sound recording
were also analysed. The clicks and time traces were
numbered and calculated, and the speech signal was
segmented. The second recording made (see 13.2. above)
was found to be very useful when the information from
the speech wave form and the pitch and intensity traces
were not sufficiently clear in indicating a change in
sound type. Of course, some segmentation problems
still had to be solved arbitrarily. Since no information
about what the other speech organs were doing at the
same time could be obtained from cinefluorography or
dynamic palatography, it is not possible to talk about
the synchronisation of other articulators except insofar
as this can be inferred from- the other data.
A preliminary analysis of the film was run at 16
fps (approx. -6 of the speed) to determine whether
further categories were needed in order to describe
adequately the visual characteristics of connected
speech. It was decided that the categories and termi¬
nology used for the prolonged speech data would be
sufficient, except that the reference was now to
movements and not postures.
After a preliminary run through of the film at 16
f.p.s., the data was analysed frame-by-frame. A
description of the visual movements was recorded with
reference to the frame number of the frame in which they
appeared, indicating the start and end of a movement,
of obvious, recognisable 'postures' and their 'approach'.
The segmented audio trace was then fitted in (aligned
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with the frame number indicated by the click number) to
allow reference to be made to the auditory data
correlated with the movements. Tracings were made of
some 'postures' considered as target stages or
reference points for the movements to enable comparison.
Thereafter, the film was again run at 16 frames per
second for 2 main reasons:
1. to check that the description noted down from
the frame-by-frame ana-lysis was observable in
the moving image;
2. to see whether there was any sort of observable
rhythm visible in the speech movements that
could be related to an organizational unit in
the data, i.e. a unit higher than the individual
speech sound.
13.5. Presentation of results
The rest of this chapter is divided as follows:
(1) a comparison is made between the parameters used
for the prolonged articulation data and the connected
speech data; (2) the patterns of 'postures' identi¬
fiable in connected speech are described; (3) the
patterns of movements in the connected speech data are
discussed. This is the major section as it presents
the film data analysis; (k) the timing of events and
the hierarchy of organizing units within connected
speech is discussed. The chapter is concluded with a
discussion on the possible interpretation of visual
patterns in normal everyday speech.
13.6. The relevance to continuous stieech of the
-parameters used for the description of
•prolonged sounds
I would like to suggest some modifications to the
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concepts put forward in the discussion of the
prolonged speech data in order to account for the
different type of data we are dealing with here. In
the present data we have to account for movements.
Movement can perhaps be thought of, for convenience,
as constituting a series of postures held only moment¬
arily. This definition can only be convenient if we
account for postures within the dimension of time.
Moreover, it has to be seen whether the identifiable
postures of prolonged speech are just as identifiable
and whether they are still recognisable along the same
parameters.
First of all, I would like to reconsider the
'neutral-closed' posture introduced in the last chapter.
This concept is still useful here because the 'neutral-
closed' posture marks some of the long pauses between
sentences. Moreover, it is still distinguished from
other sounds requiring firm lip contact by the same
features given in the description of prolonged speech,
namely, the absence of lip-surface deformation, which is
required for the labial oral and nasal stop postures,
which also have closed lips. However, it is not easy
to recognise a labial sound which initiates an
utterance, and therefore occurs at the end of a pause
period, since the same tissue deformation could simply
be a "waiting to speak" signal. This is resolvable
within the time dimension, as will be seen below.
V/e now have to add another concept, that of the
'neutral-open' posture, that also marks non-speech.
This posture is particularly common in the shorter
pauses between utterances or parts of utterances, and
the beginnings and ends of longer pauses. For informant
B, whose connected speech data forms the bulk of this
study, there are quite definite distributional criteria
for these two neutral non-speech postures, or "pause-
markers", depending on the length and purpose of the
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pause. A very long pause "between sentences is often
marked by a period of neutral closure; shorter pauses,*
where only the absolutely minimal time is taken for
pause, and therefore, the whole non-speech period is
still anticipating speech, are characterized by a
neutral-open posture. Both pause-postures are
recognisable by their absence of movement for most of
their duration. There is a hardly noticeable movement
towards a more open state than is necessary for the
first speech sound just before each reinitiation of the
speech act.
Both these pause-postures are important in that
they mark what is speech from what is not speech.
However, visual movements in connected speech cannot be
measured as the deviation 'neutral' or 'pause' postures:
movements can only be seen in relation to the most
recent posture reached. This is one crucial difference
between the analysis of connected speech and the
analysis of prolonged speech data. Since no posture is
actually prolonged, we have to abandon the term in the
sense used previously. 'He have to modify it to refer
to a stage in a movement, or, more accurately, a stage
or turning point between two movements. It is a stage,
nonetheless, that is identifiable, and therefore very
important in its own right.
The same terminological framework used to describe
the postures in the prolonged speech data is applicable
to the present study because we are still concerned
with movements in three dimensions. We see:
(a) lower and upper lip raising and lowering;
(b) jaw raising and lowering;
(c) jaw retraction and protrusion;
(d) upper and lower lip protrusion and retraction;
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(e) upper and lower lip spreading and contraction,
as well as movements of the corners of the
mouth forwards or "backwards.
.The movements of connected speech, then, are
describable in the same way, via the same parameters,
with the important difference that they occur in a
continuum of movements where one movement flows into
the next. Each description refers to a dynamic process
such that what was previously recognised as protrusion
because of the deviation of the lips from neutral in
an anterior direction, can only be called a protruding
movement if the previous stage reached was less
protruded and a movement of the lips in the anterior
direction can actually be identified. Thus, a protruding
movement, the initiation of which can be identified at
/I/ of /ilwu/ in the speech signal, is coextensive
in time with three sounds, > [v/] [U1 • ^1ne
number of phonemic units accompanied by the same visual
movement, can only be resolved if the timing of events
allows. Lip retraction in the posterior direction, for
example,, usually follows lip protrusion if a sound like
/a/ follows a sound like /u/ or /J"/ , and so on,
even though /a/ in isolation cannot be thought of as
a sound produced with lip retraction.
V/e see, therefore, that the identification of some
sounds can take place by immediately recognising some
visible features (see below 13.7. ), whereas other
sounds are signalled as movements away from an
identifiable sound. This is, in fact, an advantage
because we can now recognise certain phenomena in the
speech continuum which were not, in themselves,
recognisable, with reference to the neutral-closed
posture. Postures, or target positions, can be
considered as reference points, throwing light on the
identification of preceding and following movements or
the movements to- ana-from themselves - since they
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can be considered as a changing stage in the direction
of the two movements. Vle have the additional time
factor as a cue, of course. The 'postures' are
constantly changing and can be traced in terms of
timing and duration. Thus, the duration of the lip
contact for £p"] may be much shorter in a cluster
when it is followed by an unidentifiable consonant as
C2 and this may be important in identifying the unit.
Timing is considered below.
One important aspect of connected speech that has
been implied throughout is the fact that sounds
accommodate each other, so that, for example, the
degree of close protrusion for [u]} may well be
increased if it is followed by another syllable with
an element articulated with some protrusion such as
[tj-] , for example. On the other hand, protrusion for
[u"} may be decreased if it is in the context of an
element requiring lip spreading, such as ^i:"] , or
retraction with the lower lip for [f] , and so on.
Several more complex accommodation phenomena can be
seen. This is the 'struggle of survival' of dominant
and non-dominant sounds. The identifiability of a non-
dominant sound can be highlighted if it is sandwiched
between two dominant sounds in the same syllable, for
example [i in (kfi: f] . The short opening
required between the first and the second [f] could
only possibly be interpreted as a close vowel sound,
and certainly not [a*] , (_a:l , [e:l or [e^.
since these require a greater degree of jaw opening.
It is, in some ways, easier to identify movements,
and interpret them than it is to recognize postures in
isolation. This is because the three dimensional
moving image is easier to relate to a continuum of
sound than is a static image. Small movements are also
easier to detect than small deviations from the neutral
posture: movements are visible; the neutral posture must
be recalled. The slight movements of the jaw and
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the corners of the mouth are extremely informative,
and can only be detected through the actual movement.
This is important especially in the interpretation of
the visual units organized in time, as opposed to the
identification of certain postures reached. Vowel
movements indicating the presence of a syllable, are
often very slight movements of the jaw. On the other
hand, the movements are often very fast and cannot be
interpreted on their ovra.
13.7. 2ecoenisable 'nosture' stages
An analysis of the film shows that the more marked
visual patterns are immediately recognisable and can be
reliably related to the dominant segments characterized
by these patterns. These segments are:
1. Those requiring complete contact between upper
and lower lip, i.e. firm closure of the interlabial
space [_p, b, m"] . They are additionally recognisable
by a quite quick movement of the lips from a position-
in which the lips are often well apart, to a firm
closure.
2. Those segments requiring marked protrusion of
the lips with a good degree of upper lip lowering and
lower lip raising, such that the lips are round-shaped
and a very small interlabial space is visible. These
are [ w,][u] and [_o] . They are distinguishable
from each other by the greater (for [wj and [ul ,
and lesser for ^o] ) degree of tight closure and,
therefore, amount of interlabial space. These are
additionally recognised by the definite movement out¬
wards of the corners of the mouth from the side view,
as the lips contract horizontally and approach each
other vertically.
3. Those segments requiring retraction and often
raising of the lower lip with some protrusion of the
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upper lip, so that two upper front teeth are often
visible, resting on the inside of the lower lip. These
are [f"] and [v^ . They are additionally recognised
by the movement of the lips in a contrasting relationship
to each other on the anterior-posterior dimension,
k. Those segments requiring a good degree of
protrusion, as well as upper lip raising and lower lip
lowering, allowing a good amount of teeth visibility,
usually without any jaw movement (at least not throughout,
and not a necessary part of the articulation in all
contexts) or corresponding incisal separation. These
features mark the sounds [J] , > these
sounds are also additionally recognised by the quick
movement of the lips in opposite directions vertically,
and without any horizontal contraction that is not
required by the vertical movement.
The above can be considered as the most immediately
recognisable 'events' in the speech continuum. They are
always there when one of the segments characterized by
them occurs. Just as important-is the fact that
these events never occur unless one of the associated
segments is there. Thus,[xJ [^] cannot be put into the
same category because its characterizing features are
only left intact in favourable non-competitive contexts.
This does not, hov/ever, mean that the visible events
are simply coextensive with only that segment in time.
They often take place over a duration that covers more
than just the single segment which they characterize.
The only possible exception in the present data, is
when the utterance-initial segment requires complete
closure, which was already there in the pause stage.
This ambiguity could occur because surface deformation,
that usually accompanies speech (in contrast to pause
patterns) often characterizes a 'speech anticipation'
gesture overlaid on the pause pattern. However, it is
usually the case that a period of static lip separation
precedes all utterances except those starting with a
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class 1 ( >p4 ) shape. In this case, a neutral-
rest pattern is followed by a 'surface deformation' on
a neutral-closed stage of much longer duration than any
occurrence of either of [p}3 [b] or [_m] in any
context. So, this occurrence must be interpreted as
the anticipation of a class 1 sound followed by the
sound itself, but difficult to segment from it
visually.
It would be very difficult to base the interpretation
of speech from visual patterns on four identifiable
patterns linked to eleven contrastive sounds. The
recognition of these sounds themselves, in fact,
involves more than that because each sound is articulated
along with a preceding and/or following sound. There
is usually, therefore, what I would like to call a
"syllabic gesture", which forms the reference point for
identification of larger units of speech rather than
the individual sound itself. The syllabic gesture
involves some type of opening or closing movement from
either a recognisable or a vague pattern to another, a
movement that can be used to trace the vowel type of
each succeeding syllable. The recognisability of the
movement depends very much on the similarity or
difference between the sequential syllables, primarily
therefore, on the type of vowels following each other,
since jaw movement usually reflects tongue height for
vowels. When syllables contain identical or very
similar nuclei (vowels), one movement actually glides
over both syllables. Other articulatory organs,
primarily the tongue, may be very active at the time,
but there are no associated simultaneous visible
movements differentiating between them. This merits




13.8.1. It is difficult to talk of the visible movements
of the lips and jaw without reference to the identifiable
'postures' already described as characteristic of
certain sound types. In fact, I will be talking of
movements as movements to and away from such postures
in the case of the dominant sound-types because the
more closely I investigate the visible patterns of
speech, the more it seems that these posture-types
form some of the targets of the movements involved.
However, the movements cover a much more complex
sequence of non-visible articulatory events than do
the posture stages themselves. It is usually possible
to identify movements that cover units very close to
the syllable in structure. (These are listed as 1, 2,
and 3 below.) These movements seem to pattern around
a vocalic target, that is, generally, the most open
phase of the jaw required for each syllable. I will be
dealing here with these movements covering at least the
more important part of the syllable, the vowel plus
one or more dominant or non-dominant sounds. To do
this, I have categorized types of movements that I have
been able to identify in the data, as follows:
1. (i) Vowel + Dominant consonant;
(ii) Dominant consonant + Vowel;
2. (i) Vowel + Non-dominant consonant;
(ii) Non-dominant consonant + Vowel;
3. (i) Dominant consonant + Dominant consonant +
Vowel;
(ii) Vowel + Dominant consonant + Dominant
consonant.
This categorization accounts for all types of
(C)(C)V(C)(C) syllables, as well as syllables with an
initial CCC cluster, since these simply have an
additional dominant or non-dominant consonant.
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There are two main reasons for this categorization.
The first relates to the identifiability of the four
dominant sound-types from the nearest vowel. The
overall patterns for >p< Cf<3 are easily
recognisable from the visual patterns for the vowels;
0 w <1 is identical to t>u<3 , of course, but does not
create any ambiguity since the consonantal versus
vocalic status of this sound is related to distributional
criteria. The second reason is that it is possible to
distinguish between the relationship of a dominant
consonant movement to a single consonant from the
relationship of a movement to a CV structure, or
indeed to any other structure, via the duration of the
movement. The movement for a dominant consonant
usually includes as an identifiable part of it a
vocalic target, as will be seen below. Further, this
categorization allows the identification of dominant
from non-dominant syllables, i.e. syllables with at
least one uniquely identifiable element from others
v/ith no easily recognisable components.. I use the
term 'uniquely identifiable' because it should still
be possible to interpret some types of syllables from
the visual patterns that do not bear a one-to-one
correspondence with a single sound type.
The more complex syllables, in terms of movements
involved, are the more easily recognised ones, because
separate movements involve different turning-points
and, therefore, more information as to the vowel type
and the different degrees of openness required for the
various components.
Movements are therefore associated v/ith units of
sound far larger than the dominant or non-dominant
sound to which they relate directly. They car-
encompass one consonant in a syllable, e.g. contact
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of upper lip with lower lip in 2.1 ^ [ml ; a CV
structure that also constitutes a whole syllable, as
in the protrusion and upper lip lowering and lower lip
raising in 1.9 for [ku] ; part of one plus
another whole syllable, in the case of retraction and
upper lip raising and lower lip lowering in 1.6 and
1.7 in [ti: hi] ; a CC structure that forms part
of a syllable can be covered by one movement uniquely
associated with one of the consonants of the cluster,
as, for example with the S> f <1 type movement in
5.11 for [kf] ; whereas, the VC that forms the
rest of the same syllable is covered by the two
movements of opening from s> f <5 posture, and back to
an E>f <3 posture for [i:f] , also in 5.11. The
same movement can continue for a duration of two
syllables in the case of unstressed syllables contain¬
ing no dominant element, as for example 8.5 and 8.6
[ ja - ta] .
13.8.-2. In the section that follows, I will be using
symbols to summarize the verbal description. These
are as follows:
encloses a number of elements only
one of which is involved at any
one time;
refers to lip protrusion;
refers to lip spreading;
refers to neutral posture;
1. The numbers refer to 13.1b, e.g. 2.1 means
sentence 2, syllable 1.
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refers to the position/movement of
the lips as is required for the
segment in question (enclosed in
brackets);
refers to raising or lowering of the
jaw or lips(as specified) respectively.
is superimposed over one or more
segments to show that the movement
takes place during the duration of
all of the segments.
13.9. Movements involving
It has already been shown that the never changing
feature of - this t> p<3 class of sounds is the firm
contact of the upper and lower lip in what can be
called a lip-closure posture. This 'posture' is held
in the data investigated for an average duration of
if frames, corresponding to approximately 7 centiseconds.
The very fast movement to closure of the lips, probably
makes the closure easier to perceive. Closure can
occur within two frames (approximately 3.3 centi¬
seconds) even when the previous opening is very great.
It seems that the closure is more difficult to perceive
(relatively) when it occurs after a sound requiring
very close approximation of the lips, as, for example
for > f< . The movement following closure, i.e. the
separation of the lips towards another target is much
slower than is the movement to closure of the lips.
Simultaneous with the vertical movement of the
lips towards each other, are other movements related
to the context in which c> p 4 sounds occur. If
movements in the horizontal and/or anterior-posterior
direction are required for sounds preceding the stop,
the following things can happen during the closure
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stage of the complex movement.
1. In the case of a preceding sound requiring
protrusion
(i) the lips can continue protruded throughout
the closure stage if the following sound also requires
protrusion;
(ii) the lips can gradually retract and spread if
the following sound requires spreading;
(iii) the lips can retract to a neutral-type
posture if the following sound requires lip separation
but no significant degree of movement in a horizontal
or anterior-posterior direction.
In the case of (ii) and (iii) the movements can
be considered the same if the elements preceding are
replaced by those following > p <a , and vice versa, but
with a reversal in the direction of the movement.
Sometimes, the effect of the preceding or following
sounds requiring protrusion, can result in horizontal
contraction of the lips during the p> p <1 closure,
with little or no movement in the anterior-posterior
direction.
2, In the context of a preceding dominant sound
requiring retraction, namely, lower lip retraction in
relation to the upper lip (which usually is protruded)
for the sounds [f"] and ^v^J , then the following
movements can take place during the closure stage:-
(i) (ii) (iii)
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(i) upper lip protrusion and lower lip retraction
in an >f<i - type posture (see figure 12.27, p.333)
can be maintained throughout the closure, and even
during the release of a vowel or consonant requiring
protrusion;
(ii) in the same context as (i), protrusion may
occur for both lips during the second half of the
closure stage;
(iii) a more relaxed contact would replace the >f<i
-type posture of the closed lips in any context other
than that specified in (i);
(iv) the upper lip may retract and spread in
anticipation of the spreading movement required for
the following sound, whilst the lower lip maintains

















fany context) fc*f4, , .
>f 1 lexcept one (, ]t>v<t I i5,1"0
»v«J ^ requiring
(protrusion
1. UL = Upper lip; LL = Lower lip.
2. [ ]• means that either movement is possible*. — or
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13.10. Movements involving: >w / u <s
The characterizing movement for this class of
sound - both lips moving forward in the anterior-
posterior direction and contraction horizontally,
thus increasing the protrusion effect - usually lasts
for much longer than the sound itself. This is a
movement that precedes the sound and continues over
several sounds when these are not dominant sounds.
In fact, protrusion can last over 20 frames (approx¬
imately 34.5 centiseconds), that is, over four sounds
when these are not specified articulatorily for lip
movements. The t>w / u< context affects all sounds
preceding and following ow / u< because both lips
contract horizontally and protrude (anteriorly) even
in the articulation of some dominant sounds, although
this does not happen with the > a< context. The
effect of » w / u <\ can occur as far as 5 preceding
sounds away, e.g. in 10.3 and 10.4 Ttisthul , or
2 preceding syllables away, as in 13.9 to 13.11
[maj - riJ - du ] , it can continue over a whole
phrase if this is interspersed with t>w< or >u<
type sounds, e.g. in 9.5 to 9.11 [_t± - tar -
w
u - iz - zu - :u - u] though there are word
boundaries that could cause deprotrusion , or allow
the effects
we have:
of the context to die away. Thus usually
(i)





fany C or V
except >a<3
and, some¬
times >i <i J
but,
(ii) t>a <
f>i<3 p»W / U <3
oao
t>i<i
1. Deprotrusion is the reverse movement of protrusion,
i.e. the lips retract to a point closer to the teeth,
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orIt is interesting to note that in the
. .
^ (ycaXJ
/ if there is sometimes a marked retraction(fraoJ
and a compensatory horizontal contraction, so that there
is identifiable surface deformation and general lip
tension in the articulation of t>w / u4
13.11. Movements involving >f«
The characterising movement for t>f< sounds
protrusion of the upper lip and retraction of the
lower lip in the anterior-posterior direction - is
a very dominant one, and is also of a duration longer
than that of the sound itself, lasting usually over
7 frames (approximately 12 centiseconds). The >f<
characterising features can affect and can be affected
by even dominant sounds, without affecting the
identiflability of either. The lip movements required
to produce of <3 , usually start during the movement
for the preceding vowel, or after the next vowel
sound has been reached - in terms of lip separation,
or the most open stage required for the vowel. This
happens for all vowels. The lower lip is immediately
retracted in the movement towards the upper lip. Thus,
the transitions from the vowel to >f< should be
characterised acoustically by this definite lip
movement. All consonants, however, are affected by
the upper to lower lip relationship during their actual
articulation, so that, even during a dominant >J4
shape, where protrusion of both lips always occurs, the
lower lip is still retracted at least slightly in
relation to the upper lip, such that it is quite
clear that a > f o type sound is to follow. When an
of 4 sound precedes a t>J< or t>w4 sound, there
is always a sliding movement of the lower lip upwards
towards the articulatory movement required for that
following sound; but the lower to upper lip retraction
is lost quite quickly. However, when the preceding or
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following sounds are members of the non-dominant
sounds, the >f <1 shape dominates the lip movements
during the articulation of any preceding or following
non-dominant sound, such that, except for the unusually
long duration, the visual unit would be considered as
corresponding to a [f! or [v~] . The movement,
as can be seen below, is basically one of upper lip
protrusion and lower lip retraction, in terms relative






\>s< >3-4 0 J « I) t>W <1.1 >W<3 f ck <J l>f4 >k<i
>uc l>U4 i>h <1 >h <j
t>0 <1 C>04 1 P2c
;>ioj >i<3c J
j"&a<ij >f< £i>a<a]
13.12. Movements involving of<3
-J
The characterising movement for t>J~4 is that of
upper lip raising, lower lip lowering and simultaneous
protrusion of both lips with as little horizontal
contraction as possible, resulting in a very large
interlabial space all round. These movements usually
precede the articulation of the sound itself, and are
often maintained well after the end of the production of
the sound. These movements operate in very much the
same way as those of the other dominant sounds,
particularly i> w 4 , where contextual influence is
concerned.
The average duration of the movement is 10.5 frames,
approximately 18 centiseconds - the longest of the
dominant movements. When the dominant sound ^f<i
precedes 0 f 4 there is no intermingling between
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movements, as indicated above.
It is not possible to say how much of the
protrusion and horizontal contraction for [w ( u , o~]
is influenced by oJ*4 ; when p j o follows these
sounds there is a movement of the upper lip upwards
and of the lower lip downwards, as well as a curling
over of the lips upwards and inwards. Thus, it is
still possible to distinguish between the occurrences
of the 2 types of sounds. When > J" 4 precedes
dominant sounds, it is slightly influenced by of 4
(see above, under o f 4 movements). It' is distin¬
guishable from > w 4 but it is difficult to say
whether it increases the degree of protrusion; it
influences >p4 in that there is a marked horizontal
contraction before the lips are in contact for > p <i
and this horizontal contraction is maintained during
the closure stage of the movement. When t>j <s
precedes the vowels >i e a 4 , it sometimes
dominates over the lip movement in such a way that the
same degree of protrusion and upper lip raising and
lower lip lowering are maintained throughout the vowel
sound. At other times, lip movement co-occurs except
that the articulation of vowel sounds are visually
distinguishable because there is a definite jaw lowering,
like a sudden jerk downwards, during the vowel
articulation. When & j" 4 follows these vowels, the
same even happens in reverse. That is, when the vowel
is being articulated, there is upper lip raising, lower
lip lowering, as well as protrusion, but the interlabial
space is larger than that for t>J" o . The vowel
articulation is followed by a smart raising of the jaw
for the articulation of . This is probably due
to the coordination of mandibular movements with tongue
height. The contextual influence of >j" <3 on the
vowel can be summarized as:
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13.13. Syllabic movements : movements involving; vowels
Note: >o<i and > u are considered with the
dominant sound-classes.
I have already considered the movements required
















I will now consider the movements involving other vowels.
The movement of >ab to and from another c>ai
is often a continuation of the same movement or a
retention of the posture reached, such that all visible
changes in the direction of the movement take place
after the second i>a ° syllable and will depend on either
the next dominant consonant, if it is a related consonant,
or on the type of vowel involved. It will therefore be
considered as a type i, ii or iv or v. However,
there is often a slight visible jaw movement in the case
of the second syllable containing an t> a <i vowel, and
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a preceding non-dominant consonant, such that there is
a slight jaw raising movement corresponding to the
tongue approximation to the palate when the non-dominant
consonant is a front-of-velar consonant. Thus, if
V Vindicates one continuous movement, (iiia) can
"be expanded as (iiib):
(iiia) (iiib)
»ao —? t>a< i>a< —=> Hon dom uons + a
c a -"Hon dom. C +oa<
The movement from >14 involves lip separation and jaw
lowering for>ao jaw raising and lip spreading with a
corresponding approximation of the lips (upper lip
lowering ana lower lip raising) for t>i<i , whether or
not it is released by a non-dominant consonant. However,
when only the minimum lip separation is effected for the
j>ao syllable, there is not usually any separate movement
for the t>i<a syllable:
(iv)
oa4 —Non dom C +>e<=1
Jaw (1)
>a< —^ Non dom C +> e<
(v)
oa4 Non dom cons + >±<
Movements involving "i<i and >e<i syllables
operate similarly. There is sometimes only one movement
covering sequential t> i<a and >e<a syllables,
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whereas there is rarely only one movement covering
a sequence of >±4 and >e<i , or p>e<a and
j> e <* syllables. The rchoice^ of a single or tv/o
separate movements is usually made depending on:
1) whether the second syllable is stressed or not.
When it is stressed, it usually involves a separate
movement, although sometimes the first syllable
accommodates to the opening required for the second
syllable, if that is stressed, i.e. it depends if there
is a foot boundary;
2) if the words belong to separate phrases, that
is, whether there is a potential pause boundary between
the two syllables. In the case of a phrase boundary,
the two syllables require separate movements. When
one movement covers both syllables, the movement is
always of obviously longer duration and, therefore,
timing can resolve the interpretation. 'Interpretation',
for the moment, is defined as relating the movement








>i«—* (Non-dom C) + »ec
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(iii)
oi<3 (Non dom C) + va<3
I can see no connection "between stress and jaw
movement.
13.14. Units in the visual medium
13.H.1. The findings of the present study lead to
the postulation of three hierarchical units for the
description of the visual characteristics of connected
Maltese speech. The minimal unit is that related to
the 'posture' "because it is essentially the identi¬
fication of a culmination of a movement from which
further movements proceed in a different direction.
The visual posture is used in producing a segment in
a specific context. This is not the same as a sound
in isolation because the implications regarding the
movement inside which' the posture is organized, differs
depending on the context. Thus, /a:j"/, /j~a:/,
/fi:/, and so on, are all different and these
differences have important implications in the inter¬
pretation of visual patterns. This is discussed earlier
under 'Syllabic Movements'. Some postures are
distinctive in that they are uniquely related to a
small set of sounds, and therefore directly informative,
because we can say that those sounds are visible, but
others are not, and therefore are much more ambiguous
in that they are relatable to many sounds.
Postures are units that must be posited in the
description of the way sounds are seen to be produced;
they need not be useful as units in the analysis of
perception as they stand. It has already been said
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that postures are not coextensive with phones in time
or size; they are not the visual counterparts of
phones. Rather, they are the visually distinguishable
features relatable to sounds produced in sequence.
Most postures may be related to one specific sound,
but may also distinguish, to some extent, the context
of that sound.
13.14.2. The minimal unit in terms of which lip
patterns have been described has been called the
viseme by Fisher 1968. The viseme has been defined as
an independently identifiable visual posture occurring
during the production of speech , a 'visual phoneme'.
However, since no visual posture is ever coextensive
with a single phone in continuous speech, the
definition is not very accurate. The essential
characteristics that can be attributed to a visual
posture are that it is visible, fairly stable and
therefore describable. "Viseme" seems to be the only
coined term for the minimal visual unit. I have
decided, however, not to adopt the term because of the
misleading association that the word 'viseme' has with
'phoneme'. Instead, 'visual posture' will be used here
since no other suitable terms come to mind.
We can say then, that some sounds are identifiable
by highly distinctive visual postures; others are
produced with visual patterns that are not very
distinctive because they occur during several different
possible sound sequences. In connected speech,
distinctive visual postures usually override the less
recognisable ones so that the lips and external mouth
area and the jaw are already moving towards the posture
required for the next visually distinctive sound.
Visual postures are, therefore, not coextensive with
phones as to time of onset or duration; they are not,
strictly speaking, the visual counterparts of phonemes,
but the visual identifiable features relatable to sounds
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in sequence. Some visual postures may correspond
closely to a specific phoneme, hut also provide a cue
to the identity of the preceding or following sound,
whether or not the posture for that sound is distinctive.
13.Uf.3- The next unit in the organization of visual
patterns is the movement. This is a visually
identifiable unit during connected speech. It is
usually coextensive with one vowel and/or a preceding
or following dominant consonant. That is, it is
coextensive with a whole or a part of a syllable. A
movement is essentially a movement between the
articulation of one sound and another even if it does
not include any immediately recognisable feature
associated with either one or the other of those sounds.
The movement is a 'vetoing unit' and must be
considered with its durational or timing features. In
connected speech, a 'posture' is only identifiable as
the turning point of a movement.
The distinguishable visual postures are reference
points in the speech continuum. They are relevant in
that they mark time, and therefore mark the presence of
linguistic units. They are patterned in terms of
movements. They are movement-hinges since the lips
must be described in terms of the movement from one
sound target to the next. It is difficult to describe
postures without referring to the sounds which they
primarily characterize. This is because the visual
aspect of speech production is not as primary or
essential an aspect of speech as the auditory-acoustic
aspect. The visual-oral correspondence holds because
it is the utterance shape that is being referred to and
the utterance is a structure of sounds. The visual
patterning can, therefore, be considered as one further
step in the decoding process, but there is no direct,
intentional visual encoding of speech, except when the
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lips are primary or secondary articulators. This means
that there is no need at all to make articulation
visible. Some speakers make very little use of lip
and jaw movements in their natural speech. It is
impossible to interpret the speech of these people
from the visual patterns.
There are, of course, inter-speaker variations as to
the number and types of visual postures. Since only
two subjects are used in this study, it is not possible
to come to conclusions with far-reaching generalizations.
Further research will have to be done to investigate the
application of this study to a wide number of Maltese
speakers.
13.1k.k. The movements that have been described are
themselves organized within larger units. To delimit
and define these larger units, it is necessary to
determine the unit boundary and characteristics of these
larger units, which, in turn, relate to the rhythmic
pattern of the language.
Unfortunately, the set-up for the present
experimental study does not allow me more than
speculation as to the higher rhythmic units which are
used in the organization of the lower linguistic
units. To ensure consistent measuring and reliable
comparison, it was necessary to use the visiograph
set-up described in the previous chapter. This does
not allow free movement of the head: in fact, one of
the primary purposes of the visiograph was to prevent
such movement. Thus, head movement related to stressed
syllables, if it takes place in Maltese as it is said
to do in English (cf. Brown, 1977 ) cannot be seen in
my data.
The only unit that may be delimited with at least
partial reference to the data, is the pause-bounded
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unit, that is, a unit that is separated from the
preceding or following unit by a pause, or an
identifiable duration of "non-speech". Thus, each of
the 22 sentences could.be delimited from the others
by an identifiable pauses-period, although I (the
speaker) read the entire text as connected speech.
Moreover, there are three additional identifiable
pauses: in sentence 3 between syllables 4 and 3» in
sentence 9 between syllables 21 and 22, ana in
sentence 13 between syllables 7 and 8. These pauses
do not interfere with the natural rhythm of the
utterances. They cannot be interpreted as hesitations,
false starts or stops, change in motor command, and so
on. Therefore, they are not misleading as far as visual
or other - interpretation of the speech act is
concerned. The experimental set-up, particularly the
awareness that no one was being addressed by the
speaker, is probably responsible for the scarcity of
these natural pauses for breath.
What I am suggesting here, therefore, is that in
real speech events, it may be possible to identify two
rhythmic units for the perception of visual speech:
(1) one unit delimited by such actions as head movement
during the articulation of stressed syllables, and (2)
the other delimited by pauses (or a sequence of at
least two silent stresses in terms of Abercrombie's
analysis - cf. Abercrombie 1964) probably directly
related to a larger linguistic unit than the foot.
This final unit will probably be more useful in lip-
reading since it will consist of a large enough sense-
unit (in the semantic meaning of 'sense') for a 'closure'
(for interpretation) to be made by the lipreader before
going on to the next unit. This larger unit is important
because sometimes a reinterpretation of the smaller units
will have to be made in the light of the information
1. In referring to the data, a pause is also identified
as silence in the kymograms.
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obtained over all the constituent parts of this larger
unit. The use of such a unit, higher up in the
organizational hierarchy of visual patterns, has
important implications for the ways in which speech
can be slowed down optimally for purposes of easier
visual interpretation without causing rhythmic
distortion. This statement should be considered in
the light of the fact that unnatural segmental ana
syllable timing results in unintelligibility.
Interesting speculation can be made on the
synchronisation of facial expression and gesture with
larger visual units. However, since the present data
does not provide any information at all in this respect,
I can only consider the possibility of it happening.
13.14.5. question of unit size in lip-reading is
a very important one. Ideally, the units necessary in
terms of short term memory should be delimited. This
would include what the lipreader must 'take in1 before
he or she can close the sense-unit, that is, before
making an interpretation of the visual patterns into
semantic meaning. The role of memory is outside the
objectives of the present study.
The discussion regarding the first two visual-
phonetic units attempted was based on the findings of
my studies. I could only make tentative remarks on a
third unit since this is directly related to the unit
that lipreaders use in interpreting speech. This may
vary depending on the linguistic ability of the
lipreader, as well as on other extralinguistic factors.
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13.15. Postscript
13.15.1. Bhythm in Maltese
The study of rhythm in Maltese is outside the
scope of this thesis since rhythm is itself a vast
field with extensive implications regarding the
organization of units further up than the syllable in
the linguistic hierarchy. Mo study has yet been made
of Maltese rhythm. However, the following description
is based entirely on my own impressions of what
Maltese sounds like to me as a native speaker and
phonetician. Everything stated here regarding
rhythm must therefore be considered as a hypothesis
based on aural impressions.
Maltese spoken utterances in a colloquial style,
as well as in an ordinary reading style, seem to be
organised around small units in which the stressed
"v.
syllable plays the dominant role. The stressed syllable
is given rhythmic prominence in Maltese. If it had to
be classified as either stress-timed or syllable-timed,
I would not hesitate to say that it is stress-timed.
It would then be immediately implied that the rhythmic
"feet" (units consisting of the stressed syllable and
all further unstressed syllables up to, but not
including, the next stressed syllable) are impression-
istically, at least, isochronous. This would
immediately place Maltese in the same class as languages
like English in terms of its rhythmic basis - an
inevitable consequence since English is one of the
most extensively studied stress-timed languages.
Furthermore, isochrony entails a great deal of modi¬
fication of the unstressed syllables usually in the
form of vowel reduction, both durational and
qualitative. In English, this is made possible by
the weakening of unstressed vowels. Maltese, however,
cannot be classed with English in the way it organizes
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its rhythmic units around the dominant stressed
syllable. Maltese does not tolerate the extensive
weakening that takes place in English, where many
unstressed vowels become centralized. There is much
more isochrony at the syllabic level (regardless of
stress) than there is in English, but, possibly,
other things happen that probably do not happen in
languages such as French which are clearly syllable-
timed.
I believe that the native speaker's expectations
and what he actually hears are both relevant consider¬
ations in his perception of rhythm. Unfortunately,
the way stressed syllables are made prominent and the
way unstressed syllables are adjusted cannot be dealt
with here.
13.15.2. Timing
The timing of articulatory events in speech is
crucial in the study of both speech production and
speech perception.
"A spoken word is itself an unfolding event, and
to describe it one must consider how it develops
in time." (Nickerson et al. 197*+ p.2)
Several studies have been made on normal and fast
reading speeds and on optimum rates for the perception
and understanding of the spoken medium via the auditory
channel.
In production, the timing of speech events is
important for basic intelligibility. It seems that if
the overall rhythm of speech is maintained, the physical
speech event can undergo a great deal of distortion and
still be intelligible. Speech that is too slow,
containing more and longer pauses, and that shows no
grouping beyond the segmental, i.e. phoneme sequencing,
is very difficult to understand and even to listen to.
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It is considered unnatural and the speaker is said
to have abnormal speech.
Not a great deal is known about the organization
of speech events into correct or optimum timing
patterns. Investigations of degrees of intelligibility
(e.g. Hood 1966) suggest that temporal fluency relies
on the timing relationships at the segmental, but
especially at the syllabic level, with a good rhythmic
pattern in which stressed and unstressed syllables are
well differentiated in stress-timed languages. Timing
is important in that several cues about other phonetic
features such as voicing, or even stricture type, are
very closely tied up with, or are, in fact, derived
from the modification of segment duration in particular
contexts. Several of these modifications are language
specific, but there are probably many widespread
similarities in segment-timing relationships. Modi¬
fication of the duration of unstressed syllables and of
stressed syllables in relation to each other is vital
to building up a rhythmic pattern in stress-timed
languages. Analyses of the speech of hearing-impaired
speakers show that they are often unable to adopt
appropriate timing patterns in their spontaneous speech
and their reading, thus failing to provide the listener
with informative cues from even the segmental level of
production. One reason for this is that they devote too
much effort in attempting to enunciate phoneme-sequences
without any attention to the overall effect.
"Apparently, the effects of context are not simply
the results of undershoot in items in a sequence
of individual invariant articulatory targets when
the commands to produce these targets occur in
rapid succession. There appears to be a
reorganization of the motor commands for a given
segment depending on the context and on the
timing constraints. It is as though the speaker
has a variety of ways of producing the gesture
for a given speech sound, and in a given situation
he selects a particular one of these. These
observations indicate the difficulties that face
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a deaf child when he is learning to produce
speech with the proper temporal character¬
istics." (Nickerson et al 197^, p.12)
Timing has been an important consideration in this
study. Some attention has "been given to segmental
timing, i.e. the duration of vowels and of consonants
in different phonetic contexts (chapter 6 and chapter 10).
The timing of lip patterns and of jaw movements is also
studied here. The particular questions asked here in
relation to visual patterns are:-
1. How long does a visual 'posture' last?
2. How long does the movement approaching the
visual posture go on for, and, further, when does it
become clear to the lipreader that a particular posture
is being approached?
3. How long does it take for a posture to die
away and when is it clear that a different movement
is being made?
The answer to these questions provides most of the
necessary information regarding the dominance or
weakness of the visual patterns corresponding to sounds
in relation to each other - since most speech sound
types are examined in all possible combinations.
The timing of events - the approach, arrival and
dying away stages of the visual patterns - are also
crucial in establishing a unit or a hierarchy of units
(i.e. in finding out how units are organized at different
levels). The answer is not a simple one. It was seen,
in the section on studies of coarticulation
that the data is not always self-evident. My own
observations and studies have led me towards the view
that some visible patterns point to a unit larger than
a single consonant phoneme or a single vowel phoneme.
Very often, a visible pattern relates to both at once.
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It may "be concluded, therefore, that a visible
pattern relates most directly to the syllable, or at
least to the syllabic nucleus. The anticipatory
effect of vowels on preceding consonants is such that
at the arrival stage of a posture, the next movement
can also be assessed to some extent, in some cases more
than in others, as is described in sections 13.9 to 13.13.
I have posited a visible unit, a posture, and would
now like to shov/ how it is relatable to what could be
a syllable, but is often more than a single syllable,
and sometimes a part of 2 syllables. The identifiable
'posture' as a visual unit is related to the following
possible sequences of phones in speech:
V C : when the following consonant has some
effect on the preceding vowel, but is
usually not very dominant, e.g./iJ't/ jLs'J
C V : when the vowel pattern can be seen during
the articulation of a stable consonant,
e.g. /pa/ /Ji/
C C V : as with G V , but with one consonant being
unstable and therefore not being represented
visibly, e.g. /dzdi/ /pta:/
C G C V : as with C G V but with two unstable
consonants not being visibly represented,
e.g. /itrV
Y : when the vowel is either represented by
two visual units, one during the vowel
tongue-articulation for the vowel itself,
and the other anticipated in the consonani
or when the consonant articulation is
incompatible with the vowel articulation,
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or so dominant as to prevent coarticulation,
e.g. /pu/ /to/
C : as with V when the consonant is very
dominant, e.g./j"/ .
In other words, this visual unit is truly related
to either (1) a single vowel, (2) a single consonant,
(3) a CV sequence, or (1) a VC sequence or a
CCV or CCCV sequence. In this case, however (i.e.
(A-))» "the sequence would hardly qualify as distinct
from a V or CV sequence, except insofar as duration
is used to disambiguate between possible sequences,
13.15.3.- Limitations
The fact that the lips are not crucial to the
production of intelligible speech does not enter into
consideration here. Ventriloquists cannot be lipread,
neither can speakers who make very slight lip and jaw
movement. Most speakers do use their lips during
natural speech and the lip movements which they make
in speaking a particular language are patterned quite
consistently. This will, therefore, be considered as
the norm.
Ballard and Bond (I960) conclude from their study
that oro-facial behaviour for acceptable speech can
vary significantly in any community, due to physio¬
logical differences and community patterns. Certainly
there is great variation among speakers. At one
extreme, a few speakers in fact can be said to have
two basic lip positions: (1) for /p/ /b/ /m/ - lip
contact; (2) lip separation for all other sounds.
Problems arise when the speaker has asymmetrical speech
(where use is made of one side of the mouth more than
the other, and therefore, one side of the lips moves
much more noticeably), when the speaker has very thin
or very thick lips in comparison with the speakers that
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the lipreader has been used to. A different visual
frame of reference must be set up to retune to such
visual postures as lip spreading, lip protruding, and
so on.
4
Arguments about ideal speaking conditions for
lipreading lead nowhere. Lipreading cannot take place
efficiently in conditions of poor lighting and other
physical factors (such as a moustache). Even in the
best conditions, it is only partial data for decoding
speech. It must take place in a situation where a
great deal of guesswork can be done. The narration of
a fatal accident by a giggly speaker would never be
correctly interpreted by even the most expert lipreader.
A good knowledge of the language, the speaker's
physical make-up and his speech habits, and a clear
idea of the situational context goes a long way towards
successful interpretation of lip patterns. Speech is
several times removed, in the course of the coding
process, from what can be loosely termed as .'that which
is to be communicated'. Various complex factors are
involved in the decoding journey, amongst these being:
what is assumed by the speaker, what is expected by the
listener, and what is understood but not expressed





Use of Available Methods for the Description of Vowels
It is surprising to find that the Cardinal Vowel
system is the only internationally communicable system
for referring to vowels without having to actually
reproduce them. Even then, phoneticians' decisions as
to where vowels should be placed on the Cardinal vowel
chart vary quite widely, depending on where the
phoneticians were trained. Ladefoged (1959) shows that
this system can only be used after rigorous training
within the Jones-tradition. The further removed
phoneticians are in the apostleship-line from Jones, the
more widely do their decisions seem to vary. However,
Laver (1965) shows that it is possible to use the system
quite accurately and efficiently when the sounds
investigated are heard repeatedly and reexamined over a
period of time by phoneticians trained in the auditory
values of the Cardinal Vowels.
Part III is an attempt to clarify articulatory and
acoustic details regarding the Maltese vowels. The
Cardinal Vowel system uses auditorily defined reference
points that leave ambiguities regarding important
aspects of vowel production and perception. The auditory
description needs to be supplemented by other forms of
description including that of duration and lip position.
The vowels, like all other speech sounds, are not
events that continue unchanged over a period of time.
They are, in fact, also the results of movements from
preceding sounds to following sounds. However, it does
appear that their characterizing quality _ the .sound
'heard' by the native speaker - is achieved during the
point in time when the tongue is positioned in a
particular relationship to the palate (and accompanied by
a specific lip position) rather than by the movement
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preceding or following this 'state' (Delattre 196^-). This
perceived stability, though very transitory (as short as
2 or 3 centiseconds according to Delattre 1959> Lehiste
and Peterson 1961) seems sufficient to allow the
listener to identify a vowel.
In spite of the relative instability of the formants
during vowel production, we can still talk about the
perceived 'steady state' of vowels in reference to
acoustic terms. The term 'peak' is used here to refer
to the climax of a movement, for example, most spread or
most rounded with reference to lip movement, most close
or most open with reference to tongue approximation
towards the palate and so on, during the production of a
vowel. It has been shown that although it is difficult
to identify such a short duration of 2 or 3 centiseconds
in the spectrographic pattern, as equivalent to a steady-
state in a vowel of longer duration, the peak (or near-
target) can be defined as the point when a change is
noticeable in the direction of the fcrmants.
"...usually somewhere within the syllable nucleus
...a noticeable change in the slope of the moving
formants" (lehiste and Peterson, 1961, p. 272).
The description in chapter 7 assumes such a vowel
peak or target. It does not refer to where the tongue
came from or which direction it is headed for. However,
reference to such direction of movement is made in the
description of the articulatory function of the lips,
where the concept-of element-dominance is also introduced.
A discussion of the influence of phonetic context is also
included with the study of consonants in chapter 9.
Descriptive Parameters for the articulatory and acoustic
description of vowels, and general discussion
Vowels have beer, studied extensively in innumerable
places with reference to very different languages. In
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most cases, articulatory studies have been concerned
with describing vowels by means of three parameters
1. The height of the tongue in relation to the
palate, i.e. the degree of raising of the body
of the tongue;
2. The place of the highest part of the tongue
in relation to the palate, i.e. the position
of the tongue with reference to the front-to-
back dimension of the vocal tract;
3. The position of the lips.
The reason for this is that during the production of
vowels air is allowed to leave the vocal tract relatively
unobstructed and hence no characterising stricture is
formed by the articulators (as occurs in producing some
consonants). Vowels are:
"voice (voiced breath) modified by some definite
configuration of the supraglottal nassages, but
without audible friction". (Sweet "1906)
In spite of the physical differences between
speakers' vocal tracts the vowels produced can still
be considered the 'same' in auditory terms. This means
that some compensation in the total configuration is
made by the individual speaker in accordance with such
movements as tongue raising in relation to a very deep
versus a very shallow palate. Since the resulting
similarity is an auditory one, the three parameters on
which the Cardinal vowel system is based can only be
auditory. Naturally, these auditory parameters are
closely related to articulatory ones and are in fact
defined as such. Hence, training within the Cardinal
vowel system can be regarded as an individual's ability
to relate an auditory reference point to an articulatory
one. A vowel is placed at a certain distance from a
CV on the basis of how the listener interprets it
proprioceptively in relation to the articulatory difference
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it entails from that CV insofar as the listener is
concerned. This means that the listener recognises a
vowel with reference to a CV only if he can relate both
directly to his own articulation. So, the CV chart is an
auditory representation of articulatory facts. However,
the two-dimensional graphic representation and the spatial
relationship between the points of reference can be and
often are misleading since the points on the CV chart do
not hold a one-to-one relationship with articulatory points
of reference. Partly due to the schematization of the
vowel area into a simple diagram, the spatial distance
between the vowels on the chart ignores such dimensions as
lip position, jaw position, pharyngeal constriction, air
pressure and, most important of all, the shape of the
tongue. One common criticism is that the back and the
front vowels are placed on equidistant points on the chart
but the place of articulation difference is not the same
for these two sets. On the other hand, identification of
one vowel with reference to a set of vowels seems to be the
usual method by which a listener identifies the vowels of
each speaker he meets (Ladefoged 1967). This point is
discussed further in the chapter on Vowel Perception.
Ladefoged 1959 introduces a three-dimensional diagram
to represent the third parameter, lip rounding, which is
not included in the traditional quadrilateral. Yet he
summarises his view:
"These dimensions are not the most appropriate para¬
meters with which to specify vowel auality" (ibid.
P.103)
because of the relevance of:
"a third auditory dimension for which there is yet
no convenient name nor adequate data concerning
its data" (ibid.p.103)
and,
"this feature of vowel quality is not easy to
assess in auditory terms alone" (ibid. p.102)
Catford 1977 discusses the possibility of describing
and classifying vowels in a way that parallels the trad¬
itional consonant classification system by location and
stricture. He calls the vowels "approximants" (Catford
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1977, p. 164) and represents the vowel space as a
segment of a circle which he calls a "polar co-ordinate"
vowel diagram, thus integrating vowels into his
general classification scheme. The scheme reflects
the aerodynamic aspect of the vowels. However:
"though obviously more 'rational' than the
traditional system, it is much more difficult
to use in practice. It seems easier to slide
the tongue as a whole vertically or horizontally,
rather than along the radii of the polar co¬
ordinate system; assessment of the relationship
of vowels to CV is thus easier using the
traditional figure.
In the second place, the traditional
quadrilateral is more appropriate than the
polar co-ordinate system*for the display of
various types of vowel systems that match up
with the quadrilateral much better" (ibid. p. 184)
"There appear to be two reasons for these
anomalies, an acoustic tme and a physiological
one. If we plot the Cardinal Vov/els on an
acoustic formant chart, showing the values of
Fp reading downwards on the vertical axis and
the values of Fp reading right to left on the
horizontal axis, we get an arrangement not very
dissimilar from the shape of the Cardinal Vowel
chart, as in figure 55. It is clear from this
chart that, in terms of values of F, and
i , a and u are, acoustically,-1 the most
extreme or most differentiated vowels, and the
CV chart displays this feature more clearly_
than the polar co-ordinate chart.
The physiological (and psychological)fact
is... that judgements about the articulatory
postures of vowels are chiefly based on
proprioceptive information from the intrinsic
and extrinsic muscles of the tongue. Now, to
a large extent, the muscles involved in the
production of close vowel positions are the
same - whether these vowels are front or
back - namely, the geniohyoid and the
posterior fibres of the genioglossus, which
bunch the tongue up by pulling the hyoid bone
and the tongue-root forwards;* the longitudinals,
which aid in tongue-bunching; and the stylo¬
glossus, which helps in raising the tongue.
Likewise, the muscles that retract the tongue
are to a considerable extent the same (to a
greater or lesser degree - the glossopharyngeus
and hyoglossus) whether these vowels are close
or open. It is not surprising, therefore, that
both close vowels (as opposed to open vowels),
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and back vowels (as opposed to front vowels)
•feel' like natural classes, whereas the
series i-i-u-o- - , which certainly forms
a 'natural' class of peripheral 'narrow
approximant' vowels, does not in fact ''feel'
proprioceptively like a natural class."
(ibid. ;.186)
The main differences between these two approaches
is a matter of selection forced by the two-dimension¬
ality of both the Jones and Catford diagrams. Jones
chooses to place the CV on a scale directly related
to auditory differences; Catford chooses to relate
the vowels to each other on a stricture and location
basis. Ladefoged shows how the third dimension could
be represented but does not, to my knowledge, make use
of it in his own studies. The usefulness of either
system can only be judged by its practicality in the
description of human vowels which are always spoken in
a specific context and do not necessarily retain that
quality--that is most distinctive when they are spoken
in isolation.
It seems that, theoretically, a total representation
of vowels that includes all the relevant parameters is
ideal because such a scheme will show the resulting
quality of the vowel. In practice, it remains important
to be able to isolate each parameter for the sake of





Data for the Study of Vowel Duration
The words listed below make up the data for the study of vowel
duration reported in chapter 6. They are classified to enable easy
reference from the text. The duration valuesin milliseconds are listed
immediately after the phonemically-transcribed words. The values for
informant 1 appear first and those for informant 2 follow. (Thus,
bi^k 220, 290, 220 under "/iV Monosyllables" should be read:
/iV in the monosyllabic word /bi^k/ was 220 ms. and 290 ms. in two
repetitions of the word, as read by informant 1, and 220 ms. as read






























































'i3dek . 130; 160,65.

































































































































































































2a :t _ 160,225.
2a:m - 210,245.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'pa:t i 90; -.
'pindji, 85; -.
tik:untenta 40;
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Background to the Speech Synthesis By Rule Experiment
The material used in the experiment described in
chapter 8 was synthesised on SID (the Speech Imitation
Device, the synthesiser in the Phonetics Laboratory at
Edinburgh University. SID is an eight-parameter
series formant speech synthesiser driven by the
Laboratory computer. The computer programme that
generates the control parameters was written by
Norman Dryden.
The speech synthesis by rule system used in this
case was devised by Holmes, Mattingly and Shearme (and
they give a full account of it in Language and Speech,
196*f, 7, p.127) at the Joint Speech Research Unit at
Eastcote, and adapted for SID by L. A. lies to cater
for the differences between the JSRU synthesiser and
SID. This speech synthesis-by-rule programme was used
successfully on several occasions (see L. A. lies, 1967,
1968, 1969) on PAT (the Edinburgh Parametric Artificial
Talker), the synthesiser built by W. Lawrence and
J. Anthony. The programme used in these cases was that
written by L. A. lies and described fully in Stevenson
1977.
The programme used for this experiment was an
adaptation of the lies programme written by Norman
Dryden in very simple language. Having chosen the
phonetic elements making up the intended utterance,
the user does not need to be aware of very much beyond
the phonetic aspect of the synthesis in order to set
the parameter values (levels) and to improve the
phonetic quality of the resulting synthesised utterance.
Each utterance that is to be synthesised must be
represented as a set of phonetic elements. This means
that, roughly, every phoneme is converted into the
J+13
symbol representing it, e.g. /a:/ is represented by
the symbol AR , /&/ by DH, etc., since the
computer terminal keyboards can only deal with a
limited set of symbols' similar to those of an ordinary
typewriter. The list of symbols used here are those
deviced by Holmes, Mattingly and Shearme.
One element is fed in at any one time and the
parameters are generated according to the standard
values in the tables associated with them, or they can
be altered individually. When one element has been
entered with all its alterations, if any, the next
element is then fed in, and so on, until the end of the
utterance is reached.
At this stage, the element HID is entered. If no
alterations are required only the value for the
fundamental frequency parameter need be introduced at
any time for each element. The parameter values are
standardized in terms of levels from 0 to 31, the
equivalent value in real terms varying as follows:




1.5 to 2 db,
1 to 1.5 db,







The values for Fq can be altered for every 10 msec.
A table of standard values is associated with each
phonetic element for the steady state of each of the
eight parameters, the duration of the elements, the
subelements (if any), the rank of each element (which
klk
determines the boundary value depending on the fixed
contribution of the element and a proportion of the
adjacent element) and the external and internal
transitions. To give one example, the table for the
standard values of /o/ is as follows:
F1 f2 F3 A0 ah^ ah2 FE2 F
Steady state : 17 5 14 29 0 0 10 0
Duration : 9 6 0 0 0 0 2 0
Fix. Con. : 20 17 19 23 16 16 16 0
Prop. Adj. : 5 5 5 5 10 10 10 0
Ext. Tr. : 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0
Int. Tr. : 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0
The synthesised utterance can be heard immediately
and modifications can subsequently be made without
delay.
• The phonetic element tables, the values of the
parameter levels examples of utterance generation, and
fuller details regarding the programme are given
elsewhere, and will therefore not be included here.
(See Holmes, Mattingly and Shearme, 1964)
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APPENDIX D
Amendix D - Dl.
Pilot study to determine intelligibility of synthesised
words
'//hen the acoustic study of Maltese vowels reported
in chapter 7 was completed, it was decided to carry out
a perception test to investigate the relative roles
played by formant structure, vowel duration and
consonant gemination in the identification of Maltese
vowels. The test is described and discussed in chapter
8. Before embarking on the project, however, it
seemed essential to determine how far the synthesis by
rule programme available at the Edinburgh University
Phonetics Laboratory could be used. It was necessary,
therefore, to synthesise several words with varying
consonant-frames, present the synthesised words to
native speakers of Maltese and ask them to identify the
words.
The words synthesised for the pilot study were not
the ones to be included in the perception test.
Attention was focussed on the intelligibility of the
phonetic elements used. It would have been necessary
to carry out the study by means other than speech
synthesis if a new programme were considered essential
or if extensive alterations were to be made to the
consonants, since the scope of this work did not allow
for more work on the speech synthesis programme itself.
The pilot study was limited to consonants that were to
be used in the perception test, namely, the voiceless
stop consonants, the voiceless fricative /s/, and the
approximant/tap /r/, and the lateral /I/. No
alterations, apart from duration, were made to the
consonantal elements available. Two to three versions
of the 'same' word were synthesised with vowels that
differed in formant structure. The vowels were not
synthesised in the same way as for the eventual
klS
perception test, so that some were highly intelligible
and others highly unintelligible. The inadequacy of
the vowels was considered to provide as good a frame
for testing consonant intelligibility.
The words were presented to the subjects once
only. They were asked to write down whatever they
heard. If they could not make out the entire word,
they were to transcribe whatever elements/sounds which
they could identify.
The results are summarized in the table below.
They show that the consonants were highly intelligible
to the subjects although many of the vowels were not.
Some of the errors related to the voiced/voiceless and
oral/nasal distinction, others to place of articulation.
Some serious errors occurred regarding /k/ in all
positions and /r/ in final position. It was therefore
decided to change the formant structure values of /k/,
No other alterations would be made for the other
consonants unless they were subsequently considered
unintelligible in the course of further synthesis.
Final position /p/ was considered correctable by adding
aspiration. The vowels would, of course, be changed
radically since they were the focus of the perception
test. The values for the three formants and duration,
as well as the fundamental frequency would be entered
into the computer afresh for each vowel element.
W
Results of Pilot Study
Position 1 * V
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APPENDIX D - D2
Statistical Results Relevant to the Perception Test
Reported and Discussed in Chapter 8.
I
D 2. Statistical Results
The following tables are the statistical results of
the SID experiment discussed in Chapter 8. The statistical
results were obtained by using the BMDPIR Multiple Linear
Regression Test on the Edinburgh University Computer.
The results are classified in two ways below:
1. In figures D2.1 and D2.2, the results for the long
close vowels are distinguished from the results of the
long open vowels; the results for the short close vowels
are distinguished from the results for the short open
vowels. So:
A includes the results for /i:/ monosyllables;
A2 includes the results for /i:/ in all data;
B1 includes the results for /iV and /uw/;
B2 includes the results for /o:/, /a:/ and /e:/;
CI includes the results for /i/ and /u/;
C2 includes the results for /o/, /a/ and /e/.
2. In figures D2.3 and D2.4, the results for each
vowel are presented separately. So:
AA1 includes the results for /i:/ in the context
h V t only;
AA2 includes the results for /!:/ in the context
b V t and z V t only;
BB1 includes the results for /iV;
BB2 includes the results for /uw/
BB3 includes the results for /o:/
BBk includes the results for /a:/
BB5 includes the results for /e:/:
CC1 includes the results for /i/;
CC2 includes the results for /u/;
CC3 includes the results for /o/;
CC4 includes the results for /a/;
CC5 includes the results for /e/.
The reasons for splitting up the results in the above way
are given in Chapter 8, section 8.8.2.
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FIGURE D2.1. (page 1)
Results of the Multiple Linear Regression Test: the
Correlation of the Independent Variables (vowel quality,
particular vowel, vowel duration, vowel duration correct¬
ness. consonant duration and consonant duration correct¬
ness; with the Dependent Variable (the Score) and witK""
each other. (See discussion in 8.0. pi lfeA-ff.) "
The table below shows the correlation of the
variables for the following vowels separately or in
groups as:
Group A: /i:/ in monosyllables only;
Group A2: /i:/ in all data together;
Group Bl: /iJ/ and /uw/ together;
Group B2: /e:/, /a:/ and /o:/ together;
Group CI: /i/ and /u/ together;
Group C2: /e/, /a/ and /0/ together.
The equivalence of the significance level at .01
and at .05 is shown in the right-hand margin. Thus,
for example, 0.205 is significant at .05 whereas
0.267 is significant at .01 for /i:/ in monosyllables,
1.e. in group A.
The table should be read as follows:
"For /i:/ in monosyllables (i.e. group A), the score
correlates positively with the score at 1.0000; vowel
quality correlates positively with the score at 0.3125;
particular vowel correlates negatively with the score
at -0.12if3; and so on. Since 0.26? is significant at
.01, then the correlation of vowel quality to the score
is highly significant, whereas the correlation of the
particular vowel to the score is not significant.
The same variables appear on both the horizontal
and vertical axes. The abbreviations on the vertical
axis are as follows;
VQ - Vowel Quality; PV = Particular vowel;
VD = Vowel Duration; VDC = Vowel Duration Correctness;
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FIGURE D2.2. (page 1)
Results of the Multiple Linear Regression Test: the
Contribution of each of the Independent Variables to
the Score. (See discussion in 8.8 p. 164 ff)
The table below shows the results of the standard
statistical tests carried out to establish the
significance of the independent variables (vowel quality,
particular vowel, vowel duration, vowel duration
correctness, consonant duration and consonant duration
correctness) in accounting for vowel identification.
The following abbreviations are used:
Stand. Regr. Coefficient = Standard Regression
coefficient;
DF = Degrees of freedom;
MRS = Multiple Regression Square;
VQ = Vowel Quality;
FV = Particular Vowel;
VD = Vowel Duration;
VDC = Vowel Duration Correctness;
CD' = Consonant Duration;
CDC = Consonant Duration Correctness.
The results are given for the following vowels
separately or in groups:
Group A: /i:/ in monosyllables only;
Group A2: /i;/ in all data together;
Group Bl: /iV and /uw/ together;
Group 32: /e:/, /a:/ and /o:/ together;
Group CI: /!/ and /u/ together;
Group C2: /e/, /a/, and /o/ together.
The groups are shown on the right-hand side margin
as etc.
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Results of the Multiple Linear Regression Test: the
Correlation of the Independent Variables (vowel quality,
particular vowel, vowel duration, vowel duration
correctness, consonant duration and consonant duration
correctness) with the Dependent Variable (the Score)
and with each other. {See discussion in tt.ti. p.lb^-f f).
The Results given in the table below are similar to
those given in Figure B2.1, except that the groups
AA1, AA2 and so on are sub-groups of A, A2 and so on
as follows:
AA1 includes the results for /i:/ in the context
/h V t/ only;
AA2 includes the results for /i:/ in the contexts
/b V t/ and /z V t/ only;
BB1 includes the results for /iV only;
BB2 includes the results for /uw/ only;
BB3 includes the results for /o:/ only;
BBif .includes the results for /a:/ only;
BB5 includes the results for /e:/ only;
CCl includes the results for /i/ only;
CC2 includes the results for /u/ only;
CC3 includes the results for /o/ only;
CCif includes the results for /a/ only;
CC5 includes the results for /e/ only.
The groups are shown on the right-hand side margin as
As in previous tables, the following abbreviations
are used:
VQ = Vowel Quality; PV = Particular Vowel;
VD = Vowel Duration; VDC = Vowel Duration Correctness;
CD = Consonant Duration; CDC = Consonant Duration
DF = Degrees of Freedom.
The equivalence of .01 and .05 significance is
given for each case in the right-hand column.
Correctness
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FIGURE D2.4 (page 1)
Results of the Multiple Linear Regression Test: the
Contribution of each of_the Independent Variables to
the Score. (See discussion in d.8. p. 16^-ff.)
The results given in the table below are similar to
those given in Figure D2.2, except that the groups
AA1, AA2 and so on are in fact sub-groups of A, A2
and so on, appearing in Figure D2.2., as follows:
AA1 includes the results for /i:/ in the context
/h V t/ only;
AA2 includes the results for /i:/ in the contexts
/b V t/ and /z V t/ only;
BB1 includes the results for /i£/ only;
BB2 includes the results for /u / only;
BB3 includes the results for /o:/ only;
BB4 includes the results for /a:/ only;
BB5 includes the results for /e:/ only;
CC1 includes the results for /i/ only;
CC2 includes the results for /u/ only;
CC'3 includes the results for /o/ only;
CCi+ includes the results for /a/ only;
CC5 includes the results for /e/ only.
The groups are shown on the right-hand side margin as
before, as AAl etc.
The following abbreviations are used:
Sta. Error = Standard Error;
Sta. Reg. Coef. = Standard Regression Coefficient;
DF = Degrees of Freedom;
MRS = Multiple Regression Square;
The significance equivalence is given at .01 and .03.
As specified before the independent variables are:
VQ = Vowel Quality; FV = Particular Vowel;
VD = Vowel Duration; VDC = Vowel Duration Correctness;
CD = Consonant Duration; CDC = Consonant Duration
Correctness.
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FIGURE D 2.5. (page 1)
Graphic Summary of the Statistical Results presented
in Figures D2. I to DZ.k showing variable correlation
and variable contribution to the score (as explained
in the legends to Figures D2.1 to D2,^)
The presence of significant correlation between
variables is shown first. ^ indicates significant
correlation in the case of a close vowel; Q indicates
significant correlation in the case of an open vowel.
When a variable contributes significantly to the
score, this is shown in a similar way: for a close
vowel; for an open vowel.
The results are shown for all groups and sub-groups.
These are shown at the top of the figure. Thus, for
example, the correlation of vowel quality to the score
is significant for groups A (/i:/ in monosyllables
only), A2 (/i:/ in all data); but not for AAi (/i:/ in
/h V t/) . Further, we can see that vowel quality
contributes significantly to the score in the case of
groups A, (/i:/ in monosyllables only;) A2 (/i:/ in all
data) and so on , but not in the case of B2 (/o:/, /a:./,
and /e:/). In this case, vowel duration contributes
significantly to the score.
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APPENDIX D - D 3.
Tables showing the results of the perception
test reported and discussed in Chapter 8.
D3. Presentation of Results
The tables relevant to the perception test discussed
in chapter 8 are organized below as follows:
1. Figures D3.1 to D3.ll : These are relevant to each
part of the test concerning the vowels /!:/, /iV and
/i/, i.e., in the contexts /h V t/,/b V t/, /z V t/ as
well as in the contexts /s V ket/ and /p V ter/.
2. Figures D3.12 to D3.15 : These are relevant to each
w
part of the test concerning the vowels /u / and /u/, i.e.
in the contexts /sV r/,/t V ti/ ,/t V 1/.
3. Figures D3.16 to D3.20 : These are relevant to each
part of the test concerning the vowels /o:/ and /o/, i.e.
in the contexts /b V t/, and/s V t/.
if. Figures D3.21 to D3.F3 : These are relevant to each
part of the test concerning the vowels /a:/ and /a/ i.e.,
in the contexts /t V ta/ and /r V t/.
5. Figures D3.26 to D3.30 '• These are relevant to the
part of the test concerning the vowels /e:/ and /e/, i.e.
in the context /t V ma/.
The tables for each of the above vowel sets (i.e.,
each of 1 to 5 above) appear as follows:
i. The tables showing the number of responses and their
equivalent in percentage for each of the test stimuli.
The order of presentation of the item in the test appears
in the left hand column. In these tables, number refers
to the actual number of subjects' responses. Thus, '5'
under the 'number' column within the 'Responses for /i:/'
- under /hi:t/(see Figure D3.1) should be read as 'Five
subjects identified the stimulus item as /hi:t/ rather
than /hi^t/ or /hit:/. The percentage is the percentage
that this number (5) represents in terms of total number
of responses for that item. Thus 11+% for 5 means that
5 represents a 14% of the number of responses for that
item presented first in the test.
ii. The tables showing the values for the formant
structure ana duration of the synthesised vowel elements
and the consonant duration when this is relevant. These
tables are given to help the reader understand which
are the varying values and to what extent these values
vary. The data contained in these tables constitute
the basic data fed to SID to produce the varying vowels.
iii. (a). The tables containing the results (responses)
in percentages categorised by formant structure. Thus,
the reader can see how many responses were given as /!:/,
/±3/ or /i/ etc. (as the case may be) for all stimuli
where the vowel had a particular formant structure but
varied in duration.
iii. (b). The tables containing the results (responses)
in percentages categorised by vowel and consonant
duration. The reader can thus see how many responses
were obtained for each vowel for all the stimuli where
the vowels and consonants were identical in duration
but differed in formant structure.
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FIGURE D5.1.
The results by item in chronological order for the
forced choice test 1 (parts .1, k and 5) of the synthetic
speech sets (a) /hi:t/, /hiA/, ./hit:/; (b) /zi:t/,
/ziA/, /zit:/; (c) /bi:t/, /biA/, /bit:/.
The information should be read as: "Five subjects
(=1k%) identified test item number 1 of the /h V t/
context as /hi:t/, thirty (= 81%) as /hiA/ and two
(= 5 %) as /hit:/"; and so on.
Tiifc
No. RespoGsaV IN / iJ / iJtipon s»-t ■+>?«_ /J ' /
ItEmS I H = t/ /zi :t/ Ai:t/ A Jt/ AiJt/ /brV Ait-/ A' £•/ A <v
/o« No. Ofloao L No. %aq. No /ttaa Mo No %a<X No- 0//o No • cy/a aq*. No. of/oW
1 5 14 24 65" 0 oJ 30 Si" 13 3S~ 30 Si" 2 s 0 0 7
2 30 SI 5 3 s 6 16 30 Si 11 32 i 3 5 14 22 60
5 ^3 90 14 3S 6 It 2 5 0 0 9 24 2 5 23 62 22 6o
4 IS %
T
1 14 7 19 3 8 30 SI t lb 6 16 0 0 24 65
5 12 35 4 11 6 it 13 49 28 73 31 S4 6 16 3 14 0 0
b 3 S 27 93 3 S 33 89 2 5 34 92 1 3 3 22 0 G
7 6 lb 20 54 4 II 31 34 5 14 1 3 0 0 12 32 32 3b
8 5 14 5 14 22 59 31 86 31 St II 30 0 0 0 0 4 l|
9 3 42 3 9 29 7S 15 67 34 92 6 17 4 II 0 0 2 5
10 4 U 16 43 4 II 32 86 5 14 31 84 1 3 It 43 * 5
! ii 7 .19 25 63 14 3S 30 SI 3 8 22 54 0 0 9 24 1 3 •
! ^ 7 19 5 14 9 24 27 73 32 St 15 63 0 8 0 0 3 31 13 5 14 4 1! 22 £0 24 78 27 73 1 5 3 8 6 16 13 35
! 14 3 S 31 94 0 0 34 92 3 5 4 It 0 0 4 II 33 84
i 15 35 94 7 14 4 It 1 3 26 70 31 34 1 3 4 II 2 5
i 16 25 68 7 19 15 41 6 16 1 5 13 35 6 16 29" 7? a 24
l? IS 76 3 9 5 14 7 19 34 92 32 36 >- 5 0 0 0 o
i IS 2 5 33 89 32 St 33 90 3 S 4 11 2 5 1 3 1 3
1 11 13 35 21 57 29 ' 7? 24 65 14 3? 4 11 0 0 5 4 II
20 3* 92 3 9 % 22 3 8 31 S4 4 24 0 0 3 8 20 54
11 20 54 23 62 lb 43 12 32 3 S 5 14 5 14 II 30 It
22 17 +6 4 it 2 5 7 19 12 32 1 3 13 35 21 57 14 92
! 25 34 92 2 5 2 5 2 5 33 4o 34 92 1 3 5 1 J
i 24 3 8 27 • 73 4 II 34 92 10 27 31 34 0 0 0 0 3 5
25 31 84 6 16 93 34 4. H 2 6 4 II 2 5 29 73 0 C
4 II 4 II 33 S4 3 8 33 S4 3 3 30 31 0 o 1 J
1 27 37 ICO 14 31 2 5 C 0 13 35 35 45 0 C 5 14 0 c
! 11 23 62 4 II 1 3 II 30 23 62 30 31 3 S 10 27 6 11 ]
\ V\ C 0 9 22 37 100 23 75 0 0 1 3
! 30 31 74 5 13
- 1 3
31 27 73 2 5 S 22
,32 19 35 14 38 10 27
55 32 U 5 14 0 0
! 34 3 22 2 5 27 T3'




The results by item in chronological order for the forced




Response i -/si: ket/ [^tjponses 7°«- /':/ ■- ! lC«lDOnS<S In*. /' / •- /si K-.ec/ |
Items f iV.-€^pOniiS
°/o a-CtJ- urm. b
<.<_S p o n S-C.S
%
k.*s so asis
Nu-^b*'. ' % 1
1 s.% 1 00 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 JLS !CC
i 3 2 7 2 7
«■ is 64 b J. 1 \f
! 5 1=1 b2 b 11 3 11
1 6 r0 11 b <21 14 50
7 17 b| 5 18 b 11
8 ! b 57 S 1°, 4 14
7 15 12. 45 q 32
10 14 bS b 11 3 11
I 1! 15 54 7 15 b 11
i u 10 7! 5 1 s 3 1 1
FIGURE D3.3.
The results by item in chronological order for the forced
choice test 1 (part 6) of the synthetic speech sets
"Pest
Ho. i7.tspQn54S-foH-/ i/ ■■/?\ t-.tr/ R«p°nS<5jlr5./i 'i.-fpVitr/
3t«ms R «.S pONomot* % cxcs-a.
K.-CS
M Q_fi, f?. / 0 <3-^ Q-
1 0 0 55 !0C
I 3 32 31
3 0 0 35 100
4- 35 100 0 c
5 3 Q 32 4.1
G 17 77 % 13
! Is 17 24 S3
s . 27 77 3 23
U 34 25 bb
10 0 0 35 100
1! !'3 54 47
12. t 17 24 53
13 0 0 35 1 CO
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FIGURE D3.*u
Values for the forrnant structure and duration of the
synthesised vowel elements /i:/, /iV, /i/ in the
contexts /h V t/ /z V t/, and /h V t/.
pV,0r\-« miC.
T i? anSCS.' p"0'
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1 1 lb IbOj b bo 1 24 27 1 5 j
1 5 ic ! 13 lie li '5 11: ■ 1
3 24 H 21 1115 1 4 14 S 0 3 S°| b 60 as 25 | 12 |
i 11 110 j b 60 IC 5 ho
1 I lb ibCl b' be 4 12 i 25 1
i 1 3 3° i 12 110 IS 24 I li 1
^ J
5 24 S as 1130 14 14 SO 3 30 | (■ be 5 1 | 5
I U 1151 t 60 11 n lib
I 1 lb 1 b0| b bo 14 1 1
yi i • t/Zbi-.k, . 5 30 | 11 120 j 7 10 3-i j
7 350 as 3.SS0 14 1430 * 30| b 60 i 4 - I 15 |
1 a 120 i t bC. - is
1 b ifeO I b 60 ' " 1
1 3 SO 1 11 120 | - - 23
M J
7 350 3-1 1115 14 1480 ? SO i b SO - - 51
1 11 110 1 b bO - - 11
J 03 /z iJ t/jI v I lb !b0 i b bO
-
- 51
i 3 SO 1 11 120 * - lb 1
f 3 375 15 223C 14 1430|3 So
t
0 bo 21 lb 27 i
I 11 lie
(
b bO IT 5 14
/hut/ i ! 1 It ! bO 1 t> bo 20 3 50 11 3 50 12 120 3 2 22 1
A-J • t/ s 315 3.1 1115 !4 143 0 3 3-0 j t bO 25 20 b
/but/ 1 11 I10| b be 15 25 - i
i lb ibO bO 27 It - 1
1 3 So| 11 120 5 i -
/z. i ■■k/o<? 1 1 1
/lit:/" J 10 4- zi 23 11SC 14 14S0 3 50 ic - _ 7
/> i t/ /li • \ ID A Zl 1115 11 3.43 C 3 so
b 60 - - ! 0
1 13. '10 b to - >,q -
\
(0 i b?
lb 1 be to " 15




1Z All 13 usd 1 4 14 SC S so 0 bo b i 54
12 120 b be •10 •> \■J* 1 21
lb 160 b be 23 1-3 14
3 SC 12 120 22 7 <» 25
/hi t ./
/zit /
1 z 477 1115 \ AI *7 14S 0 3 SO b bO 4 - 3
11 120 b bo 5 15
ifc IbO
1
ts bO 25 - 55
. 3 4 r,j -J 12 126 it 25
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FIGU5E P5.5.
Values for the formant structure and duration of the
synthesised vowel elements /i:/, /iJ/ and /!/ in the
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FIGUPE P5.6.
Percentage results for Test 1 (parts 1,U, and 5) rank-
ordered according to the formant structure of the vowels.
\ /}:/ I /iV /."/
HORmANTS mHz.
Fi = 2.4* O f ""msE) | l<esPonics 'n «o« i K«»6niu in. 7o Mi 1 —— - "i o-at.
F, F 2. : !VovuW - t/l /z. - C / I/O - c/ i A- t/lA - t/i A * t/ A- t/l A - fc / /o - t/
248 - 22.80 | go 1 60 1 14- | 5 i 5 | SI | Si | 1j j 5 1 14 |1 1
! 1 a 0 1 601 S | 5 I 3 i 82 | q- ! <,4 i 0 ' c ■! 3
11bO i 60 1 S i- ! 5 1 8S 1 5b 1 8S 1 o j 0 i o
SOllio 14 5 | 11 | 73 ! 82 j -34 j 3 j 0 j 5
124-8- 2125 SO 1 60 S 1* 1 3 1 S b I 31 ! 0 ! 0 j lb
1 !20i bO II 3 | lb ! *b S4 | *4 | 5 | 3 j 0
!
1 1 bO| 60 18 2S | 73 75 | b« | 5 | 3 | S
! SO | ISC 5 11 ! M 80 7 5 | 34 1 5 I 'b j S
:28$ - 2280 SO i 60 V4 II 1 0 3b 75 SI I 0 j 14 | 18 1
1 1 2.0 j 60 ."8 11 1 '+ 5, 38 | Sfc I 0 i 0 | 0 1
1 1 feQ ( bO 35 18 1 38 b5 31 | 58 I 0 1 o | 8
[ soj120 16 5 ! ii 3* 80 | *4 0 1 S j s
■3S0 " 2280 30 60 8 18 | 38 70 | - 3 i u -
! 3-01 60 - 57 t -
— 33 | - - ! 5 1-
1 ibO| 60 - fa5 -
- 35 | " I 0 I -
I "" ' ' '
! SO | i J.0 - 11 62 i " ! 27 ! -
13S0 - 2125 c/J O cr* o - 35
'
I " 33 1 - 1 A7 | -
1 not 60 - 38 " 1 - * - - ! 3 ■ 1 -
1
1 1 bOl 60 5b
~ ! ' 14 - - i 0 ! - :
1 SO ISO
- 24- - I - 3.1 - - 1 48 ! ~ 1
137 5 * 22<?o SO bO 54 51 41 | 32 55 35 14 14 ■ 1 IV :
i ISO 60 76 73 58 | 18 17 30 S 1 0 1 11
! 160 9° 81 Si 79 | 8 13 17 o 1 5 5 ■
| 50 ISO >2 11 3 ! 1.7 51 31 11 S7 bO
1375 - 2)25 SO 50 1 51 73 22 30 5 24 3 22 54 .. I
1 fSO 60 | 8 4 - 88 | 3 - H 3 - 0 ' 1
j ~ 160 60 100 38 0 - 3 0 - 3
! SO 110 I 55
~
1b 48 - 24 1 b - 60
1427 2280 so 6oJ - 54 - 14 - - 32
|
427 2125 so 60 | 43 1 8 — 14 1 b - ' . 43 4 5
j ISO 60 78 - - - II * - II
j 160 60 - 86
- - II _. - 3 i
1 so ISO - " 0 - - II - 88
14.77- 22«o So 60 bS 22 II lb | 5 1 | lb 73 ' Sb
! ISO 60 Si 22 43 lb ) 5 i 3 3o 43
i 1 60 60 81 73 1 be 5 s 5 1 £ ii 1 35 1
i
i So 1 SO 4b
lb 5 18 b 3 35 78 42
1477 2125 SO bO 7b - 8 0
- lb 62. I
1 ISO 60 80 fcS 1
- 5 5 - 5 24 i
1 bo 60 84 73 - U £ I - 5 12 ' |
1 SO 1 20 11 18 - 8 5 - SI 78 i
k3Q
FIGURE D3.7.
Percentage results for Test 1 (parts 1, if and 5) rank-
ordered according to the duration of the vowels.
Hz.'
F 3 = Z.4-S-0
Ft- F 2. -.
lO OtT 10V
fccspons<s in ocjlCinJuiOK / /
/iJ/ 3 /'/
Vowut.
Otm Msec) A- t/|/L - 'h/|/t - t/i/w- t/i/i - C/A - VIA-b/ A- "/ j/'3 - y
\z4-1 - 22%o\ %o| GO 14 ] 5 5 Si 31 ! a2 5 14 3
|24<? - ZIZS | s 14 3 | 92 St ! si 0 0 16
i298 ■ 2.280 14 11 0 1 Sb 75 | 81 0 14 19
12,50 • 2.140 * 14 - 99 70 I " 3 H | - |
!550 - 2125
"
35 - 39 I - " 27 I - |
i375 - 2 2?o 54 51 4-1 32 35 35 14 14 |
137 5 • 2I2S i 62 12 22 30 45 24 5 12 54 |
14 27 - zno I . 54 - - 14 - - 32 -
1427 - 2125 1 " 4-3 19 - 14 16 | - 93 65 |
■477 - 2.28°! 62 22 11 16 5 3 1 16 73 96 !
;4 77 ' 21251 76 33 - 8 0 - ! 16 62
;249 - 22%°\ 1 3-0! fcO 9 s 92 92 92 1 S 14 5
|2.49 - 21251 U 8 lb 86 84 84 3 8 0
jZ9S - 228 o| 19 ll 14 81 89 8b 0 0 0 i
550 - 22<?ol - 57 - - 33 - 5
1550 * 2125 ! 1 - 89 | - - 3 - - 3 -
j 37 S • 22?o 1 76 7 3 1 54 19 27 1 io 5 0 11 !
;375 ' 2115
'
94 . 99 3 1 II 3 - 0
|427 2H5 - - 79 - " ! u - _ II '
47? 2280 I SI fcl 43 1 6 9 | .14 3 30 43
4 77 2125 i 90 69 - 5 3 I - 5 !
243 2.TSO lfcOl GO S 19 5 92 9b 9 S 0 0 0
249 1125 19 22 44.c*. ) 73 75 68 2 1 3 S |
23 7; 228t> 35 14 3S 65 31 58 0 ! o i 3 i
3S0 22gc - 65 - - 35 - I 0 | • - i
35o 2125
- 86 " - 14 - - 1 0 | -
375 228C ! 92 ?4 75 3 I 13 17 o ! 3 i 5 1
375 2125 i ICO _ 89 0 ! - s 0 - 1 3 !
427 2125 i - - 86 — ' II ~ - 3
477 2280
•
42 84 60 S 5 5 3 II 35
477 2125 S 4 73
-
li 5
- 5 22 - 1
249 22?o SOiUOi 14 8 11 78 92 84 8 0 5
249 2125 1 5 II 11 90 T3 84 5 16 5
298 2 280. 14 5 11 84 80 <7^- i 0 5 5
3 5o 2 280 - II - - 62 " I ~ 27
350 1125
*
- 24 - - 27 " I - 49
375 228° 22 II S 67 32 11 57 60
375 2125 is 16 4-8 24 If 60
417 2115
- 1 - 0 - - 11 " i| 39
477 li«o 4-6 1 16 5 | 18 6 3 35 79 I 92
477 2125 II t 19 - i * 3 " 81 73 I -
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FIGURE D5.8.
Percentage results for Test 1 (part 7) rank-ordered
according to: (a) Fornant Structure and (b) Duration
of the vowel.
(U) Fo«.rrv<W: SX«2ju-cXu.»e- ("b)
j(\N Hi
TNurtAT.P* <WfniAA U 7o a«< j .wr: L^om!- % <XSL _
ri : FZ: ,Vo,v£J?t!&£<? ' ^ & /Sik:tt/l i - 3 i Vowdj 2/Sik'.^t/
375 2.XSO SO so b3 31 11 32 "3 - 43-141 SO 30 fcS 41 11 31
110 so 71 I? 11 44 S '41-14 JjU. 41 id 35
so IbO 31 50 71 10 - 43- 141 100 0 0 0
i I 1 10 - 4\ - 14! 57 23 w -7 3
375 2.1 25 SO ISO 41 14 35 14 - 13 - !4l 54 15 21
i 1 1 i Id -34- 141 ! 45 43 54 75
tf 2.7 22<?ol SO So 100 0 0 0 1 ! 1 1 !
i no iso bl IS 41 34 1 i 1 1 1
i SO 11 b0 7 7 Sb 43 <3 - 43- 141140 so 71 IS 11 44
1
■
1 10 .- 13 - 141 31 IS 41 5S
i!7 2125 SO ISO 57 IS 14 43 12 - 43 • 14! bS 41 H 32
477 2 ISO so so 54 45 41 4t> I1
' 110 ISO . bs 5.1 11 34 <3 - 43 - |4 *0 IbQ 41 41 50 71
?Ct ilbO 0 0 100 100 10 * 13 - 14 7 7 Sb S3
14 -13- 14 0 0 100 100
477 21 25 1 SO so 25 .45 34 75
FIGURE D3.9.
Percentage results for Test 1 (part 6) rank-ordered
according to: (a) Formant structure and (b) Duration
of the vowel.
(cd)' f chlvx (/o>) .
Fort»«ar\.t£ ouR.*-noNl iw^u« '»- /O foR.'n'k Dufl-ftTIOM C/f7i5.ooi.ixA i«- /tj cjoo.
r 1 - f 2.
VowiiiCons | /pit". e.f/ /p>J t4T/ •i - 4.-3 \ta»<i|Gn5.| / p l-'t-t-r /
2.47 22S0 30 bo 1 0 100 3 - 43- H SO !bO | 0 100
2-t+q 21 IS SO 60 j • 0 100
3-41- rt i ! 0 100
5-45- H 0 j 100
40 bo 1 °1 PI ? 43 - 14 0 10a
4 0 1401 ■ 17 . S3 S -41-14 4 4 1
2.4? 22? 0
i I
so ' bo ! c 100
14 - 23 -14 3 <3 7
14- 41 - 4 ! i 3A feb
j j 1
375 2Z8oi SO 1 bO 1 0 1 00
■









q\SO 1 bO 4 S - 4\ - 14 ! 17 S3
40 bO 17 S3 14-41 - 14 I 77 I 13
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3-41-14
1
40 | J 2.0 17 S3477 Z2JBO
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FIGURED?.ll.Percentager su tsforTest1,p rts6nd7separately,u diffe en iatedforsinglegeminatedconsonantf rthco texts/Vket/ ndbVter/Theresultsinachc ser nk-orderedaccor ingt (a)Formantstructureand(b)Durationofthvowel.
FIGURE D5.12.
The^results by item in chronological order for the forced
choice test 1 (parts 2, 3 and 8) of the synthetic soeech
sets (a) /suwr/, /sur/; (b) /tuwtu/, /tut:u/; (c) /tuwl/.
/tul:/. '
"Ftst !
No- /u"7 - /S o 1/'J/ . SUT/ i
n n *
"■--V* 1
t ~.r s. 1
i i
■
0 0 is 10C [
2 25 IOC 0 0
3 | 21 75 7 25 1
4 1 17 fel 11 2° !
5 6 21 12 77
b 1 5 15 25 ?2 |
7 i 4 14 24 Sb
* 1 <10 71 S 24
q 21 75 7 25
10 5 1? 23 Tl
II 1 3 4k 15 54
12 II 3°) 17 b!
/Uw/ :-/1 ifW /o/ - / tut-«/
' % c^u. plu—Jun. ' % OM
1 32 i.OO 0 ■ 0
2 <27 34 5 1 b
23 72 -4 2S
4 15 47 17 53
5 A ^•-Ok bq 10 51
b 21 kb II 34 1
7 27 44 . 3 lb
S 5 lb 47 34
7 26 41 i 17
10 21 'ob 11 34
1! 1? 5b 14 44
■ 12 21 51 k 13
/0W/-.-/ fcu-£/ M--Ji 01-/
N CX-OJL auat
1 1 3 ifc 57
2 1 14 30 31
* 53 44 <4 11
4 21 57 lb ^3
5 15 4-1 12 55
6 1 2,5 45 > ■' 5
7 15 41 22 57
S 14 33 23 62
q 25 76 q 24
10 0 0 37 100
II 1 V 1 3
12 Ik 70 II 30
13 1 54 • 4 u
14 1 4 II 33 87




Values for the formant structure and'duration of the
synthesised vov/el elements /uw/ and /u/ in the contexts
Is V r/,/t V 1/, and /t V tu/.
i Hansen pi I'on
oC tcutaxc
'C«»vCL»\.C 1 . Foii^uvU: 2. 1 3 u it AT! O M :f"»TV mSiC, pj^jL^JJ'TvCCX'CuP'V. best
5"0 IWts Uz. S'O tuUts Hz. SlO Unit's H-z. Vo w<JL Co^t^N^ii/s-T/j/t-t*yj
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Percentage results for Test 1, Parts 2, 3> and 8, rank-
ordered according to (a) forisant structure (b) duration
of the vowels.
(^O.) -S tLu.cfkA.Att.
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SO :zc 71 63 6b IS 31 58
149 =101 20 bo
'
78 — - il
3 50 760' SO bo 11 35 ■ 71 78 61 IS
110 60 46 7b 100 54 18 0
IbC bo 1 00 87 24 0 16
20 no bl 41 24 38 53 16
350 801 20 bo ~ 57 - 43
452. Tfeo so bC 0 18 lb 100 SI 24
no bo 18 n ' - b8 26 38 51
1 bO bO IS 41 66 S 5 58 34
so 110 - 15 3 47 21 77 53
4-5 2. 801 so bC 0 "" 100
(V) C)U 2)uje.aJblerru. (in PASec)
2.48 7 feo 20 bO 38 70 56 bl 3o 48
249 801 - 28 - n
350 7 bO 11 52 73 78 60 ns
350 8 01 57 - 43 -
451 7 601 0 18 lb 100 21 24
452. 401 " 0 100 _
2.48 760 \10 bO 71 28 21 48 11 17
3 So 760 4b 7b 100 543-t 13 ov-
451 760 14 11 b8 2b 28 3\
148 76o 160 bO 75 85 21 5 5 18
3 50 760 100 87 *3 0 3 lb
451 760! 12 41 bb Si 57 53
149 760 20 110 71 68 66 42 31 33
3 So 76oj bl 41 24 38 59 16
451 760 IS 3 4 7 24 7 7 53
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FIGURE P5.15.
Percentage results for Test 1, parts 2, 3 ana 8 separately
and as an average for the three contexts (/s V r/,/t V 1/,
and/t V tu/) together. The results are rank-ordered
according to (a) Formant Structure and (b) Duration
of the vowels.
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FIGURE fr>.l6.
The results by item in chronological order for the
forced choice test 2 (parts 1 and 5) of the synthetic
speech sets (a) /bo:t/, /bot:/ (b) /so:t/, /sot:/.
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/be
/ C : /
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ia
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15 S4 1 4 3 11 27 7b
10 14 50 13 SI 14 50 5
i
IS
II 7 15 14 50 21 75 14 5o
!
12 A.1 14 4 14 24 Sb 24 3b
15 11 45 11 43 15 - 54 Ib 57
1
in as SI Qt 32 5 IS n bS
; 15 as ! CO 17 lb 0 0 1 4
1L
: U s as A 14 21 7 1 ^ ■£ Sb !
[17 a
-T
I 4 14 ib 73 14 Sb
IS 17 46 as |00 1 4 C 0
\\q, 14 8 b a 7 4 14 ib 73
at 15 S4 ib 57 0 II 11 43
1
ii *) l1 75
A.
1 (4 7 15 1* S b
W
FIGURE D5.17.
Values for the formant structure and duration of the
synthesised vowel elements /o:/ ana /o/ in the contexts
/b V t/ and /s V t/.
1 t*. rr\ »»"v
pcJTcr\ ^ t -RI




FOfcmANT I FO^ivnT rsimWT b ' Qu«.c.-nc>i
'StPUreft Mi. SiD Uiuts Mz i&iD UniT; Hz i
I- voweu CatN^ »
/bo:t/f! S0° <0 i* 148= 5 50 'Q bO I 2
/ 5 0-. t/ i -■ "2 30
fe bo % I
\0 ICO b feC 4 10
.
12 120 b bC IS IS
1 3 3C a 90 10 14
j
3 so 12 110 lb 4
1Z
.
110 12 lie b *
/so- t/f | i3 soc 10 1300 14- 2.4 SO 5 50 b fco - 9
/sot/. 1i 3 30 b bo - 51 10 100 b be - ,b
< i
1
t3 120 b bo 18 J
1
1
s to a 9c . il
1 8 SO- 12 nc 17
i
12 120 12 120 * 20




















3 1 - !




/hot/ r IS bib 10 13 CO 14 5 50 b kO T I 9 !
/sot-./ - 8 SO b bC 11 ' 3
10 ICC b bO 21 ! 1
12 120 b bO 15 'I
S SO 9 30 IT I 11 |
S SO 12 tic IS i !
.




Percentage results for Test 2 , Parts 1 and 5 , rank-
ordered according to the formant structure of the vowels.
IK rtz 1 AriO/V
1 R-- ■ I-wfgg-
t= -I f z.; ]VowtU|CoWs A " L/
fo--r 10/
A -A ! /'° - V | /s - b/
QiCOLa*. «(
U1S rrvAJijCUkil 1
500 980. 50 60 IS
- 51 — 1 ; 11"
80 60 61 58 5b b! S 1
ico 60 100 81 0 IS * to
1
110 60 8b 8b 4 A IS IS
so 90 50 52 50 bs to 14
80 110 18 IS . 11 8 = lb 4
110 130 SI 85 is 7 b 8
500 1500 50 60 - 14
- 5b - 7
50 bo
- 45 - 53
•
5
100 60 75 - 21 - 6
110 60 - 100 - 0
- 18
• 80 Ocr - ■ 14 - St - 21
80 110 14 - St - 17
1110 110 " 57 43 " 1C






95 11 11 88 3 2. |









80 90 11 - 78 s -
50 110 IS - 81 1
110 110 Sb 14 18
1
616 1500; 50 60 T 9 6 4 b 7 9
i so
:
60 IS ,8 71 Si U 5
100 £C 75 13 IS 57 1 15 1
110 60 ICO 50 0 50 IS ii
so 80 7 84 88 8b IT 11
I so 110 45 7 54 8 3 13 18
j'UC 110 2b 14 \\ 5b 1 lb
Vf9
FIGURE D5.19.
Percentage results for Test 2, Parts 1 and 5, rank-
ordered according to the duration of the vowels.
FORtriftuTS | fvnonj 1
/o"2-430 I 1 /<V !
F * Fz !
r
A-t/ 1 A - t/ A -1 / A" k / I
Soo 9-grOl 50 bO IS Si -
soo i5°o - 1 4 - Sb
62.S ISO 19 - SI
62.6 t 3oc 9 4 4 b 4b
J Soo 9S"o 1 60 bl 55 bb bl
|5oo O O
- 45 - 58






15 IS 11 81
5oo 4 80 ICO bo 100 Si 0 IS
5oo 13o-o | - T5 - 11
6lb 9£o
19 IS -




I Soo ISO 110 bo 4b 4b 4 A
i5oo i3oo - IQO 0
jbH 98o 84 11 |
I&16 ! boo 100 5o 0 1




i 6 3. b ISO 1 3-1 19 i
616
i
l3oo 1 1 14 S4 Sb !i
i5o o 98o 80 lid 2.S IS 41 85
;5 00 iboo i - 1 4 Sb




43 1 54 9 3
500 9*0 liae jliC5) SI 45 IS 7
50 o 13oo 1 1 - 54 - 48
bib 980 I ?S
" 14 -












Average (percentage) results for Test 2, Farts 1 and
5 together, i.e., for the contexts /b V t/and /s V t/
together. The results are rank-ordered according to
(a; Formant Structure and (b) Duration of the vowels.
(k) Fo It racxrut S t R.u.C.tuv.12-^-
FoRmA NTS (Hz,
i - a. - 5 /o: ! / °/
500 - 2J+S0 6 \ 55
500- 1500 - 2./+SD 45 55
610" °|S0 -ZtfSD 45 5 S
6 2.0 - 1500 - Zl+gO 55 b 5
b) ioa •
10 N(^S«C) /a:/ hiVovuRU CoNSONW-fl
50 50 u 33
SO 60 35 53
IDO bO 76 A3
13-0 bo si 13.
SO 50 3-1 76
SO iao 2.A 7S
I AO UO 7Q bo
*f5l
FIGURE D3.21.
The results by item in chronological order for the
forced choice test 2, parts 2 and k of the synthetic
speech sets (a) /ta:ta/, /tata/; (b) /ra:t/, /rat:/.
R-»Socr\S*-S gsi?. /a.'- / R.eapo-riS«^ jGr- /a./











1 4 7 b 11 Jl b 35 1! 75
2 13 ICO 14 51 0 0 • 11 44
3 13 100 17
'
|C0 0 0 0 0
4 it 73 10 37 b 11 17 63
5 17 fel 17 100 II 33 0 0
0 o 4 15 15 100 13 35
7 0 0
-i /
ai-O 3b 1? 100 1 4
2 4 3a 13 45 13 68 ■ 14 31
R 13 4b lb 5°, 15 54 U 41
10 24 7 lb 4 14 10 74 j
I! 13 25 T ■ at 5 15 10 74 j
11 13 Ira lb 3b 5 17 1 4
13 13 45 15 48
14 li 78 6 11
15 11 44 15 5b
! b 17 b3 10 57
17 b 11 11 75
IS 10 74 6 11
452
FIGURE D5.22.
Values for the formant structure and duration of the
synthesised vowel elements /a:/ and /a/ in the contexts





ST 0 vnits Hx
FO*.fn*Nf i
SiO Unit* Hi









































































































Percentage results for Test 2, parts 2 and 4, rank-
ordered according to the formant structure of the
vowels.
F0rtn\ANTSC'* Hi) OuRrtTio/i , / / / = / TtOnn
F3 = ZUgO
Co«s|
/ a •-/ / a / 05
Fi Fz 1 /t - to./ I /*■- b/ 1 /t" tl/ A-W A•«//- 7/1
750- |tf50 to bo 7 it 93 7 4 1 u
10 to 4fc 42- 54 51 4 a 1
loo to 21
*
is - 11 1" !
110 to 100 9 b 0 4
•4
7 !
So 90 - . 42 - 42 - 13
SO 110
- 21 - 7S - 1
llo 1 10 7? 11 • 14
I
701 - 1^50 to to
- It - 74 | * 10 1
10 bo 59 - 41 | - ^ i
i 110 bo - 100 _ 0 ) 5 |
| 10 qo - bi - 37 ii it
So no - 15 - 2 S 1 " t
llD 110
'
100 0 1 "
1
3 1




SO bo 31 - 62 - i S
100 bo 21 IS - ! 11i | -
110 bo St 14 - i '0 1 "
- ltf5o bo to 0 11 100 7S i 7 i 17
so be bl 44 39 5b 1 S
1
i is i
I 100 bo 19 - 11 ! 4 ! - 1
i 110 to IOO 9t C * j» 1
1 So j 90
- 51 44 i 1 1 11 so no - 37 - b2 i - i 4







Percentage results for Test 2, parts 2 and if, rank-
ordered according to the duration of the vowels.
fT0«rnf\NTSON HI) ATlorW /a-1 /-> /
F 1 l+SO \rt + w
F I F * Vowo
Lc«£. /t- tl/ /--t/ /t - t a / /r-t/
75 o 11+50 bO 60 7 2b 8b 74
7oi ii+5o / - 2b - 74
676 U+So 0 - 100 -
6 2.6 ii+SO 0 22 100 78
750 11+50 so 60 4b 48 54 52
701 ti+5o
- 58 41
6 76 ii+50 32 - bS -
j 6 2.6 11+50 61 44 38 5b
! 750 "ii+SO 100 cr a 82 - 13 .




750 I l+So 120 fee 100 9fe 0 4
701 H+5o
- 100 - 0
6 76 11+50 8b
- 14 -
61fc 11+50 100 86 0 4
750 I45O 50 80 — 48 - 48





75o I4S0 ?0 12c 22 7S





ISO •11+50 120 120
- 78 - 4 4
701 1450





Percentage results for Test 2, Parts 2 andU as an average
undifferentiated for the contexts /t V ta/ and /r V t/.
The results are rank-ordered according to (a) Formant
Structure and (b) Duration of the vowels.
b<j pOR.Ynar\t SfcI^-u-otuJ?-s
fba.'VNRtSTS HL v














- D ORCoti oii P^Sec)
V.Q^-e C.. O-wA






























The results by item in chronological order for the
forced choice"test 2, part 3» of the synthetic speech
set /te:rna/, /tenia/, /tern:a/ .
P^r>onSJ--lrR. /e:/ l-iSPOY\sa_ R.-iS rtot\ii. — f r,-e./
oJlt-emS
/t«-: ^ a. / / t* n^a. / / t=- ™ •4 /
His pons iS
(% <xa<.
RiS ponSiS R-S.S porv£iS
TjCLqi
1 11 44 5 17 3 11
z 1 4 2.4 57 2 7
3 t 3 5 17 14 52
i 1 7 10 37 15 5b
5 lb 51 4 15 7 ab
L 1 4 14 37 7
7 t 4 13 4"? 12 44
a 1 4 14 TO 7
q 1 1 2.0 74 5
'
ii
10 4 15 14 52 Ol1 33
II
«■*
q 11 IS 07 5 17
11 4 15 17 05 b ■>
'
13 1 lb 3 n 17 (.3
14 1 7 51 2 S
15 11 44 11 47 oL S
' b a 3-3 13 45- <1 15
17 13 70 4 15 4 IS
:s
i
0 0 ■ 15 42 1 4
i<? 15 5b 10 31 *\ 7
lo 11 44 1 s 13 45
•\ I
C»- I 11 44 U 3 13 43
"\ n 13 4S 6 42 ? 3
13 IS b7 3 11 L 22
•H 3 II 3 ! 1 20 74
^57
FIGURZ D5.27.
Values for the forniant structure and duration of the
synthesised vowel elements /e:/ and /e/ in the context
ft V ma/.
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percentage results for Test 2, part 3, rank-ordered
















G7£>- 2205- 2.7^0 4o bo 1 51 s 14
GO to 1 14 IS q
SO bo 11 bl 19 ii
100 bo 44 44 S 15
110 go To 15 15 IT
SO 90 4 4S 44 7
SO 110 11 11 74- 14
110 no b7 11 11 15
b76- ^OO-Z.780 40 bo 4 S9 7 2
GO go 4 54 T b
so go 15 G 3 11 12
100 go 45 613 30 22
110 bO 54 15 lb 5
so 90 33 48 15 lb
SO 110 3 15 52 3
110 110 44 8 45 21
t>7&- I5S5- 2780 40 go 0 41 4 15
to bo 4 TO lb S
So Go 15 52 33 10
100 bo 5b 37 7 IS
110 Go 44 IS 11 !
so 90 7 31 5b 4
So 120 4G 11 b3 13
llo 120 44 3 4S 20
459
FIGURE D3.29.
Percentage results for Test 2 , part 3 > rank-ordered
according to the duration of the vowel.
KjLSpor\SO- 1 rv % OL^-C -Csi
F ( F Z V0U»<1 Co^J /he.mi/ / t-e rvi.a / /t^nrvia/
6 76 1X05 40 fco 7 5 1 S
676 <100 4 XI 1
676 '555 0 11 4
676 1105 bo bo 7 14
676 1500 4 SI 1
676 15=15 4 10 at
b76 XX05 so bO l.l bT iq
676 140 o 15 b3 aa
676 '555 15 51 33
676 1105 100 bo 44 44 5
676 15 oo 4 S 30
676 1555 5 G 31 1
676 Xl°5 130 bO 10 15 15
676 *500 51 15 at
676 1555 44 11 u
676 Z2.05 10 4 4S 44
676 1 5 DO S3 45 1 5
676 1555 7 31 5b
676 1205 so no 11 11 11
676 i=)oo 3 11 5a
676 *515 10 11 b3
676 2205 110 lib 01 U aa
676 * 10 0 44 £ 45
I 676 1515 44 X 4§
460
FIGURE D5.50.
Percentage (average) responses for Test 2, part 3>
differentiated for single or geminate consonant
contexts. The results are rank-ordered according
to (a) Fcrmant Structure and (b) Duration of the vowel.
^ a.) f-"o rc.mjcx™!' S t
Ft f2. F 3
I rn % A6C
/e:/ /^AC /e/+C: /€:/
bib -13.05 -ITZo a. <3 44 at 10
67& - \qoo- X7go 44 at 7o
(,7 6 - I5qs- 2_7go <2-5 41 Si 70
Cb) DO-rolIIO^
Dur2.AT«0 ^ £ 12 S P o Os»S l£ S 1 tv °/o AGS
V c It.-J /eAc /e/+C: /e/
4o 60 4 S7 t 43
to to 5 n 45
5o 60 14 01 as 3b
100 bo 4S at \5 4 I
1^0 bo 53 it 17 33
50 90 1 5 44 3s Si
50 12,0 13 4 63 77




Data for the study of aspiration in 9 1 4*
The following is a list of words used for the study of aspiration
found in 9. %■4. The words are classified to enable easy reference from
the text. 'The words are transcribed phonemically. Aspiration is not
indicated since the duration is shown in milliseconds: it is assumed that
when the duration is 0 milliseconds, the stop is not aspirated. The

































































































/k/ (14) ba:t 35
tjat: 25
kilt 55 jot: 40
kont 35 ra:t 30
ka:s 60 huwt 40
ko:s 45
ken: 60
kem: 75 /k/ (9)
kiJf 60
ki:n 80 tu"k 50
kuws 60 hak: 40

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Continuous Speech: Sample (i)
int^rodot i^ip^ro: tj e: duwriatllitjl3i^p1:1lilnisatll?a: 1
id:ip^art^lmeat:^as:ah:aba:tjirk^o:la:rilit:^ob:awil?wi:belk^ol: afe jn ar:af:
ombip!lrotj'eduwrili?et jint^roduwtf it^e J repelsrervitsilinisalijehilsuflispt*1
a: rt^algvernjirtj' i: vuwa?tiluwarat ?a: lala rnt^adavmilp^rotj eduwr :uli jk'nunem:
ak^t^ark^oordinats jo:nifit:^rat:^ament:^alk^a:zibejnit:^ob:aul?wiebelfil
p^riva: t^fu?nahaut: ^ob: aSulist^aft^alisp^t^a: rfu?lohraiistll?ar: i " jat^komp"1
lilidarnuwameht^izl a: ?etiljid rihaf( )nadra:bilinisatil?a:ljir:ik!lor:ubis:
lisp^ta:rflah: ard^ra;net:at?a: la: tah: ommlnhab: afek^isi J'rdif: i J tj lihafnali
jinsta:purine:d jualk^omp^lik^ats joniji:t^lijk^u^runialawak^t^ark^minifit:^
?alauftj ert^ikaa:zilk^onsegwentsijk^u^nuserji
Continuous Speech: Sample (ii)
bdjabe:t^ed:o?fuw?iumanistila:J na?tilawdanlimbi:r9k'atilahelu/klli:n?etl1 jajtli
mal:em/uji:nlan?as jek:^id:e:bnimanehodlokhelwaA^sm:iltb?ajnapha: rsamlksu*
rale jnilvet iri^nat^alheludon:ubil: ebli:babi:J jif tilriuflisthes:hi^n?etil jif
t^ak^ar filk^li:nt^at: abi^pll?al: i/e j : animj"uah jara: Jj ek :ilnipll?aimwah: alawnni
j* t^rizgu^re j zanizaju/uk^omp^le jnazaij ji^nu?saianat:ilri: ?nerkilantiliud3 e jna:
nizlamarawa?fitllnaki:netllmin:hal?or!aiulil :imal: emk^armk^i :net^:a: fu/mal: em
Jitf urkhet:h?althlu/khi:neth?edbihid:e:pha:ndiwkholj ihan^JSajekV^i^t/
























































































































































































































Data for the study of consonant duration la chaste*- 3° .
The following is a list of phonemically transcribed words together
with their duration in Billiseconds for one informant. The list is sub-
classified in the same way as figures 10. 3 and 10. 4- ■ (1) separately
for each phoneme; (2) each phoneme subclassification grouped according to
the position in the word in which the phoneme studied occurs - initial,
medial or final, and according to whether the phoneme occurs singly,
geminated or in a cluster (or sequence of consonants in the case of medial
clusters). The reader is reminded that initial gemination refers to
geminated consonants preceded by the vowel /i/. The sub-group title
(e.g. initial single) is followed by the number of words listed under the
group. Thus, there are 28 words in the group illustrating /p/ as a

























































































































































95 'pop:a 150 pti:hi 40
80 tip:o:za 165 1pkejt 80
105 160 ' printj" ep 80
140 sulp:erf 140 'pra:spar 85
35 'kop:la 115 'tpaspar 75
80 'kap:u 145 'tpastas 60
170 'tyap :a 185 'pri:tka 75140 210 1 tpindzi 75
50
'
tj ap: as 140 'tpat:i 60
55 200 65
60 matj" ap: as j" 160 'premju 90
90 top:o:ni 135 'piija 90
50 165 'pwa:les 80
60 it:ap:an 135 1pjanta 75
100 'top:u 165 1spik:a 80
85 155 'tf pa:r 60










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ski:t 100 bank 60
110 a:ks 80
tsku^k 115 i'de jk 80











60 12at: ar 80
55 90
pkejt 60 '2at :a 60
70 '2atra 65
W
Medial bi:s 75 teb :a 210 'do:da 80
Single (9) bo :t 90
'
jeb:a 210 'do:mna 80
'bid: el 90 keb:ep 140
'
duw2 70
90 170 'duw2u 100
'duw?om 60 'bit:ra 80 'tkab:ar 130 duw2uomli 70
'duw?a 90 'bidla 105
'
kob:a 170
'ra2ad 60 bidila 50 150
mara2atf
40 'binti 90 'tab:ap 170
60 'biret 100 . 160 Medial
'tfa:?a J
'duw2u
80 |bidu 80 tdub:i:n 150 Single (24)
60 'bina 110 1reb:ah 160
bidiladu2uom 50 85 180 75
du'2uomli 50 'binti
'biJda








Final 'bi^ma 105 Initial ma'ai:j" 75
Single (11) 'bi:ret 110 Cluster 11 ' pi:di 100
'be :1a 90 'bi:da 100
t2i: 2 120 110 brik:uwn 30 30
fi: 2 125 "be: da 90
dbi:rek
105 'zi:da 30
duw2 90 'be: dni 140 90 bie:da 60
135 'be: tni 105 1 90 'tj e: da 80fuw2 120 'bidu 165 bnisa 80 80
isuw2 105 'bit:a 110 80 'bidu 95
i's: uw2 130 'bed:a 120 ,bnew 105
' beda 80
i'duw2 80 'beda 55 bna:dar 110 85
id:uw2 60 100 105
'
bi:da 105
'dwe i :a2 85 'bela 90 maduw 75




| bi^da 90'buwtu 115 Medial 1 so:da 70





Geminate (2) 105 'ro: da 80
ot^wbru 75
ha2: 180 l 70
da2: 135 Medial set:embru 60
Single (22) risnonsabli 85 Initial
tuwbu
tambuwr 45 Geminate (12)
90 'Jrobna 80Initial tnaf
'tna:bar
95 '(kidba • 80 ici:ispra 110
Cluster (5) i 60 'hab:ni 105
it:albiOba
150
'teba 80 kid!bila 70 135
t2i: 2 35 60 dub'let: 80 iii:uw? 170
2ta:r
2tiJl
65 'tobot 65 165
45 'kiber 70 id:wej:a? 100









95 Initial id:ej:a? 150




Cluster (2) 80 di^'k 95
misto2si^a
85 duwt 85
40 'rebah 80 duwr 120










kit:i:ba 60 du6:i:na 110
'
bid:el 160




makitib i'li :J 60 115 250
Initial 'de:ba 70 145
Single (41) 65 'od:u 180
ie: j a 70 'od:a 165
be:t 115 Medial 'de:ra 80 'sod:a 140
bint 140 Geminate (17) 'dit:a 135 bid:ila 140
bit: 100
dub:i:na
'deb :a 90 bi8:ilom 150




90 'deb :a 120 105



































































































si|::i^n 85 is:efter 150
set:embru 80 195















'si: fer 140 Medial
230 Geminate (18)
'sefter 100
'mis: nisatejn 150 250
180 'is:a 265
sah:a 210 'nes:a 240





















to :ga 40 'kiser 125
80 in'tesa 110















































































































ksi :b 190 Single (14)
240 1
?si^m 200 fenek 80
skutel:a 80 far:aktni 115











ski:t 240 'fetah 220
155 'fa:ma 210






















































































































































































































































100 Single (9) op:ozitsj'o:ni 200
100 tiskuza:h 100




150 'hab: ni 100 Medial
110 hok: 145 Geminate (1)
220 ha2: 240
300 hat: 350 tuz:a:na 140







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to :ma 80 Initial
'ko:ma 75 Final Single (22)
'2iJma 160 Geminate (?)
'nuwna'li^aa 105 95
'bi^ma 90 kem: 175 1 yr
nervu s
80
'li: ma 100 d^am: 215 85
d^ema 90 om: 195
1
no:li 50
100 sem: 140. 'na:fek 75'
sema 90
95
kem: 150 ■nem:en 70
80




















































































































































































































































































































































































This Appendix includes samples of the electrokymo-
graphic data used in this thesis to illustrate various
points. The data is discussed in the appropriate
sections of the thesis.
The words and phrases constituting the data were
spoken within the context /erd^aidli is:a/ (meaning:
Tell me now) or /erdjait malajr/ (meaning:
Repeat quickly). The words and phrases used for
electrokymograms 9 to 18 were, however, decontexualised.
Some problems occur when the speaker pauses within the
context just after the first part of the 'constant'
context, before the changing element - hence the
unjoined segmentation lines in some cases.
In each electrokymogram shown, the top trace is the
nasal air flow, the second from top is the oral (mouth)
air flow, the third from top is the larynx microphone
trace and the bottom trace is the time trace.
The Appendix is subdivided as follows:
G.l. A Study of Vowel Duration.
G.1.1. EKG 1, 2, 3.
G.l.2. EKG 4, 5.
G.l.3. EKG 6, 7.
G.2, The Description of Consonants.
G.3.
G.2.1. EKG 8, 9.
G.2.2. EKG 10, 11, 12.
G.2.3. EKG 13, 14, 15, 16.
G.2.if. EKG •COi—1c*o-rH
EKG 19.
G.2.5. EKG 20, 21.
EKG 22, 23, 2i+, 25,
EKG 31, 32, 33, 34.
Consonant Duration
G.3. EKG 35, 36, 37, 38.
477
G.l. A Study of Vowel Duration.
G.l.l. Electrokymograms 1 and 2 illustrate the contrast
between the long vowel /e:/ and the short vowel /e/ .
Electrokymograms 2 and 3 illustrate the contrast between
/e/followed by a single consonant and /e/ followed by a
geminate consonant.
In em In a > "i A / trd^ ai d I' lS'^ /
/' <= p . rn 3 /









G.1.2. Electrokymograms 4 and 5 illustrate the duration
of /i/ followed by a single consonant and /i/ followed by
a geminate consonant.
E K G-. 5 .
<si kke-b >
/s i k •• e t /
'"'"ttL
/e r cl^ a \ d It i S: <3. /
480
G.1.3. Electrokymograms 6 and 7 illustrate the duration
of the vowel/a:/ in two words: (i)<qaghad>, where the
vowel could have been pharyngalised originally and (ii)
<ras^ where it is an 'ordinary' vowel. My claim in
chapter 6 is that there is no qualitative or quantitative
difference.
EK G- £








< kas> /e-rd^aid i
Aa-.s
is: a /
\AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAG"AAA<J y J \l J >1 J J J J [ \j J \i J J l y j \J v j \i J v \/ 'l v vi , J V
^81
G.2. The Description of Consonants.
G.2.1. Electrokymograms 8 and 9 illustrate the contrast
between sequential and simultaneous release of plosives
in a consonant cluster.
EKG. 8
tp in q i >
/tpindji/
lc f a i d \ \ —-—- i s: a. /
VJ
—







G.2.2. Electrokymograms 10 to 12 illustrate the different
ways in which a plosive can be released when followed by
a nasal stop. EKG 10 shows oral release; EKG 11 shows
nasal release; EKG 12 shows simultaneous oral and nasal
release.
EKG- 10 j. Cdeconbentu-alised)
., i n m
i kn u S)> / J jl
E K fr III CdWo<vte.xtualis«i)
EKG- I C cLecon ' tsixt1 <xal'ts«si)j
^.jt-lVrnu>
Jt it -m u /
G 2.3. Electrokymograms 13 to 17 show four different
occurrences of the affricate /d3/. They illustrate
varying degrees (and duration) of voicing during
stop and the fricative phases.
EK <r. f3.

















































(a) Electrokymograms 17 and 18 illustrate two occurrences
of /h/ realized as voiced.
EK G-- 17
/ruwh van t uwza.
(" <ie.co
EK G. 13





















(b) Electrokymogram 19 illustrates one occurrence of
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G.2.5. Aspiration of /p/, /t/ and /k/.
(a) Electrokymograms 20 to 21 illustrate two atypical
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(b) Electrokymograms 22 to 30 illustrate aspiration of

















































































(c) Electrokymograms 31 to 34 illustrate the plosion/
aspiration of /p/» /t/ and /k/ when these consonants
are the first or second element in a releasing
cluster
EKGr. 3 1.
y1pt'i: h i /
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G. 3. Consonant Duration.
Electrokymograms 35 38 illustrate the contrast b.etween
/tf / occurring as a single consonant, and /tjV occurring
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Data for the Study of Visual Patterns:
This Appendix consists of charts containing the
measurements in .millimetres of various dimensions of
the lip parameters studied in Chapter 12 and converted
to graph form there. The dimensions (e.g. EE, EA, etc.)
are explained in Chapter 12 . The measurements are
given for both Informants A and B (under columns o and
x respectively). The measurements are taken from the
visiograms made for the study of prolonged articulation.
The sound prolonged in each case appears in the left
hand column. The average for each sound class appears
at the end after the examples of that particular sound
class have been presented.
Figure HI. 1 shows the measurements for the vowel
examples. Figure H 12 shows the measurements for the
examples of the consonants as syllable-releasing single
consonants. Figure H 1.3 and Figure H l.if show the
measurements for the consonants in CC clusters as C^_
and as respectively. Figure H 2 shows the
deviation from the neutral position for each dimension
for each speaker. The measurements for the neutral
dimensions appear at the top of Figure H 2. Thus, for
example "EE = +2" means that the measurement is 2 mm.
more than the measurement for EE when the speaker's lips
are in "neutral rest" position.
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